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President – Robert McKercher

HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY

PURPOSE

The purpose of this policy is to establish the standards and responsibilities regarding the health

and safety of Gabriel Industries Inc.

POLICY STATEMENT

Gabriel Industries is committed to provide and maintain a safe and healthy work environment,

which includes the physical, psychological and social well-being for its and contracted workers.

To achieve this goal, every reasonable effort will be made to manage and coordinate all

activities and programs to prevent workplace injuries and work-related illnesses, and continual

improvement in occupational health and safety management and occupational health and

safety performance.

Gabriel Industries Inc. will maintain safe working conditions at its work site and comply with

current Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Act, Regulation and Code, The Alberta Worker’s

Compensation Act, and other relevant legislation which relates to occupational health and

safety hazards in addition to its own health and safety standards.

SCOPE

Compliance with this policy and the safety management program is expected from

Management, workers, visitors, suppliers, and contractors.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Management

• Support and promote the health and safety management system through active

leadership.

• Provide all necessary resources for the promotion of the health and safety management

system.

• Provide workers with the information, training, tools, procedures and support required

to do their job safely.

Workers and Visitors

• Are responsible and accountable for performing work safely and for identifying,

communicating and where appropriate, correcting workplace hazards in order to

protect themselves, their co-workers, or the public from harm.

Contractors and Suppliers

• Comply to Gabriel Industries Inc. occupational health and safety contractor

management requirements;

• Responsible for their own health and safety and that of their workers; and

• Cooperate with Property’s representative regarding occupational health and safety.
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBLITIES FOR CONTACTORS

Worksite Contractors & Subcontractors

• Participate in GABRIEL orientation program prior to working on site

• Accept and comply with the policies, rules and procedures of the GABRIEL Safety

Management System when they do not have their own program

• Participate in GABRIEL tool box meetings before work commences

• Review GABRIEL Emergency Response Plan when on site

• Sign in to record that you are working on GABRIEL worksite(s)

• Follow instructions provided by the site supervisor or personal escort

• Wear required personal protective equipment when required

• Comply with all government regulatory statutes when working on GABRIEL worksites and

property

• Maintain good housekeeping on GABRIEL worksites and property

• Report all incidents, accidents, near misses and hazards to Gabriel’s Safety Manager and

Supervisor as quickly as possible

Worksite Visitors

• Notify GABRIEL personnel upon arrival and prior to departure (sign-in/out may be

necessary)

• Review GABRIEL Emergency Response Plan (ERP) when on site

• Never attend a worksite unescorted and follow instructions provided by the site supervisor

or personal escort

• Wear personal protective equipment when required
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES OF MANAGEMENT

Shall ensure, as far as it is reasonably practicable to do so:

a. The health and safety and welfare of

i. Workers engaged in the work of the Gabriel Industries Inc.

ii. Those workers not engaged in the work of Gabriel Industries Inc. but present at

the work site at which that work is being carried out, and

iii. Other persons at or in the vicinity of the work site who may be affected by

hazards originating from the work site.

b. Gabriel Industries Inc. workers are aware of their rights and duties under Alberta OHS

legislation and of any health and safety issues arising from the work being conducted at

the work site.

c. That none of Gabriel Industries Inc. workers are subjected to or participate in

harassment or violence at the work site.

d. That Gabriel Industries Inc. workers are supervised by a person who

i. Is competent, and

ii. Is familiar with the Alberta OHS legislation that apply to the work performed at

the work site.

e. Consults and cooperates with the health and safety representative, as applicable, to

exchange information on health and safety matters and to resolve health and safety

concerns.

f. That health and safety concerns raised by workers, supervisors, self-employed persons

and the health and safety representative are resolved in a timely manner.

g. That on a work site where a prime contractor is required, the prime contractor is

advised of the names of all of the supervisors of the workers.

h. Ensure that workers are adequately trained in all matters necessary to protect their

health and safety, including before the worker

i. Begins performing a work activity,

ii. Performs a new work activity, uses new equipment or performs new processes

or

iii. Is moved to another area or work site.

i. Will cooperate with any person exercising a duty imposed under the Alberta OHS

legislation.

j. Will comply with the Alberta OHS legislation.
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES OF SUPERVISORS

a. Shall as far as it reasonably practicable, to do so

i. Ensure that the supervisor is competent to supervise every worker under the

supervisor’s supervision.

ii. Take all precautions necessary to protect the health and safety of every worker

under the worker’s supervision.

iii. Ensure that a worker under the supervisor’s supervision works in the manner

and accordance with the procedures and measures required under Alberta OHS

legislation.

iv. Ensure that every worker under the supervisor’s supervision uses all hazard

controls, and properly uses or wear personal protective equipment designated

or provided by Gabriel Industries Inc. or required to be used or worn by Alberta

OHS legislation.

v. Ensure that none of the workers under the supervisor’s supervision are

subjected to or participate in harassment or violence at the work site.

b. Advise every worker under the supervisor’s supervision of all known or reasonably

foreseeable hazards to health and safety in the area where the worker is performing

work.

c. Report to management a concern about an unsafe or harmful work site act that occurs

or has occurred or an unsafe or harmful work site condition that exists or has existed.

d. Cooperate with any person exercising a duty imposed by the Alberta OHS legislation.

e. Comply with the Alberta OHS legislation.
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY OF GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. AS A SUPPLIER

a. As far as it is reasonably practicable to do so, ensure that any equipment that is supplied

is in safety operating condition.

b. As far as it is reasonably practicable to do so, if Gabriel Industries Inc. has a

responsibility under an agreement to maintain equipment, ensure that the equipment is

maintained in a safety condition, in accordance to manufacturer’s specification, if any,

and in compliance with Alberta OHS legislation.

c. As far as it is reasonably practicable to do so, provide a notice to all of the employers

supplied by Gabriel Industries Inc. with equipment, or to the purchasers or lessees of

the equipment, when the Gabriel Industries Inc. becomes aware or ought reasonably to

be aware that the equipment that was supplied or is about to supplied does not comply

with a standard prescribed under Alberta OHS Regulation or Code.
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ACCOUNTABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY OF WORKERS

a. Take reasonable care to protect the health and safety of the workers and of other persons at

or in the vicinity of the work site while the worker is working.

b. Cooperate with the worker’s supervisor or manager or any other person for the purposes of

protecting the health and safety of

i. The worker,

ii. Other workers engaged in the work of Gabriel Industries Inc., and

iii. Other workers not engaged in the work of Gabriel Industries Inc. but present at

the work site at which that work is being carried out.

c. At all times, when the nature of the work requires, uses all devices and wear all personal

protective equipment designated and provided for the worker’s protection by Gabriel

Industries Inc. or required to be used when worn by the worker under Alberta OHS

legislation.

d. Refrain from causing or participating in harassment or violence.

e. Report to management or supervisor a concern about an unsafe or harmful work site act that

occurs or has occurred or an unsafe or harmful work site condition that exists or has existed.

f. Cooperate with any person exercising a duty imposed under Alberta OHS legislation.

g. Comply with the Alberta OHS legislation.
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Created:  (date)

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Job Activity/Task: Date reviewed:

Completed by:

Manager:
HSR: Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR: Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksites
Slip/trip/falls S

Eng: non-congested work area, electrical cords secured,

adequate lighting, hand rails on stairs

Admin:  Good housekeeping, maintenance program, hazard

reporting procedure, mats in high traffic areas

PPE:  Steel toed boots with anti-slip grip
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Created:  (date)

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT & CONTROL

PURPOSE

The purpose of a hazard assessment is to identify and evaluate those conditions that could cause

workers to get hurt or become ill.  It is through the control of identified hazards which leads to a

reduction in human and financial costs; the result of this process will be used to set objectives

and targets and to develop preventative and protective measures.

DEFINITIONS

Administrative Controls: controls that alter the way the work is done, including timing of work,

policies and other rules, and work practices such as standards and operating procedures

(including training, housekeeping, equipment maintenance, and personal hygiene practices).

Along the path (where the hazard "travels").

Elimination (including substitution): remove the hazard from the workplace.

Engineering Controls:  includes designs or modifications to plants, equipment, ventilation

systems, and processes that reduce the source of exposure.  At the source (where the hazard

"comes from").

Hazard: means a situation, condition or thing that may be dangerous to the safety or health of

workers.

Personal Protective Equipment:   means equipment or clothing worn by a person from

protection from health or safety hazards associated with conditions at a work site.

Potential hazards: are those that are foreseeable and reasonably likely to occur.

Risk: is the chance that a worker will be harmed or experience an adverse health effect if exposed

to a hazard.   It may also apply to situations with property or equipment loss.  Factors that influence

the degree of risk include:

• The likelihood of being exposed; and

• How severe are the effects under the conditions or exposure.

Worksite: means a location where a worker is, or is likely to be engaged in any occupation and

includes any vehicle or mobile equipment used by a worker in an occupation.

HAZARDOUS OCCUPATION

The occupation of a person who works with silica designated as a hazardous occupation, Gabriel

Industries Inc. has identified workers may be exposed at certain worksites when cutting through

cement

IDENTIFICATION OF HAZARD SOURCES

Every work site consists of four major components.  These are:

1. The people (workers, visitors, clients, suppliers, contractors, etc.).

2. The environment they work in (indoors, outdoors, lighting, ventilation, ergonomics,

tripping potential, biological agents, physical agents, animals, etc.).

3. The materials they work with (chemical or toxic substances, fumes, hot/cold materials,

explosives, etc.).

Commented [JD1]: Is this applicable to your job tasks?
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4. The equipment and tools they use (heavy equipment, saws, hoists, ladders, video

monitors, file cabinets, etc.).

In conducting a hazard assessment, all four components must be examined to determine what

associated hazards are present with each.  All phases of Gabriel Industries Inc. operations should

be examined to identify hazards which may have been missed with a previous hazard assessment.

It is very important to recognize that the hazard assessment does not deal strictly with things that

are wrong at the present time but also potential hazards.  In examining the above four

components that are involved in carrying out our employment responsibilities, keep asking the

question “WHAT IF?”  The knowledge and experience of the people conducting the hazard

assessment is of vital importance.

TYPES OF HAZARD ASSESSMENTS

1. FIELD LEVEL HAZARD ASSESSMENT

A field level hazard assessment must be completed at the work site to identify existing and potential

hazards before work begins at the worksite or prior to the construction of a new work site and the

identify the means of controls or elimination.

2. JOB INVENTORY HAZARD ASSESSMENTS

There are four (4) types of job inventory hazard assessments:

a. Formal hazard assessment.  A formal hazard assessment identifies the hazards, evaluates

the risk to the health and safety of workers, as well as appropriate control methods

b. Equipment or machinery. An equipment or machinery hazard assessment evaluates the

risk to the health and safety of workers who work around or near the equipment or

machinery and operators of the equipment or machinery at the workplace, as well as

appropriate control methods.

c. Hand tool. A hand tool hazard assessment evaluates the risk to the health and safety of

workers who work around or near the hand tool and operators of hand tools at the

workplace, as well as appropriate control.

d. Job task.  A job task hazard assessment evaluates the risk to the health and safety of

workers who perform the task, as well as appropriate control

RESPONSIBLITIES

MANAGEMENT

Must

• Ensure a copy of this program, either paper or downloaded electronic is readily available

for reference by workers at the worksite affected by the program;

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun;

• Ensure implementation of the hazard assessment program;

• Comply a list of tasks associated with each job;

• Knowledgeable about the high hazard tasks related to Gabriel Industries Inc. operations;

• Assess a work site and identify existing and potential hazards before work begins at the

work site or prior to the construction of a new work site;
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• Ensure a report is prepared of the results of a hazard assessment, the date on which the

hazard assessment was prepared or revised is recorded on it and the methods used to

control or eliminate the hazards identified;

• Ensure that the hazard assessment is repeated:

a. At reasonably practicable intervals to prevent the development of unsafe and

unhealthy working conditions,

b. When a new work process is introduced,

c. When a work process or operation changes, or

d. Before the construction of significant additions or alterations to a work site;

• If acting in the capacity of a prime contractor (or contractor), must ensure that any

employer on a work site is made aware of any existing or potential work site hazards

that may affect that employer’s workers;

• Involve affected workers in the hazard assessment and in the control or elimination of

the hazards identified;

• Ensure that workers affected by the hazards identified in a hazard assessment report

are informed of the hazards and of the methods used to control or eliminate the

hazards;

• Ensure the hazard is either eliminated or controlled as reasonably practicable;

• To be knowledgeable about high hazard tasks related to his/her operations;

• To communicate to affected workers of any changes to hazard control methods

• Ensure workers use the hazard controls;

• If a concern is brought forth about equipment, unsafe or harmful worksite conditions,

must review the situation and take any necessary corrective action in a timely manner;

• Implement emergency action controls, when required, to control or eliminate a hazard

that is dangerous to the safety or health of workers;

• Ensure training is completed;

• Ensure blank field hazard assessments are accessible to affected workers;

WORKERS

Must

• Actively participate in hazard identification, risk assessment and control;

• Assess a work site and identify existing and potential hazards before work begins at the

work site or prior to the construction of a new work site;

• Has a duty(must) to immediately report to the supervisor equipment that:

o Is in a condition that will compromise the health and safety of workers using or

transporting it;

o Will not perform the function for which it is intended or was designed;

o Is not strong enough for its purpose, or

o Has an obvious defect;

• Has a duty (must) if worker believes that an unsafe or harmful worksite condition or act

exists or has occurred shall immediately report it to his/her manager or supervisor;

• Complete field level hazard assessment forms as per supervisor, manager or delegated

worker instruction;

• Use required hazard controls;

• Participate in the training provided; and
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• Apply the training.

HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

Must

• Participate in hazard assessment process, in conjunction with their regular work site

inspections, if deemed necessary.

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. AS PRIME CONTRACTOR

Must

• If Gabriel Industries Inc. is acting as a prime contractor (or contractor), the Gabriel

Industries Inc. Representative must ensure that any employer on a work site is made

aware of any existing or potential work site hazards that may affect that employer’s

workers.

DEVELOPMENT OF JOB INVENTORY

The development of job inventory is to include the following:

1. Job positions:  Job positions is to be cross referenced with current organizational chart.

2. Jobs:  Jobs performed by management and workers are to be cross referenced with

current job descriptions.

3. Job tasks:  Job tasks associated with each task are compiled for each job.

FREQUENCY

Field level hazard assessments are to be repeated:

• Conducted before work begins on the day of a job;

• A new activity has been temporarily introduced at a work site;

• Work is conducted at a temporary/mobile work site (whether owned by Gabriel

Industries Inc or not); and

• At reasonably practicable intervals to prevent the development of unsafe and unhealthy

working conditions, or in other words, the scope of the work has changed.

Formal hazard assessments are to be:

• Reviewed annually by affected worker(s) in the calendar year from January 15 to

February 15; and

• Completed during the orientation of the worker.

Job task assessments are to be completed:

• When a new work process is introduced;

• When a new processes or operations are at the design stage;

• When a work process or operation changes; or

• Before construction of a significant addition or alteration to a work site.

Job task, equipment or machinery and hand tool inventory assessments are to be repeated:

• Annually in the calendar year from January 15 to February 15.

COMMUNICATION OF HAZARD ASSESSMENTS

Results of hazard assessments or changes to hazard controls are to be communicated to affected

workers by the following means:

1. Meetings. Either during internal meeting or in the preparation of external meetings.

2. Electronic.  Electronically through email or text

3. Verbally. Through discussion with affected worker(s).
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LOCATION OF HAZARD ASSESSMENTS

1. Field level assessment

a. Blank. Blank field level hazard assessment are located on the electronically on

site doc.

b. Completed. Completed field level hazard assessment records are retained

electronically on site doc.

2. Formal hazard assessment

a. Blank. The location of blank formal hazard assessment inventory assessments is

accessible electronically.

b. Completed.  Completed signed formal hazard assessment records are stored

electronically on site doc.

EMERGENCY CONTROL OF HAZARD

If emergency action is required to control or eliminate a hazard that is dangerous to the safety or

health of workers,

• Only those workers competent in correcting the condition, and the minimum number

necessary to correct the condition, may be exposed to the hazard, and

• Every reasonable effort must be made to control the hazard while the condition is being

corrected

The above two conditions do not apply to an emergency response during the period that

emergency action is required.

QUALITY CONTROL

Where a deficiency(s) is noted on the hazard assessment, the document will be forwarded back to

the originator for completeness and then forwarded back to the Health and Safety Representative

MONITORING

Monitoring of the hazard assessment process, risk evaluation and hazard control(s) to ensure

continuous improvement will include:

1. The continuing effectiveness of risk controls;

2. Emerging technologies that might permit additional risk reductions; and

3. Residual risk.

The monitoring will take into account:

1. The level of risk;

2. Applicable legislation;

3. Applicable standards; and

4. The reliability of controls.

RECORD RETENTION

Completed hazard assessments are to be kept for a period of three years.  Records will be

maintained in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. records management program.

TRAINING

Hazard assessment training for Gabriel Industries Inc. workers, and if appropriate, contractors

will include:

• Hazard element:

o Purpose;

Commented [JD2]: Would this be correct?
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o Roles, responsibilities and accountability; and

o Processes/procedures.

• The process of identification and assessment formal hazard assessment

• Hazard identification;

• Risk Analysis;

• Control methods.

Hazard assessment training for affected Gabriel Industries Inc. workers will include:

• The process of identification and assessment for field level hazard assessment

• Hazard identification;

• Control methods.



Emergency Response

The tending worker is not allowed to enter the confined space under any circumstances to assist the distressed/injured

employee.

• Turn off power sources/gas lines to any tools being used in the confined space,

• Call 911.

• Attempt to remove distressed employee from the outside by using lifeline, or harness and winch,

• Immediately upon retrieval, administer First Aid and/or CPR.

• Use of fire extinguisher ( if applicable).
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Work Site:

Address/Location

FALL HAZARDS Describe work to be done.  Identify all existing & potential fall hazards with the work site

FALL PROTECTION SYSTEMS TO BE USED Identify the fall protection systems to be used at the worksite to protect workers from

the fall hazard (i.e. travel restraint, personal fall arrest system etc.)

ANCHORS TO BE USED DURING THE WORK Identify the anchors, both engineered and improvised, that workers are to use

CLEARANCE DISTANCE(S) TO BE CONFIRMED Clearance distances must be sufficient to prevent an employee from striking the

ground, an object or level below the area

PROCEDURES Identify detailed procedures to assemble, inspect, use, maintain and dismantle the fall protection system identified

above

RESCUE PLAN Describe the procedure that will be followed if a worker falls and needs to be rescued

THIS FALL PROTECTION PLAN WAS DEVELOPED BY

Name:                                        Signature: Date:

WORKERS REVIEWED AND UNDERSTAND THE PLAN

Print name: Signature

Print name: Signature

Print name: Signature

Print name Signature
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NO WORK IS ALLOWED EXECPT THAT WHICH IS SHOWN ON THE PERMIT

Date of issue Time: AM/PM

Date and  time of expiration

Name of person(s) performing hot work: ___________________________________________

Location of work ______________________________________________________ Permit #

Name Material Only

TOXIC FLAMMABLE CORROSIVE OTHER

DESCRIPTION OF WORK BEING DONE

Check √ if OK, mark an X if the item needs to be addressed, N/A if not applicable.

__Has equipment been locked or tagged out if required?

__Is emergency equipment i.e. fire extinguisher present and accessible?

__Is welding permitted?

__Is it permissible to use electrical equipment?  (mark if applicable)

__Is it permissible to use diesel, gasoline and propane driven equipment?  (mark if applicable)

__May underground obstructions be encountered?

__May underground or overhead electrical power lines be encountered?

__Is permit receiver aware of the material safety data sheets pertaining to this job (if applicable)?

__Have combustible waste materials been removed from the area?

TYPES OF GAS TEST REQUIRED & RESULTS OBTAINED (CHECK WHERE REQUIRED) IF NOT APPLCIABLE, CROSS OFF SECTION)

I examined the above equipment at  ________AM/PM & observed the reading to be:

Combustible ____%                  Oxygen ______%           Other (Name) ________%

Gas tester’s signature:  ________________________________________________________________

EMERGENCY PLAN DEVELOPED FOR THIS WORK

WHAT ADDITIONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED (IF APPLICABLE)

AGREEMENT:  I HAVE CHECKED BOTH THE PERMIT AND THE JOB.  I UNDERSTAND THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE WORK

AND THE PRECAUTIONS TO BE FOLLOWED IN COMPLETING THE WORK

Permit Issued by: __________________________     _______________________________-

Print name                                                                      Signature

Permit Received by: __________________________     _______________________________-

Print name Signature

Permit sign off:  __________________________       ______________________________-

Print name Signature
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PURPOSE

Gabriel Industries Inc. is committed to providing information and training to workers so that

workers are aware of how to perform job tasks that are specific to their work.  Standard work

practices and procedures will set the standard for performing a particular job task or use of

equipment and/or machinery.

DEFINITIONS

Standard work procedures (SOP’s) are series of specific steps that guide a worker through a task

from start to finish in a chronological order.  Procedures are designed to reduce the risk by

minimizing potential exposure.

Standard work practices (SWP’s) are written guidelines outline what safety equipment, safety

precautions, hazards to be aware of, and how tasks are to be performed in order to minimize the

risk of an incident occurring.

HAZARD

Standard work practice, standard operating procedures or standard operating guidelines are

established for addressing significant hazards or for dealing with circumstances that may present

other significant risk/liabilities for Gabriel Industries Inc.; they are to be used as an administrative

control for controlling hazards.

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program or a practice, procedure or

guideline are familiar with it before the work is begun;

• If required in a procedure, guideline or practice, must ensure that workers who may be

required to use safety equipment or personal protective equipment are competent in the

application, care, use, maintenance and limitations of that equipment;

• Ensure workers follow standard work practice or procedures;

• Ensure standard work practices and/or procedures are reviewed as per internal standards;

and

• Assist with the preparation and/or revision of standard work practices and/or procedures.

WORKERS

• To follow standard work practices or procedures for all job tasks;

• Has a duty (must) if worker believes that an unsafe or harmful worksite condition or

act exists or has occurred shall immediately report it manager or supervisor;

• Has a duty(must) to immediately report to manager or supervisor equipment that:

o Is in a condition that will compromise the health and safety of workers using or

transporting it;

o Will not perform the function for which it is intended or was designed;

o Is not strong enough for its purpose, or

o Has an obvious defect;

• Assist with the preparation or revision of standard work practice and/or procedure;

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

• Assist with the preparation or revision of standard work practice and/or procedures.

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS FOR NEW SAFE WORK PRACTICES AND/OR PROCEDURES

Standard work practices and/or procedures are developed using the following process:

1. Make a list of tasks involved to complete a job;

2. Categorize job task based on risk, ranking from the most hazardous to least hazardous

basis risk. The ranking is based on the following definitions:

a. High Priority or Major:  a condition or practice likely to cause death, serious injury or

illness, permanent disability, or extensive property damage.

b. Medium Priority or Moderate: a condition or practice likely to cause lost time injury

or illness, temporary disability or considerable property damage.

c. Low Priority or Minor:  a condition or practice likely to cause first aid injury or minor

illness or limited property damage.

3. Beginning with identified High Priority or Major risk tasks, a first draft of the standard

work practice/operating procedure/operating guidelines is to be completed on a

template by management and health and safety representative.

 The practice/procedure/guideline is to take into consideration, as a minimum:

• Applicable legislation requirements.

• Industry standard.

4. Once all of the high-risk practice/procedure/guidelines are written, they are circulated

to all affected workers for their review and suggestion.

5. Once approved, affected worker are to be trained on practice and/or procedure.

6. Once all of the practice and/or procedures for high risk job tasks have been addressed,

practice and/or procedures are to be written for risks ranked as medium or low priority.

FREQUENCY OF REVIEW

A regular review of standard work practices and procedures is an important part of the Gabriel

Industries Inc. health and safety management system.  Outdated, misleading or non-existent

standard work practices and procedures can lead to worker injury or property damage.  All

affected worker(s) share the responsibility for updating applicable practices and procedures.

Standard Work Practices and Procedures are to be reviewed, as minimum, every three (3) years.

REVIEW PROCESS

The following steps outline the process for reviewing and amending standard work

practices/operating procedures and/or operating guidelines.

1. FREQUENCY BASED

Management and Health and Safety Representative will make the necessary changes and

inform affected workers of any changes (if applicable).

2. LEGISLATION BASED

Management and Health and Safety Representative will make the necessary changes and

inform affected workers of any changes (if applicable).
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3. OTHER – RESULT OF INCIDENT ETC.

Management and Health and Safety Representative will make the necessary changes and inform

affected workers of any changes (if applicable).

Standard work practices

ACCESSIBILTY

Standard work practices and procedures are located electronically on-site doc.

RECORD RETENTION

Standard work practices and procedures are to be kept eleven years after becoming obsolete.

Records will be maintained in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. records management

program.

TRAINING

All workers are to be trained on the

• SWP element.

Affected workers are to be trained:

• Before beginning job task for the first time.

• When a practice, procedure and/or guideline has been revised.

All training must to be documented.

EVALUATION

An evaluation of this program is to be completed annually by management and the health and

safety representative.  The evaluation measures whether the practices

The evaluation will include as a minimum:

• Workers trained on practice/procedure/guideline program;

• Have standard work practice and procedures been developed based on the

hazard/risk done at the worksite;

• Affected worker are trained on applicable practice, procedures and/or guidelines.

• For standard work practices:

o A first aid assessment is done for the job task.  Appropriate first aid supplies and

equipment are listed.

o A procedure for workers to follow when they are injured (or observe an injury)

and need first aid.

o A set of emergency response procedures appropriate to the job task activities

and risks.

• Standard work practices/operating procedures or procedures are reviewed as per

the program.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that have been uploaded onto site docs.
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PURPOSE

Gabriel Industries Inc. provides training and adequate resources to its workers to ensure workers

have the necessary knowledge and skills they need to accomplish their work safely, competently

and efficiently.  Knowledge acquired by participation in training is one of the methods used to

create a safe culture; failure to participate in safety training exposes workers to risk of injury.  This

not only impacts Gabriel Industries Inc. ability to comply with its Health and Safety Policy but it also

places Gabriel Industries Inc. in a state of non-compliance with current Alberta Occupational

Health and Safety and other applicable legislation.

DEFINITIONS

Acknowledgement of attendance means a record attesting to the presence of a trainee at a

training event.

Certificate means a written document attesting to the successful completion of a training event

by an individual trainee as established through an appropriate evaluation process.

Competent in relation to a person, means adequately qualified, suitably trained and with sufficient

experience to safely perform work without supervision or with only a minimal degree of

supervision.

Document means a medium containing information related to OHS training.

Qualification is an act or process to assure something complies with some condition, standard, or

specific requirements.

Training or any similar term or word means to give information and explanation to a worker with

respect to a particular subject matter and to require a practical demonstration that the worker has

acquired knowledge or skill related to the subject matter.

Training course means instructional materials designed to be delivered as a single unit of training.

Training needs analysis means the identification of specific training requirements based on the

trained needs assessment.

Training needs assessment mean the process used to determine the training required in an

organization.

Training objective means a written statement of intended learning goals.

Training program means an established system of designing, developing, delivering, evaluating,

documenting and managing training.

Validation is an act, process, or instance to support or corroborate something on a sound

authoritative basis.

Verification is the act or process of establishing the truth or reality of something.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the training program will take account the need to:

• Meet the identified outcomes of training needs assessment;

• Reduce risk from occupational hazards; and

• Positively influence organizational results.
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THREE CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPETENT

1. Adequately qualified.  The worker has some type of qualification, usually earned through a

formal education program, training course, etc., or a combination of education and

practical experience

2. Suitably trained.  The worker must have training that is appropriate to the tasks,

equipment, etc., that will be performed or used.  In addition to this training, the worker

must receive safety training.

3. With sufficient experience to safely perform work without supervision or with only a

minimal degree of supervision.  A worker’s qualifications, training and experience are no

guarantee that work will be performed safely.  I

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Ensure training needs and objectives are established and documented;

• Ensure compliance to federal and provincial occupational health and safety training

requirements;

• Ensure a system for identifying competing demands and setting priorities to ensure

compliance with the program is established.

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun;

• Must ensure that a worker is trained in the safe operation of the equipment the worker is

required to operate

• Provide time for worker to participate in the required training.

• Understand the qualification verification process for health and safety training;

• Support is available for continual or additional training as needed;

• Ensure workers receive job specific training when he/she are new, assigned new tasks or

when an operational change affects his/her work;

• Ensure the training needs assessment accurately reflects the requirements Gabriel

Industries Inc.; and

• Validate and verify that a worker is competent to perform his/her job.

WORKERS

• Provide, when requested, any qualification verification training documents;

• To upload his/her training documentation (record) in site doc monthly;

• To participate in training; and

• To apply the training.

HEALTH AND SAFET REPRESENTATIVE

• To attend Occupational Health and Safety professional development training session to

assist in competency in the development and preparation of principles and practices of

Gabriel Industries Inc. Occupational Health and Safety management system.

• To assist in the review of the needs assessment matrix;

• To maintain training needs analysis matrix;

• To assist in the review of training needs assessment;

• To assist in arranging non-specialized training;
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GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. AS PRIME CONTRACTOR

Must

If Gabriel Industries Inc. is acting as a prime contractor (or contractor), the Gabriel Industries Inc.

Representative must ensure that any employer on a work site is has the necessary training to

perform the job task competently.

QUALIFICATION VERIFICATION

1. Process for verification

a. Upon employment with Gabriel Industries Inc. management will request worker’s

documentation qualification pertaining to health and safety training;

b. Worker is to provide documented validation of training to management;

c. Upon acceptance of the training, management will apply training against training

needs assessment matrix; and

d. Any training not approved or no documentation is provided will be considered as

incomplete and worker will be required to participate in the applicable training.

2. Documentation of verification records

a. Management will upload the verification record onto site doc.

DETERMINATION OF SAFETY TRAINING QUALIFICATIONS FOR JOB TASK/POSITIONS

Safety training qualifications are determined by:

1. Job descriptions; and/or

2. Training needs assessment.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

1. CRITERIA

The training program need assessment will include as a minimum:

a. Review of:

i. OHS hazards, hazardous situations, the risks associated with hazards that cannot

be eliminated (i.e. inherent and residual risk), the risk controls necessary to

effectively reduce risk to workers, and the limitations (i.e. potential failure modes)

of each of the risk controls identified;

ii. Applicable legal requirements, standards, codes and guidelines;

iii. The organization’s OHS policies, programs and procedures;

iv. Relevant workplace data such as risk assessments, incident reports, audit findings,

inspections and workplace history; and

v. Site specific information, including available technologies and equipment; and

b. Analysis of:

i. The level of skills and knowledge required to protect the worker from harm from

exposure to the identified hazards or hazardous situations, and their associated

risk;

ii. Demands associated with identified hazardous situations;

iii. Abilities of the trainees; and

iv. Current and future training needs.

2. FREQUENCY OF REVIEW

The frequency of the review of the needs assessment results will include:
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• New projects;

• Introduction of new processes or services;

• New regulatory requirements;

• Standards, codes and guidelines;

• Workplace processes and practices;

• Incidents;

• Results of trainee evaluations;

• Feedback from trainers, trainees, and health and safety representative and/or

• Any new or changes to hazards, risks or controls.

The review frequency will be conducted annually. Management and the health and safety

representative will meet in February for a review period of one month whereupon any changes to

the needs assessment will be updated in the training needs analysis matrix.

TRAINING NEEDS ANALYSIS MATRIX

A training needs analysis matrix tracks individual’s training records against the requirement of the

job position requirements outlined in the need’s assessment based on a predetermined frequency

in which the training needs to be completed.  The matrix includes new and refresher training

criteria.

An electronic copy of the matrix is maintained by management.

CONTENTS OF SAFTY OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT TRAINING

The safe operation of the equipment must include the following:

1. The selection of the appropriate equipment;

2. The limitations of the equipment;

3. An operator’s pre-use inspection;

4. The use of the equipment;

5. The operator skills required by the manufacturer’s specifications for the equipment,

6. The basic mechanical and maintenance requirements of the equipment;

7. Loading and unloading the equipment if doing so is a job requirement; and

8. The hazards specific to the operation of the equipment at the worksite.

COMPETENCY VERIFICATION OF NEW OR RE-ASSIGNED WORKERS

Verification of competency of new or re-assigned workers can be achieved by one or a

combination of the following:

1. Qualifications

Workers submit documented qualifications i.e. trade certificates, journeyman etc.

2. Training

Training can be verified by confirming with worker that completed the appropriate and

required training.  Verification is by of a training record.

3. Experience

Experience verification is one of the more difficult components of competency to satisfy; it

can be achieved by identifying the current competency level of the worker.  This

competency by asking:

• Does the worker have the physical capabilities necessary?

• Is the worker familiar with job scope?

Commented [JD1]: Do not know the capability of site doc
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• Is the worker familiar with the task inventory?

• Has the worker conducted work at the assigned site in the past?

4. Practical

Practical competency should be verified by demonstration.  A worker should be able to

demonstrate competency in performing work tasks or using equipment, and that he/she

can do so safely.  Competency checks are to be documented and are to be performed by a

person recognized within the industry as adequately trained and experienced and/or

trained.

5. Other Practices and Methods

• Safety:  Behavior based safety via observations, incident trends and leading

indicators.

• Safety:  Field level hazard assessment:  this training is a regularly identified need

for both worker and managers, supervisor and team leads to gain strong

competencies.  Regular checks on this competency is valid and prudent.

• Safety:  Workplace mentoring.

• Workforce development:  Supervisory training and qualifications.

• Workforce development.  Continual Skills development.

All competency assessment must be documented.

TRAINING ATTENDANCE

Consideration will be taken when arranging the date(s) of the training will include but not limited:

a.Business cycle of the department or service sector; and

b.Number of attendees.

Classroom

1. Onsite

Workers will be responsible to enroll his/herself in applicable training session assigned to

his/her job position.

2. Offsite

Management will arrange offsite training sessions and send notification electronically to

those that have computer access.  For those that do not have access, notification will be

sent to the position to which the worker directly reports to.

Online

Electronic notification will be sent regarding the particulars for the course in which the worker has

been enrolled.

TRAINING DOCUMENTS AND RECORDS

Will be maintained on site doc.

RECORD RETENTION

1. Records pertaining to the content of the training, class lists and location and any other

records generated as the result of the development, implementation and maintenance of

the training will be kept for a minimum of five (5) years from when completed.

2. Records verifying certification or awareness will be kept for a minimum of eleven years

after worker leaves employment with Gabriel Industries Inc..

Records will be maintained in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. records management program.
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TRAINING

The needs assessment and needs analysis matrix explain the requirements for affected workers.

Training on the training program will be given to Gabriel management and workers and if

applicable contractors, and will include:

• Purpose of training;

• Roles and responsibilities; and

• Requirement of competency of a worker and method in which Gabriel Industries Inc.

achieves this requirement.

EVALUATION

Management and the health and safety representative will evaluate the training program annually.

The evaluation will include:

• Determining to what degree the training program is meeting the training program

objectives; and

• Accuracy of the training needs assessment.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that posted on site docs.



Training packages:

Hazard assessment, control (free)

http://work.alberta.ca/elearning/hazard/Hazard.htm

hazard assessment for driving (free)

http://work.alberta.ca/elearning/roadsafety/HazardAssessmentForDriving.html

3rights (free)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfSxen3E7LU

WHMIS ($15/person)

https://www.ccohs.ca/products/courses/whmis_workers/

Ergonomics

http://work.alberta.ca/elearning/ergonomics/data/ergonomics.html

harassment

https://www.albertahumanrights.ab.ca/education/Pages/e_learning.aspx

violence

OHS legislation

Managing Hazardous Energy

Crystalline silica

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_sC2wX9Uwc

mold
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This information is being collected for the purposes of administering the OHS management system at Gabriel Industries Inc. in accordance with the OHS

Act, Regulation & Code. The personal information that you provide is subject to the provisions of the Albert PIPPA legislation. Questions about the

collection and disclosure of this information can be directed to the Gabriel Industries Inc. President Robert McKercher

Worker Name:_____________________________ Hire Date:

_______________________________

Manager:  _______________________________ Orientation Date:

__________________________
New Worker □; Returning Worker □; or Transferred Worker □

Please check off items below as covered in your Safety Orientation.

 AB OH&S Act/Regulation/Code

o 3 Rights

o Location

□  Health and Safety Policy □

 Standard Work Practices (Procedures and

PPE)
□  Health and Safety Representative □

 Safety Manual

o Purpose

o Purpose

□

 Maintenance

o Reparative – responsibilities

o Preventative - responsibilities

□

 Safety meetings □  Inspections □

 Safety training □  Smoking □

 Policy

o Harassment

o Violence

□

 Hazards

o Reporting

o Job hazards/field hazard

o Critical hazards

 WHMIS

□

 PPE programs

o Hearing management

o Respirator

o Footwear

o Head

o Hand

o Body

o Eye

□

 Injury reporting & rehabilitation

o Injury reporting procedure

o WCB reporting

o Modified Work

o Physical Demands Analysis

o Location of first aid kits

o First aid attendants

□

 Working Alone □  Incident Reporting and Investigations □

 General Responsibilities □  Ergonomics □

• Contractor safety □  Emergency Evacuation

o Procedure(s)

o Location of Emergency Exits

o Location of Fire Fighting Equipment

□

• Visitor safety

• Site docs □  Rules of enforcement □

I’ve been orientated on all of the above OH&S information.

Worker’s Signature:  _________________________  Date Completed: __________________

Supervisor:  _______________________________ Date Completed: ___________________
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PURPOSE

Too many times companies rush through orientations not realizing workers have different

comfort levels of their new job, bring different experiences to the job and have different

learning needs.  An orientation is not meant to be a checklist task - it is a worker’s first

impression of the management system and the overall workplace culture.

Health and safety orientation training is a vital component of Gabriel Industries Inc. health and

safety management system.  It is a process of introducing, new, returning or transferred workers

to a safety and health workplace.

DEFINITION

Orientation is an introductory stage in the process of worker assimilation and part of his or

continuous socialization process in an organization.

Post Orientation is a secondary stage in the process of worker assimilation.

OBJECTIVES OF ORIENTATION

Provide guidance, direction and essential health and safety information to workers to promote

the importance of maintaining a health and safety environment. Worker orientation will provide

information concerning corporate and departmental procedures and codes of practice, and

orient new workers.

SCOPE

Orientations are to be provided for workers who:

• New to Gabriel Industries Inc.;

• Returning to Gabriel Industries Inc. after an extended period of time (minimum six

months) or when the hazards have changed during the worker’s absence; or

• At a new worksite as outlined the contract.

RESPONSIBLITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Provide time and arrange for worker to attend orientation;

• Orientations occur prior to worker starting regular duties; and

• Ensure worker participate in the orientation.

NEW, RETURNING OR TRANSFERRED WORKERS

• To participate in the orientation; and

• Apply concepts discussed in the orientation.

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. AS PRIME CONTRACTOR

Must

If Gabriel Industries Inc. is acting as a prime contractor (or contractor), the Gabriel Industries Inc.

Representative must ensure that any employer on a work site has received an orientation for the

worksite(s) that that the employer or contracted workers will be working at.  The orientation

must be documented.
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ORIENTATION TIMELINE

Workers are required to attend orientation training immediately before the commencement of

regular duties of new position.

POST ORIENTATION

Post orientations are given only new workers.

1. Timeline

Completed after sixty (60) days of employment.

2. Process

a. A discussion with management to discuss their interaction with Gabriel Industries

Inc. leadership relative to the safety management system.

WORKER ORIENTATION TOPICS

The following items, as a minimum will be covered during the orientation:

AB OHS Legislation

Location Three (3) rights

OHS Management system

Responsibilities & Accountability Location & purpose of safety manual

Policy/ Directive/Procedures

HS policy Harassment policy & procedures

Violence policy & procedures Smoking

Hazard Assessment program

Roles & Responsibilities Types of hazards

Standard Work Practices and Procedure program

Responsibilities Location

Working Alone Weather

Training

Responsibilities Notification

Orientation

Requirements Post orientation

Personal Protective Equipment

Footwear Respirator

Head Head

Hand Eye
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Body Hearing

Hearing Management

Audiometric testing Sound testing

Inspection

Responsibilities Inspection process

Maintenance

Reparative Preventative

Journey Management

Responsibilities Procedures

Health and Safety Representative

Purpose Representative

Meetings

Frequency

Incident Reporting and Investigation

Definition of incident Reporting procedure

Investigation

Injury Reporting and Rehabilitation

First aid attendant First aid location

Eyewash Injury reporting

Worker Compensation reporting WCB package

Physical demand analysis Modified work

WHMIS

Blood borne pathogens Zoonotic disease

Chemical

• WHMIS

Crystalline silica

Emergency Response

Emergency response plans:

• Facilities

• Task

• Tornado

Location of nearest fire extinguisher

Location of emergency exit

Contractor
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Program Requirements

Ergonomics

Program

Violence

Program Procedures

• Active shooter

• Hostage

• Bomb

• Domestic violence

Reporting

Certificate of Recognition Audit

Program Requirements

Visitor

Program

Risk Tolerance and Expectations

Risk Tolerance Expectations

QUALITY CONTROL

Where a deficiency(s) are noted on the orientation document, the document will be forwarded

back to the originator for completeness.

RECORD RETENTION

Completed orientation forms are to uploaded onto site doc. Completed orientation records are

to be kept for eleven years after the worker leaves employment from Gabriel Industries Inc.

Records will be maintained in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. records management

program.

TRAINING

Orientation training will consistent of the following for managers and supervisors:

1. Program

a. Purpose;

b. Roles and responsibilities; and

c. Processes and procedures.

EVALUATION

The orientation program is to be evaluated annually be management and the health and safety

representative, it will include:  completed orientation within the first week;

• Verification of orientation occurring within first week;

• Verification of post orientation completed; and

• Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that evaluation has been posted on

site doc.
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PURPOSE

Personal protective equipment (PPE as it is commonly known) is clothing or devices worn to

minimize exposure to specific occupational hazards.  Personal protective equipment is not solely a

safety control as it does not reduce the hazard itself nor does it guarantee permanent or total

protection but will be considered when all other adequate means of hazard control are not

possible.

HAZARD ASSESSMENT

A hazard assessment is to be performed to determine hazards and if applicable, required

personal protective equipment if it is to be used a control method or a combination of a control

method.

SECTIONS WITHIN THE PROGRAM

This program is divided into the following sections

1. General

2. Eye and face protection requirements.

3. Foot protection requirements.

4. Head protection requirements.

5. Limb and body protection requirements.

6. Respirator code of practice.

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun

• Determining whether personal protective equipment will be supplied directly by the

Gabriel Industries Inc. or be purchased by the worker.  The most economical method of

purchasing will be followed under normal circumstances;

• Has a duty to ensure that workers use personal protective equipment that is correct for

the hazard and protects worker

• Has a duty to ensure works properly use and wear the personal protective equipment;

• Has a duty to ensure the personal protective equipment is in a condition to perform the

function for which it was designed;

• Has a duty to ensure workers are trained in the correct use, care, limitations and

assigned maintenance of the personal protective equipment

• Must ensure that the use of personal protective equipment does not endanger the

worker; and

• Must ensure that, if wearing contact lenses poses a hazard to the worker’s eyes during

work, the worker is advised of the hazards and the alternatives to wearing contact

lenses.

AFFECTED WORKERS

• Has a duty to use and wear properly the appropriate personal protective equipment

specified in accordance with the training and instruction received;

• Has a duty to inspect the personal protective equipment before using it
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• Has a duty to not use personal protective equipment that is unable to perform the

function for which it is designed.

• Will be kept in accordance with manufacturer’s standards

• Must notify manager or supervisor of personal protective equipment that is unable to

perform the function for which it is designed

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training.,

SELECTION OF PROPER PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

The following items are to be taken into consideration when selecting proper personal

protective equipment:

• Match the personal protective equipment to the hazard.

• Consider physical comfort of personal protective equipment.

• Evaluate cost – both initial and long term.

• Review standards/regulations.

• Check the fit.

FITTING OF PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUPMENT

Personal protective equipment is to be fitted in accordance to manufacturer’s specification or

applicable legislative standards.

MAINTENANCE (CLEANING) OF PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

• Regular maintenance of personal protective equipment must be performed, when

required.  Personal protective equipment which comprises the safety of the worker is

not be used.

• Cleaning is to be in accordance to manufacturer’s specifications.

INSPECTIONS OF PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

• Personal protective equipment is to be inspected at as required by manufacturer’s

specifications.

CONTENTS OF SAFETY OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT TRAINING

The safe operation of the equipment must include the following:

1. The selection of the appropriate equipment;

2. The limitations of the equipment;

3. An operator’s pre-use inspection;

4. The use of the equipment;

5. The operator skills required by the manufacturer’s specifications for the equipment,

6. The basic mechanical and maintenance requirements of the equipment;

7. Loading and unloading the equipment if doing so is a job requirement; and

8. The hazards specific to the operation of the equipment at the worksite.

ENCOUNTERING BROKEN OR DEFECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Broken or defective equipment is not be used.  The following processes will be adhered to:

• If manufacturer’s specification requires the equipment to be disposed of, do so and

notify applicable manager or supervisor.
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• If equipment is to be tagged out which involves placing a sign on the equipment stating

‘not to use’, notify applicable manager or supervisor.

TRAINING

The following training is to be completed by affected workers:

• Personal protective equipment program; and

• The correct use, care, limitations and assigned maintenance of the personal protective

equipment

EVALUATION

Management and the health and safety representative will evaluate this program annually which will

include as a minimum:

• Personal protective equipment program;

• Training of workers; and

• Documentation of maintenance.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that posted on site docs.
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EYE AND FACE PROTECTION

COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS

If a worker’s eyes may be injured or irritated at a work site, the manager or supervisor must

ensure that the worker wears properly fitting eye protection equipment that:

• Is approved to:

o CSA Standard Z94.3-07 Eye or Face Protectors

o CSA Standard Z94.3-02 Industrial Eye and Face Protectors or

o CAN/CSA Z94.3-99 Industrial Eye and Face Protectors and

• Is appropriate to the work being done and the hazard involved.

PRESCRIPTION EYEWEAR

Prescription eyewear may be worn if it

• Is safety eyewear

• Meets the requirements of

o CSA Standard Z94.3-07 Eye or Face Protectors

o CSA Standard Z94.3-02 Industrial Eye and Face Protectors or

o CAN/CSA Z94.3-99 Industrial Eye and Face Protectors

• Is appropriate to the work being done and the hazard involved.

Prescription safety eyewear having glass lenses must not be used if there is danger of impact

unless it is worn behind equipment meeting the requirements listed above in the prescription

eyewear section.

If the use of plastic prescription lenses is impracticable, and there is no danger of impact, a

worker may use lenses made of treated safety glass meeting the requirements of

• ANSI Standard Z87.1-2003, Occupational and Educational Personal Eye and Face

Protection Devices or

• ANSI Standard Z87.1-1989, Practice for Occupational and Educational Eye and Face

Protection.

Prescription safety eyewear may consist of frames that meet the requirements of ANSI Standard

Z87.1-2003, Occupational and Educational Personal Eye and Face Protection Devices provided the

lenses meet the requirements of CSA Standard Z94.3-07 Eye or Face Protectors,

HOW TO RECOGNIZE SAFETY GLASSES

• Lenses: The Canadian Standards Association (CSA)-certified safety glasses have plastic

polycarbonate lenses. They are stronger than regular lenses, are impact-resistant, and

come in prescription and non-prescription (plano) forms.

• Lenses/Markings on safety glasses: The manufacturer or supplier logo is marked (or

etched) on all approved safety lenses, frames (front and temple), removable side shields,

and other parts of the glasses, goggles, or helmets.

• Frames: Safety frames are stronger than street-wear frames and are often heat resistant.

They are also designed to prevent lenses from being pushed into the eyes.
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Pros and Cons of the Different Lenses:

Material Characteristics

Polycarbonate • Strongest material for impact resistance

• Lightweight

• Can be coated for scratch resistance

• Most have built-in UV radiation protection

Plastic (CR39) • About one-half the weight of glass

• Resistant to solvents and pitting

• More choices for coatings and tinting

Glass • High-density material (heavy lenses)

• Loses impact resistance if scratched

• Does not meet impact criteria as set by CSA

From: "Z94.3.1-02 Protective Eyewear: A User's Guide" by Canadian Standards Association, 2002.

Fit and Care of Safety Glasses

Fit

• Ensure the safety glasses fit properly. Eye size, bridge size and temple length all vary. Safety glasses should be individually

assigned and fitted.

• The face as possible and adequately supported by the bridge of the nose.

Care

Safety glasses need maintenance which includes:

• Cleaning the safety glasses daily. Follow the manufacturer's instructions. Avoid rough handling that can scratch lenses.

Scratches impair vision and can weaken lenses.

• Store your safety glasses in a clean, dry place where they cannot fall or be stepped on. Keep them in a case when they are

not being worn.

• Replace scratched, pitted, broken, bent or ill-fitting glasses. Damaged glasses interfere with vision and do not provide

protection.

• Replace damaged parts only with identical parts from the original manufacturer to ensure the same safety rating.

Selection of Proper Safety Glasses and Face Protection

To select the proper protectors follow the recommendations in the following table.

From: "Z94.3.1-02 Protective Eyewear: A User's Guide" by Canadian Standards Association, 2002
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Selection of Eye and Face Protection

Note: This table cannot cover all
possible hazards and combinations that
may occur. Examine each situation
carefully and select the appropriate
protector or combination of protectors.

*indicates recommended protection

A B A B C A B C D A B C

Flying Objects

Chipping, drilling, scaling, grinding,
polishing, buffing, riveting, punching,
shearing, hammer mills, crushing, heavy
sawing, planning, wire and strip handling,
hammering, unpacking, nailing, punch
press, lathework, etc.

* * * * * *

Flying particles, dust, wind, etc.

Woodworking, sanding, light metal
working and machining, exposure to dust
and wind, resistance welding (no
radiation exposure), sand, cement,
aggregate handling, painting, concrete
work, plastering, material batching and
mixing

* * * * * *

Heat, sparks and splash from molten materials

Babbiting, casting, pouring molten metal,
brazing, soldering, spot welding, stud
welding, hot dipping operations

* * * * * *

Acid splash, chemical burns

Acid and alkali handling, degreasing,
pickling and plating operations, glass
breakage, chemical spray, liquid bitumen
handling

* * *

Abrasive blasting materials

Sand blasting, shot blasting, * * *

Glare, stray light (for reduction of visible radiation)

Reflecting, bright sun and lights,
reflected welding flash, photographic

copying

* * * * * *

Injurious optical radiation (moderate reduction of optical radiation)

Torch cutting, welding, brazing, furnace

work, metal pouring, spot welding,

photographic copyring

* * * *

Injurious optical radiation (large reduction of optical radiation)

Electric arc welding, heavy gas cutting,

plasma spraying and cutting, inert gas

shielded arc welding, atomic hydrogen

welding

* *
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FOOT PROTECTION

COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS

1. Must ensure that a worker uses footwear that is appropriate to the hazards associated

with the work being performed and the worksite’.

2. If the hazard assessment identifies that protective footwear needs to have toe protection

and puncture resistant sole metatarsal protection, electrical protection, chain saw

protection, or another combination of these the employer must ensure that the worker

wears protective footwear that is approved:

a. CSA Standard CSA-Z195-02 Protective Footwear or

b. ASTM Standard F2413-05, Specifications for Performance Requirements for

Protective Footwear.

3. If a worker is likely to be exposed to a hazard other than those referred to in point 2

above, the manager or supervisor must ensure that the worker uses footwear appropriate

to the hazard.

MEDICAL CONDITION

If a worker is unable to for medical reasons, to wear protective footwear that complies with the

standards listed above, the worker must substitute external safety toecaps if the manager or

supervisor ensures that

1. The safety toecaps meet the impacts force requirements of

a. CSA Standard Z195-02, Protective Footwear, or

b. ASTM Standard F2413-05, Specifications for Performance Requirements for Protective

Footwear

2. Metatarsal protection is not needed to protect the feet from injury,

3. The hazard assessment confirms that the worker will not be exposed to any sole

penetration hazards, and

4. Wearing the safety toecaps does not itself create a hazard for the worker.

FIT AND CARE OF SAFETY FOOTWEAR

FIT:

• Walk in new footwear to ensure it is comfortable.

• Boots should have ample toe room (toes should be about 12.5 mm from the front).

• Make allowances for extra socks or special arch supports when buying boots.

• Boots should fit snugly around the heel and ankle when laced.

• Lace up boots fully. High-cut boots provide support against ankle injury.
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CARE

• Use a protective coating to make footwear water-resistant.

• Inspect footwear regularly for damage.

• Repair or replace worn or defective footwear.

• Electric shock resistance of footwear is greatly reduced by wet conditions and with wear.

Selection of Safety Footwear

Marking Criteria Use

Green triangle footwear has sole puncture

protection with a Grade 1 protective toe

(withstand impact up to 125 joules).

Any industrial or heavy work environment,

including construction, where sharp objects are

present (such as nails).

Yellow triangle footwear has sole puncture

protection and Grade 2 protective toe

(withstand impact up to 90 joules)

Light industrial work environments that need

both puncture and toe protection.

White rectangle with orange Greek letter

"omega" footwear has soles that provide

electric shock resistance.

Any industrial environment where accidental

contact with live electrical conductors can occur.

(REMEMBER: Electric shock resistance is greatly

reduced by wet conditions and with wear)

Yellow Rectangle with green letters "SD" and

grounding symbol footwear has soles that

are static dissipative.

Any industrial environment where a static

discharge can be a hazard for workers or

equipment.

Red rectangle with black letter "C" and

grounding symbol footwear has soles that

are electrically conductive.

For any industrial environment where low-power

electrical charges can be a hazard for workers or

equipment.

Note 1: The ® symbol indicates the preferred position for the identifying logo or mark or the certifying

agency.

Note 2: Labels are on the tongue of the right shoe at ankle height.  They may also appear at ankle height

on the shoe itself (for electrical protection footwear)

Note: Grade 1 - Dropping a 30 pound weight from 3 feet onto toe

Grade 2 - Dropping a 20 pound weight from 3 feet onto toe

Grade 3 - Dropping a 15 pound weight from 3 feet onto toe.

From: "Z195.1-02 Guideline on Selection, Care and Use of Protective Footwear”, Canadian Standards Association,

2002.
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INTERNAL PROTECTION CODE

An "internal protection code" is also required. This code will be permanently marked on the

outside or inside of at least one shoe/boot.

Protection Code

Position: 1 2 3 4 5

Mark: 1 P M E X

Position:

1 -- Level of toe protection (1 for Grade 1, 2 for Grade 2, 0 for neither)

2 -- Presence of puncture-resistant sole (P if present, 0 if not)

3 -- Presence of metatarsal protection (M if present, 0 if not)

4 -- Type of electrical protection (E if shock resistant, S if static dissipative, C if conductive, 0 if no

protection)

5 -- Chainsaw protection (X if present, 0 if not)

From: "Z195.1-02 Guideline on Selection, Care and Use of Protective Footwear", Canadian

Standards Association, 2002.
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HEAD PROTECTION

COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS

Safety headwear is designed to protect the head from impact from falling objects, bumps,

splashes from chemicals or harmful substances, and contact with energized objects and

equipment.

If there is a foreseeable of injury to a worker’s head at a worksite and there is significant possibly

of lateral impact to the head, the manager or supervisor must ensure that the worker wears

industrial protective headwear that is appropriate to the hazards and meets the requirements of:

1. CSA Standard CAN/CSA-Z94.1-05 Industrial Protective Headwear or

2. ANSI Standard Z89.1-2003, American National Standard for Industrial Head Protection

for type II head protection.

If there is a foreseeable of injury to a worker’s head at a worksite and the possibility of lateral

impact to the head is unlikely, the Director, Departmental Manager, Supervisor or Team Lead

must ensure that the worker wears industrial protective headwear that is appropriate to the

hazard and meets the requirements of

1. CSA Standard CAN/CSA-Z94.1-05 Industrial Protective Headwear or

2. ANSI standard Z89.1-2003 American National Standard for Industrial Head protection

for type II head protection.

2. Where, in the opinion of the management or supervisor the wearing of industrial

protective headwear is impractical during a particular work process,

a. the manager or supervisor shall ensure that during that work process adequate

alternative means of protecting the worker's head are in place, and

b. the worker may be permitted to conduct the work without the industrial protective

head wear provided that he/she reverts to wearing it, if the danger persists, after

completing that work process.

3. A manager or supervisor may permit a worker to wear a bump hat at the work site if the

danger of injury is limited to the worker’s head striking a stationary object.

EXEMPTION FROM WEARING HEADWEAR

If it is impractical for a worker to wear industrial protective headwear during a particular work

process,

1. The manager or supervisor must ensure that the worker’s head is protected using an

adequate alternative means of protection during the work process, and

2. The worker may conduct the work while the alternative means of protection is in place.

A worker must wear industrial protective headwear if the foreseeable danger of injury to the

worker’s head persists immediately after completing the work process.
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SELECTION OF HEAD PROTECTION

HARD HATS

• Type I:  Helmets are intended to reduce the force of impact resulting from a blow only to

the top of the head.

• Type II:  Helmets are intended to reduce the force of impact resulting from a blow that

may be received off-centre or to the top of the head.

• Class E:  this class is intended to reduce the danger of contact exposure to high voltage

conductors and must pass the 20 000 V dielectric-strength test specified for Class E

headwear.  This class of headwear is used extensively by electrical workers.

• Class G:  this class is intended to reduce the danger of contact exposure to low voltage

conductors and must pass the 2200 V dielectric-strength test specified for Glass G

headwear.  These helmets are used in construction.

• Class C:  this class is designed specifically for lightweight comfort and impact protection.

This class is usually manufactured from aluminum and offers no dielectric protection.

Class C helmets are used where there is no danger from electrical hazards or corrosion.

They are also used on occasions where there is a possibility of bumping the head against a

fixed object.

Protective headwear meeting the CSA requirements may have a brim around the entire

circumference of the shell or have a partial brim with a peak.
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LIMB AND BODY PROTECTION

GENERAL INFORMATION

Limb and body personal protective equipment are used to protect the worker from hazards;

some hazards being burns, cuts, electrical shock, amputation and absorption of chemicals.  Due

to nature of the workplace and the number of different hazards present, it is not possible to

cover all the various types of hand, arm, torso, and leg protection in this section.

COMPLIANCE STANDARD

• If there is a danger that worker’s hand, arm, leg or torso may be injured, the manager or

supervisor must ensure that the worker wears properly fitting hand, arm, let, or body

protective equipment that is appropriate to the work, the work site and the hazards

identified

• The manager or supervisor must ensure that a worker’s skin is protected from a harmful

substance that may injure the skin on contact or may adversely affect a worker’s health

if it is absorbed through the skin.

FLAME RESISTANT CLOTHING

• If a worker may be exposed to a flash fire or electrical equipment flashover, the workers

must wear flame resistant outerwear and uses the protective equipment appropriate to

the hazard

• The worker must ensure that clothing worn beneath flame resistant outerwear and

against the skin is made of flame-resistant fabrics or natural fibres that will not melt

when exposed to heat

SAFETY HARNESS

Safety harnesses are to be inspected and certified as per manufacturer’s specifications.
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RESPIRATOR CODE OF PRACTICE

PURPOSE

Respiratory protection shall be used to protect a user from inhaling a hazardous atmosphere

when engineering or administrative control measures are not practicable or not adequate, while

such controls are being instituted, or during shut down for maintenance, repair or emergency.

DEFINITION

Biohazardous material means a pathogenic organism, including a blood borne pathogen, that

because of its known or reasonably believed ability to cause disease in humans, would be

classified as Risk Group 2, 3, or 4 as defined by the Public Health Agency of Canada or any

material contaminated with such an organism.

NOISH means National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

Respirable particulate means airborne particulate collected and analyzed using NOISH Method

6000 (Particulate Not Otherwise Regulated, Respirable)

HAZARD ASSESSMENT

A hazard assessment of the work area is to be performed to determine the respiratory hazards

present and to assist in the selection of an appropriate respirator where required.  Hazard

assessments to be documented and maintained for initial and ongoing need for respirators.

Hazard assessment is to be completed on respirator hazard assessment form.

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

Management shall monitor respirator use in relation to workplace conditions to ensure that

respiratory protection program requirements are being met and shall ensure that:

• Must determine the degree of danger to a worker at a work site and whether the

worker needs to wear respiratory protective equipment if

o A worker is or may be exposed to an airborne contaminant or a mixture of

airborne contaminates in a concentration exceeding their occupational

exposure limits,

o The atmosphere has or may have an oxygen concentration of less than 19.5% by

volume, or

o A worker is or may be exposed to an airborne biohazardous material.

• In making the determination of the degree of danger to a worker at a worksite and

whether the worker needs to wear respiratory protective, the following must be

considered:

o The nature and exposure circumstances of any  contaminants or biohazardous

material,

o The concentration or likely concentration of any airborne contaminants,

o The duration or likely duration of the worker’s exposure,

o The toxicity of the contaminants,

o The concentration of oxygen,

o The warning properties of the contaminants, and
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o The need for emergency escape;

• Must provide and ensure:

o the availability of the appropriate respiratory protective equipment to the

worker at the work site, and

o When the effects of airborne biohazardous materials are unknown, provide and

ensure the availability of respiratory protective equipment appropriate to the

worker’s known exposure circumstances,

o This does not apply when the manager or supervisor has developed and

implemented procedures that effectively limit exposure to airborne

biohazardous material

• Must ensure that respiratory equipment required at worksite is approved

o By NIOSH, or

o By another standards setting and equipment testing organizations, or

combination of organizations approved by the Alberta Occupational Health and

Safety Director of Occupational Hygiene;

• Must ensure that, if a worker is or may be required to wear respiratory protective

equipment and the effectiveness of the equipment depends on an effective facial seal,

the worker is clean shaven where the face piece of the equipment seals to the skin of

the face.

• Must establish procedures that minimize the worker’s exposure to the harmful

substance and ensure that a worker who may be exposed to the harmful substances:

o Is trained in the procedures,

o Applies the training and

o Is informed of the health hazards associated with exposure to the harmful

substances.

• User screening, training, fit testing and where required, medical assessments, are

completed prior to assigning a user any task that requires the use of a respirator;

[Material taken from CSA standards:  Z94.4-11:  Selection, Use and Care of Respirators.]

• Users demonstrate competency in the use of the respirator; [Material taken from CSA

standards:  Z94.4-11:  Selection, Use and Care of Respirators.]

• Respirators are cleaned, sanitized, inspected, maintained, repaired and stored in

accordance with written instructions and manufacturer’s recommendations; [Material

taken from CSA standards:  Z94.4-11:  Selection, Use and Care of Respirators.]

• Respirator is used in accordance with the instructions, the training received, and the

safe work practices; [Material taken from CSA standards:  Z94.4-11:  Selection, Use and

Care of Respirators.]

• In the case of a tight fitting face piece, ensure respirator users maintain their required

interference-free respirator seal and do not have any object or material that would

interfere with the seal or operation of the respirator; [Material taken from CSA

standards:  Z94.4-11:  Selection, Use and Care of Respirators.]
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• Provide details of the type of respirator selected and the anticipated working conditions

to the health care professional conducting the medical assessment of a respirator user;

[Material taken from CSA standards:  Z94.4-11:  Selection, Use and Care of Respirators.]

• Establish a change out schedule for the replacement of air –purifying elements of

respirators before their useful service life is ended; [Material taken from CSA standards:

Z94.4-11:  Selection, Use and Care of Respirators.]

• Notify the program administrator of respirator users’ concerns, changes in process,

equipment or operating procedures that have an impact on environmental conditions

and respiratory protection requirements; [Material taken from CSA standards:  Z94.4-

11:  Selection, Use and Care of Respirators.] and

• Notify the program administrator of investigation reports that revealed that the use of

the respirator may have prevented or contributed to an incident or injury. [Material

taken from CSA standards:  Z94.4-11:  Selection, Use and Care of Respirators.]

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR [Note: Material taken from CSA standards:  Z94.4-11:  Selection,

Use and Care of Respirators]

Management will be designated as a program administrator.  The program administrator is

responsible for ensuring:

• All aspects of the respiratory code of practice, including the requirements of CSA standards

Z94.4-11:  Selection, Use and Care of Respirators;

• Qualified personnel have been assigned roles;

• Assessment for respiratory hazards are conducted by qualified persons;

• Ensure that a list of accepted respirators selected for use in the workplace is maintained for

each respiratory hazard;

• Procedures are established for respirator user screening and, where required, a medical

assessment;

• All persons required to use respirators:

o Complete user screening;

o Receive written instructions, training and fit testing prior to initial use of a respirator;

o Are able to demonstrate ongoing competency in respirator use and receive additional

training where required; and

o Are fit tested again at designated intervals;

• The use of respirators is monitored, including that the:

o Selected equipment is being used;

o Respirators are being worn properly and are in good working condition;

o Problems and corrective actions are documented and implemented; and

oMaintenance of the respirators is in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions;

• The program is reviewed annually to assess its effectiveness;

• Where the review indicates that additional training is needed to meet the required level of

competency, the training is to be designed, delivered, evaluated and documented;

• A monitoring system and performance measures are in place to assess and document that the

required procedures are demonstrated to the level of competency required by the program;

• Written instructions and records are maintained;

• Develop and maintain a system to manage and review the respiratory protection program;
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• Ensure that appropriate regulatory authority and/or standards organizations are consulted on

interpretations relevant to criteria affecting the use of respirators in the workplace; and

• Periodically update the respiratory protection program to maintain, for example, consistency

with regulatory criteria, consensus standards and feedback from program evaluations,

investigation reports, users’ comments and product alerts that may impact on the respirators

used in the workplace.

RESPIRATOR USER [Note: Material taken from CSA standards:  Z94.4-11:  Selection, Use and

Care of Respirators, adopted by AB OHS Code.]

The respirator user shall:

• Must use the appropriate respiratory equipment provided;

• Report to their manager or supervisor when there is any condition that can impair their

ability to safely use a respirator;

• In the case of tight-fitting face piece, maintain their required clean-shaven condition and

refrain from having an object or material that would interfere with the seal or operation

of the respirator;

• Check the respirator is clean and in good operating condition prior to each use;

• Perform a negative and/or positive pressure user seal-check after each donning of a

tight-fitting respirator;

• Remove from service a respirator that they determine to be defective and report it to

their immediate supervisor or other responsible person; and

• Use the respirator in accordance with the written instructions and training received.

FIT TESTERS [Note: Material taken from CSA standards:  Z94.4-11:  Selection, Use and Care of

Respirators.]

The fit tester shall follow the protocols identified in the respiratory protection program and:

• Be competent in fit testing;

• Apply program requirements regarding interference concerns;

• Verify that the user is trained and competent in respirator inspection, donning,

performing user seal checks and doffing;

• Conduct fit tests to verify the user’s ability to obtain an acceptable fit and an effective

respirator seal;

• Document individual’s user’s competency and corresponding fit test results;

• Ensure the proper cleaning and sanitizing of fit testing equipment and respirators used

for fit testing;

• Ensure and document the maintenance, calibration and repair of fit test equipment; and

• Notify the program administrator of respirator’s user’s concerns.
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PERSON SELECTING RESPIRATORS [Note: Material taken from CSA standards:  Z94.4-11:

Selection, Use and Care of Respirators.]

In consultation with program administrator, the person selecting respirators shall base selection

on the requirement of the respiratory protection program and shall:

• Review the assessments of respiratory hazards identified in the workplace and select

those respirators suitable for protection against those hazards; and

• Notify the program administrator of changes in regulatory criteria, consensus standards,

and technological developments that could affect the selection of respirators.

SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT

Respiratory protective equipment used at a work site must be selected in accordance to with

CSA Standard Z94.4-02 Selection, Use and Care of Respirators

FULL FACE RESPIRATORS

If a worker must wear a full face respirator and the face piece is intended to prevent materials

striking the eyes, the face piece must meet the requirements of:

• CSA Standard Z94.3-07, Eye and Face Protectors, or

• CSA Standard Z94.3-02, Eye and Face Protectors

or meets the impact and penetration of Section 9 of

• ANSI Standard Z87.1-2003, Occupational and Educational Personal Eye and Face

Protection Devices, or

• ANSI Standard Z87.1-1989, Practice for Occupational and Educational Eye and Face

Protection.

ISSUER OF RESPIRATORS

The issuer of respirators shall:

• Purchase only those respirators deemed appropriate, no deviation is allowed; and

• In accordance to written instructions, issue only those respirators for which the user has

been qualified.

STORAGE AND USE

The respiratory protective equipment must be kept ready to protect a worker is:

• Stored in a readily accessible location,

• Stored in a manner that prevents its contamination,

• Maintained in a clean and sanitary condition,

• Inspected before and after each use to ensure it is in satisfactory working condition, and

• Serviced and used in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications.

Respiratory protective equipment that is not used routinely but is kept for emergency use is

inspected at least once every calendar month by a competent worker to ensure it is in

satisfactory working condition.
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HEALTH SURVEILLANCE

Prior to fit testing and respirator use, each respirator user is to complete a ‘Respirator User

Form’.  If a medical assessment is required, the requesting service sector is responsible for the

payment of the medical assessment.

INSPECTION OF RESPIRATORS

Respirators are to be inspected before and after each use.  A respirator inspection shall include,

where applicable, the following:

• Condition of component parts, i.e. face piece, helmet, hood, suit, head harness,

valves, connecting tubes, harness assemblies, filters, cartridges, canisters, and

cylinders,

• Tightness of connections,

• End of service life indicator,

• Shelf life dates, and

• Proper functioning of regulators, alarms, and other warning systems.

EFFECTIVE FACIAL SEAL

Respiratory protective equipment that depends on an effective facial seal for its safe use is

correctly fit tested and must be tested in accordance with:

• CSA Standard Z94.4-02, [Selection, Use and Care of Respirators, or

• A method approved by a Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Director of

Occupational Hygiene.

AIR PURIFYING EQUIPMENT

Workers may wear air purifying respiratory protective equipment if:

• The oxygen content of the air is, and will continue to be, 19.5% or greater by volume,

• The air purifying equipment used is designed to provide protection against the specific

airborne contaminant, or combination of airborne contaminants present, and

• The concentration of airborne contaminants does not exceed the maximum

concentration specified by the manufacturer for the specific type of air purifying

equipment, taking into consideration the duration of its use.

EMERGENCY ESCAPE EQUIPMENT

If normal operating conditions do not require the wearing of respiratory protective equipment

but emergency conditions may occur requiring a worker to escape from the work area, the

manager and/or supervisor may permit the escaping worker to wear:

• A mouth bit and nose-clamping respirator if:

o The respirator is designed to protect the worker from the specific airborne

contaminants present, and

o The oxygen content of the atmosphere during the escape is 10.5% or greater by

volume, or

• Alternative respiratory protective equipment that can be proven to give the worker the

same or greater protection as the equipment listed above
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Before permitting a worker to use the equipment referred above, the manager and/or

supervisor must consider the length of time it will take the worker to escape from the work

area.

RECORDS

Training and fit testing records as well as the respirator’s user form are to be filed in the

worker’s profile on site doc.

TRAINING

Training is to include:

• Respiratory Code of Practice with emphasis on applicable responsibilities

• The respiratory hazards encountered in the workplace, their potential health effects on

the worker, and the means to control them;

• The rationale for the respirator selected;

• Where to find information;

• Operations of each respirator which includes:

o User seal check,

o Care,

o Cleaning,

o Inspections,

o End of service recognition,

o Change out of filter elements,

o Replacement of air cylinders,

o Identification of problems,

o Use under failure or emergency modes,

o Storage,

o Removal from service,

o Basic maintenance,

o Familiarity with and adherence to manufacturer’s instructions;

• Limitation of respirator; and

• Procedures to follow in case of an emergency.

Refresher training is to be conducted every 2 years or on a needed basis.
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Example of Acceptable and Unacceptable Facial Hair for Tight-Fitting Half-Mask and Full Face

piece Respirators

Acceptable

Extremely closely shaven hair, ideal for fit testing and seal.

Acceptable level of shaving will typically provide good seal.

Half face: Acceptable

Reason: Hair is not in the sealing region.

Full face: Acceptable

Reason: Same

Half face: Acceptable

Reason: Hair is not in the sealing region.

Full face: Acceptable

Reason: Same

Unacceptable

Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: This amount of “shadow” is marginal for good

sealing during fit testing and would cause exposure to a

hazardous atmosphere under working conditions.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same
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Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: Hair is not in the sealing region, however variations

of styles and length could compromise sealing region and

exhalation valve.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same

Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: The “five o’clock shadow” would fail this person.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same

Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: Hair from the moustache is not in the sealing

region; however, the “five o’clock shadow” would fail this

person.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same

Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: Hair from the moustache is not in the sealing region.

However, the heavy “five o’clock shadow” would fail this

person.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same

Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: Hair is in sealing region under the chin and on the

side of the face.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same
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Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: Hair is in sealing region under the chin.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same

Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: Hair is in sealing region under the chin and on the

cheeks.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same

Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: Hair is in sealing region under the chin.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same

Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: Hair is in sealing region under the chin.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same

Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: The heavy hair in sealing region under the chin

would prevent a good seal.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same

Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: Hair would likely block the sealing region or

entangle with the valves.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same
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Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: Hair would likely block the sealing region or

entangle with the valves.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same

Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: A beard of this size would preclude any chances of a

good seal.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same

Half face: Unacceptable

Reason: A beard of this size would preclude any chances of a

good seal.

Full face: Unacceptable

Reason: Same

RESPIRATOR FIT TESTING

A qualitative or quantitative fit test shall be used to determine the ability of a user to obtain a

satisfactory fit and an effective seal when using a tight-fitting face piece.  A user seal check shall

not be used as a substitute for a qualitative or quantitative fit test.

A fit test shall be carried out:

• Prior to initial use;

• After or during training;

• When changes to a user’s physical condition (i.e. significant weight change or changes to

facial or dental features)could affect the respirator fit;

• When there is a change to respirator (i.e. make, model or size);

• When a respirator user experiences continued significant discomfort during use or

difficulty in completing a successful user seal check;

• When there is a change in PPE use that could affect the respirator; and

• At least every 2 years.

*Fit testers will not perform a fit test if they observe that the worker is not free from

interference where the respirator seals to the skin of the face or neck.

Individuals who are unwilling or otherwise unable to comply with the interference-free

requirement or who are unable to obtain an acceptable fit will be prohibited from using a

tight fitting respirator.
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CLEANING

Cleaning will be to manufacturer’s specifications.

STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE OF RESPIRATORS

Respirators are to be

• Stored in a readily accessible location,

• Stored in a manner that prevents its contamination,

• Clean and sanitary as per manufacturer’s specifications,

• Serviced and used in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications.

REPAIR AND TESTING OF RESPIRATORS

Any repairs or test of respirators are to be completed by a qualified person(s).

CARTRIDGE/FILTER REPLACEMENT

Filters are to be replaced:

• As per manufacturer’s specifications;

• When they are physically damaged or soiled;

• Recognized increased breathing resistance; or

• Every forty (40) hours of use or thirty (30) days (whichever comes first.

Cartridges are to be replaced:

• When physically damaged; or

• When user can detect smell, taste or irritation.

RECORD KEEPING

Fit testing records are to uploaded by the worker onto site docs.

Records are to be maintained for the duration of employment of the worker for a minimum of

10 years.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROCEDURE

In the event of an emergency or if a cartridge/filter begins to fail:

• Stay calm

• Leave the area immediately

• Inform your supervisor or departmental manager immediately or soon as reasonably

practicable

• Do not return to area until safe to do so.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

Management and the health and safety representative will review the respiratory protection

program annually to ensure that the program is being managed effectively and ultimately that

respirator users are being adequately protected.  The review shall verify the following:

• A review of program elements against regulatory requirements;

• Identification of management processes, which include the clear definition of roles and

responsibilities and adequate resources;

• A review of documented program procedures;

• Examination of records to verify that documented procedures are being followed;
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• Confirmation that workplace practices comply with program requirements;

• Documentation of performance problems and subsequent resolution or corrective action

plan;

• Proper selection, use and maintenance of respirators;

• Effective training;

• Proper inspection of respirators;

• Review summary information derived from the medical and biological monitoring

performed, if available, to evaluate the effectiveness of the respiratory protection

program; and

• Proper storage and maintenance of respirators.

The written review will be kept for a minimum of 10 years or as required as per other applicable

legislation.



PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
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Type of PPE Protection for

Safety Glasses Eyes

Steel toed boots Feet

Hard hat Head

Reflective safety vest Body

Ear plugs Ears

Fall harness Body Commented [JD1]: Need to know make and model for these
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TYPES OF RESPIRATORS TESTED

□ Dust mask □ Air purifying, non powered □ SCBA (Quan ta ve report to

be attached)

□ Other – specify __________________________________________________________

MAKE ________________ MODEL NUMBER _________________

SIZE □ Small □ Medium □ Large

LIMITATIONS

□ Clean Shaven □ Glasses Explain ____________________________________

□ Dentures □ None __________________________________________

ADDITIONAL PPE

□ None □ Safety glasses□ Hearing protec on

Other:  ____________________________________

SENSITIVITY TEST

Bottle Lot #: __________________ □ S 10 □ S 20

□ S 30

FIT TEST

□ Normal breathing □ Deep breathing □ Head side to side □ Head up and

down □ Talking □ Bend forward □ Normal breathing

FITTING

□ Sa sfactory posi ve pressure check □ Sa sfactory saccharin (sweet) test

□ Sa sfactory nega ve pressure check □ Sa sfactory bitrex (bi er) test

□ Unsa sfactory user seal check □ Unsa sfactory fit test

COMMENTS

______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

WORKER’S STATEMENT: I understand that the use of this respirator must be in accordance with

Gabriel Industries respirator code of practice, manufacturers’ instructions and applicable

Regulations and Standards.

WORKER’S NAME ______________________________

Please print

WORKERS’S SIGNATURE ______________________________ DATE _________________

TESTER’S NAME ______________________________

Please print

TESTER’S SIGNATURE _________________________________ DATE _________________
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Information is being collected for the purposes of the OHS program at Gabriel Industries in accordance with the Alberta OHS Act, Regulation & Code.

The personal information that you provide is subject to the provisions of the PIPPA. Questions about the collection and disclosure of this can be

directed to the Robert McKercher, President or Vice President

Part 1:  Information:

User’s Name: Date:

Part 2:  Conditions of Use

Activities requiring respirator use:

Frequency of respirator use: □ daily □ weekly □ monthly □ yearly □ uncertain

Exertion level during use: □ Light □ moderate □ heavy □ other

Duration of respirator use per shift: □ < ¼ hr □ > ¼ hr □ > 2 hrs □ unknown

Temperature during use: □ < 0  ◌۫ C □ > 0 and < 25  ◌۫ C □ > 25  ◌۫ C

Atmospheric pressure during use: □ Reduced □ Normal/ambient □ Increased

Special work considerations: □ Emergency escape □ Confined space □ Other

Other Personal Protective Equipment

 Additional types of personal protective equipment required, specify:

 Estimated total weight of tools/equipment carried during respirator use: Max: Ave:

Part 3: Types of Respirator Used

 Half Mask  Full Mask  SCBA  other

Part 4:  Respirator User’s Health Condition (circle  YES  or  NO.          Do not specify)

a. Some conditions can seriously affect your ability to safely use a respirator.  Do you have or do you

experience any of the following, or another condition that may affect respirator use?

Shortness of breath Chest pain on exertion Prescription medication to

control a condition

Lung Disease Cardiovascular disease Claustrophobia/fear of heights

Hypertension Fainting spells Facial features/skin conditions

Neuromuscular disease Color blindness Hearing impairment

Temperature susceptibility Reduced sense of smell Reduced sense of taste

Panic Attacks Dizziness/nausea Allergies

Vision Impairment Chronic bronchitis Diabetes

Back/neck problems Heart problems Seizures

Breathing difficulties Thyroid problems Dentures

Asthma Emphysema Pacemaker

Other conditions(s) affecting respirator use:

b. Have you had previous difficulty while using a respirator? Yes: No:

c. Do you have any concerns about your future ability to use a respirator safely? Yes: No:

A ‘YES’ answer to ‘a’, ‘b’, or ‘c’ indicates further assessment by a health care professional is required prior

to respirator use.  NOTE: Medical assessment is NOT to be offered on this form.

Signature of Respirator User:

Part 5:  Medical Assessment (if required)

Assessment Date:

o Class 1.  No restrictions

o Class 2:  Some specific restrictions apply:

o Class 3.  Respirator use in NOT permitted

Name of Physician:

Signature of Physician:
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This information is being collected for the purposes of the OHS program at Gabriel Industries in accordance with the Alberta OHS Act,
Regulation & Code. The personal information that you provide is subject to the provisions of the PIPPA Questions about the collection and
disclosure of this information can be directed to the Robert McKercher, President of Gabriel Industries.

Date & Year:

Worker:

Respirator Trained On:

Objective:  Assess  a respirator understanding of role

Check √ if OK, mark an X if the item needs to be addressed

Understanding of role of program participation

Applicable sections of the respiratory protection program

Care and practical use of respirators

Limitations and their impact on respirator use

Repair and maintenance

Drills for controlled practice of respirator use in anticipated settings to maintain

a standing level of competency

Objective:  Assess  a respirator user performing the respirator pre-use requirements

– practical application

Check √ if OK, mark an X if the item needs to be addressed

Ask respirator user what hazards will be encountering?  (Why do you have to

wear it)

Did respirator user conduct an pre (and post) use inspection of respirator

When asked, did the respirator user don the respirator correctly?

When asked, did the respirator user doff the respirator correctly?

When asked, did the respirator user re don the respirator correctly/

When asked, did the respirator user know who to clean and sanitize this

respirator correctly?

When asked, did the respirator user know how to properly store the respirator?

Worker Signature:

Trainer’s Name:

Print Name

Trainer’s Signature:



OFFICE & WAREHOUSE INSPECTION
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Date & Year:_____________________________________________________________________

Inspector (Management) Inspector (HSR)

Check √ if OK, mark an X if the item needs to be addressed and note details of the corrective action.

PPE required for inspection

Steel toed boots in warehouse

Front entrance (outside and incident building)

__No slip/trip hazards at entrance of building __Front door locked

__Outside light working __Sprinkler unobstructed

__Fire extinguisher inspected as per program __Fire extinguisher accessible

__Fire pull unobstructed __Lights are operational

Front Office

__No slip/trip hazards on floor __Office furniture in good condition

__Are materials stored properly on shelves __Storage shelves in good condition

Offices

__No slip/trip hazards at entrance of building __Office furniture in good condition

__Lights are operational

Bathroom

__Toilet in good working condition __Sink in good working condition

__First aid kit inspected as per program

Stairway to upstairs

__Stair risers in good condition __Stair railing in good condition

__No items left on stair risers

HS Bulletin Board

__HSR name posted __First aider list posted

__Persons trained on fire extinguisher posted __WCB 1,2,3 poster posted

__HS policy posted

Meeting area

__Sprinkler unobstructed __Equipment in good working condition

__No slip/trip hazards on floor __Fire extinguisher inspected as per program

__Furniture in good condition __Fire extinguisher unobstructed

__Table in good condition __First aid kit inspected as per program

__Eye wash station inspected as per program

Panel Shop

__Double door secured __Tables in good condition

__Lights working properly __No slip/trip hazards on floors

Warehouse Area

__Racking secure __Fire extinguisher unobstructed

__Overhead door in good working condition __Fire extinguisher inspected as per program

Deficiency Corrective Action Assigned to: Target Date Completion

Date



Date: Unit #

○

The following items must be checked during inspections.  Check √ if OK, X if defective, N/A if not applicable

○ Air/hydraulic brake system ○ Glass  & mirrors

○ Exahust system ○ Driver seat & seatbelts

○ Horn ○ Cargo securement

○ Frame & cargo body ○ Windshield wiper/washer

○ Emergency equipment & safety devices

○ All ligh ng devices & reflectors ○ Engine controls

○ Suspension system ○ Coupling device

__________________________ ___________________________

Driver's name in full (print) Driver's Signature

□ Above defects corrected

I performed an inspection on the vehicle noted above using the criteria set out in Schedule 1 of Part 2 NSC Standard 13 as per Section 10 (4) & 10

(10) of Alberta's Commerical Vehicle Safety Regulation AR 121/2009 and report the following.

Created Date:  November 26, 2018

DRIVER'S DAILY VEHICLE INSPECTION REPORT

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC.

Time:                                  AM/PM Odometer reading:

○ Driver controls ○ Heater & defroster

○ Cab ○ Fluid levels

○ Steering ○ Electric brake system

○ Tires Other

□ Above defects need not be corrected for safe opera on of vehicle

○ Fuel system ○ Exterior body, bumper & frame

○ Doors &  hardware, sun visors ○ Wheels, rims, mud flaps, hubs & fasteners

○ Dangerous good ○ General defects



Please choose correct piece of equipment

            Zoom-Boom                         Skid-steer            Air Compressor           Light Tower  Gen-Set Welder

            Truck                              Aerial Work Platform

Check Before Start of Each Shift Hour Meter Reading

Date:  ____________________________ Hours at start of Shift ___________________________

Unit #____________________________ Job # ___________________________

Note:  For specific instruction on start-up procedures, safety features, operation and routine maintenance please refer to operator's manual

All Operator Pre-Shift Safety Check list must be kept in log bok and returned with unit.

Always review operations manual before running any equipment.

Visual Checks N/A OK Faulty Operational Checks N/A OK Faulty

Engine Oil Brakes (Service)

Engine Cooling System Brakes (Parking)

Hydraulic Fluid Level Hydraulic Cylinder Function

Fuel Water Separator Drain Horn

Lift Arms and Cylinder Pins Joystick Controls

Wiper/Washer Fluid Backup Alarm & Rotating Light

Tire Conditions/Wheel Nuts Seat Belt/Interock Bar

Any Loose or Broken Parts

Check for Leaks

Check all Guards are in place

Inspection Quick Coupler

Glass Shutdown Procedure

Safety Decals Parking Brake Set

Guages & Instrumentation Forks or Bucket Down

Fuel Level Ignition Off

Lights Key Removed

Grease Daily Pivot Points

Check condition of Attachments

Positive Air Shut Off

Tire Pressure

Spill Kit in equipment (if applicable)

Fire Extinguisher located on equipment

Accessories

Attachments

Rigging

Remarks:

REMEMBER:   TAG OUT FAULTY UNITS AND CONTACT SUPERVISOR

I have completed this Safety Inspection __________________________ ___________________________

Print Name Signature

Supervisor: __________________________ ___________________________

Print Name Signature

Created Date:  March 20, 2013

DRIVER'S DAILY VEHICLE INSPECTION REPORT

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC.
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PURPOSE

Workplace inspections help prevent injuries and illnesses.  Through critical examination of the

workplace, inspections assist in gaining further understanding of jobs and tasks, identify

existing and potential hazards, determine underlying causes of hazards, and monitor hazard

controls, recommended corrective action as well as listening to the concerns of workers.

DEFINITIONS

Inspection is an examination of the work site to recognize and evaluate existing and potential

hazards and recommend corrective action(s), if required.

TYPES OF INSPECTIONS

1. INFORMAL (ONGOING)

A purposeful awareness that identifies potential hazards, by observation and discussion of

health and safety issues with worker(s) in their processes, conditions and activities at the

work site.  It is usually not scheduled, and is not as broad in scope as formal or

equipment/machinery or tool inspection.

2. FORMAL

Are regularly scheduled examinations that are formally documented with the use of a checklist

and a report that includes recommendations for corrective action(s).

3. EQUIPMENT, MACHINERY OR TOOLS

Gabriel Industries Inc. has acknowledged one type of equipment or machinery inspections.

a. Pre-operational.  An inspection to be conducted in accordance to manufacturer’s

recommendations or it not stated prior to the operation of equipment, machinery

or tools.

The equipment, machinery or tool inspections may be undocumented (visual) or documented as

required by Alberta Occupational Health and Safety legislation or other applicable legislated

standards.

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Must tour work sites at least once annually to observe work practices and discuss

safety issues with workers; and

• Conduct a formal office/warehouse inspection annually.

• Determine the frequency of formal inspections, with consultation of the health and

safety representative;

• Review the frequency for formal inspections matrix annually;

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before

the work is begun;

• Ensure inspections are conducted;

• Review inspection reports and, if applicable, take any necessary corrective action in a

timely manner;

• Ensure workers are notified of completed inspections; and

• Ensure workers are trained on conducting inspections.
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WORKERS

• Has a duty (must) if worker believes that an unsafe or harmful worksite condition or

act exists or has occurred shall immediately report it to his/her supervisor;

• Has a duty(must) to immediately report to the supervisor equipment that:

o Is in a condition that will compromise the health and safety of workers using or

transporting it;

o Will not perform the function for which it is intended or was designed;

o Is not strong enough for its purpose, or

o Has an obvious defect;

• Must participate in an inspection, as required;

• Must participate in the training provided and

• Must apply the training.

HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

• Conduct formal inspections as outlined in the health and safety representative element.

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. AS PRIME CONTRACTOR

If Gabriel Industries Inc. is acting as a prime contractor (or contractor), the Gabriel Industries Inc.

Representative must ensure that any employer on a work site is made aware of, if required in

contract, to conduct inspections as outlined in the contract.

FREQUENCY OF INSPECTIONS

• Documented off site work site inspections are to be done prior to work

commencing.

• Documented office/warehouse inspections are to be done annually.

• A visual pre-use operational vehicle inspection prior to operation.

• Documented annual fall harness inspection.

• Visual on all tools and equipment before use.

FORMAL INSPECTION SUMMARY REPORT

A formal inspection summary report is a report for the inspections conducted each month in

a given calendar year.  The report contains:

• The inspection completed;

• The date the inspection completed;

• Worker(s) participating in the inspection;

• The department/service sector;

• Verification that a person has been assigned responsibility for a corrective action;

• Verification that the report has been reviewed and signed off by management;

• Area(s) for improvement;

• Corrective action for improvement;

• Verification of whether corrective action implemented; and

• Date the corrective action was implemented.
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INSPECTION CHECKLIST

Appropriate site/operation checklists are developed for each facility, job task and applicable

equipment, machinery or tool.  The checklist is to be used to ensure consistent and

comprehensive inspections each time completed.

LOCATION OF INSPECTION CHECKLIST

The location of the checklist is located electronically.

PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING UNSAFE OR UNHEALTHY CONDITIONS

1. Worker is to notify immediate manager or supervisor of the unsafe or unhealthy

condition;

2. Upon notification the manager or supervisor is to assess the situation and ensure

action is taken, in a timely manner, to rectify the unsafe or unhealthy condition.

PROCEDURES FOR INSPECTIONS

1. INFORMAL INSPECTION

a. Upon observation or notification of an unsafe act or condition, it is the responsibility

of the manager, supervisor and/ person(s) in authority to correct it (if safe to do so)

or report it to the appropriate personnel who have the authority to correct the

unsafe act or condition.

2. FORMAL INSPECTION

The success of an inspection will depend on ensuring that the inspection team is prepared to

do their inspection.  Proper preparation will ensure consistent and thorough inspections

every time.

The following is the basic procedure for conducting a formal inspection:

a. If applicable identify the inspector or inspection team, whenever possible try to

involve worker(s) in the inspection.

b. Obtain a copy of the applicable inspection checklist.

c. Proceed with the inspection accompanied by the supervisor, if applicable; try to

make observations without disrupting normal work activities; use the inspection

checklist to aid you through the inspection.

d. Take immediate action where there is dangerous situation

e. Take the time to observe the activities of workers, ask workers if he/she has any

concerns/questions regarding the health and safety.

f. Record results of inspection on the inspection form.

g. Identify corrective action required for each unsafe act or unsafe condition.

h. Give positive reinforcement to those who are complying with safety standards

(i.e. ‘standard work practices’ ‘standard operating procedures’, legislation, etc.).

i. Identify the person responsible for ensuring that the corrective action is carried

out; include a target date for completion.

3. EQUIPMENT, MACHINERY OR TOOL INSPECTION

a. Checklist or guidelines for the applicable equipment, machinery or tool is outlined in

applicable standard work practices or standard operating guidelines.
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b. Documented inspections are to be forwarded to the applicable job positions

identified in the responsibility section of this program.

INSPECTION IDENTIFIES A NEW HAZARD

If during an inspection a new hazard has been identified, it is the responsibility of the worker

completing the inspection to update the affected formal hazard assessment(s).

WORK FLOW PROCESS FOR DOCUMENTED INSPECTION

Completed inspection checklist is reviewed for quality control by management.

WORKER NOTIFICATION OF INSPECTIONS

Workers can be notified of inspections at monthly meetings.

QUALITY CONTROL

Where a deficiency(s) is noted on the inspection document, the document will be forwarded back

to the originator for completeness.

RECORD RETENTION

Completed inspections records will be located on site docs. Completed inspections records are

to be kept for a period of three years. Records will be maintained in accordance to Gabriel

Industries Inc. records management program.

TRAINING

Inspection training will consist of the following

1. Inspection element: (all Gabriel Industries Inc. workers, applicable contractors and/or

contracted workers)

a. Purpose;

b. Roles, responsibilities and accountability; and

c. Processes/Procedures.

2. How to conduct a formal inspection: (all Gabriel Industries Inc. workers)

a. Procedures.

3. How to conduct an equipment, machinery or tool inspection: (affected workers)

a. Procedures outlined by manufacture specifications, standard work practices and

standard operating procedures or as legislatively required.

EVALUATION

The inspection program will be evaluated annually by management and the health and safety

representative. The evaluation will consist of, but not limited to:

• Comparing completed inspections to inspection matrix;

• Comparing management, health and safety representative and workers participation

to required inspection participation; and

• Comparing completed corrective action to recommended corrective actions.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that evaluation posted on site docs.
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE

PURPOSE

A well-defined and effective maintenance program spells out the interaction of job positions as

they request or identify work, classify it to determine the best reaction, plan selected work to

ensure it is accomplished efficiently, and schedule the work to ensure it is performed at the best

time with the most effective use of resources.

DEFINITIONS

Preventative Maintenance is the care and servicing by person(s) for the purpose of maintaining

equipment and facilities in satisfactory operating condition by providing for systematic

inspection, detection and correction of incipient failures either before they occur or before they

develop into major. Defects.  It includes tests, measurements, adjustments, and parts

replacement specifically to prevent faults from occurring

Reparative Maintenance is the act or process of repairing or the condition of being repaired.

Spill containment is required to ensure harmful substances such as chemicals; oils etc are

contained within a barrier or drainage system rather than being absorbed into the ground or water

ways.

INVENTORY

An inventory of vehicle, machinery and equipment is to be accessible upon request; at a

minimum it will require the list of equipment and/or machinery that require monitoring,

periodic checks and maintenance.

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

A scheduled maintenance, which is maintenance of vehicles, machinery and equipment at a

regularly scheduled time, is to be established for each applicable vehicle, machinery and

equipment; the schedule is to be in a written format.

TYPES OF MAINTENANCE

1. Reparative Maintenance

2. Preventative Maintenance

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun;

• For the application and on-going monitoring of maintenance element;

• Workers who perform the required maintenance work have the appropriate skills,

accreditation and certification; and

• Must ensure that all equipment used the work site

o Is maintained in a condition that will not compromised the health and safety of

workers using or transporting it,

o Will safely perform the function for which it is intended or was designed,

o Is of adequate strength for its purpose, and

o Is free from obvious defects.
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WORKERS

• Use vehicle, machinery and equipment as per manufacturer’s specifications;

• Has a duty (must) if worker believes that an unsafe or harmful worksite condition or act

exists or has occurred shall immediately report it to his/her manager or supervisor;

• Has a duty(must) to immediately report to the supervisor equipment that:

o Is in a condition that will compromise the health and safety of workers using or

transporting it;

o Will not perform the function for which it is intended or was designed;

o Is not strong enough for its purpose, or

o Has an obvious defect;

• Must be aware of his/her role in preventative maintenance;

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training.

HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

• Conduct an annual maintenance on the first aid kit located in the office/warehouse; and

• Conduct an annual maintenance on the eye wash station located in the

office/warehouse.

• Conduct monthly maintenance inspection on the fire extinguishers located in the

office/warehouse.

INVENTORY

Equipment or machinery requiring an inventory:

1. Computer maintenance;

2. Office equipment;

3. Fleet vehicles; and

4. Equipment and tools.

PROCEDURE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

The following procedure should be used to assist workers responsible for developing of a

preventive maintenance program:

1. Develop a complete inventory of vehicles, machinery, equipment and/or tools.

2. Consult applicable legislation and/or manufacturer’s specifications for recommended

maintenance program.

3. Establish a maintenance schedule.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE FOR REMOVAL OF DEFECTIVE EQUIPMENT, MACHINERY AND

TOOLS

The following procedure is to be used to assist workers should there be a mechanical

breakdown or deficiency of a vehicle, machinery, equipment and/or tools:

1. Worker is to notify manager or supervisor immediately;

2. If equipment, vehicle, machinery or tool requires to be locked or tagged out, refer to

applicable standard work practice. If equipment machinery or tool is defective and

cannot be repaired, equipment, machinery or tools is to be disposed of accordingly;

3. Based on the worker’s explanation, manager or supervisor contacts appropriate party to

repair or replace defective equipment.
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MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

1. Fleet vehicles, equipment, and machinery

As determined by manufacturer’s specifications.

2. First aid kits

a. Office/warehouse

Health and Safety Representative is to conduct monthly maintenance on the first aid kit

located on the first floor of the office/warehouse.

b. Fleet vehicles

Health and Safety Representative is to conduct monthly maintenance on the first aid kit

located on the first floor of the vehicle.

Maintenance inspection includes:

a. Verifying contents of supplies located in first aid kits to the inventory content list;

b. Dating and initialing name on first aid sticker located on front of first aid kit; and

c. Dating and initializing first aid kit maintenance inspection form.

3. Eyewash maintenance

Health and Safety Representative is to conduct monthly maintenance on the eye wash station

located on the second floor of the office/warehouse.

Maintenance inspection includes:

a. If distilled water is to be used, water is to be changed every three months.

b. If saline solution is to be used, solution is to be changed as per saline bottle’s expiration

date.

c. For safe contained, disposal – check expiration date.

4. Fire extinguishers

a. Annual certification

Annual involve certification or recertification by a competent person(s)

b. Monthly inspection

Health and Safety representative is to conduct monthly inspection on fire extinguishers located

in the office/warehouse.

RECORD KEEPING

Records are kept for a minimum of three (3) years.  Records will be maintained on site docs.

Records will be maintained in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. records management

program.

TRAINING

Training for the maintenance program will, as a minimum, consist of the following:

1. Maintenance program:

a. Purpose,

b. Roles and responsibilities and

c. Processes and procedures.
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EVALUATION

The maintenance program will be evaluated by management and the health and safety

representative annually.  The evaluation will consist of, as a minimum, the following:

• Vehicles, equipment and machinery maintenance as outlined

• First Aid Supplies maintenance as outlined

• Eyewash station maintenance as outlined

• Fire extinguishers maintenance as outlined

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that posted on site docs.
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PURPOSE

Gabriel Industries Inc. owns and operates vehicles for the use of Gabriel Industries Inc. workers

when conducting company business.  Providing necessary transportation options is integral to

effective business practices. Gabriel Industries Inc. is committed to the safe, courteous and

efficient operation of vehicles.

VEHICLES

Vehicles operators will consider the following:

• Those that use personal vehicles on behalf of company business; and

• Those that drive fleet vehicles, commercial and non-commercial.

DEFINTION

AVMIR means Alberta Access to Motor Vehicle Information Regulation 14 140/2003.

Vehicle means a device in, on or by which a person or thing may be transported or drawn, and

includes a combination vehicle.

RESPONSIBILITIES }

MANAGEMENT

• A copy of this program, either paper or downloaded electronic is readily available for

reference by workers at the worksite affected by the program;

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun;

• Ensure that drives hold appropriate and current licenses;

• Authorize who may drive personal vehicles on behalf of Gabriel Industries Inc. business;

• Encourage drivers to use safe driving practices;

• Select appropriate vehicles for the task;

• Must ensure that broken or cracked glazing that obstructs an operator’s view from

vehicle is replaced as soon as is reasonably practicable;

• Must ensure that a windshield on a vehicle has windshield wipers of sufficient size and

capacity to clean matter that obstructs the operator’s view from the windshield;

• As far as reasonably practicable, inform the workers of the Vehicle Use policy;

• Must ensure that no part of an operator’s body extends beyond the side of a vehicle

while it is in operation;

• Must ensure that drivers with expired licenses are not operating owned or leased fleet

vehicles;

• Must ensure that equipment or material in a vehicle is positioned or secured to prevent

injury to the operator and passengers, if any;  and

• Must ensure that workers are not servicing or maintaining a vehicle while flammable,

combustible or explosives materials are being loaded or unloaded from the vehicle (this

does not include checking or topping up fluid levels or air pressure).
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ELIGIBILE DRIVERS (workers)

• Hold a valid vehicle operator’s license for the class of vehicle being driven

• The expense of purchasing the operator’s license will be the workers;

• Comply with the rules of the road at all times;

• Are expected to renew their driver’s license as required and advise management when

renewal period cannot be met;

• The operation of fleet vehicles by unauthorized personnel is prohibited;

o Report to his/her manager or supervisor any conditions affecting the safe operation

of the vehicle,

o Operate the vehicle safely,

o Maintain full control of the equipment at all times,

o Use the seat belts and other safety equipment in the vehicle,

o Ensure that passengers in the vehicle use the seat belts and other safety equipment,

o Keep the cab and floor free of materials, tools and other objects that could interfere

with the operation of the controls or create a tripping or other hazard to the

operator or other occupants of the equipment;

• Conduct a visual inspection of the vehicle and surrounding area to ensure that the

vehicle is in safe operating condition and that no worker, including the operator, is

endangered when equipment is started up;

• A person must not ride on top of a load that is being moved;

• Must not servicing or maintaining a vehicle while flammable, combustible or explosives

materials are being loaded or unloaded from the vehicle (this does not include checking

or topping up fluid levels or air pressure);

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training.

LICENSE SUSPENSION, PROHIBITIONS OR FINES

Workers are required to notify management of a license suspension, prohibition or fines

INCIDENT

If a worker is involved in an vehicle incident, regardless of the whom is to blame, the worker will

required to complete a recognized defensive driving course within 60 days of date of incident.

The expense of the training will be that of the worker.

DRIVER REQUIREMENTS

You may operate your vehicle on company business and to and from  work only.

2. Only Gabriel workers who have been pre-approved by the office may operate a company

vehicle.

3. The vehicle must be in safe mechanical condition and its operator must not damage it.

4. You must be mentally and physically able to drive safely.

5. You must conform to all traffic laws, signals, and markings, and make proper allowance for

adverse weather and traffic conditions.

6. You must be courteous at all times, respecting the rights of other drivers and pedestrians.

7. You and all passengers must wear seatbelts and all other available active restraints.

8.  Must maintain good housekeeping for both interior and exterior.

9.  Pre-trip inspection reports to be completed prior to driving.

10. Abide by applicable provincial traffic legislation.
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DEFICIENCY IN DRIVER’S ABILITY

The following will be triggers to initiate worker into a one-on-one improvement course:

• Six (6) demerits on a driver abstract;

• One (1) or more photo radar in a fleet vehicle;

• Incident involving a fleet vehicle; and/ or

• Any action observed and reported.

SMOKING

Smoking is prohibited in fleet owned vehicles; this is accordance to Alberta Tobacco Act and

Regulation.

• Smoking within 7.5 meters, while it is being refueled, is prohibited.

• Must not refuel when there is a source of ignition within 7.5 meters.]

FATIGUE MANAGEMENT

Workers should not drive while impaired by fatigue.  As a guideline, workers should not drive

more than eight (8) hours per day or more than five (5) hours when combined with regular (non-

driving) work.  Workers should take a rest break at least every two (2) hours.  Ensure you are

parked in a safe location.

RECORD RETENTION

A driver abstract is to be kept for three (3) years from date obtained.  Records will be maintained

in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. records management program.

CONFIDENTIALITY

1. Strict confidentiality is to be adhered to by all parties involved.

2. All collection, use and disclosure of personal information will be carried out in accordance

with the Alberta PIPPA legislation.

TRAINING

Journey Management training will consist for all workers:

Journey management program which includes:

o Purpose;

o Role and responsibilities; and

o Processes.

EVALUATION

An evaluation of the program will be completed by management and health and safety

representative annually; it will consist as a minimum:

1. Procedure and process adequate; and

2. Actual driver abstracts obtained against requirement.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that evaluation posted on site docs.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

TERM OF REFERENCE

PURPOSE

The position of a health and safety representative (HSR) is a method in which workers may exercise

their right to participate in an occupational health and safety management system.  The health and

safety representative work with management to identify and solve health and safety concerns at

the worksite. Gabriel Industries Inc. believes in a positive safety culture, and a HSR an important

communication link between workers and management.  Getting all parties actively involved can

create and maintain interest in health and safety, as well as establish positive attitudes among

workers which can assist in the reduction of losses resulting from incidents and occupational

illness.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Management

• Meet with the health and safety representative monthly;

• Consult and cooperate with the health and safety representative to develop policies,

procedures and codes of practice required by Alberta OHS legislation;

• Provide the health and safety representative with reasonable opportunity to inform

workers on matters affecting occupational health and safety;

• Ensure the health and safety representative is allowed to examine records, policies, plans,

procedures, codes of practices, reports or manufacturer specifications that must be

maintained under Alberta OHS legislation;

• Provide time for health and safety representative to attend training;

• Pay for the training for the health and safety representative; and

• Distribute to the health and safety representative any information or documents

practicable after the information or document is received by management.

Health and Safety Representative

• Meet with managmeent montlhly;

• The receipt, consideration and disposition of concerns and complaints respecting the

health and safety of workers;

• Participate in the identification of hazards to workers or to other persons arising out of or

in connection with activities at the work site;

• The development and promotion of measures to protect the health and safety of persons

at the worksite and checking the effectiveness of such measures;

• Cooperation with an officer exercising duties under the Alberta OHS legislation;

• The development and promotion of programs for education and information concerning

health and safety;

• The making of recommendations to the employer, prime contractor or owner respecting

the health and safety of workers;

• The inspection of the work site at regular intervals;

• Attend required health and safety representative training;

• The participation in investigation of serious injuries and incidents at the work site;

• The maintenance of records in connection with the receipt and disposition of concerns and

complaints and the attendance to other matters relating to the duties of the committee;
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• Must not disclose a worker’s personal health information or the personal information of an

identifiable individual unless the disclosure is required by law; and

• Other assigned duties under the Alberta OHS legislation.

STRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS

AS per Alberta OHS legislation, Gabriel Industries Inc. requires a Health and Safety Representative

to represent its workers.

POSTING OF NAME HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

The name of the health and safety representative will be posted on the safety bulletin board at the

office/warehouse.

TERM OF HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

The term of the health and safety representative will be three (3) years.

REPLACEMENT OF HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE (SUCCESSION STRATEGY)

After the term of the representative has been served, the representative may continue serving in

the capacity of the role.  If representative does not want to serve in the capacity, the position will

be filled by an election process initiated by the workers.

CONSULTING WITH AFFECTED WORKERS

The health and safety representative may consult with workers prior to the monthly meeting as

deemed required by the workers.

REPORTING TO MANAGEMENT

• Meetings will be on the first Thursday of every month. The meeting is discuss current

helath and safety issues, concerns or recommendations. The meeting will be documented.

• The health and safety representative may call a special meeting to deal with urgent

concerns at the worksite.

INSPECTION

Must inspect the office/warehouse each month, along with management, prior to the monthly

meeting.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

The health and safety representative will  bring forward any concerns brought forth by a worker(s)

to management.  Both parties will weigh both sides of the concern and arrive at decision which will

communicated to all affected workers.

COORDINATING WITH OTHER EMPLOYER’S HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE OR

REPRESENTATIVES

Gabriel Industries Inc. will coordinate with other employer’s health and safety committee or

representative as outlined in the contract.

TRAINING

Health and safety representative must attend initial training required under Alberta OHS legislation

and 16 hours annually thereafter of trainign that promotes health and safety.
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PURPOSE

Meetings are a key part of the communication of health and safety.  Meetings allow for the

exchange of safety information as well as a method for making continuous improvement and

demonstration of commitment to Gabriel Industries Inc. occupational health and safety

management system.

DEFINITIONS

Frequency meeting matrix is a matrix which identifies the number of the number of scheduled

meetings in a calendar year.

Monthly means any day within a calendar month

Quarterly means once every:

Q1 (Jan, Feb, Mar), Q2 (Apr, May, Jun), Q3 (Jul, Aug, Sep), Q4 (Oct, Nov, Dec)

TYPES OF MEETINGS

1. INTERNAL

Internal meetings are meetings in which the attendees are affected workers, either Gabriel

Industries Inc. or contractor, if applicable.  These meetings are categorized into the following

types:

a. Formal.  Formal meetings are planned and announced in advance. The content of the

safety meetings may vary from specific department/service sector to general

corporate safety topics.

b. Tailgate.  Tailgate meetings are held in the field, and are designed to reinforce safety

training and information on a specific job or work task.

c. Debriefing.  Debriefing meetings are meetings designed to discuss an incident or

event.

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun;

• Ensure internal meetings are conducted;

• Ensure meetings are documented;

• Ensure workers are allowed time to attend meetings;

• Conduct quality control of records;

• Ensure meeting records are maintained;

• Assist in the developing the frequency matrix with assistance of the health and safety

representative;

• Upload meeting minutes onto site doc;

• Review health and concerns brought forth at meetings and take any necessary corrective

action in a timely manner; and

• Attend internal meetings, when required.

WORKERS

• To participate in safety meetings;

• Has a duty to report unsafe or harmful work site condition or act exists or has occurred;
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• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training.

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. AS PRIME CONTRACTOR

If Gabriel Industries Inc. is acting as a prime contractor (or contractor), the Gabriel Industries Inc.

Representative must ensure that any employer on a work site is made aware of any existing or

potential work site hazards that may affect that employer’s workers by way of meetings

determined in contract or service agreement.

FREQUENCY MEETING MATRIX

• Formal meetings – monthly with all Gabriel Industries Inc. workers;

• Tailgate meetings – prior to work commencing offsite; and

• Informal meetings – as required by circumstances.

SAFETY MEETINGS GUIDELINES

a. Focus on one subject per talk.  A safety talk that rambles or loses focus by discussing several

different subjects will not hold worker’s attention.  Choose a topic relevant tot eh work the

crew is doing.

b. Inspect the worksite for hazards related to your topic.

c. Avoid such general statements as ‘do better with your housekeeping’.  A safety talk needs to

tell workers exactly what to do.

d. If you discuss the same general topic on a regular basis, pin down the subject for each safety

talk to specifics.

e. Always include time for attendees to ask questions.  Encourage worker contributions.

f. Keep the meeting short – maximum 30 minutes.

RECORDS RETENTION

Meeting minutes are to be uploaded onto site docs.  Meeting minutes are to be kept for a

period of three years.  Records will be maintained in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc.

records management program.

TRAINING

Training will consist of the following (for all Gabriel Industries Inc. workers, applicable contractors

and contracted workers):

1. Program

a. Purpose;

b. Roles and responsibilities; and

c. Process/procedures.

EVALUATION

Management and the health and safety representative will evaluate the safety meeting element

annually to ensure:

• Safety meetings are according as outlined by frequency; and

• Worker training on element.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that posted on site docs.



ELEMENT 11: EMERGENCY RESPONSE – FIRE DRILL REPORT

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. E11-001

Created date:
05.03.2010

Reviewed date:
09.27.2018

President – Robert Mckercher

Fire/Emergency Drill Report

Drill Date: Drill Time:

Drill location □ Office/warehouse □ Other

Type of drill □Table top □ Simulated □ Real (incl. false alarm)

Observations

Was alarm heard throughout building □ Yes □ No

Were the alarm(s) operating correctly □ Yes □ No

Did all occupants evacuate the building □ Yes □ No

Did occupants assemble in designated areas □ Yes □ No

ERP phone list current □ Yes □ No

All doors closed □ Yes □ No

Sign in book taken to muster point □ Yes □ No

Action Plan for Deficiencies

Corrective Action
Responsibility Assigned

To:
Target Date Completed Date
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PURPOSE

Meetings are a key part of the communication of health and safety.  Meetings allow for the

exchange of safety information as well as a method for making continuous improvement and

demonstration of commitment to Gabriel Industries Inc. occupational health and safety

management system.

DEFINITIONS

Frequency meeting matrix is a matrix which identifies the number of the number of scheduled

meetings in a calendar year.

Monthly means any day within a calendar month

Quarterly means once every:

Q1 (Jan, Feb, Mar), Q2 (Apr, May, Jun), Q3 (Jul, Aug, Sep), Q4 (Oct, Nov, Dec)

TYPES OF MEETINGS

Meetings are in which the attendees are affected workers, either Gabriel Industries Inc. or

contractor, if applicable.  These meetings are categorized into the following types:

a. Formal.  Formal meetings are planned and announced in advance. The content of the

safety meetings may vary from specific department/service sector to general

corporate safety topics.

b. Tailgate.  Tailgate meetings are held in the field, and are designed to reinforce safety

training and information on a specific job or work task.

c. Debriefing.  Debriefing meetings are meetings designed to discuss an incident or

event.

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun;

• Ensure meetings are conducted;

• Ensure meetings are documented;

• Ensure workers are allowed time to attend meetings;

• Conduct quality control of records;

• Ensure meeting records are maintained;

• Review health and concerns brought forth at meetings and take any necessary corrective

action in a timely manner; and

• Attend meetings, when required.

WORKERS

• To participate in safety meetings;

• Has a duty to report unsafe or harmful work site condition or act exists or has occurred;

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

• Assist in the developing the frequency matrix with assistance of the health and safety

representative; and

• Upload meeting minutes onto site doc.

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. AS PRIME CONTRACTOR

If Gabriel Industries Inc. is acting as a prime contractor (or contractor), the Gabriel Industries Inc.

Representative must ensure that any employer on a work site is made aware of any existing or

potential work site hazards that may affect that employer’s workers by way of meetings

determined in contract or service agreement.

FREQUENCY MEETING MATRIX

• Formal meetings – monthly with all Gabriel Industries Inc. workers;

• Tailgate meetings – prior to work commencing offsite; and

• Informal meetings – as required by circumstances.

SAFETY MEETINGS GUIDELINES

a. Focus on one subject per talk.  A safety talk that rambles or loses focus by discussing several

different subjects will not hold worker’s attention.  Choose a topic relevant to the work the

crew is doing.

b. Inspect the worksite for hazards related to your topic.

c. Avoid such general statements as ‘do better with your housekeeping’.  A safety talk needs to

tell workers exactly what to do.

d. If you discuss the same general topic on a regular basis, pin down the subject for each safety

talk to specifics.

e. Always include time for attendees to ask questions.  Encourage worker contributions.

f. Keep the meeting short – maximum 30 minutes.

RECORDS RETENTION

Meeting minutes are to be uploaded onto site docs.  Meeting minutes are to be kept for a

period of three years.  Records will be maintained in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc.

records management program.

TRAINING

Training will consist of the following (for all Gabriel Industries Inc. workers, applicable contractors

and contracted workers):

1. Program

a. Purpose;

b. Roles and responsibilities; and

c. Process/procedures.

EVALUATION

Management and the health and safety representative will evaluate the safety meeting element

annually to ensure:

• Safety meetings are according as outlined by frequency; and

• Worker training on element.
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Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that posted on site docs.



Gabriel Industries Inc.

10741 181 Street, Edmonton, AB. T5S 1N3

Ph: 780-702-7558 Fax: 866-783-2386

www.gabrielindustries.ca

Toolbox Meeting

Toolbox meetings are to be conducted once weekly on long term jobs, that cause Gabriel employees to not be in

attendance at weekly safety meetings held at the shop/office due to scheduling.

Date:____________________________________ Location:_____________________________________

Job Number:______________________________

Employee conducting meeting:________________________________________

Employees in attendance: _______________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Items Reviewed: _______________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Identification of Hazards: ________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Hazard Controls: _______________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

• Any Safety moments to discuss?

• Any upcoming new tasks for this job? What are the hazards/precautions?

Other Items Discussed: __________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Approved by:

Date:
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PURPOSE

The purpose of conducting an incident investigation is not only to meet regulatory requirements

but also to provide systematic effort to establish all relevant facts and determine why an incident

has occurred so appropriate action can be taken to prevent recurrence.  Corrective action includes

correcting unsafe work practices or improper techniques and/ or unsafe conditions.  In addition,

investigating incidents will help to ensure the Worker Compensation Board (WCB) has the

necessary information to accurately determine whether a claim is acceptable.

DEFINITION

Evidence is a record of information in any form and includes notes, images, audiovisual recordings,

x-rays, books, documents, maps, drawings, photographs, letters, vouchers and papers and any

other information that is written, photographed, recorded or stored in any manner but does not

include software or any mechanism that produces records.

First aid means the immediate and temporary care given to an injured or ill person at work site

using available equipment, supplies, facilities or services, including treatment to sustain life, to

prevent a condition from becoming worse or to promote recovery.

Injury means damage or harm done to or suffered by a person.

Medical aid includes medical and other services provided by a person licensed to practice the

healing arts in Alberta, and nursing, hospitalization and x-ray treatment.

Near miss is an unplanned event that did not result in injury, illness or damage but had the

potential to do so.

Occupational disease means a disease or ill health arising out of the and directly related to an

occupation.

Reportable Serious incidents

1. An injury or accident that results in death of a worker;

2. An injury or incident that results in a worker being admitted to a hospital, and for the

purposes of this clause (admitted to a hospital means when a physician writes admitting

orders to cause a worker to be an inpatient of a hospital, but excludes a worker being

assessed in an emergency room or urgent care center without being admitted);

3. An unplanned or uncontrolled explosion, fire or flood that causes a serious injury or that

has the potential of causing a serious injury;

4. The collapse or upset of a crane, derrick or hoist; or

5. The collapse or failure of any component of a building or structure necessary for the

structural integrity of the building or structure;

6. Any injury or incident or a class of injuries or incidents specified in the Alberta OHS

regulations; or

7. Any other incidents that has the potential of causing serious injury to a person.

Non-reportable serious incidents

As per Alberta OHS Code Part 27, harassment and violence are deemed serious incidents.
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INCIDENTS TO BE INVESTIGATED

1. All incidents deemed serious;

2. Injuries resulting in medical aid;

3. Property damage;

4. Near miss;

5. Harassment (see harassment element for investigation processes);

6. Violence (see violence element for investigation processes):

7. Work refusals for dangerous work;

8. Chemical spills; and

9. Occupational diseases.

TYPES OF INCIDENT FORMS

Gabriel Industries Inc. has three types of incident forms:

1. General Incident Investigation form – this form is to be completed for serious incidents,

injuries requiring, medical aid, property damage, near misses, work refusals and

occupational diseases.

2. Harassment incident investigation form – this form to be completed for workplace

harassment, which is defined by Gabriel Industries Inc. harassment element.

3. Workplace Violence Incident Investigation form – this form is to be completed for

workplace violence, which is defined in Gabriel Industries workplace violence element.

HAZARD

Incidents represent situations which have occurred where a hazard may not have been

acknowledge or controlled as reasonably practical.

CRITERIA OF AN INJURY

For an injury to be considered work related, two (2) conditions must be met:

1. It must arise out of employment and be caused by an employment hazard.

2. Must occur in the course of employment when it happens at a time and place consistent

with the obligations and responsibilities of that employment.

INVESTIGATORS

1. Internal investigators may include:

a. Management

b. Health and Safety Representative

c. Workers.

2. External investigators will be used for:

a. Reportable serious incidents as defined by Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Act;

or

b. There is a high likelihood of legal challenge.

LESSONS LEARNED MEETING

a. The purpose of the lessons learned meeting are meant to be a discovery process to

ensure that all that could have been done to mitigate the initial risk to the worker

was followed and what can be done in the future to ensure that is does not occur.

b. Lesson leaned meeting is to occur within seven (7) days of incident.
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TIMELINE FOR INVESTIGATION

Incidents must be investigated immediately or at the first opportunity given the circumstances.

COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS

Incidents are to be reported immediately to manager or supervisor.

USEFUL FOR INCIDENT INVESTIGATION

The following items may be useful while completing an investigation and investigation form:

• Camera and film,

• Tape measure,

• Clipboard and paper,

• Straight edge, pens and pencils,

• Flashlight, and

• Containers/plastic bag (used if samples are taken).

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun;

• Carry out an incident investigation;

• Prepare a report outlining the circumstances of the injury or incident and the corrective

action, if any, undertaken to prevent a recurrence of the injury or incident for a Gabriel

Industries Inc. operated worksite or as directed by prime contractor worksite

• Ensure investigations are completed in a timely manner to prevent reoccurrence;

• To provide necessary resources for corrective action;

• Obtain, if applicable, incident reports from contractors which will include corrective action;

• Notify the worker(s) involved in the incident, those who work in the area in which the

incident occurred or those who could experience a similar incident, of the outcome of the

incident investigation;

• Involve workers in the investigation process, when applicable;

• Participate in lesson learned meetings;

• Ensure training is completed;

• Will arrange for payment for a medical examination of a worker involved in a serious

incident if the Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Director of Medical Services require

that worker to be medically examined for the purposes of determining:

o The extent of any injury suffered by a worker injured in an incident that occurred

in respect of that worker’s occupation, or

o Whether a worker is suffering from an occupational disease that is related to that

worker’s occupation;

• To contact Alberta Occupational Health and Safety in the event of serious injuries and

incidents which includes the following:

o The time, place and nature of the injury or incident as soon as possible];

• Ensure a copy of the report is readily available for inspection by an Alberta Occupational

Health and Safety Officer]

• Maintain the incident investigation summary reports;

• Arrange for external investigators, if required;
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• When required, contact legal services in the event of a serious incident;

• To analyze incidents, with assistance from the health and safety representative to identify

trends etc.;

• Conduct quality control of incident records

• When required, develop a statement regarding a serious incident for the media;

• Will not deduct from a worker involved in a serious incident any wages, salary or other

remunerations or benefits that the worker would have received for working during those

normal hours of employment that were spent by that worker in being examined or going

to or returning from that examination; and

• May require a worker who has given notification of imminent danger to remain at the work

site and may assign the worker temporarily to other work assignments that the worker is

reasonably capable of performing.  A temporary assignment, if there is no loss in pay, is not

disciplinary action.

WORKERS

• To report all incidents to his/her manager or supervisor

• Carry out an investigation into the circumstances surrounding the incident, when

requested;

• Prepare a report outlining the circumstances of an incident and the corrective action, if

any, undertaken to prevent a recurrence of the serious injury or incident;

• Will not disturb the scene of a serious injury or incident except insofar as is necessary in:

o Attending to persons injured or killed,

o Preventing further injuries, and

o Protecting property that is endangered as a result of the incident;

• Every worker (person) present at a serious or incident when it occurred or who has

information relating to the incident will, on request of an Alberta Occupational Health and

Safety Officer, provide to the officer any information respecting the incident that the

officer requests;

• Provide to an Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Officer in the event of serious

incident, any substance, material, product, tool, appliance or equipment that was present

at, involved in or related to the incident;

• As soon as practicable, notify the worker’s supervisor or manager of the worker’s refusal

and the reason for the worker’s refusal

• A worker who received a record of dangerous work refusal is of the opinion that an

dangerous works still exists, the worker may file a complaint with an Alberta Occupational

Health and Safety Officer;

• Participate in the investigation process, when applicable

• Must participate in the training provided;

• Must apply the training; and

• A worker who has reasonable cause to believe that the worker has been dismissed or

subjected to disciplinary action in contravention of a work refusal of dangerous work may

file a complaint with an Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Officer.
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GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. AS PRIME CONTRACTOR

If Gabriel Industries Inc. is acting as a prime contractor or if no prime contractor is assigned, the

Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative must ensure that a contractor carries out an investigation

into the circumstances surrounding the incident and prepares a report outlining the

circumstances of the incident and the corrective action, if any, undertaken to prevent a

recurrence of the serious injury or incident.

WORK REFUSALS

EXISTENCE OF DANGEROUS WORK

If a worker believes on reasonable grounds that there is a dangerous condition at the work site or

that the work constitutes a danger to the worker’s health and safety or to the health and safety

of another worker or another person, the worker has the right to refuse the dangerous work.

WORK REFUSAL REPORTING AND INVESTIGATION PROCEDURE

Worker notifies manager or supervisor that he/she has reason to

believe work    is unsafe and likely to endanger himself or herself based

on:

• Physical conditions of the worksite

• Psychological (i.e. harassment, bullying, violence)

• Equipment and physical conditions of worksite contravening Alberta

OHS Act, Regulation or Code

Until investigation is completed, worker

can be reassigned another task and no

one is allowed to do task in question until

investigation completed.  Worker is to be

available for the purpose of the

investigation

If the manager or supervisor does not remedy the dangerous condition immediately, manager or

supervisor shall immediately inspect the dangerous condition in the presence of the worker (if

safe to do so and if reasonably practicable, have one of the following present:

• Health and Safety Committee Co-chairperson (if at another employer’s worksite

• Health and Safety Representative

• If no committee or representative, another worker selected by the worker refusing to do the

work

Situation investigated by above parties. Manager or supervisor shall take any

action necessary to remedy any dangerous condition or ensure that such action

is taken

If Resolved, worker goes

back to work

If not resolved, SECOND

STAGE Alberta OHS contacted

by worker refusing to do the

work or any other persons

present during the

investigation.  AB OHS Officer

will decide:

• If Officer decides a

dangerous situation exists,

Officer will write an Order

• If Officer decides a

dangerous situation does not

exist, Officer will notify the

decision in writing

If manager or supervisor assigns another

worker to do the work, the employer shall

advise the worker, in writing, of:

• First worker’s refusal,

• The reasons for the refusal

• Why the manager or supervisor believes

the work is not dangerous condition

• The worker’s right to refuse to do the

work

Manager or supervisor shall

prepare a written report of

the refusal, the investigation

and action taken, and shall

give a copy to:

• Worker refusing the work

• HSR

(the report does not contain

personal information of the

worker refusing the work)
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REPORTABLE SERIOUS INCIDENTS

1. Worker or person to report the incident to the manager or supervisor as soon as

reasonably practicable.

2. Manager or supervisor to contact:

a. Alberta Occupational Health and Safety.  The following information will be

needed:

i. Location of incident or injury

ii. Site contact’s name, job title and phone number(s)

iii. General description of what happened

iv. Time and date the injury or incident occurred

v. Name of employer if not Gabriel Industries Inc.

vi. Gabriel Industries Inc. relationship to the work site (owner, prime

contractor, contractor or supplier)

vii. Injured worker’s name, date of birth and job title (if applicable)

viii. Name and location of hospital injured worker was taken to (if applicable)

b. Worker’s Compensation Report if injury claim

c. Police, if fatality

3. Worker or person at scene, do not disturb the scene unless on the following applies:

a. You are directed to do so by a Government of Alberta OHS officer,

b. You have to attend to someone who’s been injured or killed

c. You have to take action to prevent further injuries

d. You have to protect property that’s endangered by the incident

4. Gabriel Industries will ensure an investigation is completed and a report is readily

available for an officer upon request.  The investigation may be:

a. Completed internally; or

b. Completed by a third-party provider.

HARASSMENT

Refer to the harassment element for investigation protocol.

VIOLENCE

Refer to the violence element for investigation protocol.

OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE INVESTIGATIONS

Occupational disease investigations are not as straightforward as general incidents or workplace

violence incidents because their causes are usually much more visible and the connections

between the two (2) are more apparent.  Occupational disease investigations are to be

investigated by management and the health and safety representative. These parties will obtain

the necessary evidence which may include obtaining assistance from an industrial hygienist, WCB

or a medical provider appropriate to the claim.

NEAR MISS

A near miss incident is to be reported immediately to the manager or supervisor. The

investigation process is the same as for property and injury.
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PROPERTY

A property incident is to be reported immediately to the manager or supervisor.  The

investigation process is the same as for near miss and injury. In addition, any incident involving a

vehicle or equipment that sustains damage must have:

• Repair estimates

• Arrangements for post incident vehicle concerns i.e. towing

• Payments of repairs that are not processed through insurance

• Reported to insurance by management

INJURY

An injury incident is to be reported immediately to the manager or supervisor.  The investigation

process is the same as for near miss and property. Additional documentation listed in the injury

and return to work element located in safety manual.

CHEMICAL SPILLS

Chemical spills which may pose environmental concern are to be reported to the manager or

supervisor immediately. Manager and supervisor will address as per Alberta Environment

protocol.

STEP FOR RESPONDING TO A NEAR MISS, PROPRTY OR INJURY INCIDENT

1. Worker(s) involved in or witness to the incident report the incident to manager and/or

supervisor.

2. Worker(s) administer first aid or call the authorized first aid attendants to do so.  Arrange

for medical attention as appropriate (i.e. call an ambulance or refer the injured worker(s)

to a health facility i.e. other worker drive injured work, taxi cab etc).

3. Manager and/or supervisor is to go to the scene of the incident.  He/she is to gather

evidence. This process may include but is not limited to:

a.Take samples and write your name, date and location on the container when

appropriate i.e. chemical/environmental issues (for a serious or unusual incident).

b.Taking pictures at different angles of the scene (for a serious or unusual incident).

Always write your name, date & location on back of pictures.

c. Draw a diagram of scene; depict the injured worker in center of illustration.

d.Interviewing witnesses and obtaining their statements.

4. Document the findings using the Incident Investigation form.  Obtain any other pertinent

documentation, for example:

 Training records

 Equipment maintenance records

 Procedures, process or practices

 Copy of pertinent section of Manufacturer’s operating manual

 Field level or formal hazard assessment

5. Analyze and evaluate the information using the incident investigation form.  This will

include arranging a ‘lesson learned’ meeting with the necessary parties based on the

incident classification criteria.  The worker involved in the incident must attend the

meeting, if possible.

6. Determine and implement corrective action(s).  These actions will address the direct

(root) and indirect causes of the incident.
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NEW HAZARD IDENTFIED DURING AS A RESULT OF THE INVESTIGATION

If a new hazard has been identified during the investigation, it is the investigators responsibility to

update the affected formal hazard assessment(s).

TRACKING PROCESS OF INCIDENTS

The method used to track reported incidents will be thru the use of Gabriel Industries Inc.

Worker’s Compensation Injury Summary sheet; verification will be only for lost time and modified

work only.

LOCATION OF INCIDENT FORMS

The locations of blank incident forms is on site docs.

WORKER INVOLVEMENT IN INVESTIGATION PROCESS

When reasonable practicable, workers are to be involved in the active causation and corrective

action activities of an investigation.  Involvement may include:

• Completing investigation reports;

• Attend a debriefing meeting (called a lessons learned meeting) or

• Discussion at safety meetings.

All involvement must be documented.

WORKER NOTIFICATION OF INCIDENTS

Workers can be notified of incidents by:

• Reviewing at monthly safety.

QUALITY CONTROL

Where a deficiency(s) are noted on the incident report, the document will be forwarded back to

the person to whom is responsible for the deficiency for completeness; once complete, the report

is to be uploaded onto site docs.

RECORD RETENTION

Incident reports are to be uploaded into site doc. An incident report must be kept for a period of

two years.  or as required by other legislation. When requested, the report must be available for

inspection by an Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Officer.  Records will be maintained in

accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. records management program.

EVIDENCE IN COURT

A report prepared under Section 40 of the Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Act is not

admissible as evidence for any purpose in a trail arising out of the serious injury or incident, an

investigation or public inquiry under the Fatality Inquiries Act or any other action as defined in

the Alberta Evidence Act except in a prosecution for perjury or for the giving of contradictory

evidence.

CONFIDENTIALITY

• Strict confidentiality is to be adhered to by all parties involved.

• All collection, use and disclosure of personal information will be carried out in accordance

with the Alberta PIPPA legislation

TRAINING
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Incident investigation training for all Gabriel Industries Inc. workers or those specified by a

manager or supervisor will consist of:

1. Incident investigation program; and

2. How to investigate an incident.

EVALUATION

An evaluation of the incident reporting and investigation program will be conducted annually by

management and the health and safety representative.  The evaluation at minimum will include:

1. Comparing type of incidents against total incidents.

2. Comparing implemented corrective action against total recommended corrective action

3. Comparing time frame of incidents against total incidents.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that evaluation posted on site docs.



MEDICAL RELEASE FORM

This information is being collected for the purposes of the OHS program at Gabriel Industries in accordance with the Alberta OHS Act,
Regulation & Code. The personal information that you provide is subject to the provisions of PIPPA.  Questions about the collection and
disclosure of this information can be directed to Robert McKercher, President of Gabriel Industries.

Gabriel Industries is committed to ensuring that all injury claims are effectively managed in order to

promote an early and safe return to work.

Worker’s Name: Date:

Physical Work Capabilities    Able – as per usual work duties;   Unable – able, but only within limitations as defined.

Walking □ Able    □Unable, limited to:         ( me) Standing □Able       □Unable, limited to:                 ( me)

Squatting □ Able    □Unable, limited to:         ( me)

/crouching

Climbing □Able       □Unable, limited to:                ( me)

Pushing □Able       □Unable, limited to:           ( me)

/pulling

Sitting □Able       □Unable, limited to:                ( me)

Driving □Able       □Unable, limited to:               ( me) Operating □Able       □Unable, limited to:               ( me)

heavy equipment

Grasping (R) □Able   □Unable, limited from     □prolonged   □repe ve     □vibra on specify

__________________

(L) □Able   □Unable, limited from     □prolonged   □repe ve     □vibra on specify __________________

Reaching   above shoulder (R) □Able   □Unable                 above shoulder (L)  □Able    □Unable

below shoulder (R) □Able   □Unable                 below shoulder (L)  □Able   □Unable

Lifting     floor to waist □Able   □Unable, limited:        maximum of (kg/lb) □4/10   □9/20   □16/35   □23/50

□46/100

waist to shoulder □Able   □Unable, limited:        maximum of (kg/lb) □4/10   □9/20   □16/35   □23/50

□46/100

above shoulder □Able   □Unable, limited:        maximum of (kg/lb) □4/10   □9/20   □16/35   □23/50

□46/100

Environment □ No restric on  □Restricted from     □cold    □hot    □wet     □dry    □dust    □noise    □ligh ng

Hours of work □ no restric on   □limited to:     hours per day Employer to modify

(specify)________________________

Other (specify)

The above named employee was assess and now deemed □fit to return to pre-injury work today

□fit to return to work today with work limita ons as above

□not fit for any work today, es mated return to work date  ___________________________ year/month/day

□at pre injury level                                     □with above work limita ons

Attending Physician (print) Signature Date (yy/mm/dd)

Medical Release

This is my authority to release medical information pertaining to my fitness for work to my employer, Gabriel

Industries, for the purpose of coordinating my return to work in modified or pre-accident duties.

Worker’s Name: ___________________________________________________________________________

Worker’s Signature:  ________________________________________________________________________

Date:  _________________________________________________________



OFFER OF MODIFIED WORK

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date: 10.31.2018 Reviewed date:

This information is being collected for the purposes of the OHS program at Gabriel Industries in accordance with the Alberta OHS Act,
Regulation & Code The personal information that you provide is subject to the provisions of the PIPPA. Questions about the collection and
disclosure of this information can be directed to the Robert McKercher, President of Gabriel Industries.

Gabriel Industries is committed to ensuring that all injury claims are effectively managed in

order to promote an early and safe return to work.

Workers’s Name:
(Print Full Name)

In keeping with our policy to consider alternate suitable employment for any worker unable to

perform their regular work due to injury, we are offering the following modified work

placement.

The modified work position is
(Name or description of position  or location)

The duties you will be required to perform are as follows:

(Describe specific job duties and the physical requirements of the position)

The hours of work will be from to ,
(Hrs) (Hrs) (Days of week)

The duration of the modified work placement will be from to
(Date) (Date)

During the modified work placement your supervisor will be
(Name of Supervisor)

Your rate of pay will be
(Pre-Accident job rate)

It is expected you will only perform the duties outlined above.  Your supervisor will monitor your

progress and meet with you weekly to adjust your duties and /or length of placement as

required based on your ability and relevant fitness information.  If you have any difficulties

performing the modified work please notify your supervisor immediately.

Offer accepted □

Offer rejected □
(Reason)

Worker signature: Date:

Employer signature: Position:

IMPORTANT

For WCB cases provide:
(Injured employee’s WCB claim number)

Fax directly to WCB adjudicator/case manager, if known, or to (780). 427.5863
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Purpose of Activities (e.g. operating equipment, driving, office duties)

The purpose of the (ENTER POSITION TITLE) is to WHAT?

Tools and Equipment

Administrative Issues

The ENTER POSTION TITLE works WHAT HOURS?, with up to a one (1) hour lunch for break and

two (2) 15 minute breaks.    Overtime is occasionally required for the position.

Activity Demand Variables

These variables are tasks that must be carried out by the worker and are implicitly or explicitly

required as objectives of the job.

Need to align with task sheet

Worker Decision Variables

These variables are the sub-routines and cognitive/physical decisions made by the worker in

carrying out the objectives of the job.

• Choose postures for carrying out duties (i.e. lifting, using hips and maintaining spine,

creative energy saving techniques).

• Planning of lifts and routes for carrying.

• Frequency and timing of office work.

Accommodative Considerations (Is an alternative position available if the injured worker is

temporarily unable to return to the primary position?) (Please provide duties, physical demands

and availability details.  For example, this may include shop or office duties, temporarily moving

to another department, etc.)

Yes

Can the Primary Job be Modified to Assist With the Return to Work Process? (Could certain

movements or tasks be avoided by changing work practices, could a stool be provided to

minimize prolonged standing, is co-worker assistance available, could equipment be improved

to reduce physical job requirements, is assistive equipment available, such as a cart, ladder,

hoist or forklift?)

Yes
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PHYSICAL DEMANDS

R

E

Q

D

S

I

D

E

FREQUENCY*

COMMENTS

R
a

re

O
cc

a
si

o
n

a
l

F
re

q
u

e
n

t

C
o

n
ti

n
u

o
u

s Max.

Weight

(kg)

Usual

Weight

(kg)

S

T

R

E

N

G

T

H

Lifting - Floor to Knuckle

Lifting – Knuckle to Waist

Lifting – Waist to Shoulder

Lifting - Overhead

Carrying – With Handles

Carrying – Without Handles

Carrying – Front Carry

Carrying – Side Carry (R)

Carrying – Side Carry (L)

Carrying – On Shoulder

Pushing – Upper Extremity

Pushing – Hip/Leg Assist

Pulling – Upper Extremity

Pulling – Hip/Leg Assist

Reach – Shoulder or Above

Reach – Sho or Above extnd

Reach – Below Shoulder

Reach – Bel. Shoulder extnd

Handling

Gripping

Fine Finger Movements

E

N

R

G

Aerobic (percent)

Anaerobic (percent)

High Energy Expenditure

Low Energy Expenditure

P

O

ST

U

R

E

&

M

O

B

I

L

I

T

Y

Neck – Static Flexion

Neck – Static Neutral

Neck Static Extension

Neck – Rotation

Throwing

Sitting

Standing

Walking

Running/Jumping

Climbing – Arms and Legs

Climbing – Legs Only

Climbing - stairs

Climbing - ladder

Bending/Stooping

Crouching

Kneeling

Crawling

Twisting

Balancing

Trunk Rotation

*Frequency Legend:  Rare 1-5% of shift   (5 min – 25 min) Occasional 6-33% (30 min – 2.5 hr) Frequent 34-66% 2.75-5.25 hr Continuous 67-100%

(5.5-8 hr)

REQD is marked with an X if the particular demand or category is relevant to the purpose of the job

SIDE refer to the side or limb required to execute a task.  If it is marked with E, it indicates either side, the most common choice is listed first. D

refers to dominant and B to both sides.
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information can be directed to the President of Gabriel Industries

PHYSICAL DEMANDS

R

E

Q

D

S

I

D

E

FREQUENCY*

COMMENTS

R
a
re

O
c
c
a
s
io

n
a
l

F
re

q
u

e
n

t

C
o

n
ti

n
u

o
u

s

G
E
N

Driving

Work Alone

Interact with Public

Operate Equip/Machinery

Irregular/Extended Hours

P
E
R
C
E
P
T
I
O
N

Hearing - Conversations

Hearing – Other Sounds

Vision - Far

Vision Near

Vision - Color

Vision - Depth
Perception - Spatial

Perception - Form

Feeling ( Tactile)

Reading

Writing

Speech

W
O
R
K
S
I
T
E

E
N
V
I
R
O
N
M
E
N
T

Inside Work

Outside Work

Hot Condition  > 25 °C

Cold Condition < 10°C

Humid

Dust
Vapor Fumes

Hazardous Machines

Proximity to Moving Object

Noise

Electrical Hazard

Sharp Tools
Radiant/Thermal Energy

Slippery Conditions

Vibration and Related

Bending/Stooping

Chemical Irritants

Organic Substances
Medical Waste

Blood Products

Congested Worksite

Lighting - Direct

Lighting - Indirect
Lighting - Adjustable

Lighting - Fluorescent

Lighting – Shadows etc

*Frequency Legend: Rare 1-5% of shift (5 min – 25 min) Occasional 6-33% (30 min – 2.5 hr) Frequent 34-66% 2.75-5.25 hr
Continuous 67-100% (5.5-8 hr)
REQD is marked with an X if the particular demand or category is relevant to the purpose of the job

SIDE refer to the side or limb required to execute a task.  If it is marked with E, it indicates either side, the most common choice is
listed first. D refers to dominant and B to both sides.



Re: Physician’s Letter – Modified Work Program

Dear Attending Physician:

Gabriel Industries has developed an injury and return to work program designed to work with our worker,

the WCB, and the medical community to ensure a safe and early return to work.

If you feel that our worker is unable to perform their regular duties, we request that you complete the

Medical Assessment Form included so that we will be aware of our worker’s current physical capabilities

and can assign appropriate modified duties.  If there is a fee for completing this form, the worker will be

reimbursed this amount and/or you may bill Gabriel Industries directly.  I guarantee prompt processing of

this fee if billing directly.

Gabriel Industries’ modified work program is closely monitored to ensure that injured persons are

rehabilitated at a safe place.  Extreme caution is practiced to ensure that the injury is not aggravated.

If possible, we would appreciate the completed form provided to our worker at the end of the examination

so we can use it for immediate assessment of modified work opportunities.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation and assistance in helping us to rehabilitate our worker.  If you

have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at 780.903.8148.

Sincerely,

Robert McKercher

President
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PURPOSE

Gabriel Industries Inc. is committed to injury prevention, support and assistance which are

active processes of minimizing the impact of an injury on a worker and to enhance the worker’s

capacity to participate competitively in their work.

COMPONENTS OF PROGRAM

The injury reporting and return to work program is divided into five (5) sections:

1. General requirements

2. Injury reporting

3. Worker Compensation reporting

4. Physical demands analysis

5. Return to work plan

OBJECTIVES

Gabriel Industries Inc. will achieve effective injury reporting and rehabilitation by:

• Assisting workers to maintain dignity and self-respect during recovery from a disabling

injury or illness;

• Ensuring good communication between all parties while respecting the need to protect

confidential information;

• Enhancing the well-being of affected workers by efforts to reduce stresses associated

with adjusting to disability and reintegration in the workplace;

• Facilitating early intervention and expeditious return to work to minimize the economic

and emotional impact on the worker; and

• Facilitating, where possible, modified job options and alternatives for workers to

maximize the capacity of work.

RESPONSIBLITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Take an active part in the injury reporting and return to work program;

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun;

• Maintain confidentiality of worker’s injuries or illness;

WORKERS

• Actively work to safeguard and maintain their individual health and wellness;

• Maintain confidentiality of worker’s injuries or illness;

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training.
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QUALITY CONTROL

Where a deficiency(s) are noted on a form in this program, the document will be forwarded

back to the person to whom is responsible for correcting the deficiency; once complete, the

report is to be forwarded back to the job position whom has jurisdiction over the record.

RECORD RETENTION

• Contents of a worker’s WCB file must be kept for 11 years after workers ceases

employment;

• Signed physical demands records are to be kept for three (3) years from date on record;

• Physical demands documents are to be kept for three (3) years from the year end of

review; and

Records will be maintained in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. records management

program.

CONFIDENTIALITY

• Strict confidentiality is to be adhered to by all parties involved.

• All collection, use and disclosure of personal information will be carried out in

accordance with the Alberta PIPPA legislation.

TRAINING

All Gabriel Industries Inc. workers or contracted workers under Gabriel Industries Inc. control

will be trained on the following:

1. General program:

a. Purpose;

b. Roles and responsibilities; and

c. Procedures and/or processes.

2. Injury reporting:

a. Purpose;

b. Roles and responsibilities; and

c. Procedures and/or processes.

3. Worker compensation:

a. Purpose;

b. Roles and responsibilities; and

c. Procedures and/or processes.

4. Physical demand analysis:

a. Purpose;

b. Roles and responsibilities; and

c. Procedures and/or processes.

5. Occupational return to work plan:

a. Purpose;

b. Roles and responsibilities; and

c. Procedures and/or processes.

EVALUATION

Management and the health and safety representative will conduct an evaluation annually of

the injury reporting and return to work program and will include:

1. Compliance to the requirements outlined in the sections:
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a. General requirements;

b. Injury reporting;

c. Workers’ Compensation;

d. Physical Demand Analysis; and

e. Occupational return to work plan.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that report has been uploaded onto site

docs.
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INJURY REPORTING

PURPOSE

Prompt reporting ensures complete and accurate information and allows the injury or illness to

be assessed and treated as necessary.

DEFINITION

Acute illness or injury means a physical injury or sudden occurrence of an illness that result in

the need of immediate care.

First aid means the immediate and temporary care given to an injured or ill person at work site

using available equipment, supplies, facilities or services, including treatment to sustain life, to

prevent a condition from becoming worse or to promote recovery.  [

Health care facility means a hospital, medical clinic or physician’s office that can dispense

emergency medical treatment during the time the workers are at the work site.

Injury means damage or harm done to or suffered by a person.

Medical aid includes medical and other services provided by a person licensed to practice the

healing arts in Alberta, and nursing, hospitalization and x-ray treatment.

Occupational injury service (OIS) program specifically designed for people who are hurt at work.

It helps employers by providing injured workers with expedited access to medical services at

special OIS clinics throughout the province. The focus is on helping injured workers return to

work as quickly and safely as possible.

CRITERIA OF AN INJURY

For an injury to be considered work related, two (2) conditions must be met:

1. It must arise out of employment and be caused by an employment hazard.

2. Must occur in the course of employment when it happens at a time and place consistent

with the obligations and responsibilities of that employment.

HAZARD

Recurrent injuries reported by several workers may suggest the need to change some aspect of

the work site of the tasks performed by workers.

REPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Must ensure that all workers who are affected by the injury response and reporting are

familiar with it before the work is begun;

• If a worker chooses to seek medical attention at an Occupational Health Service clinic,

contact the clinic and provide particulars; and

• Must ensure worker performs the duty to report an injury or illness.

WORKERS

• Must report an acute illness or injury at the worksite to his/her manager or supervisor

as soon as is practicable;
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FLOW PROCESS FOR INJURY REPORTING

Worker sustains acute injury or illness

Worker informs manager or supervisor as
soon as reasonably practicable.  Next step
dependent on injury or illness

Worker requires first aid only Worker requires medical attention

First aid is to be administered.  In the event
that the injured/ill worker cannot go to a first
aid kit, a portable kit will be taken to the
location of the injured/ill worker.  Only a first
aid attendant may administer first aid
treatment.

Dependent on the injury or illness, another
worker will drive the injured/ill worker to a
health care facility (see options below). If
transportation of injured/ill worker is
required, the manager and/or supervisor will
determine the emergency means of
transportation.

Worker complete a first aid form; forms
located in on site docs.

Completed first aid record is to be forwarded
to management

Injured/ill worker MUST obtain a Worker’s
Compensation Information from his/her
manager or supervisor before leaving the
work site or at the earliest possible
opportunity.  Worker has 12 hours to
complete the form.

Worker is to notify health care provider that
the injury/illness occurred at work.  Worker
is to give the health provider the information
package so health provider can complete
forms (if applicable).  Any paper work given
to the worker by the health provider is
placed in the information package.
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OPTIONS FOR HEALTH CARE FACILITY

If a worker is seeking medical attention for work related injury or illness, the worker has the

following options:

a. Seeking medical attention from his/her family doctor;

b. Seeking medical attention from the nearest emergency ward at a hospital; or

c. As required by the injury or illness.

TRANSPORTATION OF INJURED WORKERS

Transportation of Injured Workers includes:

• Calling 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel Industries Inc. vehicle or

delegated vehicle.  A means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be

present.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as a minimum,

state the following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

• Name of worker calling.
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WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

PURPOSE

The Workers’ Compensation Board is a statutory corporation created by the Alberta

government under the Workers’ Compensation Act to administer a system of workplace

insurance for the workers and employers of the province of Alberta.  The organization is

employer funded to provide cost-effective disability and liability insurance.

Workers’ compensation compensates injured workers for lost income, health care and other

costs related to a work-related injury or illness.

PLANNING

REPORTABLE CLAIMS

Worker’s Compensation Claims (WCB) Forms are to be completed when:

• Injuries beyond first aid must be reported within seventy-two (72) hours after acquiring

knowledge of the incident or allegation of the incident.  If the professional skills of a health

care professional are required, and a first aid practitioner could not have provided the care

and evaluation, the treatment is not first aid and should be reported to the WCB;

• Injuries that cause the worker to be off work beyond the day of injury;

• Injuries requiring modified work beyond the day of injury;

• Injuries that may result in a permanent disability (amputations, hearing loss, etc.) or death;

• A disabling or potentially disabling disease or condition caused by occupational exposure

or activity (such as poisoning, infection, respiratory disease, dermatitis etc.);

• Injuries requiring medical treatment beyond first aid, such as physical therapy, chiropractic

treatment, x-rays, prescription medication, etc.;

• Incidents resulting in the need for dental treatment, eyeglass repair or replacement,

damage or breakage of an artificial limb, etc.; or

• Upon WCB request.

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

NO TIME LOSS

If a worker’s employment is modified beyond the day of the incident to accommodate a

compensable injury, the incident must be reported to the WCB, even if there is no time loss or

loss of earnings. Refer to return to work plan located in this program for further information.

The WCB will be satisfied with the worker accepting a return to work plan immediately,

provided the attending physician, manager or supervisor and worker agree on suitable modified

employment.

LOSS TIME

All injuries with time loss for more than the day of the incident must be reported to the WCB.
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RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Determine to appeal a WCB decision;

• Complete a Worker’s Compensation Board (WCB) ‘Employer’s Report of Injury or

Occupational Illness’ form;

• Act as a liaison between Gabriel Industries Inc. and Worker’s Compensation Board;

• Notify Accountant of injured worker;

• Create and maintain the worker’s WCB file;

• Ensure WCB ‘If you Are Injured at Work (1,2,3) poster is posted;

• File injury or illness with Alberta Worker Compensation Board;

• Notify WCB within twenty-four (24) hours of an injured worker’s return to work;

• Notify WCB of any change in an injured worker’s circumstances that may affect his/her

entitlement which includes

o No time loss becoming time loss;

o Need to modify work duties; and

o Change in hours of work or rate of pay on modified work.

• Inform injured worker to submit all medical aid expenses including prescriptions to

WCB;

• Preparation, balancing and filing of annual WCB return;

• Arrange any WCB meeting with WCB representative, management and worker;

• Maintain regular contact with worker if worker is unable to return to work.  Document

all contact information on the contact with worker form and file in worker’s WCB file;

• Participate with WCB meeting requests; and

• Open communication with worker.

WORKER

• Complete a Worker’s Compensation Board (WCB) ‘Worker’s Report of Injury or

Occupational Illness’ form;

• Participate with WCB meeting requests;

• Open communication with management;

• Have the right to a review of any previous WCB decision; and

• Have the right to appeal any adjudicative or assessment decision directly affecting the

worker’s interests, within 12 months from the date of decision.

CONTRACTED BOOKKEEPER

• Pay injured worker full wages for the date of the incident;

• Pay injured worker his/her pre-accident rate of pay during modified work;

• Pay pre-accident rate of pay to worker for any follow up appointments related to the

WCB claim; and

• Do not deduct sick pay entitlement or otherwise reduce benefits due an injured worker

for date of incident wages.
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REPORTING PROCESS

1. Worker is to complete the Worker’s Compensation Board (WCB) ‘Worker’s Report of

Injury or Occupational Illness’ form and submit the completed form to his/her manager

or supervisor within 12 hours of the occurrence of the incident.  Any requested

information on the form that the worker cannot answer, will be completed by

management.

2. Management will complete the appropriate sections of the WCB ‘Employer’s Report of

Injury or Occupational Disease’ form. Management will have 48 hours to complete the

form after receiving notice or knowledge of an injury or illness that disables or will likely

disable a worker beyond the date of incident.

3. Management is to ensure the following forms are completed in full or as reasonably

practicable in the information package:

a. Physician’s Report

b. Worker’s Report of Injury or Occupational Illness’ form

c. Employer’s Report of Injury or Occupational Disease’ form

d. Medical Assessment (this is to be completed by the health provider during the visit)

e. Offer of modified work (this is to be completed if the worker is not able to come

back to full duties; explanation of the form is located in ‘return to work’ section of

this program).

4. Management will review the form for quality control purpose and either complete the

appropriate sections of the ‘Workers or Employer’s Report of Injury or Occupational

Disease’ forms that are blank or contact the worker for further clarification.

5. Management is to forward the completed WCB ‘Employer’s Report of Injury or

Occupational Disease ‘ and ‘Worker’s Report of Injury or Occupational Illness’ forms to

the local WCB office within 72 hour of occurrence of the incident.

6. Management is to file WCB records into electronically worker’s medical file.

WORKER’S MEDICAL FILE

A medical file must be created which will include all documents related to the claim; at

minimum the following information is to be in the file:

• A list of all the key contacts including the treating physician, the WCB Case Manager,

and the worker’s supervisor;

• All medical reports and information about the injury, including medical clearance;

• The written modified work offer; and

• Records of all correspondence, including notes of telephone conversations.

The file is to contain only information pertaining to the worker’s WCB claim.

WCB STATISTICS

WCB statistics will include the following:

1. The year;

2. The quarter;

3. Inident date;

4. Nature of injury;

5. Part of body injured;

6. Compensation (dollar value);

7. Medical aid (dollar value);
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8. Total cost to date (dollar value);

9. Cost removed (dollar value);

10. Employer cost (dollar value);

11. Modified work (whether accepted or not); and

12. Lost time claim (days lost).

EXPENSES FOR A WCB CLAIM

Gabriel Industries Inc. as an employer, has the option to pay for expenses pertaining to a claim

instead of the expenses being paid by WCB.  As each case is unique, parameters will be

determined on a one on one basis; management will determine when it is feasible.

TRANSFER OF CLAIM COSTS

Gabriel Industries Inc. as an employer may apply for a transfer of claims costs if it appears a

worker has been injured due to the alleged negligence of one or more other employers or their

workers. Management will determine when it is feasible.

APPEALING A CLAIM

Gabriel Industries Inc. as an employer may request an appeal to a claim. Management will

determine when it is feasible.

WCB 1, 2, 3 POSTER

The WCB 1, 2, 3, poster will be posted on the safety bulletin board on the second floor of the

office/warehouse.
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PHYSICAL DEMAND ANALYSIS

PURPOSE

A physical demands analysis (PDA) is a systematic procedure to quantify and evaluate the

physical, cognitive, and environmental demands of the essential and non-essential tasks of a

job.

OBJECTIVE OF PHYSICAL DEMAND ANALYSIS

PDA’s can have a variety of uses in the workplace.  They can be used reactively for rehabilitation

and return to work purposes, and proactively to prevent injury. For example, PDA’s can be used

to:

• Communicate the requirements of a job to the Alberta Worker’s Compensation Board

and health care providers

• Provide data for use in job matching and accommodation of injured workers

• Clarify benefit entitlement

• Identify suitable alternate work or modified work

• Assist in identification of jobs, work process, and equipment that require further

ergonomic analysis and intervention

• Help discover ways to modify jobs and tasks

• Provide information for hiring and training purposes

USES FOR

PDA’S may be used for:

• Return to work plans; or

• Long term disability claims.

RESPONSIBLITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Must ensure that all workers who are affected by the physical demand analysis are

familiar with it before the work is begun;

• Ensure physical demand analysis is accurate;

• Update physical demand analysis when required; and

• Create physical demand analysis for new job positions;

WORKER

• To review physical demands analysis annually; and

• To participate in the update of applicable physical demands analysis.

FREQUENCY

Physical demand analysis is to be:

1. Reviewed annually by affected worker(s) in the months of January and February.

2. Completed during the orientation of the worker

3. Reviewed by management and health and safety representative when the following

conditions exist:

a. Changes to job description;

b. Changes to equipment, machinery or tools used by job position; and
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PROCESS OF REVIEW

1. Management will send out notification to workers.  The review will consist of ensuring

the accuracy of:

a. Tasks of job position’

b. Equipment, machinery, and tools used; and

c. Frequency of physical demands of position.

2. Workers are to review document and forward signed record to management regardless

of any changes.

LOCATION OF PHYSICAL DEMAND ANALYSIS DOCUMENTS

Working copies of physical demand analysis for each job are located electronically.

RECORDS

1. Location

Signed physical demand analysis will be maintained electronically on-site docs.

2. Retention

Signed physical demand analysis will be retained for a minimum of three (3) years.
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RETURN TO WORK PLAN

PURPOSE

Return to work plans assists in the rehabilitation and early return to work of ill or injured

workers.  Gabriel Industries Inc. will make every reasonable effort to provide suitable

(temporary) modified employment to affected worker unable to perform their regular duties.

CATEGORY OF MODIFIED WORK

Gabriel Industries Inc. has two categories of modified work:

1. Non-occupational.  Modified work which is non-work related consists of the following

requirements:

a. The injury or illness is non-work related (it did not occur or is a result of work

performed on behalf of Gabriel Industries Inc.).

2. Occupational.  Modified work which is work related consists of the following

requirements:

a. The injury or illness is work-related; and

b. Involves the Workers’ Compensation Board (WCB).

DEFINITION

Accommodation means making changes to certain rules, standards, policies, workplace cultures

and physical environments to ensure that they don’t have a negative effect on a person because

the person’s mental or physical disability, religion, gender or any other protected ground.

Modified work means any changes to regular job duties for a specific period of time as a result

of an injury or illness, whether occupational or non-occupational.

Return to work plans are designed individually for those injured or ill workers requiring

assistance in returning to regular work safely and promptly following illness or injury.  It

provides short-term modification based on the worker’s abilities or limitations following illness

or injury.  Return to work plans have time frames and schedules that are reflective of the

worker’s needs and abilities and the employer’s duty to accommodate.

ELIGIBILITY FOR NON-OCCUPATIONAL MODIFIED WORK

To be eligible for modified work, a worker must;

• Be in a permanent full time, permanent part time, seasonal, or long term temporary

position.

• Be temporarily or permanently unable to perform their regular duties due to illness or

injury.
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OBJECTIVE

To develop an effective processes for identifying ill or injured workers who require

accommodation and assisting those workers in returning to regular work safely and promptly

following illness or injury.

SUITABLE MODIFIED WORK

For work to be considered suitable modified employment, the following conditions must be

met.  The work:

• Accommodates the worker’s compensable medical restrictions so the worker performs

the duties without endangering his/her recovery or safety, or the safety of others;

• Contributes to the worker’s physical and vocational rehabilitation by keeping the worker

active and involved in the workplace;

• Promotes the gradual restoration to the worker’s pre-incident level of employment;

• Must be a meaningful and productive part of operations; and

• Does not create financial hardship for the worker (for example, shift changes that

require additional childcare costs, unreasonable travel to another location, etc.)

TEMPORARY MODIFIED WORK

Includes any changes, restrictions or limitations to a worker’s regular job duties required as a

result of injury.  This includes changes in:

• Tasks or functions – such as changes in the worker’s regular tasks including redesigning,

reorganizing or eliminating tasks;

• Hours or work schedules – such as changes in the number of hours, shift cycles or

volume of work;

• Environment or work area – such as changes in the location or access to the work area,

restrictions to avoid exposure to heat, cold or chemicals etc.;

• Equipment – such as changes to the equipment used, including acquiring new

equipment or modifying existing equipment to accommodate an injury.  This also

includes the addition of personal protective devices (such as filtration mask etc.); and

• It may also include suitable training opportunity, work which is normally performed by

others, or work which has been specifically designed or designated as a modified work

program.

RESPONBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Assist in developing a list of modified work alternatives suitable when considering the

mental and physical demands for each position;

• Ensure the modified work is of value;

• Ensure the modified work meets the worker’s medical restrictions and physical ability;

• Ask for input from worker on modified work opportunities;

• Provide support to address modified work issues, including any impacts on the work unit

from the placement of workers on modified work;

• Monitor the performance of workers engaged on modified work;

• Maintain regular contact with worker;
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• Notify contracted accountant of worker participating in work or non-work-related

modified work and when worker ceases modified work and returns to regular duties;

• File modified work records;

• Case coordinate return to work plans;

• Provide the absent worker with information regarding modified work and ensure that

he/she understands the procedures and their responsibilities;

• Identify suitable modified work when considering the mental and physical demands for

each position; and

• Monitors workers following return to work to assess his/her ability to perform assigned

work and modify when required,

WORKERS

• Contact his/her manager or supervisor as soon as possible following an injury or illness;

• Advise his/her manager or supervisor of circumstances that may affect his/her need for

accommodation;

• Obtain and follow all medical advice, and work towards a full recovery;

• Actively participate in the return to work plan;

• Where necessary provide information, including documentation from a qualified health

care professional verifying that he/she is cannot return to work for an extended period

of time and whether modified work could expedite the worker’s safe return to work;

• Participate in discussions regarding modified work options and assist in identifying and

implementing reasonable modified work options.

• Provide an update to management after every medical appointment, even if there is no

change;

• Performing the modified work; and

• Communicate regularly with management and provide feedback regarding their return to

work.

CONTRACTED BOOKEEPER

• Ensure worker on modified work, regardless if work or non-work related will receive

their regular wages for hours worked.

ACCOMMODATION PROCESS

1. Worker is to provide his/her manager or supervisor with a written medical record which

states the worker’s capabilities and limitations.

2. Management and affected worker will identify modified work options or job

accommodations applicable to work restrictions.

3. Upon acceptance of the modified work options or job accommodations, the

management and worker will complete and sign an Offer of Modified Work form.

4. Management will Offer of Modified Work form in a worker’s medical file.

5. Once placed on modified work, management will monitor the progress of the worker.

6. Worker is to remain on modified work until the worker provides a medical clearance to

his/her management prior to returning to regular duties.

LOCATION OF BLANK MODIFIED WORK FORMS

Work related modified work forms are located in the ‘WCB package’ accessible:



HAZARD ASSESSMENT & CONTROL

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Form E2-004

Created date:
03-22-2010

Reviewed date:
09-27-2018

President – Robert Mckercher

Emergency Contact Numbers

Agency Contact Number Other Areas
Ambulance 911

780.496.3800
________________________

Fire Department 911
780.496.3800

________________________

Police 911
780.423.4567

________________________

Alberta First Call 1.800.242.3447
Poison Control Center 1.800.332.1414
Edmonton Water Utility 780.412.6800 ________________________
Fortis 780.412.4500 _______________________
ATCO 780.420.5585
Transportation of Dangerous
Goods

780.422.9600 1.800.272.9600

Alberta Emergency
Management

780.422.9000
1.800.272.9600

Alberta OHS 780.415.8690 1.866.415.8690
Worker’s Compensation
Board

780.498.3999
Fax:  780.427.5863
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Created date:
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First Aiders

Workers Trained on Fire Extinguishers
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PURPOSE

Gabriel Industries Inc. recognizes that a prompt, efficient response to emergency situations is an

important component of maintaining the health and safety of its workers, contractors and

visitors.

CATEGORIES OF EMERGENCIES

1. Natural:

A situation caused by nature that poses an immediate threat to human life or serious

damage to property, examples include windstorms, tornadoes, lighting etc.

2. Technical:

A situation caused by a breakdown of a process or procedure that poses an immediate

threat to human life or serious damage to property, examples include fire, explosions,

contact with overhead power lines etc.

3. Intentional:

A situation caused by the willful and purposeful act of an individual(s) or animal that

poses an immediate threat to human life or serious damage to property, examples

include domestic violence.  Intentional violence is discussed in depth the violence

prevention element located in the safety manual.

4. Health:

A situation caused by health concern that poses an immediate threat to human life or

serious damage to property, examples include pandemic response, incidents of

infectious and communicable disease etc. Emergency response plans appropriate to

‘health’ is located in the applicable safe work practice and/or health and safety element

located in safety manual.

OBJECTIVE

The objective is to reduce the possible impact of the emergency by:

• Meeting legal and social responsibilities;

• Preventing fatalities and injuries;

• Reducing damage to buildings and equipment; and

• Accelerating the resumption of normal operations.

TYPES OF EXERCISES

The emergency response plan will not result in an effective response effort.  It also does not

ensure that individuals assigned to various positions will fully understand the necessary tasks and

responsibilities.  Therefore, repeated and continuous exercises is essential to an understanding

and the success of the emergency response plan. Exercises requirements are listed on each

emergency response plan.  The exercises are used as part of training.  The following are the forms

of exercises:

a. Tabletop exercises:  Affected workers review and discuss how the emergency response

plan would be activated and response efforts implemented.

b. Simulated exercise/drill:  An environment similar to that which may exist is created.

Participants assume their roles and responsibilities.  Several scenarios of various levels

and complexities may unfold over the duration of the exercise.  Full scale exercises

provide the opportunity to refine the emergency response plan and improve the

functionality of the designated rescue personnel or emergency worker.

c. Equipment testing:  Designated workers are to test the equipment periodically.  This may

be quarterly, semi-annually or annually, depending on the equipment maintenance.
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RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Will ensure that a paper or downloaded electronic copy of applicable emergency plans are

readily available for reference by workers at the work site (permanent or temporary)

affected by it;

• Must ensure that all workers are familiar with escape routes from the work area

• Must ensure that there is emergency lighting at a work site if workers in danger if the

normal lighting system fails;

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by an emergency plan(s) are familiar with it

before the work is begun;

• Must establish an emergency response plan for responding to an emergency that may

require rescue or evaluation;

• Must involve affected workers in establishing the emergency response plan;

• Must ensure that an emergency response plan is current;

• Must ensure that arrangements are in place to transport injured or ill workers from the

work site to the nearest health care facility before workers are sent to a work site;

• Must designate the workers who will provide rescue services and supervise evacuation

procedures in an emergency;

• Record emergency drills exercises conducted;

• Limit public access during an emergency response;

• To bring contractor/visitor sign sheet to muster point (where applicable);

• Must provide workers designated as rescue and evacuation workers with personal

protective clothing and equipment appropriate to the work site and the potential

emergencies identified in the emergency response plan;

• Must ensure that designated rescue and emergency workers are trained in emergency

response appropriate to the work site and the potential emergencies identified in the

emergency response plan.  This training includes exercises appropriate to the work site

that simulate the potential emergencies identified in the emergency response plan; and

• When required, develop a statement regarding the emergency.

WORKERS

• Affected workers assist in the development of emergency response plans;

• Affected workers must be aware of the plan and familiar with the procedures;

• Limit public access during an emergency response;

• Must participate in the training provided;

• Must apply the training;

• Must use or wear the safety equipment at the worksite; and

• Participate in emergency response exercises/drills.

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES AS A SUBCONTRACTOR

When acting in the capacity of subcontractor, Gabriel Industries Inc workers will follow the

emergency response plans at the prime contractor’s worksite.

SPECIFIC EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANS

Specific emergency response plans are listed for the natural emergencies and general technical

emergencies, for facilities at this end of this element.  Technical emergencies specify to a job

task, for example contact with an overhead power lines are part of the ‘emergency response
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plan’ section of a standard work practice.  Emergency response plans specific to temporary work

site located in site docs.

ACCESSIBLITY

Emergency response plans will be accessible to works and contractors by the following means:

• Verbally:  to contractor and visitors

• Electronically:  to workers

EXERCISES

1. Frequency

The frequency for an exercise, if applicable, is listed in emergency response plan.

2. Records

The following records are maintained:

a. First aid reports.  See injury element.

b. Exercise record.  An exercise record will contain the following information:

i. Date of exercise;

ii. Location of exercise;

iii. Any noted deficiencies;

iv. Implemented corrective action;

v. Date corrective action implemented; and

vi. Person responsible for corrective action.

FIRST AID TRAINING AND SUPPLIES

Refer to section 16 ‘first aid’ in safety manual.

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Refer to maintenance section in safety manual for fire extinguishers, and eye rinse bottles.

RECORD RETENTION

Completed exercise records are to be kept for a period of three years.  Records will be

maintained in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. records management program.

TRAINING

Training will consist of the following:

For all workers:

• Emergency response plans:

o Categories of emergencies;

o Roles and responsibilities;

o Participation in an emergency response plan exercise; and

o Objectives of emergency response program.

EVALUATION

The emergency response program will be evaluated annually by management and the health

and safety representative. The evaluation will consist of, but not limited to:

1. Training.

2. Completed exercises.

3. Implementation of corrective action.

4. Legislative compliance.

5. Evaluation of emergency response plan for accuracy with current practices.
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Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that has been posted on site docs.
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN – FIRE – FACILITIES

Discover a Fire • Remove those in immediate danger

• Ensure room door is shut

• Activate fire alarm

• Call 911

• Try to control or extinguish fire (only if you have been trained)

• Use air horn to alert others in building

Worker evacuation procedure

• Move to an emergency exit in an orderly fashion (DON” T PANIC)

• Move quickly and quietly.

• Assist visitors, contractors and/or volunteers in worker’s vicinity

• Move out the nearest emergency exit

• Assist for persons requiring first aid or mobility challenged

• When outside meet at muster area

• No smoking is allowed at muster area

• Personnel are allowed back into facility only when given

permission by emergency evacuation personnel or management

• Workers are to follow the direction of the fire department

Muster Area
Main:  Parking lot on west side of building (181 St)

Alternative: Fleet vehicles

Location of Emergency Response Equipment

Fire Pull Station

• By front entrance

Fire Extinguishers

• By front door

• By top of stairs on second floor

Workers trained in the use of emergency equipment See fire extinguisher worker list located on safety bulletin board

Emergency Response training requirements

Type of training Frequency

Use of fire extinguishers

Emergency exercise/drill

Every 3 years

Annually

Location and use of emergency facilities

The nearest emergency services are located at:

Edmonton (Morin) Fire Hall – 10130-178 St

Edmonton (Callingwood) Fire Hall – 6210 178 St

Edmonton (Meadowlark) Fire Hall – 9020 156 St

Misericordia Hospital – 16940-87 Ave

Fire protection requirements Sprinkler system

Alarm requirements

• Pull fire alarm

• The fire alarm signal is one stage system with intermittent sharp

beeps

Emergency communication requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone; or

• Land line.

Internal and external phone numbers
Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone

numbers
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Communication procedures for:

Internal: Management will provide direction to workers verbally for

immediate scene management; procedure for transportation of

injured worker listed at end of this emergency response plan.

External: Management will provide direction to workers verbally for

immediate scene management

Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the

authorization, all media inquiries are to be streamed through the

President

First Aid supplies are located:
First Aid kit:

• First floor bathroom

First Aiders See first aiders list on safety bulletin board

Procedures for rescue and evacuation • As per fire department instructions

Transportation of injured workers
• Calling 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel

vehicle (if applicable).  A means of access to communicate with

a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be

accompanied during the transport to a health care facility, the

worker must be accompanied by at least one First Aid Attendant,

other than the operator of means of transportation.  This is not

applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified

the caller must, as a minimum, state the following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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EMERGENCY PLAN FOR TORNADOS (FACILITIES)

Emergency Procedures

All workers are to

• Take shelter immediately, in the President’s office

• Stay away from windows, doors and exterior walls.  Flying glass is extremely

dangerous.

• Don’t waste time opening windows to keep pressure from building up.  It’s

unlikely to help anyways.

• Don’t’ get caught in a vehicle or portable mobile trailer which the tornado can

lift. Take shelter elsewhere or, if none is available, even a ditch offers better

protection. Choose a location where your vehicle won’t be hurled or rolled on

top of you.

Location of emergency equipment Fire Pull Station

• By front entrance

Fire Extinguishers

• By front door

By top of stairs on second floor

Workers trained in the use of emergency

equipment
Workers trained on fire extinguisher located on safety bulletin board

Emergency response training

requirements

Type of training Frequency

Emergency exercise/drill Annually

Location and use of emergency facilities Same as listed for Fire emergency

Alarm requirements No alarm system applicable

Emergency communication requirements

At Office/shop:

Once President or designated personnel has received confirmation of a ‘touched

down’ tornado, President or designated individual will worker.

The most senior positioned worker will make the decision to leave the muster

point when safe to do so.

For Workers in the field

Once President or designated personnel has received confirmation of a ‘touched

down’ tornado, President or designated individual will attempt to contact workers

via cell phones

Internal and external phone numbers Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

Communication procedures for:

Internal: President or delegate will provide direction to workers verbally for

immediate scene management; procedure for transportation of injured worker

listed at end of this emergency response plan.

External: President or delegate will provide direction to workers verbally for

immediate scene management

Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the authorization,

all media inquiries are to be streamed through the President

First Aiders See first aiders list located on safety bulletin board

Procedures for rescue and evacuation Same as listed for Fire

Designated rescue and evacuation

workers

Same as listed for Fire emergency

Transportation of injured workers
• Call 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel vehicle.  A

means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the

transport to a health care facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least
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one First Aid Attendant, other than the operator of means of transportation.  This

is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as

a minimum, state the following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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EMERGENCY PLAN FOR WINDSTORMS

Emergency Procedures

• Don’t panic. Take quick action to protect you and help others.

• Turn off natural gas appliances.  If using the stove, turn off when the power

goes out.

• If you are indoors, move away from windows or objects that could fall.  Go to

the lowest floor.

• If you are outdoors, move in a building.  Avoid downed electric power lines,

utility poles and trees.

• If you are driving, pull off the road and stop away from trees.  If possible, walk

into a safe building.  Avoid overpasses, power lines and other hazards.

Location of emergency  equipment Same as listed for Fire emergency

Workers trained in the use of emergency

equipment
Same as listed for Fire emergency

Emergency response training

requirements

Type of training Frequency

Emergency exercise /drill Annually

Location and use of emergency facilities Same as listed for Fire emergency

Alarm requirements Call 911 (if telephone lines unaffected)

Emergency communication requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone; or

• Land line

Internal and external phone numbers Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

Communication procedures for:

Internal: President will provide direction to workers verbally for immediate scene

management; procedure for transportation of injured worker listed at end of this

emergency response plan.

External: President or delegate will provide direction to workers verbally for

immediate scene management

Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the authorization,

all media inquiries are to be streamed through the President

First Aid Same as listed for Fire emergency

Procedures for rescue and evacuation Same as listed for Fire emergency

Designated rescue and evacuation

workers

Same as listed for Fire

Transportation of injured workers

• Call 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel vehicle.  A

means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the

transport to a health care facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least

one First Aid Attendant, other than the operator of means of transportation.  This

is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers. If an ambulance is

summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as a minimum,

state the following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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EMERGENCY PLAN FOR EXPLOSIONS

Emergency Procedures

If explosion inside a facility

• Fall to floor and take immediate shelter under tables, desks or other such

objects that will offer protection against flying glass or debris.  Protect face

and head with your arms.

• After effects of explosion have subsided evacuate as per fire emergency

response plan.  Do not stop to retrieve personal possessions or make phone

calls.

• Once you are out:

• Do not stand in front of windows, glass doors or other potentially hazardous

areas.

• Move away from sidewalks or streets to be used by emergency officials or

others still exiting the building.

• Do not return to building until ‘ALL CLEAR” signal has been given by the Fire

Chief or captain.

If you are trapped in debris:

• Avoid unnecessary movement to you don’t kick up dust.

• Cover your nose and mouth with anything you have on hand.  (Dense weave

cotton material can act as a good filter. Try to breathe through the material).

• Tap on a pipe or wall so rescuers can hear where you are.

• Shout only as a last resort. Shouting can cause a person to inhale dangerous

amounts of dust.

An explosion outside of a facility

• Call 911

• Go indoors, preferably in a room upstairs and furthest away from the incident.

Remember to shut all doors and windows to prevent any fumes entering the

building.

• You may need to be evacuated to a safer place.  Prepare to turn off the

electricity, gas and water supplies in your building.

Location of emergency equipment Same as listed for Fire emergency

Workers trained in the use of emergency

equipment
Same as listed for Fire emergency

Emergency response training

requirements

Type of training Frequency

Use of fire extinguishers

Emergency exercise/drill

Every 3 years

Annually

Location and use of emergency facilities Same as listed for Fire emergency

Alarm requirements Call 911

Emergency communication requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone;

• Land line

Internal and external phone numbers Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

Communication procedures for:

Internal: President or delegate will provide direction to workers verbally for

immediate scene management; procedure for transportation of injured worker

listed at end of this emergency response plan.

External: President or delegate will provide direction to workers verbally for

immediate scene management

Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the authorization,

all media inquiries are to be streamed through the President
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First Aid Same as listed for Fire emergency Plan

Procedures for rescue and evacuation Same as listed for Fire emergency

Designated rescue and evacuation

workers

Same as listed for Fire emergency

Transportation of injured workers

• Call 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel vehicle.  A

means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the

transport to a health care facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least

one First Aid Attendant, other than the operator of means of transportation.  This

is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as

a minimum, state the following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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EMERGENCY PLAN FOR ESCAPE OF OIL, GAS OR OTHER DANGEROUS CHEMICALS

Emergency Procedures

If asked to evacuate the area:

• Do so immediately.

• If evacuation is to proceed, the fire evacuation procedure is to be followed.

• If you have time, minimize contamination by closing all windows, doors and

ventilation

Caught Outside:

• Stay upstream, uphill and upwind.  In general, try to go at least one half mile

(usually 8 to 10 city blocks) from the danger area.  Move away from the

accident scene and help keep others away.

• Do not walk into or touch any spilled liquids, airborne mists, or condensed

solid chemical deposits. Try not to inhale gases, fumes and smoke. If possible,

cover mouth with a cloth while leaving the area.

• Stay away from accident victims until the hazardous material has been

identified.

Caught in a motor vehicle

• Stop and seek shelter in a permanent building.  If you must remain in your car,

keep car windows and vents closed and shut off the air conditioner and

heater.

If requested to stay indoors:

• Close and lock all exterior doors and windows. Close vents and as many

interior doors as possible.

• Turn off air conditioners and ventilation systems. In large buildings, set

ventilation systems to 100 percent recirculation so that no outside air is drawn

into the building.  If this is not possible, ventilation systems should be turned

off.

• Seal gaps under doorways and windows with wet towels or plastic sheeting

and duct tape.

• Seal gaps around windows and air conditioning units, bathroom and kitchen

exhaust fans, and stove and dryer vents with duct tape and plastic sheeting,

wax paper or aluminum wrap.

• Use material to fill cracks and holes in the room, such as those around pipes.

• If gas or vapors could have entered the building, take shall breaths through a

cloth or a towel.  Avoid eating or drinking any food or water that may be

contaminated.

Mustering area Same as listed for Fire emergency – Wind direction is to be taken into

consideration - Evacuees are to marshal crosswind - never upwind or downwind -

to avoid fumes

Location of emergency equipment Same as listed for Fire emergency

Workers trained in the use of emergency

equipment

Same as listed for Fire emergency

Emergency response training

requirements
Type of training Frequency

Exercise/drill Annually

Location and use of emergency facilities Same as listed for Fire emergency

Alarm requirements Not applicable

Emergency communication requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone;

• Land line
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Internal and external phone numbers Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

Communication procedures for:

Internal: President or delegate will provide direction to workers verbally for

immediate scene management; procedure for transportation of injured worker

listed at end of this emergency response plan.

External: President or delegate will provide direction to workers verbally for

immediate scene management

Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the authorization,

all media inquiries are to be streamed through the President

First Aid Same as listed for Fire emergency

Procedures for rescue and evacuation Same as listed for Fire emergency

Designated rescue and evacuation

workers

Same as listed for Fire emergency

Transportation of injured workers

• Call 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel vehicle.  A

means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the

transport to a health care facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least

one First Aid Attendant, other than the operator of means of transportation.  This

is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as

a minimum, state the following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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EMERGENCY PLAN FOR EARTHQUAKE

Emergency Procedures

Before an earthquake:

• Store heavy objects near ground or floor.

• Secure tall objects, like bookcases to the wall.

• Secure gas appliances to prevent broken gas lines and fires.

• Learn where your exits, first aid kits, evacuation route and meeting places are.

During an earthquake:

• Stay away from windows, bookcases, file cabinets, heavy mirrors, and other

heavy objects that could fall.

• Duck under a desk or sturdy table or step under a doorway, or into a narrow

hall or corridor.  Keep at least 5 meters (15 feet) away from windows to avoid

flying glass.

• Watch for falling plaster or ceiling tiles.

• Stay undercover until the shaking stops, and hold onto your covers.

• If the desk or table you are under moves, move with it.

• If in your car, stop, but not on a bridge, or under trees or a power line.

• If outside, stay outside, and move to an area clear of overhead trees, power

lines, or objects that could fall from a structure.

• Don’t forget about aftershocks.

After the earthquake:

• Be prepared for aftershocks, plan for cover when they occur.

• Check for injuries, give first aid as necessary.

• Remain calm, try to reassure others.

• Wear shoes to avoid injury from broken glass.

• Check for fire and take appropriate actions.

• Check gas, water, and electric lines.

Location of emergency equipment Same as listed for Fire emergency

Workers trained in the use of emergency

equipment
Same as listed for Fire emergency

Emergency response training

requirements

Type of training Frequency

Emergency exercise/drill Annually

Location and use of emergency facilities Same as listed for Fire emergency

Alarm requirements
Call 911 - (if telephone lines unaffected)

Cellular phones (if applicable)

Emergency communication requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone;

• Land line

Internal and external phone numbers Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

First Aid Same as listed for Fire emergency

Procedures for rescue and evacuation Same as listed for Fire emergency

Designated rescue and evacuation

workers

Same as listed for Fire emergency

Transportation of injured worker • Call 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel vehicle.  A

means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the

transport to a health care facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least

one First Aid Attendant, other than the operator of means of transportation.  This
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is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as

a minimum, state the following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN FOR ELECTRICAL STORMS/BLACKOUTS

Emergency Procedures

• The response may involve ascertaining the nature and magnitude of the

emergency and implementing immediate counter measures:

• If available, increase natural lighting by opening window shades or other

similar actions.

• Shut off electrical appliances and computers before the power comes back on.

• Cease activities or operations that involve potentially hazardous conditions.

• Secure personal belongings.

• Use special care while moving about in an under-lighted work area to avoid

injury resulting from low slips, trips, or falls.

• Keep an alternate source of light to facilitate safe exit in the event of a power

outage on your person or in your immediate work area. Do not use open flame

devices for supplementary lighting.

Location of emergency equipment Same as listed for Fire emergency

Workers trained in the use of emergency

equipment
Same as listed for Fire emergency

Emergency response training

requirements

Type of training Frequency

Emergency exercise/drill Annually

Location and use of emergency facilities Same as listed for Fire emergency

Alarm requirements
Call 911 - (if telephone lines unaffected)

Cellular phones (if applicable)

Emergency communication requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone;

• Land line

Internal and external phone numbers Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

First Aid Same as listed for Fire emergency

Procedures for rescue and evacuation Same as listed for Fire emergency

Designated rescue and evacuation

workers

Same as listed for Fire emergency

Transportation of injured worker • Call 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel vehicle.  A

means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the

transport to a health care facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least

one First Aid Attendant, other than the operator of means of transportation.  This

is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as

a minimum, state the following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.



Re:  Crystalline Silica Exposure

Dear Attending Physician:

Gabriel Industries has confirmed INSERT WORKER’S NAME exposed worker to crystalline silica.

As per the Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Code 2018 Part 4, Section 40(2) we are requesting  a

health assessment which includes the following:

a) The identity of the worker and the employer;

b) The date of the medical examination, chest x-ray and spirogram;

c) A 35 centimeters by 43 centimeters postero-anterior view chest x-ray, including a

radiologist’s report;

d) A spirogram, conducted by a pulmonary function technician, including determinations of

forced expiratory volume in the first, second and forced vital capacity;

e) A history cover

a. occupational exposure to silica,

b. Significant exposures to silica during non work-related activities,

i. Significant symptoms that may indicate silicosis or cancer,

ii. Past and current medical diagnoses of respiratory disease, and

iii. The worker’s smoking history.

f) A written interpretation and explanation of the results of the assessment by a physician,

with particular reference to the worker’s exposure to crystalline silica.

In addition Section 40(3) of the above mentioned legislation states ‘the physician must give the written

interpretation and explanation of the results of the health assessment to the worker not more than 60

days after the tests are completed’.

If there is a fee for completing this medical, the employee will be reimbursed this amount and/or you may

invoice Gabriel Industries directly.  I guarantee prompt processing of this fee if billing directly.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation and assistance in helping us to assess the exposure of

crystalline silica.  If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at 780-903.8148.

Sincerely,

Robert McKercher

President



Re: Crystalline Silica Exposure

Dear Attending Physician:

Gabriel Industries has confirmed INSERT WORKER’S NAME is an exposed worker to crystalline silica. We

have received confirmation of INSERT WORKER’S NAMEs baseline health assessment on INSERT DATE and

as part of the crystalline silica program, INSERT WORKER’S NAMEs requested to have a health assessment

conducted every two years from this date which is the reason for this letter.

As per the Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Code 2018 Part 4, Section 40(2) we are requesting a

health assessment which includes the following:

a) The identity of the worker and the employer;

b) The date of the medical examination, chest x-ray and spirogram;

c) A 35 centimeters by 43 centimeters postero-anterior view chest x-ray, including a

radiologist’s report;

d) A spirogram, conducted by a pulmonary function technician, including determinations of

forced expiratory volume in the first, second and forced vital capacity;

e) A history cover

a. occupational exposure to silica,

b. Significant exposures to silica during non work-related activities,

i. Significant symptoms that may indicate silicosis or cancer,

ii. Past and current medical diagnoses of respiratory disease, and

iii. The worker’s smoking history.

f) A written interpretation and explanation of the results of the assessment by a physician,

with particular reference to the worker’s exposure to crystalline silica.

In addition Section 40(3) of the above mentioned legislation states ‘the physician must give the written

interpretation and explanation of the results of the health assessment to the worker not more than 60

days after the tests are completed’.

If there is a fee for completing this medical, the employee will be reimbursed this amount and/or you may

invoice Gabriel Industries directly.  I guarantee prompt processing of this fee if billing directly.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation and assistance in helping us to assess the exposure of

crystalline silica.  If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at 780-903.8148.

Sincerely,

Robert McKercher

President



Gabriel Industries has confirmed that INSERT WORKER’S NAME an exposed worker to crystalline silica

through a hygiene testing. I have received crystalline silica training and have been offered a health

assessment.  This letter is confirming that I have accepted in participating in the silica health assessment

offered by Gabriel Industries.

Date:

Print Name:

Signature:



Gabriel Industries has confirmed that INSERT WORKER’S NAME an exposed worker to crystalline silica

through a hygiene testing. I have received crystalline silica training and have been offered a health

assessment.  This letter is confirming that I have declined in participating in the silica health assessment

offered by Gabriel Industries.

Date:

Print Name:

Signature:
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PURPOSE

Gabriel Industries Inc. wants to ensure that worker(s) exposure to chemical and biological

hazards as well as harmful substances is kept as low as reasonably practicable and does not

exceed the substance Occupational Exposure limit (OEL) if an OEL is established.  This is based

on the principle that for each substance there is a safe or tolerable level of exposure below

which no significant adverse health effects are likely to occur.

DEFINITION

Biohazardous material means a pathogenic organism, including a blood borne pathogen, that,

because of its known or reasonably believed ability to cause disease in humans, would be classified

as Risk Group 2, 3 or 4 as defined by the Public Health Agency of Canada, or any material

contaminated with such an organism.

Biological hazard means any biological organism that is infectious or pathological to humans.

Chemical hazard means any chemical capable of causing bodily injury or illness

Contaminant means a chemical, biological or radiological material in a concentration that will

likely endanger the health and safety of a worker it it is inhaled, ingested, or absorbed.

Contaminated means affected by the presence of a harmful substance on workers or at the

work site in a quantity sufficient to pose a risk to health.

Contaminated environment means a work site that contains or may contain a contaminant.

Exposed worker means a worker who may reasonably be expected to work in a restricted area

at least 30 work days in a 12 month period.

Harmful substance means a substance that, because of its properties, application or presence,

creates or could create a danger, including a chemical or biological hazard, to the health and

safety of a worker exposed to it.

Occupational exposure limit (OEL) with respect to a substance, means the occupational

exposure limit established in Schedule 1 Table 2 in the Alberta Occupational Health and Safety

Code, for that substance.

Respirable particulate means airborne particulate collected and analyzed using NIOSH Method

0600 (Particulates Not Otherwise Regulated, Respirable

Restricted area means an area of a work site where there is a reasonable chance that the

airborne concentration of silica exceeds or may exceed the occupational exposure limit

Total particulate means airborne particulate collected and analyzed using NIOSH Method 0500

(Particulates Not Otherwise Regulated, Total).

FACTORS AFFECTING TOTAL EXPOSURE

Many factors affect total exposure, including:

1. The potential for absorption into the body by inhalation, ingestion or skin absorption,

2. The duration of exposure, and

3. The effect of simultaneous exposure to multiple substances.

HAZARDS

A worker may not be exposed to a substance listed in Schedule 1, Table of the Alberta

Occupational Health and Safety Code (AB OHS Code) at a concentration exceeding its ceiling

limit at any time.
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RESPONSIBLITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Must establish procedures that minimize the worker’s exposure to the harmful

substance and ensure that a worker who may be exposed to the harmful substances:

o Is trained in the procedures,

o Applies the training and

o Is informed of the health hazards associated with exposure to the harmful

substances;

• A copy of this exposure plan, either paper or downloaded electronic copy is readily available

for reference by workers at the worksite affected by an exposure plan or code of practice;

• Ensure that the work is done by a worker who is competent to the work or by a worker

who is working under the direct supervision of a worker who is competent to the work;

• Ensure that affected workers who are affected by an exposure plan or code of practice

are familiar with it before the work is begun.

• Must ensure that a worker’s exposure to any substance listed in Schedule 1, Table 2 of

the AB OHS Code is kept as low as reasonably achievable;

• Must ensure that a worker’s exposure to any substance listed in Schedule 1, Table 2 (AB

OHS Code) does not exceed its occupational exposure limits listed in Schedule 1, Table

2;

• If no occupational exposure limit is established for a harmful substance present at a

work site, must ensure that a worker’s exposure to that substance is kept as low as

reasonably achievable;

• Must ensure, if no 15 minute occupational exposure limit or ceiling occupational

exposure limit is listed for a substance in Schedule 1, Table 2 (AB OHS Code):

o Comply with the eight hour occupational exposure limit, and

o Ensure that a worker’s exposure to that substance does not exceed

 Three times the eight-hour occupational exposure limit for more than a

total of 30 minutes during a continuous 24 hour period, and five times

the eight-hour occupational exposure limit, or

 The concentration that is immediately dangerous to life and health,

whichever is lower;

• Must take all reasonably practicable steps to ensure that, if a worker is exposed to more

than one substance listed in Schedule 1, Table 2 (AB OHS Code) during a single work

shift, and the toxicological effects have similar modes of toxic action, that the combined

airborne concentrations are not exceeded;

• Must ensure that if a worker is exposed to a substance listed in Schedule 1, Table 2 (AB

OHS Code) during a single work shift that is longer than eight hours, that equivalent

protection from adverse health effects is achieved by adjusting the eight-hour limit;

• Must identify the health hazards associated with the exposure and assess the worker’s

exposure if a worker may be exposed to a harmful substance at a work site;

• Must ensure that a worker who may be exposed to a harmful substance at a work site

o Is informed of the health hazards associated with exposure to that substance,

o Is informed of measurements made of airborne concentrations of harmful

substances at the work site, and
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o Is trained in developed procedures to minimize the worker’s exposure to

harmful substances, and understands the procedures;

• Must conduct measurements of the concentrations of that substance at the work site if

a worker may be exposed to an airborne concentration that is more than the

occupational exposure limit of a substance

• If a worker is exposed to more than the occupational exposure limit of a substance,

must immediately

o Identify the cause of the overexposure,

o Protect the worker from any further exposure,

o Control the situation so that no other worker are exposed to the substance at

airborne concentrations that are more than the occupational exposure limit,

and

o Explain to the worker the nature and extent of the overexposure;

• If a worker may be contaminated by a harmful substance at a worksite, must

o Provide the facilities, including showers, the worker needs to remove the

contamination before the worker leaves the work site, and

o Ensure that only those articles and clothing that have been properly

decontaminated or cleaned are taken from the work site by the worker;

• If a concern is brought forth about equipment, unsafe or harmful worksite conditions,

must review the situation and take any necessary corrective action in a timely manner;

• If a worker is present at a work site where chemicals harmful to the eyes or skin are

used, must ensure that the worker has immediate access at the work site to emergency

baths, showers, eye wash equipment or other equipment appropriate for the potential

level of exposure

• Must ensure that workers do not eat, drink or smoke tobacco in a part of a work site

contaminated by a harmful substance;

• Must have a code of practice governing the storage, handling, use and disposal of

substances listed in Schedule 1, Table 1 of the AB OHS Code that is present at the

worksite:

o As pure substance in an amount exceeding 10 kilograms, or

o In a mixture in which the amount of the substance is more than 10 kilograms

and at a concentration of 0.1 % by weight or more;

• Ensure that a harmful substance used or stored at a work site

o Is clearly identified, or its container is clearly identified, and

o Is used and stored in such a way that the use or storage is not a hazard to

worker;

• Must minimize the release of silica into the air as far as is reasonably practicable

• Must keep the work site clear of unnecessary accumulations of silica materials;

• Must ensure the methods used to decontaminate the work area, workers, equipment,

and protective clothing prevent, as much as is reasonably practicable, the generation of

airborne silica

• Must ensure that only a person authorized by Gabriel Industries Inc. workers or by law

to do so enters a restricted area;

• If a building is to be demolished, must ensure that materials with the potential to

release asbestos fibres are removed first;
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• If a building is being altered or renovated, must ensure that materials in the area of the

alterations or renovations that could release asbestos fibres are encapsulated, enclosed,

or removed;  and

• To arrange occupational exposure testing;

• Notify workers of exposure assessment results;

• Arrange health assessments, if required;

• Ensure the results of measurements are recorded and kept for three (3) years from the

date on which the measurements were taken;

• Conduct an evaluation of the code of practice for respirable silica annually; and

• Conduct a program evaluation annually.

• Must establish procedures that minimize the worker’s exposure to the harmful

substance, and ensure that a worker who may be exposed to the harmful substance

o Is trained on the procedures,

o Applies the training, and

o Is informed of the health hazards associated with exposure to the harmful

substance.

AFFECTED WORKERS

• Must use the procedures appropriately and apply the training;

• Must not eat, drink or smoke tobacco in a part of a work site contaminated by a harmful

substance;

• Has a duty(must) to immediately report to the Manger or Supervisor equipment that:

o Is in a condition that will compromise the health and safety of workers using or

transporting it;

o Will not perform the function for which it is intended or was designed;

o Is not strong enough for its purpose, or

o Has an obvious defect

• Has a duty (must) if worker believes that an unsafe or harmful worksite condition or act

exists or has occurred shall immediately report it to his/her Manager or Supervisor;

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training.

IDENTIFIED EXPOSURE PLANS

This program is divided into identified exposure plans for hazards, the plans are located in this

program after the ‘evaluation’ section.  The exposure plans are as follows:

1. Zoonotic diseases

a. Hantavirus.

2. Chemical

a. Hydrogen sulphide gas

b. Silica-crystalline, respirable.

HAZARD ELIMINATION AND CONTROL METHODS

If an existing or potential hazard to workers is identified during an assessment, the manager and/or

supervisor must take measures to control the hazards using the following control hierarchy:

1. Eliminate the hazards.

2. If elimination is not reasonably practicable, if reasonably practical, must eliminate or

control a hazard through the use of engineering controls.
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3. If a hazard cannot be controlled using engineering controls, administrative controls must

be used to control the hazard to a level as low as reasonably achievable.

4. If a hazard cannot be controlled using engineering controls or administrative controls,

appropriate personal protective equipment must be used by the workers affected by the

hazards.

5. If the hazard cannot be eliminated or controlled by an engineering, administrative or

personal protective control, a combination of engineering controls, administrative controls

or personal protective equipment if there is a greater level of worker safety because a

combination is used.

COMMUNICATION

A final sampling result may be made available in report or memo format depending on the extent

of sampling conducted.  It will be communicated to affected workers by the means of:

• Electronically; and/or

• Printed copies.

RECORD RETENTION

An occupational exposure testing record must be kept for a period of three (3) years from the

date on which the measurement was taken.  or as required by other legislation.  When

requested, the report must be available for inspection by an Alberta Occupational Health and

Safety Officer.  Records will be maintained in accordance Gabriel Industries Inc. records

management program.

CONFIDENTIALITY

1. Strict confidentiality is to be adhered to by all parties involved.

2. All collection, use and disclosure of personal information will be carried out in accordance

with the Alberta PIPPA legislation.

TRAINING

Training for this program will consist of the following to affected workers:

1. Chemical and biological hazards and harmful substance program;

2. The use, limitations and assigned maintenance of the personal protective equipment;

3. The application, care, use, maintenance and limitations of any safety equipment listed in

this practice; and

4. Applicable exposure plans.

EVALUATION

An annual evaluation will be conducted by management and health and safety representative

which will include as a minimum:

• the chemical and biological hazards and harmful substance program;

• zoonotic exposure plans; and

• crystalline silica – respirable code of practice.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via that posted on site docs.
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ZOONOTIC BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS (INFECTIOUS DISEASES)
Zoonotic diseases are diseases caused by infectious agents that can be transmitted between

animals and humans.  Zoonotic diseases can be transmitted in many ways. Several can be

transmitted directly to humans through contact with skin.

DEFINITIONS

Biohazardous material:  means a pathogenic organism, including a blood borne pathogen, that ,

because of its known or reasonably believed ability to cause disease in humans, would be classified

as Risk Group 2,3, or 4 as defined by the Public Health Agency of Canada, or any material

contaminated with such as organism.

HEALTH HAZARDS HANTAVIRUS

Hantavirus pulmonary syndrome is the disease caused by hanta virus. It begins as a flu-like

illness. As the disease progresses, fluid builds up in the lungs, making it difficult to breathe.

Severe respiratory failure resulting in death can occur within a few days of the early-stage

symptoms. Symptoms may appear from 5 to 45 days after exposure to the virus.

TRANSMISSION OF HANTAVIRUS

Hantaviruses are a group of viruses carried by many different kinds of wild rodents. Humans

typically become infected when they inhale particles of saliva, urine, or feces of infected

rodents. This may happen via direct contact with the rodents or by breathing airborne dust

particles generated when rodent feces are disturbed.

RESPONBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Identify the health hazards associated with the exposure and assess the worker’s

exposure if a worker may be exposed to a harmful substance at a work site;

• Must ensure that all workers who are affected by the procedures or measure are

familiar with it before the work is begun;

• Must ensure that a worker who may be exposed to a harmful substance at a work site

o Is informed of the health hazards associated with exposure to that harmful

substance, and

o Is trained in developed procedures to minimize the worker’s exposure to

harmful substances, and understands the procedures

• Select, implement, and document the appropriate site-specific control measures.

• Must ensure that workers who may be required to use safety equipment or personal

protective equipment are competent in the application, care, use, maintenance and

limitations of that equipment;

• Must ensure that a worker’s exposure to biohazardous material is controlled;

• Must ensure that workers are informed of the health hazards associated with exposure to

biohazardous material;

• Must ensure that worker exposure to biohazardous materials is kept as low as reasonably

practicable;]

• Must establish procedures for the post-exposure management of workers exposed to

biohazardous material

• A copy of this practice, either paper or downloaded electronic copy of the current practice

is readily available for reference by workers at the worksite affected by the practice;
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• Ensure that the work is done by a worker who is competent to the work or by a worker

who is working under the direct supervision of a worker who is competent to the work;

and

• Designated call person and call in times for working alone, if applicable.

AFFECTED WORKER

• Must participate in the training provided;

• Must apply the training;

• Follow procedures, including hand washing and wearing personal protective equipment, if

applicable;

• Must follow established procedures;

• Seek immediate first aid and medical attention after an occupational exposure;

• Report exposure incidents to supervisor or manager; and

• Refuse work that they have reasonable cause to believe will put themselves or others at

risk.

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION, ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL

Gabriel Industries Inc. is committed to developing knowledge and expertise about these

controls, and to establish practices to protect workers from biological hazards; it will reduce or

eliminate worker exposure to biological hazards by selecting a combination of the following

controls listed in order of preference:

1. Elimination and substitution

2. Engineering

3. Administrative

4. Personal Protective Equipment

5. Combination of point 2, 3, and/or 4

GLOVES

Gloves protect you while working with potentially Zoonotic diseases. Make sure your gloves are

appropriate for the task.  Gloves may be made of natural rubber latex, vinyl, neoprene, or nitrile

rubber. Thicker gloves provide more protection, but they also make it harder to handle objects.

REMOVING GLOVES

For gloves to be effective, they must be removed safely to prevent exposure to Zoonotic

diseases.  Workers should remove gloves: after, completing a task that requires gloves, before

leaving the work area or as soon as possible if the gloves become damaged or contaminated.
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PREVENTION OF HANTA VIRUS

Workers who handle rodents or clean up debris contaminated by rodent droppings must wear

PPE, including a respirator. The type of equipment depends on the task and the amount of

contaminated material present.
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PREVENTION OF HANTA VIRUS

General Hygiene Precautions

The following precautions must be taken when workers clean up rodent contamination;

• Cover any broken skin that may be exposed to infection prior to beginning clean up of

rodent contamination.

• Provide two cleaning solutions:

a.One for disinfecting – a diluted household bleach solution (1 part household bleach to

10 parts water) to be used on rodent carcasses; rodent nesting materials;

decontaminate rubber gloves and boots.

b.One for decontamination – a solution of domestic laundry detergent mixed according

to manufacturer’s instructions to be used to decontaminate clothing and personal

protective equipment.

Entering/working around rodent infested areas and not disturbing feces or nests

The following steps are to be followed when workers must enter or work in and around rodent

infested areas but will not be disturbing rodent feces or nests:

• Put on disposable coveralls, gloves and boot covers.

• Put on goggles and respirator mask (Half mask respirator, N10SH or CSA approved must

have V100 filter) Check respirator seal and ensure goggles do not interfere with the seal

of the respirator.

• Enter mice infested areas and take care to not disturb rodent feces and nests. The less

dust that is stirred up, the less of a risk there will be of contacting the Hantavirus.

• Once area has been exited, remove coveralls, boot covers and place in garbage bag. Mix

bleach solution and wipe respirator and goggles with disinfectant solution. Wipe

respirator and goggles dry. Remove gloves and place in garbage bag. Seal garbage bag

and place in garbage for disposal.

• Place reusable respirator in plastic bag and seal. Place respirator and goggles in

Hantavirus kit. Obtain replacements to restock kit.

• Clean hands with hand sanitizer.  Be sure to wash hands and face with soap and water

prior to eating or smoking.

Clean up of Rodent contaminated areas of rodent droppings

The following procedure is to be applied when cleaning up small quantities of rodent droppings:

• Clear all unnecessary workers from the area.

• Ventilate the area by opening windows and doors, if possible.

• Put on disposable coveralls, gloves and boot covers.  Put on goggles and respirator with a HEPA

filter if you are involved in clean-up – for clean up, wearing a HEPA respirator is mandatory.

Check respirator seal and ensure goggles do not interfere with the seal of the respirator.

• Spray the debris with disinfectant solution to soak the material. Avoid using a stream of water.

Allow sprayed materials to sit for 15 minutes.

• Scoop up the material.  Dispose of contaminated material in double plastic bag.  Seal garbage

bag and place in garbage for disposal.  Handle the bags in manner that will avoid puncturing the

bags.

• Wipe or mop surfaces with a solution of disinfectant and detergent.

• Decontaminate and remove personal protective equipment and clothing in accordance to

Decontamination Procedure.
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Decontamination Procedures

Do not remove respiratory protective equipment until other decontamination steps are complete.

• Remove coveralls and boot covers at the perimeter of the work area and place them in a

disposal bag.

• Move away from the clean-up or contaminated work area to a location where there are no

workers, mix disinfectant solution and wipe respirator and goggles with disinfectant and wipe

dry.

• Remove gloves and place in garbage bag.  Seal garbage bag and place in garbage for disposal.

• After protective clothing or equipment is removed, wash any exposed skin.
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HYDROGEN SULPHIDE GAS

Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) is a colorless and poisonous flammable gas with a strong smell of rotten

eggs.  H2S frequently appears in oil refineries, gas plants, oil and gas wells, in fact, throughout the

entire petrochemical industry.  H2S can also be found in coal mines, heavy water plants, pulp mills,

underground mines, sewers, swamps, or any area where there is decaying organic matter.  An oil

or gas that contains H2S is known as “sour”.

PLANNING

PURPOSE

The purpose of this exposure plan is to control occupational exposure to hydrogen sulphide gas

to levels as low as reasonably achievable to minimize the risk of occupational disease, when

elimination is not possible.

HEALTH HAZARDS

Hydrogen sulphide is extremely toxic; workers are exposed when they inhale hydrogen sulphide

in air, and this toxic gas is quickly absorbed by the lungs.

EXPOSURE LIMIT

Alberta Occupational Health and Safety has 8 hour exposure limit as 10 ppm or 14 mg/m³ with

15 minute or ceiling occupational limit of 15 ppm or 21 mg/m³

SHORT TERM EXPOSURE

Short term (acute) exposure to hydrogen sulphide can cause irritation to the nose, throat, eyes

and lungs.  Exposure to higher concentrations can cause very serious health effects, and even

death.  Listed below are short term effects:

Concentration (ppm) Health effect

0.01-0.3 Odour threshold

1-20 Offensive odour, possible nausea, tearing of the eyes or

headaches with prolonged exposure

20-50 Nose, throat and lung irritation; digestive upset and loss of

appetitie; sense of smell starts to become fatigued; acute

conjunctivitis may occur (pain, tearing and light sensitivity)

100-200 Severe nose, throat and lung irritation; ability to smell odour

completely disappears

250-500 Pulmonary edema (build up fluid in the lungs)

500 Severe lung irritation, excitement, headache, dizziness,

staggering, sudden collapse (knockdown), unconsciousness and

death within a few hours, loss of memory for the period of

exposure
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500-1000 Respiratory paralysis, irregular heartbeat, collapse and death

without rescue

˃1000 Rapid collapse and death

LONG TERM EXPOSURE

Hydrogen sulphide does not accumulate in the body.  Repeated or prolonged exposure has been

reported to cause low blood pressure, headache, and nausea, loss of appetite, eye inflammation

and chronic cough.  The following health effect due to long-term (chronic) exposure to hydrogen

sulphide:

• Reduced lung function (smoking together with hydrogen sulphide exposure may worsen this

effect),

• Neurological effects such as headaches, nausea, depression, weakness, personality changes,

• Eye irritation,

• Irritation to the mucous membranes, and

• Damage to the cardiovascular system.

LOCATION OF HYDROGEN SULPHIDE EXPOSURE

As part of the contract, Gabriel Industries Inc. will be notified of hydrogen sulphide gas in or

near the work site of its workers. :

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Identify the health hazards associated with the exposure and assess the worker’s

exposure if a worker may be exposed to a harmful substance at a work site;

• Must ensure that all workers who are affected by the procedures or measure are

familiar with it before the work is begun;

• Must ensure that a worker who may be exposed to a harmful substance at a work site

o Is informed of the health hazards associated with exposure to that harmful

substance, and

o Is trained in developed procedures to minimize the worker’s exposure to harmful

substances, and understands the procedures;

• Select, implement, and document the appropriate site-specific control measures;

• Must ensure that workers who may be required to use safety equipment or personal

protective equipment are competent in the application, care, use, maintenance and

limitations of that equipment;

• A copy of this exposure plan, either paper or downloaded electronic copy is readily

available for reference by workers at the worksite affected by the practice;

• Ensure that the work is done by a worker who is competent to the work or by a worker

who is working under the direct supervision of a worker who is competent to the work;

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this exposure plan are familiar with it before

the work is begun;

• To ensure that the worker uses or wear the safety equipment at the work site;  and

• Ensure emergency response plan is established.
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AFFECTED WORKERS

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training.

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION, ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL

Gabriel Industries Inc. is committed to developing knowledge and expertise about these

controls, and to establish practices to protect workers from hydrogen sulphide gas; it will reduce

or eliminate worker exposure to hydrogen sulphide gas by selecting a combination of the

following controls listed in order of preference:

1. Elimination and substitution

2. Engineering

3. Administrative

4. Personal Protective Equipment

5. Combination of point 2, 3, and/or 4.

ENTERING A KNOWN HYDROGEN SULPHIDE GAS SITE

1. Before entering an area known to have hydrogen sulphide gas affected worker is to contact

Company responsible for the worksite and when possible, arrange for Company

representative to accompany worker while work being conducted at the location.  Worker is

to request from Company representative assurance that hydrogen sulphide gas is being

monitored.

2. Do not enter H2S area without proper training and authorization.  Workers who need to access

an area or field are to provide the company/operator the dates, time and reason for entrance.

The company or operator will usually respond if there have been any recent safety problems,

particularly H2S, and if such is the case they will either accompany the assessor or postpone

the reason for the access request until the problem has been rectified.

3. When entering buildings and enclosed structures that may contain H2S gas, open all doors

from the outside and allow the area to ventilate for at least 10 minutes before entering.

4. All Gabriel Industries Inc. workers working in H2S areas are advised to maintain close contact

with any petrochemical companies operating in the vicinity so that in the case of emergency

they can be evacuated immediately.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN FOR SITES OF KNOWN HYDROGEN SULPHIDE GAS PRESENT

An electronic communication must be accessible to affected worker.

Take IMMEDIATE and appropriate action when hydrogen sulphide is suspected or detected.

Initial Response Procedure:

1. Evacuate

a. Get to a safe area immediately

b. Move upwind if release is downwind of you

c. Move crosswind if release is upwind of you

d. Move to higher ground if possible

2. Alarm

a. Call for help by phone
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3. Assess

a. Do a head count

b. Consider other hazards

4. Rescue

a. NEVER ATTEMPT TO RESCUE AN H2S VICTIM WITHOUT PROPER PROTECTION

b. Remove victim to a safe area

FIRST AID MEASURES

• Immediately remove the victim from further exposure.

• Administer first aid if trained to do so.

• Remove contaminated clothing, but keep the individual warm.

• Keep conscious individuals at rest.

• Be aware of possible accompanying injuries (i.e. the injured worker may have fallen when

they were overcome) and treat them accordingly.

• If the victim’s eyes are red and painful, flush with large amounts of clean water for at least

15 minutes.

• Call 9-1-1.  Ensure the injured worker receives medical care as soon as possible.

• All H2S exposure workers are to be treated by a physician before returning to work.

DOCUMENTATION

Records must be kept of the following:

• All workers who are exposed potentially exposed to hydrogen sulphide gas while on the

job; and

• Worker education and training sessions.

TRAINING

Affected workers who work around hydrogen sulphide gas must be trained on:

• Hazards associated with job task;

• The use, limitations and assigned maintenance of the personal protective equipment;

• The application, care, use, maintenance and limitations of any safety equipment listed in

this practice

• Hydrogen sulphide gas ALIVE or awareness course.
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SILICA –CRYSTALLINE, RESPIRABLE EXPOSURE CODE OF PRACTICE

WHAT IS SILICA?

Silica refers to the chemical compound silicon dioxide which occurs in crystalline and non

crystalline (amorphous) forms.  Crystalline silica is a basic component of soil, sand and rock and

can be found in many minerals including quartz and cristobalite.  Quartz is the most common

form of crystalline silica.

Long-term or heavy short term exposures to crystalline silica can result in silicosis, a disease

characterized by progressive fibrosis of the lungs.  Silicosis is marked by shortness of breath and

impaired lung function which may give rise to complications that can result in death.  The

development and the severity of silicosis depends on the airborne concentration of silica dust to

which a worker is exposed and the duration of exposure.  Occupational exposure to respirable

crystalline silica may also cause lung diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,

chronic bronchitis and emphysema.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Code of Practice is to control occupational exposure to silica to levels as low

as reasonably achievable to minimize the risk of occupational disease, when elimination is not

possible.

APPLICATION

This Code of Practice is intended to provide a framework for managing silica dust in the

workplace.  This shall be achieved through the implementation of an ongoing program

consisting of silica hazard identification, evaluation, and control and worker surveillance.

Considering the dynamic nature of the work process, equipment and environment, ongoing

preventative maintenance shall play a key role in controlling dust at the source and reducing

overall fugitive dust emissions.

HAZARD

The occupation of a person who works with silica is designated as a hazardous occupation.

The area of a work site where there is a reasonable chance that the airborne concentrations of

silica exceeds or may exceed the occupational exposure under an adopted code are designated

as a hazardous work site.

Gabriel Industries Inc. recognizes the following sites as restricted sites, the purpose of crystalline

silica – respirable:

• Drilling into concrete.

NOTIFIABLE DISEASE

For the purpose of Section 22 of the Act, silicosis is a notifiable disease. [AB OHS Code

Regulation Section 6]
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RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Providing a job specific standard work practices for each project, which outlines in detail

the work methods and practices that will be followed on each site.  Considerations will

include:

o Availability and delivery of all required tools/equipment

o Scope and nature of work to be conducted

o Control methods to be used

o Level of respiratory protection required

o Coordination plan

• Ensure that the work is done by a worker who is competent to the work or by a worker

who is working under the direct supervision of a worker who is competent to the work;

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this code of practice are familiar with it

before the work is begun;

• Must ensure that any worker/contractor at a work site is made aware of any existing or

potential silica exposure that may affect the worker/contracted worker;

• Ensure a copy of the practice is readily available to the workers and other persons at the

work site;

• Ensure that current paper or downloaded electronic copies of the current AB OHS

legislation are readily available for reference by workers;

• Ensure that a worker undergoes a health assessment

o Not more than 30 calendar days after the worker becomes an exposed worker, and

o Every two years after the first health assessment;

• Must ensure that an exposed worker has received a health assessment within the

immediately preceding two years;

• Must not coerce, threaten or force a worker into refusing part or all of a health

assessment;

• Must ensure that, if it is reasonably practicable, a health assessment if performed during

normal hours of work;

• Must not make a deduction from the worker’s wage, salary or other remuneration or

benefits for the time during which an exposed worker

o Undergoes a health assessment, or

o Travels to or from a health assessment;

• Must provide workers in a restricted space area with protective clothing that protects

other clothing worn by the worker from contamination by silica

• Must ensure that worker’s street clothing is not contaminated by silica;

• Must ensure that a worker does not leave a restricted area until the worker has been

decontaminated unless an emergency situation where the health and safety of a worker

requires the worker to leave a restricted area without being decontaminated;

• Selecting, implementing and documenting the appropriate site-specific control

measures;

• Must ensure that workers affected by crystalline silica – respirable are informed of the

hazards and of the methods used to control it;

• Must ensure provide and ensure the availability of the appropriate respiratory

protective equipment to the worker at the work site;
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• Health assessments are filed in worker’s personnel file and are kept confidential.

• Maintaining records of training, fit test results, safety meetings and inspections.

• Must pay the cost of the health assessment, medical interpretation and explanation

required by this section;

• File the health assessment in the worker’s file; and

• Ensure that no person, other than the worker or health professional who conducts the

health assessment, the staff supervised by the health professional or another person

authorized by law to have access, has access to the exposed worker’s health assessment

unless

• The record is in a form that does not identify the worker, or

• The worker give written permission for access by another person

• Directing the work in a manner that ensures the risk to workers is minimized and

adequately controlled; and

• All workers to whom the code of practice applies receive appropriate education,

instruction or training with respect to the code so that they are able to comply with its

requirements.

WORKERS

• If a worker received a health assessment from a previous employer within the

immediately preceding two years, the worker must inform management of the date and

approximate date of that health assessment at the earliest possible time;

• An exposed worker may refuse to undergo part or all of a health assessment by giving

management a written statement refusing it;

• Knowing the hazards of silica dust exposure;

• Must use the appropriate respiratory equipment provided by the supervisor/manager;

• Setting up the operation in accordance with the site specific plan;

• Following established work practices as directed by the Manager or Supervisor;

• Reporting any unsafe conditions or acts to the Manager or Supervisor; and

• Knowing how and when to report exposure incidents.

RISK IDENTIFICATION, ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL

Gabriel Industries Inc. is committed to developing knowledge and expertise about these

controls, and to establish practices to protect workers from harmful exposure and to minimize

reliance on respirators.

Gabriel Industries Inc.ies will reduce or eliminate worker exposure to silica dust by selecting a

combination of the following controls listed in order of preference:

1. Elimination and substitution

2. Engineering

3. Administrative

4. Personal Protective Equipment

5. Or a combination of point 2, 3, and/or 4.
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HEALTH ASSESSMENT

Since there is no cure for silicosis, early detection is very important.  Exposure must be

minimized or eliminated if health effects are discovered.

Workers who do not require silica related health assessment include:

• Those who normally works in an office or administration building, where there is no

potential exposure to silica;

• Worker of a contractor;

• Workers who work for a cumulative period not exceeding three (3) months.

A health assessment of the worker must include the following:

• A health assessment must be done within 30 days of a worker becoming an exposed

worker;

• There is no cost to the exposed worker for the health assessment;

• Health assessments will be forwarded to management who will file in worker’s file.

• The health assessment for silica exposed workers will consist of:

 The identity of the worker and Gabriel Industries Inc. as the employer;

 The date of the medical examination, chesty x-ray and spirogram;

 A 35 centimetres by 43 centimetres postero-anterior view chest x-ray including a

radiologist’s report;

 A spirogram, conducted by a pulmonary function technician, including

determinations of forced expiratory volume in the first, second and forced vital

capacity;

 A history covering:

• Occupational exposure to silica or other industrial dusts and carcinogens,

• Significant exposure to silica, other dust and carcinogens during non work

related activities,

o Significant symptoms that may indicate silicosis or cancer.

o Past and current medical diagnoses of respiratory disease and

o The worker’s smoking history.

• A written interpretation and explanation of the results of the assessment by a physician,

with particular reference to the worker’s exposure to airborne substances.

SIGNS

Signs posted for silica must be in a conspicuous location at the entrance to and on the periphery

of each restricted area, as appropriate and remain posted until the area is no longer a restricted

area.
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HANDLING

Equipment

• Air filters of equipment used in work sites where crystalline silica – respirable will be

maintained as per manufacture’s specifications.

• When possible, equipment movement and use will be upwind of dust.

Hand washing

Hand washing facilities and/or equivalent will be provided at work site.

Decontamination of clothing

Coveralls are to be washed separately from other clothes.

Coveralls

Workers are to use coveralls.

DISPOSAL

Due to the nature of crystalline silica for aggregate, disposal is not practical for this code of

practice.

MEASURES TO BE USED TO PREVENT THE UNCONTROLLED RELEASE

Due to the nature of crystalline silica for aggregate, uncontrolled release is not practical for this

code of practice.

PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED IF THERE IS AN UNCONTROLLED RELEASE

Due to the nature of crystalline silica for aggregate, procedures for uncontrolled release is not

practical for this code of practice.

DOCUMENTATION

Records must be kept of the following:

• All workers who are exposed to respirable silica dust while on the job;

• Worker education and training sessions;

• Respirator fit testing;

• Equipment maintenance and repair; and

• Worksite inspections.

TRAINING

Gabriel Industries Inc. will ensure that workers are informed about the contents of the code of

practice and are provided with adequate education and training to work safely with and around

materials that contain silica.

The content of the training to workers potentially exposed to airborne silica dust include the

following:

• Hazards associated with exposure to silica dust

• The risks of exposure to silica

• Signs and symptoms of silica disease

• Use of respirators and other personal protective equipment

• Use of control systems

• How to seek first aid
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• How to report an exposure to silica dust

EVALUATION

The silica exposure code of practice must be reviewed at least annually and updated as

necessary by management and health and safety representative.
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Date of Injury or Illness Time:
AM □

DD MM YY PM □

Date Injury or Illness Reported Time:
AM □

DD MM YY PM □

Full name of injured or ill worker:

Description of the injury or illness:

Description of where the injury or illness occurred/began:

Cause of the injury or illness:

First Aid Provided Yes □ (if yes complete the rest of this page) No □

Name of first aider:

First Aider Qualifications:

Emergency First Aider □ Emergency Medical Technician – Paramedic □

Standard First Aider □ Emergency Medical Technician – Ambulance □

Advanced First Aider □ Emergency Medical Technician □

Nurse □ Emergency Medical Responder □

First Aid Provided:
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PURPOSE

First aid is emergency care given immediately to an injured person.  The purpose of first aid is to

minimize injury and future disability.  In serious cases, first aid may be necessary to keep the

causality alive.

DEFINITIONS

Advanced first aiders means an Emergency Medical Responder, Emergency Medical Technician,

nurse or other person who holds a certificate in advanced first aid from an approved training

agency.

Close work site means a work site that is not more than 20 minutes travel time from a health

care facility, under normal travel conditions using available means for transportation.

Distant work site means a work site that is more than 20 minutes but less than 40 minutes

travel time from a health care facility, under normal travel conditions using available means of

transportation.

Emergency first aider means a person who holds a certificate in emergency first aid from an

approved training agency.

First aid means the immediate and temporary care given to an injured or ill person at work site

using available equipment, supplies, facilities or services, including treatment to sustain life, to

prevent a condition from becoming worse or to promote recovery

First aider means an emergency first aider, standard first aider, or advanced first aider

designated by Gabriel Industries Inc. to provide first aid to workers at a work site.

Isolated work site means a work site that is 40 minutes or more travel time form the work site

to a health facility under normal travel conditions using available means of transportation

Low hazard work

Low hazard work means work at:

• Administrative sites where the work performed is clerical or administrative in nature;

• Dispersal sites

o Where a worker is based,

o Where a worker is required to report for instruction, and

o From which a worker is transported to a work site where the work is performed.

Medium hazard work – any work that does not fit into the low or high hazard work categories.

High hazard work

High hazard work means work involving:

• Construction or demolition including:

o Commercial, residential and industrial buildings,

o Roads, highways, bridges and related installations,

o Sewage gathering systems,

o Utility installations, and

o Water distribution systems;

• Operation and maintenance of
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o Industrial heavy equipment repair and service facilities; and

o Machine shops;

Standard first aider means a first aider who holds a certificate in standard first aid from an

approved training agency.

Work site

Means a location where a worker is, or is likely to be, engaged in any occupation and includes

any vehicle or mobile equipment used by a worker in an occupation.

RESPONSIBLITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Must ensure that all workers who are affected by the first aid requirements are familiar

with it before the work is begun;

• Must provide first aid services, supplies and equipment and provide a first aid room in

accordance with the applicable requirements outlined in the current Alberta

Occupational Health and Safety Code Schedule 2, Tables 3 to 7;

• May enter into a written agreement with a prime contractor at a project to collectively

provide first aid services, supplies and equipment and provide a first aid room for

workers in accordance with the applicable requirements outlined in the current Alberta

Occupational Health and Safety Code Schedule 2, Tables 3 to 7;

• Must ensure, if a first aid room is a temporary or mobile facility, that is meets

requirements of Schedule 2, Table 4 the current Alberta Occupational Health and Safety

Code except that:

o The room may be used for other services if it is maintained appropriately to provide

first aid, and

o Where it is not possible or practicable to provide a supply of hot and cold potable

water, a supply of cold potable water is acceptable

• Must ensure that first aid services, first aid equipment, supplies and first aid room (if

required) are:

o Located at or near the work site they are intended to serve, and

o Available and accessible during all working hours;

• Must ensure that first aid equipment and supplies are

o Maintained in a clean, dry and serviceable condition,

o Contained in a material that protects the contents from the environment, and

o Clearly identified at first aid equipment and supplies;

• Must post, at conspicuous places at the worksite, signs indicating the location of first aid

services, equipment, and supplies, or if posting of signs is not practicable, ensure that

each worker knows the location of first aid supplies, equipment and supplies;

• Must ensure that an emergency communication system is in place for workers to

summon first aid services;

• Must ensure, before workers are sent to a worksite, that arrangements are in place to

transport injured or ill workers from the work site to the nearest health care facility;

• Must ensure that an ambulance service licensed in accordance with the Ambulance

Service Act is readily available to the work site when travel conditions are normal;
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• Must provide a means of communication at the work site to summon an ambulance

service;

• Must ensure, if a worker is acutely ill or injured or needs to be accompanied during

transport to a health care facility, that the worker is accompanied by at least one first

aider, in addition to the operator of the transportation.  This does not apply if there are

three (3) or fewer workers at the work site at the time;

• Must ensure that the number of first aiders at a work site and their qualifications and

training comply to Schedule 2, Tables 5,6 or 7 of the current Alberta Occupational

Health and Safety Code;

• Must ensure that the first aiders at a work site have successfully completed a first aid

training course and hold a valid certificate in first aid;

• Maintain a record of workers at a work site who are first aiders;

• Assist in arranging training,

• Conduct quality assurance of first aid form content;

• Must ensure that no person other than the worker has access to the worker’s first aid

records unless

o The record is in a form that does not identify the worker;

o The worker has given written permission to the person, or

o Access, use and disclosure of the information is in accordance with an enactment of

Alberta or Canada that authorizes or requires the disclosure;

• Conduct quality control of first aid records;

• Must give a worker a copy of the first aid record(s) pertaining to the worker if the

worker asks for a copy;

• Must record every acute illness or injury that occurs at the work site in a record kept for

the purpose as soon as is practicable after the illness or injury is reported to the

manager and/or supervisor; and

• File first aid reports.

WORKERS

• Must participate in the training;

• Must apply the training;

• Must report, if a worker has an acute illness or injury at the work site, the illness or

injury to his/her manager or supervisor as soon as is practicable; and

• To forwarded completed First aid forms to management.

FIRST AID ATTENDANTS

• To respond to call for first aid treatment; and

• To complete a First Aid Record and forwarding first aid record to management.
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY FIRST AID REQUIREMENTS

Low Hazard Work

Number of

Workers at work

site per shift

Close work site (up to 20

minutes)

Distant work site (20-40

minutes)

Isolated work site (more

than 40 minutes)

1 Type P First Aid kit Type P First Aid kit Type P First Aid kit

2-9
No. 1 First Aid kit

1 Emergency First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

10-49 1 Emergency  First Aider

No. 1 First Aid kit

1 Emergency First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

50-99 1 Emergency First Aider

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

1 Emergency First Aider

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

2 Standard First Aiders

No. 2 First Aid kit

100-199

1 Emergency First Aider

2 Standard First Aider

No. 3 First Aid kit

Designated area for first aid

services

1 Emergency First Aider

2 Standard First Aider

No. 3 First Aid kit

3 blankets, stretcher,

splint

Designated area for first

aid services

3 Standard First Aider

No. 3 First Aid kit

3 blankets, stretcher, splint

Designated area for first

aid services

First Aid Requirements for Medium Hazard Work

Number of

Workers at work

site per shift

Close work site (up to 20

minutes)

Distant work site (20-40

minutes)

Isolated work site (more

than 40 minutes)

1 Type P First Aid kit Type P First Aid kit Type P First Aid kit

2-9
1 Emergency First Aider

No. 1 First Aid kit

1 Standard First Aiders

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 blankets

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 blankets

10-19 1 Emergency  First Aider

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

1 Emergency First Aider

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 blankets

2 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 blankets

20-49
1 Emergency First Aider

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

1 Emergency First Aider

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 blankets

2 Standard First Aiders

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 blankets

First Aid Requirements for High Hazard Work

Number of Workers at

work site per shift

Close work site (up to

20 minutes)

Distant work site (20-

40 minutes)

Isolated work site

(more than 40 minutes)

1 Type P First Aid kit Type P First Aid kit Type P First Aid kit

2-4
1 Emergency First Aider

No. 1 First Aid kit

1 Standard First Aiders

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 blankets

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 blankets

5-9 1 Emergency  First Aider

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

2 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 blankets

2 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 blankets

10-19 1 Emergency  First Aider

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 blankets

2 Standard First Aider

No. 3 First Aid kit

3 blankets, stretcher,

splints

2 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 blankets, splints,

stretcher

20-49 2 Emergency  First Aider

1 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit

3 Standard First Aider

No. 3 First Aid kit

3 Standard First Aider

No. 2 First Aid kit
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3 blankets 3 blankets, stretcher,

splints

3 blankets, splints,

stretcher

FIRST AID EQUIPMENT

1. Condition

• Quickly and easily accessible during all working hours.

• Must be ready for use and protected from elements such as heat, cold, wind and

moisture.

• Containers which they are stored must be clearly marked to indicate they are

intended for First Aid.

2. Maintenance

Maintenance of First Aid supplies and equipment will be carried out as outlined in Element 8

maintenance program.

3. First aid kit contents

First Aid kit contents will be in accordance to Schedule 2 Table 3 of the current Alberta

Occupational Health and Safety Code (listed above).

4. Locations

a. First Aid kit located on first floor in bathroom of office/warehouse

b. Eyes wash station located on second floor of office/warehouse

A. Eyewash station

LIST OF FIRST AIDERS

A list of first aiders is located on safety bulletin board on second floor of office/warehouse

LOCATION OF FIRST AID FORM

1. Blank

a. Electronically on site docs.

b. .

2. Completed

a. Securely stored electronically in

ACCESSBILITY OF COMPLETED FIRST AID RECORD

A worker can allow access to his/her first aid record to a person(s) with written permission

which includes:

o Information that can be released;

o The name of the person to whom the information is to be released;

o The date; and

o Worker’s signature.

The written document is to be forwarded to management whom will release the record upon

receipt of the written permission.

RECORD RETENTION

First Aid records will be retained for three years from the date the incident is recorded. Records

will be maintained in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. record management program.

CONFIDENTIALITY

1. Strict confidentiality is to be adhered to by all parties involved.
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2. All collection, use and disclosure of personal information will be carried out in

accordance with Alberta PIPPA legislation.

TRAINING

First aid program training will consist of the following:

1. First aid program

a. Purpose,

b. Roles, responsibilities; and

c. Processes/Procedures.

2. First aid training

a. As required under AB legislation listed above.

EVALUATION

The first aid program will be evaluated annually by management and the health and safety

representative.  The evaluation will consist of:

• Comparing number of first aiders against Gabriel Industries Inc. internal standard;

• Comparing number of time first aid kit inspected against Gabriel Industries Inc. internal

standard;  and

• Comparing first aids against total number of injury incidents.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that posted on site docs.
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PURPOSE

Ergonomics is the study of people and their interaction with the elements of their jobs or tasks,

including equipment, tools, facilities, processes, and environment, in other words, the science of

adapting the work to the person. It is a multidisciplinary field of study that integrates

engineering, medicine, design, and industrial psychology. Gabriel Industries Inc. goal is to reduce

the incidence of musculoskeletal injuries (MSI) by minimizing or eliminating MSI risk factors.

APPROACH

A proactive approach focuses on making changes when risks have already been identified, as

well as incorporating ergonomics into the:

• Design phase of a new facility or process.

• Purchase of new equipment or tools.

• Contemplation of scheduling changes.

DEFINTION

Ergonomics means integrated knowledge derived from the social and technical sciences, used to

match jobs, systems, products and environments with the physical and mental attributes of the

people involved.

Heavy and Awkward load:  includes equipment, good, supplies and animals.

Musculoskeletal injury means an injury to a worker of the muscles, tendons, ligaments, joints,

nerves, blood vessels or related soft tissues that are caused of aggravated by work, including

overexertion injuries and overuse injuries.

HAZARD

The potential for a musculoskeletal injury is considered a hazard.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of Gabriel Industries Inc. ergonomics element is to apply ergonomics principles to

the workplace to help reduce the number and severity of musculoskeletal injuries (MSI’s). This

helps decrease workers’ compensation claims and other costs, while increasing productivity,

quality, and efficiency. An ergonomically sound work environment maximizes worker comfort

while minimizing the risk of MSI.

RISK FACTORS

Risk factors that increase the likelihood of a worker suffering an MSI include:

• Use of excessive force.

• Highly repetitive movements.

• Awkward and/or static postures.

• Manual handling of heavy loads.

• Poor tool, equipment, or workplace design.

• Poor work organization (lack of task variety, excessive work pace, etc.).

• Cold temperatures.

• Vibration.

To help avoid MSIs, work demands should not exceed the physical capabilities of the worker.
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RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun;

• Must provide, where reasonably practicable, appropriate equipment for lifting,

lowering, pushing, pulling, carrying, handling or transporting heavy or awkward loads;

• Must perform a hazard assessment before a worker manually lifts, lowers, pushes, pulls,

carries, handles or transports a load that could injure the worker.  The hazard

assessment will consider:

o The weight of the load,

o The size of the load,

o The shape of the load,

o The number of times the load will be moved, and

o The manner in which the load will be moved

• Must ensure that a worker who may be exposed to the possibility of musculoskeletal

injury is trained in specific measures to eliminate or reduce the possibility;

• Must ensure workers use the equipment provided appropriate for the lifting, lowering,

pushing, pulling, carrying, handling or transporting of heavy or awkward loads;

• If a worker report what the worker believes to be work related symptoms of a

musculoskeletal injury, must promptly:

o Review the activities of that worker, and of other workers doing similar tasks, to

identify work-related causes of the symptoms, if any, and

o Take corrective measures to avoid further injuries if the causes of the symptoms are

work related; and

• Ensure that ergonomics practices and principles are considered when conducting

worksite evaluations.

WORKERS

• Must use the equipment provided for lifting, lowering, pushing, pulling, carrying,

handling or transporting heavy or awkward loads;

• Believes that an unsafe or harmful work site condition or act exists or has occurred shall

immediately report it to management;

• Report MSI signs or symptoms and work-related MSI risk factors to management as

early as possible to facilitate medical treatment and proactive interventions;

• Notify management of a request for an ergonomic assessment of work area;

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training.

IDENTIFICATION PROCESS

1. IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEM JOBS

Collecting data that identifies injury and illness trends is called monitoring. Monitoring can be

either passive or active. An example of passive monitoring is to conduct a records review, which

looks at existing data such as first aid records, workers’ compensation claims, and absentee

records. Active monitoring uses observations, interviews, surveys, questionnaires, checklists,

and formal worksite evaluation tools to identify specific high-risk activities. Gabriel Industries

Inc. will use both passive and active monitoring to identify problem jobs.
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2. WORKSITE EVALUATIONS

Triggers for a worksite evaluation include the following:

• When a worker reports an MSI sign or symptom

• The identification of jobs, processes, or work activities where work-related ergonomics

risk factors may cause or aggravate MSIs

• Any change of jobs, tasks, equipment, tools, processes, scheduling, or work-shift hours

(for example, going from a traditional five-day, eight-hour shift to a compressed four-

day, ten-hour shift)

• When a safety walk-through or scheduled inspection or survey has uncovered potential

MSI risks

Work-related risk factors to be considered in the evaluation process include, but are not limited

to, the following:

• Physical risk factors, including force, awkward and static postures, static loading and

sustained exertion, fatigue, repetition, contact stress, extreme temperatures, and

vibration

• Administrative issues, including job rotation or enlargement, staffing levels, excessive

overtime, numbers of rest breaks, stress from deadlines, amount of training, work pace,

and work methods

• Environmental risk factors, including noise, lighting, glare, air quality, temperature,

humidity, and personal protective equipment (PPE) and clothing

• A combination of risk factors (for example, highly repetitive, forceful work with no job

rotation; or precision work in a dimly lit room)

ASSESSMENT PROCESS

1. SETTING PRIORITIES

Worksite evaluations will be scheduled in the following order:

• Any job, process, operation, or workstation that has contributed to a worker’s

current MSI.

• Specific jobs, processes, operations, or workstations that have the potential to

cause MSIs.

• Jobs, processes, operations, or workstations that have historically contributed to

MSIs.

2. WORKSITE ASSESSMENT METHODS

Methods used to assess problem jobs and processes will include the following:

a. Walk-throughs and observations, which may include photos and videos

b. Worker interviews

c. Surveys and questionnaires

d. Checklists

e. Detailed worksite evaluations and assessments

3. PROCESS FOR THIRD PARTY WORK AREA ASSESSMENT

a. Management will arrange a third party assessment;

b. Third party assessment report will be forwarded management who will analysis the

assessment.
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CONTROL PROCESS

If an existing or potential hazard to workers is identified during an ergonomic assessment, the

management must take measures to:

• Eliminate the hazards, or

• If elimination is not reasonably practicable, control the hazard.

The control will comply with the following control hierarchy:

1. If reasonably practical, must eliminate or control a hazard through the use of engineering

controls.

2. If a hazard cannot be controlled using engineering controls, administrative controls must

be used to control the hazard to a level as low as reasonably achievable.

3. If a hazard cannot be controlled using engineering controls or administrative controls,

appropriate personal protective equipment must be used by the workers affected by the

hazards.

If the hazard cannot be eliminated or controlled by an engineering, administrative or personal

protective control, a combination of engineering controls, administrative controls or personal

protective equipment if there is a greater level of worker safety because a combination is used.

EVALUATION AND FOLLOW-UP

In order to ensure that issues have been addressed and new problems have not been created,

monitoring and evaluation will be conducted on an ongoing basis. The methods will include use

of individual interviews and checklists to re-evaluate jobs or tasks, to ensure that risks have

been reduced, minimized, or eliminated.

ADAPTING HEAVY OR AWKWARD LOADS

If the equipment provided is not reasonably practicable in a particular circumstance or for a

particular heavy or awkward load, the management must take all practicable means to

• Adapt the load to facilitate lifting, lowering, pushing, pulling, carrying, handling or

transporting the load without injuring workers, or

• Otherwise minimize the manual handling required to move the load.

RECORDS

1. PHYSICAL DEMANDS ANALYSIS

A physical demands analysis (PDA) is a systematic procedure to quantify and evaluate the

physical, cognitive, and environmental demands of the essential and non-essential tasks of a

job.  It is used to assist in assessing manual handling hazards.  For further information regarding

physical demand analysis refer to section titled ‘physical demand analysis in disability

management program.

2. STANDARD WORK PRACTICES

Located on applicable standard work practices is section titled ‘physical demands’.  This section

will state specific to the practice the following:

o Item(s) being used or referred to in the practice.  If an item is referred to in

another, practice, for example a hammer is used in the building of a picnic

bench, the particulars of the hammer will appear in the stand work practice for

‘hammer’.

o Weight

Commented [JD1]: Do you want these completed?

Commented [JD2]: Do you want theses completed?
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o Length/height

o Width

o The number of times the load will be moved, and

o The manner in which the load will be moved.

RECORD RETENTION

Completed work area ergonomic assessments and physical demand analysis are to be kept for a

minimum period of three years. Standard work practices are to be kept until practice is

obsolete.  Records will be maintained in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. records and

information management program.

CONFIDENTIALITY

1. Strict confidentiality is to be adhered to by all parties involved.

2. All collection, use and disclosure of personal information will be carried out in

accordance Privacy legislation.

TRAINING

Ergonomic training for all Gabriel Industries Inc. workers will include the following elements:

• An explanation of the Gabriel Industries ergonomics program and their role in the

program;

• A list of the exposures that have been associated with MSIs;

• Identification of factors that could lead to a musculoskeletal injury;

• The early signs and symptoms of musculoskeletal injury and their potential health

effects; and

• Preventative measures including, where applicable, the use of altered work procedures,

mechanical aids and personal protective equipment.

EVALUATION

Management with the assistance from the health and safety representative will conduct an

annual program evaluation which include as a minimum:

• Evaluation of workers trained versus those requiring training;

• The jobs, processes, or operations that have produced a high incidence rate of work-

related MSIs;

• Components of program for gaps; and

• Analysis of third-party work areas over specified time frame.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that evaluation has been uploaded onto

site docs.
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Name of Investigator: Date of Investigation:

Qualifications of Investigator:

Gather background information:

Who are the parties involved or potentially involved? Keep in mind that even if the person raising

the concerns is doing so on behalf of another person, he or she may also have rights under the

Policy (association or poisoned environment).

Name of person raising concerns: Department:

Position: Date concerns raised:

Date concerns raised:

Name of potential complainant: Department:

Position:

Name of potential respondents(s): Department:

Position:

List the main concerns. Which ones might be human rights issues? Add an extra page if needed.

Summary of concerns:
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Identify relevant Policy principles and Prevention procedures:

When did the issues arise? Keep an open mind about the last incident – for example, it could be a

letter confirming a conversation that took place long ago.

Date of first incident: Date of last incident:

Frequency of concerns:

What social area do the issues relate to (for example, employment, services or contracts)? Does

it relate to more than one social area?

Social area #1

Social area #2

What are all the grounds that might apply? Could the harassment be linked to the overlap of two

grounds such as race and sex or disability and age (“intersectionality”)?

Grounds:

What types of harassment do the concerns relate to (for example, poisoned environment, subtle

discrimination or systemic discrimination)? Are there problems with the process and/or

substance of accommodation?

Types of harassment:
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What principles should be kept in mind when interviewing witnesses or reviewing documents (for

example, that harassment need only be one factor or that rules need to be designed inclusively

and include the concept of accommodation)?

Policy principles that may apply:

Property’s procedures that may apply:

Plan and conduct the investigation:

Before interviewing witnesses or reviewing documents, an investigator needs to plan each step

and understand what evidence would show harassment. Rather than asking witnesses if they

think harassment exists, witnesses should be asked specific questions about what they have

observed, are aware of or have personally experienced.

An investigator should keep in mind that for many people reluctant to discuss harassment.

Uninformed witnesses may not be able to identify a failure to accommodate or an unfair job

competition process as discriminatory, but they would be able to say what happened. So,

questions must be specific enough to allow the investigator to understand the facts and analyze

at the end of the investigation whether all the facts uncovered amount to a violation of the

Harassment Policy.

Take detailed notes of the questions asked and answers provided by each witness and give that

witness a copy of the notes relating to his or her interview. Attach notes from all witness

interviews to the investigation template.

Witness #1:

Reason for Interview:

Specific information sought:

Witness #2:

Reason for Interview:

Specific information sought:

Witness #3:

Reason for Interview:
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Specific information sought:

Document 1:

Relevance:

Document 2:

Relevance:

Document 3:

Relevance:

Report conclusions and outcomes:

The investigator’s summary report should set out what evidence was obtained and any further

evidence needed, an analysis of the evidence consistent with human rights principles, and

conclusions and recommendations for action. Do not make comments about character.

Add extra pages if needed.

Summary of key evidence:

Further evidence needed:
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When analyzing the evidence, ask yourself a question and provide an answer based on human

rights principles applied to the evidence you have uncovered

Analysis of evidence based on human rights principles:

What actions are recommended? Should an outside investigator be called in? What internal

policies or procedures need to be changed and how? Would a mediation solve the issues (if so,

what remedies may be appropriate)?

Recommended next steps:

Recommendations should be made to a person with responsibility to act on them – for example,

implementing a policy, changing a process or offering a remedy.

Name of person responsible: Position:

Date recommendations made:

Date for follow up:

Date recommendations acted on:

Actions taken:

This information is being collected for the purposes of administering the OHS management system at Gabriel Industries Inc. in accordance with the OHS

Act, Regulation & Code. The personal information that you provide is subject to the provisions of the Alberta PIPPA legislation and disclosure of this

information can be directed to Gabriel Industries Inc. President.
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This information is being collected for the purposes of administering the OHS program at Gabriel Industries Inc. in accordance with the
OHS Act, Regulation & Code. The personal information that you provide is subject to the provisions of the Privacy Act. The personal
information that you provide is subject to the provisions of the Personal Information Protection Act. Questions about the collection and
disclosure of this information can be directed to the President who is responsible for this, and contact information:  phone number and
address]

Worker Information

Name: Phone::

E-mail address: Supervisor:

Harassment Complaint

I believe I was harassed against because of my:

□ Age □ Disability □ Gender □ Medical

Condition

□ Na onal Origin □ Pregnancy □ Race □ Religion

□ Sexual

Orientation

□ Other

Persons(s) you believe harassed you or discriminated against you

Name: Position:

Please explain the incident or conduct that is the basis of this complaint and include

when and were it took place.  Attach additional pages, as necessary
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HARASSMENT POLICY

The management of Gabriel Industries Inc. is committed to providing a work environment in which all

workers are treated with respect and dignity.  Harassment will not be tolerated from any person at or

outside of the work site including:  other employers and workers, customers and members of the public.

Gabriel Industries Inc. is committed to eliminating or, if that is not reasonably practicable, controlling the

hazard of harassment.  Everyone is obligated to uphold this policy and to work together to prevent

workplace harassment.

Workplace harassment means any single incident or repeated incidents of objectionable to unwelcome

conduct, comment bullying or action by a person that the person knows, or ought reasonably to know,

will or would cause offence or humiliation to a worker, or adversely affects the worker’s health and

safety.  It includes conduct, comment, bullying or action because of race, religious beliefs, colour, physical

disability, mental disability, age, ancestry, place of origin, martial status, course of income, family status,

gender, gender identity, gender expression and sexual orientation, and a sexual solicitation or advance.

Reasonable action taken by management relating to the management and direction of workers or a

worksite is not workplace harassment.

In support of this policy, we have put in place workplace harassment prevention procedures, It includes

measures and procedures to protect workers from the hazard of harassment and a process for workers to

report incidents, or raise concerns.

Management. will ensure this policy and the supporting procedures are implemented and maintained.  All

workers and management will receive relevant information and instruction on the contents of the policy

and procedures. Management will investigate any incidents of harassment.

Management will adhere to this policy and the supporting procedures. Management are responsible for

ensuring that measures and procedures are followed by workers and that workers have the information

they need to protect themselves.

Every worker must work in compliance with this policy and the supporting procedures.  All workers are

required to raise any concerns about harassment and to report any incidents to the appropriate person.

Gabriel Industries Inc. pledges to respect the privacy of all concerned as much as possible. Gabriel

Industries Inc. will not disclose the circumstances related to an incident of harassment or the names of all

parties involved (including the complainant, the person alleged to have committed the harassment and

any witnesses) except where necessary to investigate the incident, to take corrective action, to inform the

parties involved in the incident of the results of the investigation and corrective action taken, or as

required by law.

No workers can be penalized, reprimanded or in any way criticized when acting in good faith while

following this policy and the supporting procedures for addressing situations involving harassment.  This

harassment prevention policy does not discourage a worker from exercising the worker’s right under any

other law including the Alberta Human Rights Act.

President – Robert McKercher
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HARASSMENT PROCEDURES

DEFINITIONS

Bullying means a conscious, willful, deliberate, repeated or hostile activity that may be marked

by an imbalance of power, intent to harm and/or threat of aggression.  It can be verbal such as

name calling, put-downs, threats, homophobic tendencies (prejudiced behavior against a

person’s actual or perceived sexual orientation), transphobic tendencies (prejudiced behavior

against a person’s actual or perceived gender identity or gender expression), social (exclusion,

gossip, ganging up), physical (hitting, damaging property), or cyberbullying (the use of

technology to support deliberate, hostile and hurtful behavior towards an individual or groups

of individuals).  It can occur within a peer group or between groups.

Bullying may include, but is not limited to the following:

a. Verbal bullying – name calling, sarcasm, teasing, spreading rumors, threatening, making

references to one’s culture, ethnicity, race, religion, gender or sexual orientation,

unwanted comments.

b. Social bullying – mobbing, scapegoating, excluding others from a group, humiliating

others, gestures or graffiti intended to put others down.

c. Physical bullying – hitting, poking, pinching, chasing, shoving, coercing, or destroying.

d. Cyber bullying – using technology to intimidate, put down or spread rumors about

someone.

Evidence means a record that shows proof of an activity.  Recorded information, in any form,

including data in computer systems, created or received or maintained by an organization or

person in the transaction of business of the conduct of affairs and kept as a record of such

activity.  A record includes both business (substantive) and transitory records.

Harassment means any single incident or repeated incidents of objectionable or unwelcome

conduct, comment, bullying or action by a person that the person knows or ought reasonably to

know will or would cause offence or humiliation to a worker, or adversely affects the worker’s

health and safety, and includes

• Conduct, comment, bullying or action because of race, religious beliefs, color, physical

disability, mental disability, age, ancestry, place of origin, marital status, source of

income, family status, gender, gender identity, gender expression and sexual

orientation, and

• A sexual solicitation or advance,

But excludes any reasonable conduct of a manager or supervisor in respect of the management

of workers or a worksite.

RIGHT OF ASSISTANCE

Any worker who believes that he/she has been subjected to harassment or bullying has the right

to seek assistance in communicating their objections, and if warranted, in pursuing their

compliant more formally.  This is particularly important in cases where the alleged offender is in

a position of authority or where there are communication barriers.
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REPORTING

Steps Prior to Reporting

a. Tell the harasser that his/her behavior is unwelcome and ask him/her to stop.

b. Keep a record of incidents.  You do not have to have a record of events in order to make

a complaint, but a record can strengthen your case and help you remember details over

time.  The record should at a minimum include the following:

i. What happened?

ii. What did you experience or encounter?

iii. Who was involved (respondent, possible witnesses)?

iv. When did the incident occur (date, times)?

v. What was your response?

vi. Where did it occur (locations)?

vii. Provide any additional information that might be considered relevant.

Formal Reporting

a. Make a complaint.  If after asking the harasser to stop their behavior, the harassment or

bullying continues report the problem to management.

b. If management neglects to follow up on a complaint of harassment, that person may

also be held liable under the Alberta Human Rights Act for failing to take prompt and

appropriate action.

c. You also have the right to contact the Alberta Human Rights Commission to make a

complaint of sexual harassment and bullying and you can report to the police any

incident of assault that has occurred. (A complaint must be made to the Alberta Human

Rights Commission within one year after the alleged incident of discrimination.  The one-

year period starts the day after the date on which the incident occurred).

INVESTIGATION PROCESS

Dealing with a complaint

a. Once a complaint is received, it will be kept strictly confidential.

b. An investigation will be undertaken immediately and all necessary steps taken to resolve

the problem.

c. If appropriate, action taken may include conciliation.

Timing

a. The investigation will be undertaken promptly and diligently and be as thorough as

necessary.  An expectation of the timelines will be conveyed to the complainant.

However, there is a multitude of variables which may impeded the ability to act quickly

and complete an investigation in a timely way.

b. The following is a list of possible circumstances which may arise in the course of an

investigation, all of which may result in a delay and where such a delay may be

justifiable:

i. One of the parties commences a medical leave of absence – this does not

necessarily mean that the investigation cannot proceed; it means the

investigation will proceed with care and caution.

ii. One of the parties wishes to retain counsel – this often takes some time, and if

the party wishes their counsel to attend their interview and the panel is

prepared to allow this, there is often a delay associated with scheduling a

meeting between all attending parties.
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c. Timing issues, such as coordinating interviews around vacation schedules or other

reasons, relevant witnesses may not be in the office.

d. Identification of a counter complaint or new respondents.

Investigation

a. The investigators of harassment or bullying incident is dependent upon the

circumstances and may be internal or external.

b. Internal Investigation

i. Manager;

ii. Health and Safety Representative; and

iii. An impartial Gabriel Industries Inc. worker.

c. There are certain circumstances where a third-party external investigator may be

retained, examples of these circumstances are:

i. Possibility of bias or perception of bias.

ii. Internal investigation panel is not sufficiently experienced.

iii. Internal investigation panel is unable to give investigation timely or full

attention.

iv. The allegations are very serious.

v. There are multiple complainants or respondents.

vi. The parties are represented by counsel.

vii. The allegations involved delicate or difficult subject matter.

viii. The complaint arises against Gabriel Industries Inc. management.

ix. There is high likelihood of legal challenge.

d. Procedures

i. Notification of the investigation will be made to the complainant, respondent

and witnesses (if applicable) within five (5) business days of receipt of the

formal complaint.

ii. The investigation will be fair and impartial, providing equal treatment for both

the complainant and respondent in evaluating the allegations.

iii. The investigation will be sensitive to the interests of all parties and will maintain

confidentiality.

iv. The investigation will be focused on finding facts and evidence, which includes

interviewing the complainant, respondent and any individuals who may be able

to provide relevant information.  It will also incorporate, where necessary, any

need or request from the complainant or respondent for assistance during the

investigation process.

e. Interim Measures

In some cases, measures may be put into place to separate parties during an

investigation.  In all cases such measures will be in accordance with the relevant

agreement documenting the relationship between the two parties.
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REMEDIAL ACTION

a. In determining what remedial action is required, the panel will carefully assess the

findings and take a contextual approach.  The panel will consider all relevant factors

including:

i. Whether personal safety concerns are at issue.

ii. Whether the conduct was an unplanned incident or a premeditated act.

iii. Whether the incident was a single episode or a serious of incidents.

iv. Whether there was provocation.

v. The respondent’s disciplinary history.

vi. The respondent’s position and length of service.

vii. If the conduct was proven, was there an apology or an indication of remorse or

acceptance of responsibility.

viii. Whether the respondent’s conduct/actions give rise to the need for

accommodation (psychological counseling, anger management) or can it be

appropriately addressed through training.

ix. Whether the complainant can be appropriately remediated and protected

through accommodation measures (reassignment of the respondent).

x. Whether a severance package or other damages should be provided to the

complainant.

b. Remedial Action may include any or all of these:

i. Verbal or written apologies

ii. A referral to counseling

iii. Sensitivity training

iv. Discipline (in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. disciplinary policy)

v. Referral to police or other legal authorities

c. Approved remedial action will be conveyed to the complainant and respondent by the

President in writing within three (3) business days of the decision being made.

d. The implementation of the remedial action will be undertaken in a timely manner.

Gabriel Industries Inc.  does not want to expose the complainant to unnecessary delay in

the resolution of the process which could exacerbate stress or mental anguish.

RECOFD KEEPING

a. Documentation created throughout the investigation will be confidentially maintained

by the President or delegate in accordance to Gabriel Industries record management

system.  If the investigation reveals evidence to support the complaint of harassment or

bullying, the results or conclusion of the incident being investigated will be documented

in the respondent’s personnel file.  No documentation will be placed on the

complainant’s file when the complaint has been made in good faith, whether the

complaint has been upheld or not.

b. If the investigation fails to find evidence to support the complaint, there will be

documentation concerning the complaint place in the file of the respondent, however a

record will still be created and maintained confidentially by the President or delegate.
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APPEAL OF DECISION PROCESS

a. If either the complainant or respondent feel the situation has not been adequately

addressed, he/she may within thirty (30) business days of notice of the decision, write a

letter to the President of Gabriel Industries Inc., requesting an appeal.

b. The President will review the investigation process and remedial action and render a

decision, in writing back to the complainant and/or respondent and cc’ed to

management.

c. The President’s decision will be final and binding.

RECRIMINATIONS

a. It is the responsibility of all persons involved in the processing of a complaint to ensure

that the complainant is neither penalized nor subjected to any prejudicial treatment as a

result of making the complaint.  This includes dismissal, demotion, unwanted transfer,

denial of opportunities with Gabriel Industries Inc. or harassment of an individual as a

result of their having made a complaint or having provided evidence regarding the

complaint.

b. No action will be taken against a worker for making a complaint unless the complaint is

made maliciously or without reasonable and probable grounds.

CONFIDENTIALITY

a. Strict confidentiality is to be adhered to by all parties involved.

b. It is the responsibility of any individual who becomes aware of an incident of

harassment and bullying to not disclose details of the incident to any third party unless

it is for the purpose of reporting.

c. All collection, use and disclosure of personal information will be carried out in

accordance with applicable privacy legislation.

WORKER SUPPORT

Psychological support for affected individuals (complainant, respondent, and witnesses) will be

available through appropriate interventions.

ALBERTA HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION/ ALBERTA OHS/LAW ENFORCEMENT OR RCMP

Nothing in this procedure precludes an individual from submitting a complaint directly to the

Alberta Human Rights Commission, Alberta Occupational Health and Safety or an appropriate

law enforcement agency.

TRAINING

Training of all Gabriel Industries Inc. will include:

a. The recognition of harassment.

b. The policy, procedures and workplace arrangements that have been developed and

implemented to eliminate or control the hazard of harassment.

c. The appropriate response to harassment including procedures for obtaining assistance,

and

d. The procedures for reporting, investigation and documenting incidents of harassment.
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REVIEW OF PLAN AND PROCEDURES

Management and the health and safety representative will review the plan and procedures:

• When an incident of harassment occurs;

• If the health and safety representative recommend a review of the plan; or

• Annually

HARASSMENT INVESTIGATION CHECKLIST AND PROCESS

NOTE:  This is intended to be guide only and you are encouraged to consult with an employment

law attorney or human resource professional

1. When a complain of harassment is received:

o First ensure complainant and any other alleged victims are safe and free from

further harassment during course of investigation (until permanent resolution is

decided).

o If alleged harasser is a Property worker, remove alleged harasser from same

working vicinity as complainant (if appropriate) for duration of investigation

(assign to another location or suspend pending outcome of investigation, as

appropriate)

o Determine who should be involved in investigation (names of complainant(s),

alleged harasser(s), witnesses, etc.).  Limit discussion of incident to these

individuals.

Consider the order in which the investigation will be conducted:

o Complainant(s)

o Alleged harasser

o Co-workers and other witnesses

o Second interview of the complainant to discuss any factual questions as a result

of the investigation

o Second interview with the alleged harasser to discuss any factual questions as a

result of the investigation

2. Begin Interview Process

o Interview each witness separately in an office or room where the discussion will

not be overhead by other witnesses, the alleged harasser, or any other

unauthorized persons.

o Two managers should participate in the interview process if possible.  At least

one of the investigating managers should be familiar with sexual harassment

law (if applicable to the incident) and the Property’s harassment policies and

procedures.  One manager should be designated as the interviewer and the

other should act primarily as a witness and take notes of the discussion.

o Before beginning the interview, explain the purpose of the interview by

referring generally to recent complaints about the relationship between the

complainant and the alleged harasser.  Do not necessarily discuss the issue of

sexual harassment so that you do not taint the witness’s recollection of the

events, if the harassment is sexual in nature.
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o Emphasize that the Property takes these charges very seriously and that the

Property is investigating these charges by interviewing all potential witnesses in

compliance with the property’s policy.

o Explain that upon completion of the investigation, the Property will attempt to

determine what occurred, and will take appropriate action based on it

determination.

o Both the alleged victim and the alleged harasser should be advised that each

will be apprised of the results of the investigation and any action taken at the

conclusion.

o Instruct any witnesses interviewed not to discuss the matters covered during

the interview with any co-workers or the alleged harasser.

o Explain to the witness that confidentiality is necessary to protect the integrity of

the investigation and to ensure that the Property receives trustworthy

information in an atmosphere free from coercion.  To the best of the

interviewers’ ability, the interviewers will maintain each person’s confidentiality

throughout the investigation.

o Explain to all witnesses that retaliation will not be tolerated by anyone.  If

someone attempts to retaliate against them for participating in this

investigation, advise the witness to contact interviewer(s) to report such

conduct.

3. Documenting the Interviews:

o Ask open ended, non-judgmental questions.  Avoid asking leading questions or

those with a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer.

o Use investigation interview forms where appropriate.

o Avoid the appearance of impropriety or favoritism in conducting interviews.

o Observe and record all physical and verbal reactions of the witnesses during the

interviews.

o DO NOT record conclusions or opinions regarding credibility about witnesses.

o Upon completion of each interview, ask the interviewees to prepare their own

written statement documenting in their own words what occurred (or what

they witnesses, heard, etc.).  Attempt to get a written and signed statement

from each person interviewed.  If a witness is unwilling to provide a written

statement, ask them to read the interviewers’ notes and sign at the bottom,

acknowledging that this is an accurate record of what they communicated to

the interviewers.

4. After the interviews are completed, the manager should:

o Discuss investigation results and proposed action with the investigation team

and/or Human Resources.  This discussion should be limited to those with a

need to know the results of the investigation.

o Consider credibility determinations, if applicable.  Factors include:

i. Memory

ii. Perception

iii. Truthfulness
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iv. Corroboration or lack thereof

v. Bias of witnesses

vi. Consistency of accounts

vii. Prior misconduct or lack thereof, and implications of such conduct

viii. Plausibility of accounts

o Review any relevant documentary evidence (records, video tapes, timecards,

etc.)

o Consider appropriate remedial action:

i. Document investigation in personnel file

ii. Verbal warning

iii. Written warning

iv. Suspension

v. Demotion

o Factors in determining appropriate remedial action to take include:

i. Credibility of alleged harasser, complainants and witnesses

ii. Prior conduct, if any (positive or negative)

iii. Prior discipline of alleged harasser

iv. Level of harassment, including type and frequency of conduct

v. Alleged harasser’s knowledge of Property’s rules of conduct

vi. Prior disciplinary ‘precedent’ for identical, similar or analogous

misconduct

vii. Public and worker relation issues

5. Communication of Finding and Finalization of Investigation

o Communicate findings, determination and action to be taken to the alleged

harasser, reminding him/her not to discuss situation with others and policy

against retaliation.

o Communicate findings, determination and actions taken to the complainant

reminding complainant not to discuss situation and to report any issues of

retaliation.

o Finalize documentation of investigation and place in confidential harassment

investigation file.

o Determine if Property harassment policy was properly communicated, workers

were aware of policy and how to report, and any other related issues.  Take

action to correct any deficiencies.
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Incident Information

General

Incident Date: Time of Incident:                             am/pm(please circle)

Date incident reported: Time of Report:                             am/pm(please circle)

Type of Incident (check applicable boxes):

□Vicious Dog □ Verbal Abuse □Physical Aggression □Physical Assault

□Verbal threats of

violence

□The □Armed Robbery □Bomb threat

□Hostage □Ac ve shooter □Threatening email □Other (explain)

Location of Incident (choose one of the following)

Complainant Information

Name:

Position:

Alleged Offender Information

Name (if known):

□Co-worker □Public □Other

Witness(s) and/or those providing assistance

Name: Contact Information (i.e. phone number):

Name: Contact Information (i.e. phone number):

Name: Contact Information (i.e. phone number):

Name: Contact Information (i.e. phone number):

Incident Details

First aid given: □ No  □Yes if yes, was first aid form completed □ No   □Yes

Was medical attention required: □ No  □Yes if yes, were WCB forms completed  □ No   □Yes

Description (explain in detail – what happened, what your job task was (reason for being there), what exactly

was said, what led up to the incident, what action was taken at the time, draw diagram if applicable)

The purpose of this form is to document your claim to assist in a thorough investigation of the complaint.

Signature of person reporting incident Date
This information is being collected for the purposes of administering the OHS management system at Gabriel Industries Inc. in accordance with the OHS

Act, Regulation & Code. The personal information that you provide is subject to the provisions of the Alberta PIPPA legislation and disclosure of this

information can be directed to Gabriel Industries Inc. President.
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Investigation Information

Investigators Notes

Date of Investigation:

Worker advised of available counseling □Yes       □No

Picture(s) taken □Yes       □No  If yes, are they a ached to incident report   □Yes       □No

Diagram drawn of area □Yes       □No  If yes, are they a ached to incident report   □Yes □No

Interviews conducted (if applicable) □Yes       □No  If yes, are they a ached to incident report   □Yes       □No

Additional comments:

Cause Analysis

Instructions to Investigator: Use this cause analysis section to determine the unsafe act(s), unsafe condition(s), and/or contributing factor(s)

which resulted in the incident.

Unsafe Act

□Lack of experience in resolving difficult

situations

□Applying disciplinary measures □Exercising a ‘right’; under legislation

□Assis ng people in distress □Failure to get help with task □Lack of training

□Improper posi oning of employee □Improper posi oning/parking of

equipment/vehicle

□ Other(specify)

Unsafe Condition

□Inadequate lighting □Being in a situa on which is likely to lead to violent act against oneself or others such as

access to firearms

□Inadequate emergency escape route □ Other(specify)

Contributing Factor

□Working in isolated or low traffic areas □Gender (woman vs. man in situation) □Affected by the stress of overwork

□Recruitment, selec on and integra on of

employee

□Carrying out inspec on or enforcement

duties

□Wearing a uniform which is perceived

very negatively by the attacker

□Being in the contact with the public □Unknown history of violence □Performance or salary appraisals

□Differences of personality □Tax return season □Tax recovery

□Overdue u lity bill cut off dates □Handling valuable items and money □Working alone

□Late hours of the night of early hours of the morning □Other(specify)

Corrective Action

Instructions: Check the applicable corrective action list below to determine what changes need to be made to prevent the incident from

recurring.

□ Change Communication Strategy □ Change Instruc ons □ Change/Create Policy or Procedure

□Change Work Scheduling □ Enforce Exis ng Policy or Procedure □ Improve Training

□ Change/Update/Create Safety Program □ Retrain procedure/practice/program □ Raise Awareness on Issue

□ Redesign Job Task □ Redesign Work Area □Redesign Work Process

□ Other (specify)

Recommended Corrective

Action

By Whom (specify

person(s))

Target Date of

Completion

Date Corrective Action

Completed

Name of Investigator: Signature of Investigator:

Incident form reviewed by:

Name of Manager Signature of Manager

Date
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WORKPLACE VIOLENCE POLICY

Gabriel Industries Inc. respects the rights and interests of all workers and is committed to

providing a working environment free of violent behavior.  Gabriel Industries is committed to a

working environment which supports mutual respect, dignity and the ability of workers,

contractors, visitors and whomever we do business with or are associated with, to work

together collaboratively and productively.

Gabriel Industries Inc. as the employer is committed to eliminating or, if that is not reasonably

practicable, controlling the hazard of violence.  All worksite parties involved with Gabriel

Industries Inc. is obligated to uphold this policy and to work together to prevent workplace

violence.

In support of this policy, we have put in place workplace violence prevention procedures to

protect workers from workplace violence, a means of summoning immediate assistance and a

process for workers to report incidents or raise concerns.

Gabriel Industries Inc. will receive relevant information and instruction on the contents of the

policy and procedures.

Management will adhere to this policy and the supporting procedures.  Management is

responsible for ensuring that measures and procedures are followed by workers and that

workers have the information needed to protect themselves.

Every worker must work in compliance with this policy and the supporting procedures.  All

workers are required to raise any concerns about workplace violence and to report any violent

situations or threats.

Gabriel Industries will investigate and take appropriate corrective actions to address all incidents

and complaints of workplace violence in a fair and timely manner.

Gabriel Industries pledges to respect the privacy of all concerned as much as possible. It will not

disclose the circumstances related to an incident of violence or the names of the complainant,

the person alleged to have committed the violence, and any witnesses, except: where necessary

to investigate the incident or to take corrective action, or to inform the parties involved in the

incident of the results of the investigation and any corrective action to be taken to address the

incident; where necessary to inform workers of a specific or general threat of violence or

potential violence, or as required by law. Gabriel Industries will maintain confidentiality of

personal information of those involved, where appropriate.

No workers will be penalized, reprimanded or in any way criticized when acting in good faith

while following this policy and the supporting procedures for addressing situations involving

workplace violence.  This violence prevention policy is not intended to discourage a worker from

exercising the worker’s right under any other law.

President – Robert McKercher
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WORKPLACE VIOLENCE PREVENTION PLAN

HAZARDS

Workplace violence is a considered a hazard. Identified hazards related to specific, general or

potential violent situations are located on the formal hazard assessments.

HAZARD ELIMINATION AND CONTROL METHODS

To manage the issue of workplace violence, Gabriel Industries Inc. will determine the nature and

extent of the problem.  To accomplish this, a number of factors need to be considered which

include the workers, the sources of abuse, work processes and the physical environment. Within

each of these factors, a number of variables which, when analyzed, will identify:

• Any components within the environment that may enhance opportunities for abuse,

• Those individuals at highest risk, and

• The need for controls.

If an existing or potential workplace violent hazard to workers is identified during a hazard

assessment, management and the health and safety representative must take measures to

control the hazards using the following control hierarchy:

1. Eliminate the hazards.

2. If elimination is not reasonably practicable, if reasonably practical, must eliminate or

control a hazard through the use of engineering controls.

3. If a hazard cannot be controlled using engineering controls, administrative controls must

be used to control the hazard to a level as low as reasonably achievable.

4. If a hazard cannot be controlled using engineering controls or administrative controls,

appropriate personal protective equipment must be used by the workers affected by the

hazards.

5. If the hazard cannot be eliminated or controlled by an engineering, administrative or

personal protective equipment control, a combination of engineering controls,

administrative controls and personal protective equipment must be used to ensure there

is a greater level of worker safety due to the combination used.

OBTAINING IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE

As workplace violent incidents are contextual in nature, a worker may obtain immediate

assistance by but not limited to:

• Calling 911 (ambulance or police)

• Calling management

• Calling a family member

REPORTING

Steps prior to formal reporting

a. Worker is required to make his/her feeling known to the alleged offender, directly or

with the assistance of a third party.  It is imperative that the alleged offender

immediately be made aware that the behavior or conduct is offensive to the victim and

be given the opportunity to cease such behavior.

b. Worker is required to carefully record details of the incident including the date and

time, nature of the behavior and the names of any persons who may have witnessed the

behavior.  This documentation is the worker’s personal record and property.  Note:

Electronically created documentation created on any Gabriel Industries Inc. owned

technology is Gabriel Industries property.
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Formal reporting

a. After rendering assistance during or immediately after an incident, filing a violence

incident report is the first step of the reporting process. This requires a worker to

document concerns, attaching the written record to a record any previous incidents.

Management is to receive the written complaint.

INVESTIGATORS

The investigators of a workplace violent incident are dependent upon the circumstances and

may be internal or external.

a. Internal Investigation

i. Manager; and

ii. Health and Safety Representative.

b. There are certain circumstances where a third-party external investigator may be

retained, examples of these circumstances are:

i. Possibility of bias or perception of bias.

ii. Internal investigation panel is not sufficiently experienced.

iii. Internal investigation panel is unable to give investigation timely or full

attention.

iv. The allegations are very serious.

v. There are multiple complainants or respondents.

vi. The parties are represented by counsel.

vii. The allegations involved delicate or difficult subject matter.

viii. The complaint arises against Gabriel Industries Inc. management.

ix. There is high likelihood of legal challenge.

INVESTIGATION

a. Investigations may proceed through one of several different mechanisms, depending

upon contextual factors, such as the subject matter of the complaint and the parties

involved in the complaint.  When investigating allegations of violence, the following

needs to be considered:

i. Incidents must be investigated promptly (within approximately two depending

on the circumstances).

ii. Written complaints are more reliable then verbal complaints.  Whenever

possible, a complainant is encouraged to sign and date their complaint.

iii. All parties involved must maintain confidentiality.

iv. Gathering physical evidence.

v. Gathering historical evidence.

vi. Interview only those persons absolutely necessary to maintain confidentiality.

The complainant and the accused may be interviewed (location and timing of

interview will be dependent upon situation).

vii. Instructing those with knowledge of the incident to not discuss details with

others; and

viii. Consider the safety of the complainant throughout the investigation.

INTERM MEASURES

In some cases, measures may be put into place to separate parties during an investigation.  In all

cases such measures will be in accordance with the relevant agreement documenting the

relationship between the person and Gabriel Industries Inc.
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MANAGEMENT OF THE OFFENDER

a. The incident of workplace violence will be addressed in an objective and consistent

manner.  With substantial complaints, the following factors will be considered when

determining corrective action:

i. Impact of the abuse on the worker

ii. Nature of the violence

iii. Degree of aggressiveness and physical contact in the abuse

iv. Period of time over which the abuse took place

v. Frequency of the abuse and

vi. Vulnerability of the complainant

b. Management of offender may include any or all of these:

i. Apology

ii. Training

iii. Referral to counselling

iv. Reassignment

v. Limiting access to certain areas of Gabriel Industries Inc.

vi. Report to professional body

vii. Discipline as per Gabriel Industries Inc. policy

viii. Filing charges pursuant to federal or provincial legislation such as Criminal Code

of Canada or Alberta Trespass Act

c. Consideration will be given to specific circumstances and the role of the offender within,

and to Gabriel Industries Inc.

COMMUNICATION OF INVESTIGATION FINDING

Investigators will communicate to the alleged offender and complainant (victim) of the results of

the investigation and the corrective action.  Depending on the nature of the complaint,

communication of the results may be in the presents of both parties involved or separately.

INVESTIGATION RECORDS

The interviewer notes, along with the completed investigation form, are to be maintained by

management.

RECRIMINATIONS

a. It is the responsibility of all persons involved in the processing of a complaint to ensure

that the complainant is neither penalized nor subjected to any prejudicial treatment as a

result of making the complaint.  No correspondence pertaining to a complaint other

than that which is the complainant’s personal property will be placed on the

complainant’s file.

b. No action will be taken against any worker for making a complainant, unless the

complainant is made maliciously or without reasonable and probable grounds.

CONFIDENTIALITY

a. Strict confidentiality is to be adhered to by all parties involved.  It is the responsibility of

any person who becomes aware of an incident of violence to not disclose details of the

incident to any third party unless it is for the purpose of reporting.

b. All collection, use and disclosure of personal information will be carried out in

accordance with Alberta PIPPA legislation.
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WORKER SUPPORT

Following an incident, any or all of the following may be provided:

a. Physical support to the worker(s) such as immediate medical care.

b. Environmental support may include removing either the worker(s) or the offender(s)

from the environment, or adjusting the environment in order to reduce the potential for

continued abuse.

c. Psychological support for affected persons (affected worker, other workers, and

offender, if appropriate) through appropriate intervention such as counselling,

debriefing programs or removal from the work environment.

d. Social support from co-workers, peers and management.

e. Assistance to the worker with appropriate services such as Worker’s Compensation

Board.

f. Information about rights that exist under legislation, and other legal options and

support in accessing these options.

APPEAL OF DECISION PROCESS

a. If either the complainant or alleged offender feel the situation has not been adequately

addressed, he/she may within thirty (30) business days of notice of the decision, write a

letter to Gabriel Industries Inc. President requesting an appeal.

b. The President will review the investigation process and remedial action and render a

decision, in writing back to the complainant and/or alleged offender.

c. The President’s decision will be final and binding.

RIGHT TO ASSISTANCE

a. Any worker who believes that he/she has been subjected to violence has the right to

seek assistance in communicating their objections, and if warranted, in pursing their

complaint more formally.  This is particularly important in cases where the alleged

offender is in a position of authority or where there are communication barriers.

b. As a minimum, assistance may be provided by a co-worker or a professional association

representative.

COMPLAINT RESOLUTION ALTERNATIVES

Any worker has the right to pursue a course of action through alternate forums.  This may

include exercising their rights under any applicable laws of Alberta or Canada.

TRAINING

Training of all Gabriel Industries Inc. will include:

a. The recognition of violence.

b. The policy, procedures and workplace arrangements that have been developed and

implemented to eliminate or control the hazard of violence.

c. The appropriate response to violence including procedures for obtaining assistance, and

d. The procedures for reporting, investigation and documenting incidents of violence.

REVIEW OF PLAN AND PROCEDURES

Management and the health and safety representative will review the plan and procedures:

• When an incident of violence occurs;

• If the health and safety representative recommend a review of the plan; or

• Annually
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANS FOR WORKPLACE VIOLENCE

DEFINITIONS

Abuser is a person who perpetrates a pattern of coercive tactics which can include physical,

psychological, sexual, economic, and emotional abuse against an adult intimate partner, with the

goal of establishing and maintaining power and control over the victim.

Active shooter is an individual actively engaged in killing or attempting to kill people in a confined

and populated area; in most cases, active shooters use firearm(s) and there is no pattern or

method to their selection of victims.

Bomb threat is generally defined as threat, usually verbal or written, to detonate an explosive or

incendiary device to cause property damage, death or injuries, whether or not such a device

actually exists.

Domestic violence is a pattern of coercive tactics, which can include physical, psychological,

sexual, economic and emotional abuse, perpetrated by one person against an adult intimate

partner, with the goal of establishing and maintaining power and control over the victim.

Hostage is a person held in exchange for certain behavior (taken from Pocket Dictionary of Canadian Law 4th

Edition).

Hostage situation is anyone takes a person hostage who confines, imprisons, forcibly seizes or

detains that person, and in any manner utters conveys or causes any person to receive a threat

that the death of, or bodily harm to, the hostage will be caused or that the confinement,

imprisonment or detention of the hostage will be continued with intent to induce any persons,

other than the hostage, or groups of persons or any state or international or intergovernmental

organization to commit or cause to be committed any act or omission as a condition whether

expressed or implied, of the release of the hostage. [taken from Pocket Dictionary of Canadian Law

4th Edition].

Intimate partner includes persons legally married to one another, persons formerly married to one

another, persons who have a child in common, regardless of whether such persons are married or

have lived together at any time, couples who are in an intimate relationship, including but not

limited to, couples who live together or have lived together, or persons who are dating or who

have dated in the past, including same sex couples.

Robbery is stealing; and for the purpose of extorting whatever is stolen or to prevent or overcome

resistance to the stealing, using violence or threats of violence to a person or property. [taken from

Pocket Dictionary of Canadian Law 4th Edition].

Security is a thing which makes the enforcement or enjoyment of a right more certain or secure

[taken from the Pocket Dictionary of Canadian Law 4th edition].

Terrorism is politically motivated, pre-planned violence, usually caused by an individual or group

trying to influence an audience.  The attacks typically are designed to disrupt security and

communication systems, destroy property or kill or injure as person(s) as possible.

Victim is the person against whom an abuser directs coercive and/or violent acts.

Violence, whether at a work site or work related, means the threatened, attempted or actual

conduct of a person that causes or is likely to cause physical or psychological injury.
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TYPES OF VIOLENCE

1. Stranger violence

When the individual is not known to the worker and/or Gabriel Industries Inc.

2. Worker to worker violence

When the incident involves two Gabriel Industries Inc. workers or another party worker

and a Gabriel Industries worker.

3. Client to customer violence

When the individual is known to the worker and/or Gabriel Industries Inc.

4. Domestic violence

Domestic violence is a pattern of coercive tactics, which can include physical,

psychological, sexual, economic and emotional abuse, perpetrated by one person against

an adult intimate partner, with the goal of establishing and maintaining power and control

over the victim.

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Provide approval to violence response plans;

Prevention

• Adherence to the violence policy and procedures.

• A copy of this program, either paper or downloaded electronic is readily available for

reference by workers at the worksite affected by the program;

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun;

• Promoting a work environment that promotes respect and dignity;

• To provide resources for workplace violence program

• Taking every precaution reasonable in the circumstance for the protection of a worker;

• Must develop a directive and procedures respecting potential workplace violence;

• Must ensure that workers are trained on workplace prevention and response;

• Leading the proactive process of ongoing assessment of the risks of workplace violence

that may arise from the nature of the workplace, the type of work or the conditions of

work at Gabriel Industries Inc.

• Monitoring with the assistance of the health and safety representative, the

implementation of risk mitigation plans;

• Develop procedures/processes that promote safety and security and broadly

communicating these procedures/processes to workers, with the assistance of the

health and safety representative;

• Ensure a copy of the report is readily available for inspection by an Alberta Occupational

Health and Safety Officer;

• Arrange for external investigators, if required; and

• Arrange for workplace violence training.

Response

• Reporting incidents of violence;

• Will:

o Carry out an investigation into the circumstances surrounding the serious injury or

incident,
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o Prepare a report outlining the circumstances of the serious injury and the corrective

action, if any, undertaken to prevent a recurrence of the serious injury or incident, and

o Ensure a copy of the report of the report is readily available for inspection for an

Occupational Health and Safety Officer;

• Implementing actions and measures to address and prevent further or escalating

incidents of workplace violence;

• Liaising with law enforcement agencies and participating in legal processes as and if

required; and

• Advise an worker to consult a health professional of the worker’s choice for treatment or

referral if the worker:

o Reports an injury or adverse symptom resulting from workplace violence, or

o Is exposed to workplace violence.

WORKERS

• Treating co-workers, clients and the public with respect and dignity;

• Participating in the development and implementation of control measures;

• Will not disturb the scene of a serious injury or incident except insofar as is necessary in:

o Attending to persons injured or killed,

o Preventing further injuries, and

o Protecting property that is endangered as a result of the incident;

• Reducing incidents of violence by practicing principles of prevention

• Reporting incidents of violence;

• Maintain confidentiality when appropriate while investigations of violence are in process;

• Has the right to participate in post abuse debriefing sessions;

• Provide moral support to co-workers who are victims of abuse;

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training

QUALITY CONTROL

Where a deficiency(s) are noted on the incident report, the document will be forwarded back to

the person to whom is responsible for the deficiency for completeness; once complete, the report

will be forwarded back to management.

RECORD RETENTION

A completed incident investigation report must be kept for a period of two years after a serious

incident injury or incident.  or as required by other legislation. The report will be held in

accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. record management system.

EVIDENCE IN COURT

A report prepared under Section 40 of the Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Act is not

admissible as evidence for any purpose in a trail arising out of the serious injury or incident, an

investigation or public inquiry under the Fatality Inquiries Act or any other action as defined in

the Alberta Evidence Act except in a prosecution for perjury or for the giving of contradictory

evidence.
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ROBBERY

Emergency Procedures

DO:

• OBEY THE ROBBER’S ORDERS

o Robbers seldom hurt people who cooperate with them.

o Let the robber know that you intend to obey.

o If you are not sure of what the robber is telling you to do, ask.

• TELL THE ROBBER ABOUT ANY POSSIBLE SURPRISES

o If you must reach for something or move in any way, tell the robber what to expect.

o If someone is in the back room or is expected, tell the robber.

• KEEP IT SHORT AND SMOOTH

o The longer the robbery takes, the more nervous the robber becomes.

o Handle the entire procedure as if you are making a transaction.

o The average robbery takes less than two minutes.

• STAY CALM

o Keep calm and observe what the robber looks like and what is he/she is wearing.  Remember exactly

what he/she says.

o Try to note the robber’s exact height.

• CALL THE POLICE

o Always keep emergency numbers near the phone.

o Call the police (9-1-1 or 9-9-1-1 in Centre) and don’t hang up until they tell you to do so.

o Protect the crime scene. Discontinue business until the police are finished.  Don’t touch any

evidence.

DON’T

• DON’T ARGUE WITH THE ROBBER

o Give him/her all the cash he/she wants

o Once the robber has started, it is too late for the robber to change his/her mind.

• DON’T FIGHT THE ROBBER

o The money isn’t worth risking harm to you.

o Trying to attack an armed robber is foolhardy, not heroic.

• DON’T USE WEAPONS

• DON’T CHASE OR FOLLOW THE ROBBER

o To chase a robber is to invite violence.

• DON’T ESTIMATE THE AMOUNT OF THE LOSS

• If you are certain of the exact amount, tell the police. Don’t make guesses.

• Fill out an incident investigation form

• Support is available for workers who have experienced workplace violence

Location of emergency

equipment
Varies on location on incident

Workers trained in the use of

emergency equipment
Under the control of RCMP

Emergency response training

requirements

Type of training Frequency

Exercise/drill Annually

Location and use of emergency

facilities
The nearest emergency services are locate at:

Edmonton (Morin) Fire Hall – 10130-178 St

Edmonton (Callingwood)  Fire Hall – 6210 178 St

Edmonton (Meadowlark)  Fire Hall – 9020 156 St

Misericordia Hospital – 16940-87 Ave
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Alarm requirements Air horn

Emergency communication

requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone; or

• Land line.

Internal and external phone

numbers
Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

Communication procedures

for:

Internal: Air horn; when possible give verbal instructions.

External:  Call 911 or police when able to and provide applicable information to police or 911

Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the authorization, all media inquiries are to

be streamed through Gabriel Industries Inc. President

First Aid First Aiders names are listed on Health and Safety Bulletin Board

Procedures for rescue and

evacuation
Under the control of RCMP

Designated rescue and

evacuation workers
Under the control of RCMP

Transportation of injured

workers

• Calling 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel Industries Inc.vehicle or delegated

vehicle.  A means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the transport to a health care

facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least one First Aid Attendant, other than the operator of

means of transportation.  This is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as a minimum, state the

following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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BOMB THREATS

Emergency Procedures

PHONE BOMB THREATS

• Stay calm and listen carefully.

• Write down exact message.

• Ask what building, when, why.

• Ask to repeat (if not understood).

• Note voice characteristics, background noise.

• Note time call received.

• Whenever possible, signal another worker and write a message so that Police can be notified while call

is being received.  If possible, another person should listen in.  If caller can be kept talking, call can be

traced.

• Notify police

WRITTEN BOMB THREATS

• Remain calm and leave the message where it is found. Do not handle the document any more than

necessary to preserve fingerprints and other evidence.

• Do not alarm others but report to your supervisor or manager immediately. Supervisor or manager will

call Police immediately.

• DO NOT give information to anyone but the Police or Gabriel Industries Inc. management..

IN PERSON BOMB THREASTS

• Stay calm.

• Cooperate with the individual or group.

• Try to get the attention of a co-worker.

• The person that is signaled will:

o Call 911 and report the incident,

o Notify your manager or supervisor, and

o Write down as much information pertaining to the individual or group.  Items such as skin tone,

accent, clothing, personal identification marks such as tattoos.

• Person being threatened should ask the following questions if possible:

o What time is the bomb going to explode?

o Where is it right now?

o What does it look like?

o What kind of bomb is it?

o What will cause it to explode?

MAILED, PACKAGED BOMB THREATS

o If you suspect a package may contain a bomb DID NOT open it.

o Inform your supervisor or manager immediately.

o Call the Police and follow the instructions given by the Police.

Location of emergency

equipment
Varies on location on incident

Workers trained in the use of

emergency equipment
Under the control of RCMP

Emergency response training

requirements

Type of training Frequency

Exercise/drill Annually
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Location and use of emergency

facilities

The nearest emergency services are locate at:

Edmonton (Morin) Fire Hall – 10130-178 St

Edmonton (Callingwood)  Fire Hall – 6210 178 St

Edmonton (Meadowlark)  Fire Hall – 9020 156 St

Misericordia Hospital – 16940-87 Ave

Alarm requirements Air horn

Emergency communication

requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone; or

• Land line.

First Aid First Aiders names are listed on Health and Safety Bulletin Board

Internal and external phone

numbers
Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

Communication procedures

for:

Internal: Air horn; when possible give verbal instructions.

External:  Call 911 or police when able to and provide applicable information to police or 911

Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the authorization, all media inquiries are to

be streamed through Gabriel Industries Inc. President.

Procedures for rescue and

evacuation
Under the control of RCMP

Designated rescue and

evacuation workers
Under the control of RCMP

Transportation of injured

workers

• Calling 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel Industries Inc. vehicle or delegated

vehicle.  A means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the transport to a health care

facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least one First Aid Attendant, other than the operator of

means of transportation.  This is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as a minimum, state the

following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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HOSTAGE SITUATION

Emergency Procedures

HOSTAGE SITUATION

• At the first opportunity call 911. Remain on the phone.

• DO NOT turn blow the air horn..

• Obey the directions of the hostage taker.

• If you are safe to do so, leave the area immediately and report to the designated muster point if at

facility or another secure location.

• Obey directions of Police Officers who will be controlling all personnel movement once they arrive on

the scene.

GUIDELINES IF TAKEN HOSTAGE

• Don’t be a hero.  Accept your situation and be prepared to wait.

• The first 15 to 45 minutes are the most dangerous for all concerned.  Follow the instructions of your

captor.  The longer you are together, the less likely the captor will hurt you.

• Don’t speak unless spoken to and only if necessary.  Try to be friendly if possible, but not phony.

• Try to get rest.  Sit if you can.  If the situation goes for a long period of time, try to sleep if you can.

• Don’t make suggestions to the hostage taker.  If your suggestion goes wrong, he may think you

planned it that way.

• Don’t try to escape unless you are absolutely sure you can make it, and even then, rethink it before

you try.

• If anyone needs special medication, inform your captors.

• Be observant of everything you see and hear.  Try to memorize the number of captors, their

description and conversations, weapons carried, etc.  Also number and identities of other hostages;

you may be released and your information will help the Police.

• If you are permitted to speak on the phone, be prepared to answer yes or no to questions asked by

Police.

• Don’t be argumentative to captors or other hostages.  Put forth a co-operative attitude.

• Don’t turn your back on your captors unless directed to do so.  But don’t stare at them either.  Eye

contact can be good.  People are less likely to harm someone that they are looking at.

• Be patient, even though the police may appear to be doing nothing, they are engaged in a complex

program designed to rescue you unharmed as soon as possible.

Location of emergency

equipment
Varies on location on incident

Workers trained in the use of

emergency equipment
Under the control of RCMP

Emergency response training

requirements

Type of training Frequency

Exercise/drill Annually

Location and use of emergency

facilities
The nearest emergency services are locate at:

Edmonton (Morin) Fire Hall – 10130-178 St

Edmonton (Callingwood)  Fire Hall – 6210 178 St

Edmonton (Meadowlark)  Fire Hall – 9020 156 St

Misericordia Hospital – 16940-87 Ave

Alarm requirements Not applicable

Emergency communication

requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone; or

• Land line.

First Aid First Aiders names are listed on Health and Safety Bulletin Board

Internal and external phone

numbers
Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

Communication procedures for:

Internal: Verbally, if safe to do so.

External:  Call 911 or police when able to and provide applicable information to police or 911
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Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the authorization, all media inquiries are to

be streamed through Gabriel Industries Inc. President.

Procedures for rescue and

evacuation
Under the control of RCMP

Designated rescue and

evacuation workers
Under the control of RCMP

Transportation of injured worker

• Calling 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel Industries Inc. vehicle or delegated

vehicle.  A means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the transport to a health

care facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least one First Aid Attendant, other than the

operator of means of transportation.  This is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as a minimum, state

the following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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ACTIVE SHOOTER

Emergency Procedures

Active shooter situations are unpredictable and evolve quickly.  Typically, the immediate deployment of

law enforcement is required to stop the shooting and mitigate harm to victims.

Because active shooter situations are often over within 10 to 15 minutes, before law enforcement arrives

on the scene, individuals must be prepared both mentally and physically to deal with an active shooter

situation.

Good Practices for Coping with an Active Shooter Situation

• Be aware of your environment and any possible dangers;

• Take note of the two nearest exits in any facility you visit;

• If you are in an office, stay there and secure the door;

• If you are in a hallway, get into a room and secure the door;

• As a last resort, attempt to take the active shooter down.  When the shooter is at close range and you

cannot flee, your chance of survival is much greater if you try to incapacitate him/her

• Call 911 when it is safe to do so!

How to Respond When an Active Shooter is in your vicinity

• Quickly determine the most reasonable way to protect your own life.  Remember that customers and

clients are likely to follow the lead of workers and managers/supervisors during an active shooter

situation.

• Evacuate.  If there is an accessible escape path, attempt to evacuate the premises.  Be sure to:

o Have an escape route and plan in mind

o Evacuate regardless of whether others agree to follow

o Leave your belongings behind

o Help others escape, if possible

o Prevent individuals from entering an area where the active shooter may be

o Keep your hands visible

o Follow the instructions of any police officers

o Do not attempt to move wounded people

o Call 911 when you are safe

• Hide out.  If evacuation is not possible, find a place to hide where the active shooter is less likely to find

you.

o Your hiding place should:

 Be out of the active shooter’s view

 Provide protection if shots are fired in your direction (i.e. an office with a closed and locked door)

 Not trap you or restrict your options for movement

• To prevent an active shooter from entering your hiding place:

o Lock the door

o Blockade the door with heavy furniture

• If the active shooter is nearby:

o Lock the door

o Silence your cell phone

o Turn off any source of noise (i.e. radios, televisions)

o Hide behind large items (i.e. cabinets, desks)

o Remain quiet

• If evacuation and hiding out are not possible:

o Remain calm

o Dial 911, if possible, to alert police to the active shooter’s location

o If you cannot speak, leave the line open and allow the dispatcher to listen.

Take action against the active shooter

• As a last resort, and only when your life is in imminent danger, attempt to disrupt and/or incapacitate

the active shooter by:

o Acting as aggressively as possible to him/her

o Throwing items and improvising weapons
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o Yelling

o Committing to your actions

How to Respond When Law Enforcement Arrives

Law enforcement’s purpose is to stop the active shooter as soon as possible.  Officers will proceed directly

to the area in which the last shots were heard.

• Officers usually arrive in teams of four(4)

• Officers may wear regular patrol uniforms or external bulletproof vests, Kevlar helmets, and other

tactical equipment

• Officers may be armed with rifles, shotguns, handguns

• Officers may use pepper spray or tear gas to control the situation

• Officers may shout commands, and may push individuals to the ground for their safety

How to react when law enforcement arrives

• Remain calm, and follow officers’ instructions

• Put down any items in your hands (i.e. bags, jackets)

• Immediately raise hands and spread fingers

• Keep hands visible at all times

• Avoid making quick movements toward officers such as holding on to them for safety

• Avoid pointing, screaming and/or yelling

• Do not stop to ask officers for help or direction when evacuating, just proceed in the direction from

which officers are entering the premises

Information to provide to law enforcement or 911 operator

• Location of the active shooter

• Number of shooters, if more than one

• Physical description of shooter(s)

• Number and type of weapons held by the shooter(s)

• Number of potential victims at the location

The first officers to arrive to the scene will not stop to help injured persons.  Expect rescue teams comprised

of additional officers and emergency medical personnel to follow the initial officers.  These rescue teams

will treat and remove any injured persons.  They may also call upon able-bodied individuals to assist in

removing the wounded from the premises.

Once you have reached a safe location or the muster point, you will likely be held in that area by law

enforcement until the situation is under control, and all witnesses have been identified and questioned.  Do

not leave until law enforcement authorities have instructed you to do so.

Location of emergency

equipment
Varies on location on incident

Workers trained in the use of

emergency equipment
Under the control of RCMP

Emergency response training

requirements

Type of training Frequency

Exercise/drill Annually

Location and use of emergency

facilities

The nearest emergency services are locate at:

Edmonton (Morin) Fire Hall – 10130-178 St

Edmonton (Callingwood)  Fire Hall – 6210 178 St

Edmonton (Meadowlark)  Fire Hall – 9020 156 St

Misericordia Hospital – 16940-87 Ave

Alarm requirements Not applicable

Emergency communication

requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone; or

• Land line.

Internal and external phone

numbers
Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

Communication procedures

for:
Internal: When possible give verbal instructions.
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External:  Call 911 or police when able to and provide applicable information to police or 911

Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the authorization, all media inquiries are to

be streamed through Gabriel Industries Inc. President.

First Aid First Aiders names are listed on Health and Safety Bulletin Board

Procedures for rescue and

evacuation
Under the control of RCMP

Designated rescue and

evacuation workers
Under the control of RCMP

Transportation of injured

workers

• Calling 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel Industries Inc. vehicle or delegated

vehicle.  A means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the transport to a health care

facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least one First Aid Attendant, other than the operator of

means of transportation.  This is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as a minimum, state the

following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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VIOLENT PERSONS

Emergency Procedures

Dealing with a potentially violent person – verbal communication

• Focus your attention on the other person to let them know you are interested in what

they have to say.

• DO NOT glare or stare, which may be perceived as a challenge.

• Remain calm and try to calm the other person.  DO NOT allow the other person’s anger

to become your anger.

• Remain conscious of how you are delivering your words.

• Speak slowly, quietly and confidently.  DO NOT rely on official language or complex

terminology.

• Avoid communicating a lot of technical or complicated information when emotions are

high.

• Listen carefully.  DO NOT interrupt or offer unsolicited advice or criticism.

• Encourage the person to talk.  DO NOT tell the person to relax or calm down, insinuate

it.

• Remain open minded and objective.

• Use silence as a calming tool.

• Acknowledge the person’s feelings.  Indicate that you can see he/she is upset.

• File an Incident Investigation Report.

• Support is available for worker(s) who experience workplace violence.

Dealing with a potentially violent person – physically threatening behavior and

communication

• Use calm body language – relaxed posture with hands unclenched, attentive

expression.

• Arrange yourself so that your exit is not blocked.

• Position yourself at a right angle rather than directly in front of the other person.

• Give the person enough physical space - this varies by culture, but normally 1-2 m is

considered an adequate distance.

• Get on the other person’s physical level.  If they are seated, try kneeling or bending

over, rather than standing over them.  DO NOT pose a challenging stanch such as:

o Standing directly opposite someone

o Putting your hands on your hips

o Pointing your finger

o Waving your arms

o Crossing your arms

• DO NOT make sudden movements which can be seen as threatening.

• DO NOT fight.  Walk or run away.

• Get assistance from police.

• File an Incident Investigation Report.

• Support is available for worker(s) who experience workplace violence.

Responding to a physical attack

If you are attacked:

• Make a scene, yell or scream as loudly as possible. Try shouting words like STOP, FIRE,

or HELP.

• If you are being pulled along or dragged, fall to the ground and roll.

• Give bystanders specific instructions to help you.  Single someone out and send them

for help.  For example, “You in the yellow shirt, call the police”.

• If someone grabs your purse, briefcase or other belongings, DO NOT resist.  Throw the

item to the ground several feet away from the thief and run in the opposite direction,

yelling “help” or “fire”.

• DO NOT chase a thief.

• Run to the nearest safe place, a safe office or an open store.

• Call the police immediately after the incident.
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• File an Incident Investigation Report.

• Support is available for worker(s) who experience workplace violence.

Working In the field

• Have access to a cellular telephone or similar means of communication.

• Use an established check in procedure that allows you to manage typical situations you

may encounter in the field.

• Prepare a daily work plan so that you and others know where and when you are

expected somewhere.

• Arrange to meet in a safe environment.

• Be alert and make mental notes of your surroundings when you arrive at a new or

different setting.

• Determine under which circumstances unaccompanied visiting would involve

unacceptable risk.

• Exercise your right and obligation to refuse to work in clearly hazardous situations.

• Disclose any feelings or discomfort or apprehension about an impending appointment

to your supervisor.

• DO NOT enter any situation or location where you feel threatened or unsafe.

• File an Incident Investigation Report.

• Support is available for worker(s) who experience workplace violence.

When you are in unfamiliar premises

• Check for escape routes and position yourself near an escape route.

• Mentally rehearse what you will do if an individual becomes aggressive or hostile.

Decide what your best preventive tactic will be.

• Take control of the seating arrangements. If possible, seat yourself near the door.

• Maintain a ‘reactionary gap’ between you and the person – out of reach of the average

person’s kicking distance.  Increase the gap by sitting at a table.  Be aware of the

person’s proximity at all times.

• Be well prepared for an appointment.  Review the available information about the

individual(s) you are meeting.

• Terminate the appointment in a non-confrontational manner if the individual appears to

be:

o Intoxicated

o Under the influence of drugs

o Emotionally disturbed and threatening or out of control

• DO NOT allow yourself to be backed into a corner.  Leave a clear path to exit.

• DO NOT venture too far into the premises i.e. remain near the exit.

• DO NOT turn your back on the person or enter a room first.

• File an Incident Investigation Report.

• Support is available for worker(s) who experience workplace violence.

Terminating a potentially abusive interaction

• Interrupt the conversation firmly but politely.

• Tell the person that you:

o Do not like the tone of the conversation

o Will not accept abusive treatment

o Will end the conversation if necessary

• Tell the person that you will ask them to leave the building, or that you will leave (if

working off-site).

• If the behavior persists, end the conversation.

• Ask the person to leave the building or leave yourself.

• If the person does not agree to leave, remove yourself from the scene and inform your

manager or supervisor immediately.

• DO NOT return to the person if you believe they pose a physical threat.

• Advise other staff and have them leave the immediate area.
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• Call the police.

• File an Incident Investigation Report.

• Support is available for worker(s) who experience workplace violence.

Location of emergency equipment Varies on location on incident

Workers trained in the use of emergency

equipment
Under the control of RCMP

Emergency response training requirements Type of training Frequency

Exercise/drill Not required

Location and use of emergency facilities

The nearest emergency services are locate at:

Edmonton (Morin) Fire Hall – 10130-178 St

Edmonton (Callingwood)  Fire Hall – 6210 178 St

Edmonton (Meadowlark)  Fire Hall – 9020 156 St

Misericordia Hospital – 16940-87 Ave

Alarm requirements Fire alarm

Emergency communication requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone; or

• Land line.

First Aid First Aiders names are listed on Health and Safety Bulletin Board

Internal and external phone numbers Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

Communication procedures for:

Internal: Blow air horn, when possible give verbal instructions.

External:  Call 911 or police when able to and provide applicable information to police or

911

Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the authorization, all media

inquiries are to be streamed through Gabriel Industries Inc. President.

Procedures for rescue and evacuation Under the control of RCMP

Designated rescue and evacuation workers Under the control of RCMP

Transportation of injured worker

• Calling 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel Industries Inc. vehicle

or delegated vehicle.  A means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility

must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the transport

to a health care facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least one First Aid

Attendant, other than the operator of means of transportation.  This is not applicable at a

worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as a

minimum, state the following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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ENTERING A FACILITY

Emergency Procedures

Entering a Gabriel Industries Inc. facility

• If at all possible, when entering or exiting while dark outside, visually check the area for suspicious

people or vehicles.

• If there are signs of a break-in, DO NOT enter the facility or service building. Call 9-1-1 immediately and

management.

Location of emergency

equipment
Varies on location on incident

Workers trained in the use of

emergency equipment
Under the control of RCMP

Emergency response training

requirements

Type of training Frequency

Exercise/drill Annually

Location and use of emergency

facilities

The nearest emergency services are locate at:

Edmonton (Morin) Fire Hall – 10130-178 St

Edmonton (Callingwood)  Fire Hall – 6210 178 St

Edmonton (Meadowlark)  Fire Hall – 9020 156 St

Misericordia Hospital – 16940-87 Ave

Alarm requirements Not applicable

Emergency communication

requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone; or

• Land line.

First Aid
First Aiders names are listed on Health and Safety Bulletin Board

Procedures for rescue and

evacuation
Under the control of RCMP

Internal and external phone

numbers
Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

Communication procedures

for:

Internal: When possible give verbal instructions.

External:  Call 911 or police when able to and provide applicable information to police or 911

Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the authorization, all media inquiries are to

be streamed through Gabriel Industries Inc. President.

Designated rescue and

evacuation workers
Under the control of RCMP

Transportation of injured

workers

• Calling 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel Industries Inc.vehicle or delegated

vehicle.  A means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the transport to a health care

facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least one First Aid Attendant, other than the operator of

means of transportation.  This is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as a minimum, state the

following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Emergency Procedures

1. Gabriel Industries Inc., upon request, will assist the worker in determining the best use of his/her

attendance and leave benefits when an worker needs to be absent as a result of being a victim of

domestic violence.  If an worker requests time off to care for and/or assist a family member who has

been a victim of domestic violence, Gabriel Industries Inc. will evaluate the worker’s request for leave

for eligibility applicable to the worker and the attendance rules.

2. Gabriel Industries Inc. understands that victims of domestic violence may lack the required

documentation or have difficulty obtaining the required documentation to justify absences without

compromising their safety.  Therefore management will consult with the worker to identify what

documentation he/she might have, or be able to obtain, that will not compromise his/her safety-

related needs and will satisfactory meet the documentation required for Gabriel Industries Inc..

3. Workers who are victims of domestic violence and who separate from a spouse (or terminate a

relationship with a domestic partner, if covered), will be allowed to make reasonable changes in

benefits at anytime during the calendar year where possible.

4. Gabriel Industries Inc. will take actions to assist in mitigating reoccurrence of domestic violence in an

effort to protect all workers including the victim.  These actions may include, but are not limited to,

and are specific to each situation:

a. Upon request, advising co-workers of the situation.  This may include providing a picture of the

abuser to co-worker(s) of choice.

b. Setting up procedures for alerting the police.

c. Temporary relocation of the victim to a secure area.

d. Options for a voluntary transfer to permanent relocation to an new work site.

e. Change of work schedule.

f. Reassignment of parking space.

g. Escort for entry to and exit from the building.

h. Responding to telephone, fax, e-mail or mail harassment.

i. Keeping a photograph of the abuser and/or a copy of any existing court orders of protection in a

confidential on-site location.   If an order for protection is obtained, the order is to be current and

include Gabriel Industries Inc. on the order.

Information related to an worker being a victim of domestic violence will be kept confidential, to the

extent permitted bylaw and Gabriel Industries Inc. and will not be divulged without the written consent

of the victimized workers, unless Gabriel Industries Inc. determines that maintained said confidentiality

puts the victim or other workers at risk of physical harm, is required by law, or is deemed necessary to

enforce an order of protection.  In such circumstances where a determination has been made that

maintained confidentiality puts the victim or other workers at risk of physical harm, only those

individuals deemed necessary by Gabriel Industries Inc. to protect the safety of the victim and/or other

workers or to enforce an order of protection will be given such information. Gabriel Industries Inc. will

disclose only the minimum amount of information necessary to protect the safety of the victim and/or

other workers or enforce an order of protection.  Where possible, Gabriel Industries Inc. will provide to

the victim of domestic violence notice of the intent to provide information to other workers and/or

safety personnel.  Nothing herein will prevent Gabriel Industries Inc. from investigating an act or acts of

domestic violence occurring in the workplace.  Some examples of situations where confidentiality cannot

be maintained include the following:

1. Management may be informed about a domestic violence incident that happens in the workplace,

or a report of domestic violence, if it is necessary to protect the safety of the worker or the worker’s

co-workers.

2. Government officials investigating a domestic violence incident that occurs in the workplace, or a

report of domestic violence, will be provided relevant information upon request and in accordance

with legal requirements.

Location of emergency

equipment
Varies on the location of the incident
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Workers trained in the use of

emergency equipment
Under the control of RCMP

Emergency response training

requirements

Type of training Frequency

Exercise/drill Not required

Location and use of emergency

facilities

The nearest emergency services are locate at:

Edmonton (Morin) Fire Hall – 10130-178 St

Edmonton (Callingwood)  Fire Hall – 6210 178 St

Edmonton (Meadowlark)  Fire Hall – 9020 156 St

Misericordia Hospital – 16940-87 Ave

Alarm requirements Not applicable

Emergency communication

requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone; or

• Land line.

First Aid
First Aiders names are listed on Health and Safety Bulletin Board

Internal and external phone

numbers
Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

Communication procedures

for:

Internal: Verbal instructions

External:  Call 911 or police when able to and provide applicable information to police or 911

Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the authorization, all media inquiries are to

be streamed through Gabriel Industries Inc. President

Procedures for rescue and

evacuation
Under the control of RCMP

Designated rescue and

evacuation workers
Under the control of RCMP

Transportation of injured

workers

• Calling 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel Industries Inc. vehicle or delegated

vehicle.  A means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the transport to a health care

facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least one First Aid Attendant, other than the operator of

means of transportation.  This is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as a minimum, state the

following:

• Location of injured worker.

• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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RESPONSE TO PUBLIC ABUSE

Emergency Procedures

As a result of two reported and documented incidents, the following will occur:

• All incidents relating to the specific individual will be discussed between management and the

health and safety representative.

• At the discretion of management, a ‘first warning’ letter will be mailed to the offender; a copy of

the letter is to be attached to the incident report(s).

• If a second documented incident is reported, filing charges under the Criminal Code of Canada or

other statutes such as the Alberta Petty Trespass Act may be implemented by management.

(This is a separate process and is outside the scope of the Violence Prevention Program).

Should a public member wish to meet with a Gabriel Industries Inc. to discuss letter, the following will

occur:

• Two workers (one being management) must be present for the meeting.

• The meetings are to be held in a public area.

• The designated worker must be notified of the meeting for emergency response planning.

Location of emergency

equipment
Varies on location on incident

Workers trained in the use of

emergency equipment
Not applicable

Emergency response training

requirements

Type of training Frequency

Exercise/drill Not required

Location and use of emergency

facilities

The nearest emergency services are locate at:

Edmonton (Morin) Fire Hall – 10130-178 St

Edmonton (Callingwood)  Fire Hall – 6210 178 St

Edmonton (Meadowlark)  Fire Hall – 9020 156 St

Misericordia Hospital – 16940-87 Ave

Alarm requirements Not applicable

Emergency communication

requirements

One of the following must be accessible:

• Cellular phone; or

• Land line.

First Aid
First Aiders names are listed on Health and Safety Bulletin Board

Internal and external phone

numbers
Refer to the emergency contact number listing for applicable phone numbers

Communication procedures

for:

Internal: Verbal instructions

External:  Call 911 or police when able to and provide applicable information to police or 911

Media:  No worker is to respond to media inquiries unless has the authorization, all media inquiries are to

be streamed through Gabriel Industries Inc. President

Procedures for rescue and

evacuation
Under the control of RCMP

Designated rescue and

evacuation workers
Under the control of RCMP

Transportation of injured

workers

• Calling 911 for ambulance service.

• Transportation of injured worker to medical facility via Gabriel Industries Inc. vehicle or delegated

vehicle.  A means of access to communicate with a Health Care facility must be present.

Note:  If a worker is acutely injured or ill or needs to be accompanied during the transport to a health care

facility, the worker must be accompanied by at least one First Aid Attendant, other than the operator of

means of transportation.  This is not applicable at a worksite with three or less workers.

If an ambulance is summoned or a health care facility is notified the caller must, as a minimum, state the

following:

• Location of injured worker.
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• Possible extent of injury.

• Brief account of injury incident.

• Present status of injured worker.

Name of First Aid attendant or delegated representative calling.
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PURPOSE

Workplace hazardous material information system (WHMIS) is a combination of federal and

provincial legislation concerning workplace safety procedures pertaining to chemicals used at a

work place.  Its purpose is threefold:  to provide information about hazardous materials; to identify

hazards in the work place, and to ensure consistency of information about hazardous materials in

work places.

DEFINITION

Hazard information means information on the correct and safe use, storage, handling and

manufacture of a controlled product, including information relating to its toxicological properties.

Hazardous waste means a controlled product that is intended for disposal, or is sold for recycling

or recovery.

Safety data sheets (SDS) means a document disclosing the information referred to in paragraph

13(a) of the Hazardous Products Act (Canada). SDS are summary documents that provide

information about the hazards of a product and advice about safety precautions.  SDSs are usually

written by the manufacturer or supplier of the product.

Product identifier with respect to a controlled product, means the brand name, code name or

code number specified by a supplier or the product’s chemical name, common name, generic

name or trade name.

Supplier means a manufacturer, processor or packager of the controlled product or a person who,

in the course of business, imports or sells controlled products.

Supplier label means the label provided by the supplier of a controlled product under the

Hazardous Products Act (Canada

Supplier’s safety data sheet means the safety data sheet provided by the supplier of a controlled

product under the Hazardous Products Act (Canada

Work site label means a label that discloses

• A product identifier that is identical to that found on the material safety data sheet for the

product,

• Information for the safe handling of the controlled product, and

• Reference to the material safety data sheet for the controlled product.

RESPONSIBLITIES

MANAGEMENT

• A copy of this program, either paper or downloaded electronic is readily available for

reference by workers at the worksite affected by the program;

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun

• Must ensure that a product is used, stored, or handled at a work site in accordance to

Alberta Occupational Health and Safety legislation

• Will ensure that:

o The product is labelled,

o A safety data sheet for the controlled product, containing the information

required, is made readily available to workers at the work site, and
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o A worker who works with a product or in proximity to a product received

education, instruction or training with respect to the product;

• Arranging for a safety data sheet for the controlled product, containing the information

required, is made readily available to workers at the work site;

• Must develop and implement the procedures in consultation with health and safety

representative;

• Must ensure that a product or its container at a work site has a supplier label or a work

site label on it;

• Must not remove, modify or alter a supplier label on a container in which a product is

received from a supplier if any amount of the product remains in the container;

• Must immediately replace the replace the label with another supplier label or a work

site label if the supplier label on a controlled product or its container is illegible or is

removed or detached;

• Must apply to each individual container a work site label if a controlled product is

received at a work site in a multi-container shipment and the individual containers do

not have supplier labels on them;

• Must ensure that the safety data sheets required are readily available at a work site to

workers who may be exposed to a product;

• Must give information to a medical professional for the purpose of making a medical

diagnosis or treating a worker in an emergency;

• Arrange education, instruction or training, with assistance from the health and safety

representative, with respect to the product to a worker who works with a product or in

proximity to a product received;

• To conduct a physical chemical inventory when required;

• Has a duty to ensure that workers use personal protective equipment that is correct for

the hazard and protects worker;

• Has a duty to ensure works properly use and wear the personal protective equipment;

• Has a duty to ensure the personal protective equipment is in a condition to perform the

function for which it was designed; and

• Has a duty to ensure workers are trained in the correct use, care, limitations and

assigned maintenance of the personal protective equipment

WORKERS

• Follow standard work practices or procedures regarding chemical use i.e. handling,

storage, transportation and disposal;

• Inform managemetn of any defaced or illegible labels;

• Advise management of any products at the work site that are not properly classified or

in the inventory of products for use by workers;

• Wear the appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) as required;

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training.
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CHEMICAL INVENTORY

1. Components of

a. Name of product;

b. Company who manufacturers product;

c. Size of container;

d. Where product stored;

e. WHMIS class;

f. Whether product under transportation of dangerous goods;

g. Date SDS created;

h. Source to obtain SDS;

i. Active ingredients in product;

j. Alberta occupational exposure limits;

k. PPE requirement:  respirator;

l. PPE requirement:  hand;

m. PPE requirement:  eye; and

n. PPE requirement – other

2. Location

The chemical inventory will be maintained electronically.

SAFETY DATA SHEETS

1. New products

If management or health and safety representative have received a safety data sheet

with a new product, he/she will add it to the chemical list.  If no safety data sheet was

fowarded with new product, management or health and safety representative will

obtain a copy of the safety data sheet and upload on site doc.

2. Location

Safety data sheets are located on site docs.

SUPPLIER AND WORKPLACE LABELS

Blank adhesive labels for can be obtained from management.

TRAINING

All workers who works with or near a product under workplace hazardous material information

system is trained on:

o WHMIS program;

o The content required to be on a supplier label and a work site label and the purpose and

significance of the information on the label,

o The content required to be on a safety data sheet and the purpose, and significance of

the information on the safety data sheet,

o Procedures for safely storing, using and handling the product,

o The procedures to be followed if there are fugitive emissions, and

o The procedures to be followed in case of an emergency involving the product;
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EVALUATION

An annual evaluation of the WHMIS program will be completed by managmeent and the health

and safety representative, it will include in as a minimum:

1. The accuracy of the chemical inventory list;

2. Safety data sheets are accessible and current; and

3. Completed training.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that posted on site docs.



Health and Safety Contract Compliance Audit



This information is being collected for the purposes of the OHS program at Gabriel Industries in accordance with the Alberta OHS Act, Regulation & Code.  The personal information that you provide may be made public, subject

to the provisions of the PIPPA. Questions about the collection of this information can be directed to President of Gabriel Industries

Background:

To verify compliance of other parties to occupational health and safety contract provisions.

Project Scope and Timeframe

The Contact audit will be conducted for all contractors while contract is active and as well as post contract.

Process

The audit process will be consistent with standard auditing methodology as per ‘CSA Standard Z1000 and will include formal feedback to the contractor. A

Health and Safety Contract Compliance Audit is to record relevant audit. Feedback may be in the form of a completed audit checklist that includes

performance improvement action plan agreed during the audit and/or separate report/letter.

Audit Rating

The rating system the will be used is:

Compliance –evidence exists of contract requirement.

Non-compliance – no evidence exists of contract requirement.

Not Applicable (N/A) – the audit criteria in question does not apply.

Grading

The grading system that will be used is:

Acceptable – Total number of ‘compliance’ audit rating answered /Total number of audit rating questions answered > or = to 80%

Non acceptable – total number of ‘compliance’ audit rating answered// Total number of audit rating questions answered < or = to 79%
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Contract Audit Record Sheet
Complete the following details. Date of Audit: ___/___/___

Other Employer Name

Contract Number (if applicable)

Name of Other Employer

Representative

Name of Gabriel Representative

Name of Auditor

Name of Participates

Audit Notes
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Contract Provision
Applicable to contract
(circle applicable response)

Audit Rating (check appropriate column)
Performance Improvement Action Plan (must

be completed for audit rating of non compliance)

OHS legislation accessibility Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

A valid certificate of recognition held for

duration of contract
Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

WCB account in good standing for duration of

contract
Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Contractor health and safety manual

containing standards and procedures

accessible

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Emergency procedures are accessible Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

First aid kit accessible
Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Eye wash station accessible Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Fire extinguisher accessible Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Rescue equipment Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Feedback to contractor provided regularly Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Fatigue management procedures followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Drug/alcohol management procedures

followed
Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Hazard & risk assessments conducted Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Traffic accommodation strategy followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Pre-work safety orientation completed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Attendance at general safety meetings Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Contractor safety meetings held Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Orderly housekeeping Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Training documents forwarded Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A
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Contract Provision
Applicable to contract
(circle applicable response)

Audit Rating (check appropriate column)
Performance Improvement Action Plan (must

be completed for audit rating of non compliance)

Proper storage of materials Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Site security procedures present Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Site security procedures followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Reporting of incident procedure followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Incident investigations completed for incidents Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Completed incident forms forward to Gabriel

Industries Representative
Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Safety reporting procedure followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Inspection procedure followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Completed inspection procedures forwarded

to Gabriel Industries Representative
Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Shift schedules forwarded Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Lock out procedure followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Confined space procedure followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Completed confined space permits forwarded

to Gabriel Industries Representative
Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Scaffolding procedures followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Fall protection procedures followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Completed fall protection plan forwarded to

Gabriel Industries Representative
Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Chemical handling procedures followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Personal protective equipment accessible Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Workers using personal protective equipment Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A
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Contract Provision
Applicable to contract
(circle applicable response)

Audit Rating (check appropriate column)
Performance Improvement Action Plan (must

be completed for audit rating of non compliance)

Excavation and trenching procedures followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Safety supervision followed Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Contractor ensured compliance of contract

with sub-contractors
Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Unsafe practices or conditions reported Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A

Yes No Compliance Non compliance N/A
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Other Employer Name: Contract Number:

Other Employer Representative Gabriel Industries Representative:

Grading

The grading system that will be used is:

Acceptable – Total number of ‘compliance’ audit rating answered /Total number of audit rating questions answered > or = to 80%

Non acceptable – total number of ‘compliance’ audit rating answered// Total number of audit rating questions answered < or = to 79%

Total number of ‘compliance’ audit rating answers:   ____________

Total number of audit rating questions answered:  _______________

Grade:  _______________________________________________

I hereby declare the above information to be true and accurate.

Name of auditor:

Signature of auditor:

Date:

Name of contract representative:

Signature of contract representative:

Date:
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PURPOSE

Gabriel Industries Inc. vision of everyone going home safe and health every day extends to our

workplace parties (service providers, self-employed, contractors, their subcontractors and

suppliers). Workplace parties are exposed to activities with varying levels of risk.  This includes

ensuring that risks are minimized, when workplace parties are engaged, by diligent application

of proven standards of risk management process, systems and procedures, which fully integrate

health and safety evaluation, planning and design. Gabriel Industries requires workplace parties

to commit to and abide by these standards to maintain superior levels of health and safety

performance.

SCOPE

This program applies to all Gabriel Industries Inc’s operations and is intended to govern all

aspects of the workplace party’s management. It is intended to supplement all applicable laws,

rules, regulations and other corporate policies.  It is to define the requirements and provide

guidelines for the selection, criteria, monitoring, awarding and evaluation of the health and

safety capability and performance of workplace parties (referred to collectively as ‘contractors’

throughout).

TYPES OF CONTRACTS

For the purpose of the occupational health and safety contract management program, contracts

shall be defined as:  the activity of arranging, procuring and managing the performance of work

or the provision of services by an external contracted individual or organization. Sometimes

referred to as outsourcing.

LEVELS OF WORKPLACE PARTIES

There are different levels of contract which may be applicable to Gabriel Industries Inc.:

A. Employer

B. Supplier

C. Contractor

D. Prime Contractor

E. Service Provider

F. Self-Employed

All of these capacities come with different obligations which must be fulfilled if triggered.  A

contract can function in more than once capacity at any given work site and if it so, Gabriel

Industries Inc. must execute each and every obligation triggered.

CATEGORIES OF CONTRACTS

A risk assessment must be carried out on the scope of work to be undertaken for the contract to

determine the risk group:

A. Low exposure, where the workplace parties are not exposed to operations hazards

and/or work in low risk environments.  Examples include administrative workers, office

janitorial work, catering, delivery vehicles, and consultants.

B. Moderate exposure, where workplace parties are engaged to carry out tasks which may

include exposure to operations hazards that have been identified as moderate risk or

where contractors introduce moderate risks into a low risk area as identified in the

preliminary risk assessment.

C. High exposure, where workplace are required to undertake extreme or high risk tasks or

perform tasks in areas that have inherent extreme or high risks such as working in
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confined spaces, hazardous materials, fragile environment, public exposure, working at

heights or depths, working in traffic, performing hot work.

RESPONSIBLITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Management must assign a knowledgeable, trained and competent worker (the Gabriel

Industries Inc. Representative) directs responsibility for management and oversight of

each contract prior to signing or awarding a contract.  This person and/or position shall

be identified in the contract.

• Demonstrate their sustained commitment to this directive in a visible and vigorous

manner.

• Prepare and distribute bidding opportunities.

• Receives bids and assist Gabriel Industries Inc Representative(s) with bid evaluation.

• Negotiate and develop final contracts.

• Identifies the Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative by name and/or position to be

included in contract language.

• Ensures all documentation is received and complete prior to signing contract.

• Assists in completing risk assessment.

• Maintains documentation.

• Maintains list of pre-qualified contractors.

• Participates in audits.

• Review contractor pre-qualifications program annually for changes.

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. REPRESENTATIVE

• The Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative must be thoroughly familiar with the nature

and location of the work to be performed by the contract.  The expected duration of the

project, the type of work to be performed and location of the work (off or on site) are

some of the factors the Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative must consider.

Emergency work may result in additional hazards, which must be identified.

• Expected hazards should be identified by the Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative. The

contractor or Gabriel Industries Inc acting in the capacity of a contractor or prime

contractor is expected to submit written procedures to manage the identified hazards.

• The risk of injury or illness to workplace parties and Gabriel Industries Inc. workers is an

important consideration in determining how to apply components of the contract.

Factors to consider may include:

a. Nature of work to be performed

b. Location of the work performed

c. Altitude and climate

d. Potential for workplace parties performing the work to expose themselves to

hazards

e. Duration of the work to be performed

f. Workplace parties experience and expertise in performing similar type of work

• The Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative and the workplace parties must agree on the

scope and delivery of emergency services for workers for the duration of the contract.

• The Gabriel Industries Inc Representative and the workplace parties are responsible for

communicating information regarding workplace hazards, health and safety
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requirements to all workers working on the project and site workers affected by the

project. The communication will include their health and safety responsibilities while

on site; work sites hazards and controls; and when there are changes to the site. The

communication of this information may include formats such as medical screening,

orientation, Traffic Accommodation Strategies, training, Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), safe

work permits, signs, posters, procedures, and other written materials.

• The Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative for the contract will ensure that:

a. Health and safety management plans are completed, reviewed and approved

prior to starting work.

b. Contract management is a safety leader and is actively involved in the safety

and health process on an ongoing basis.

c. A process is in place to review health and safety performance, systems and

plans as part of the workplace parties selection process.

d. Each workplace parties provides an adequate health and safety plan for the

required work based on a risk assessment for the scope of the work which

includes communicating Gabriel Industries health and safety policy.

e. The workplace parties have conducted the appropriate training for their

worker(s) prior to starting work.

f. The workplace parties demonstrate he/she has sufficient quantities of personal

protective equipment and specialized (i.e. cold weather) clothing systems to

provide for the sustained safe execution of the work.

g. The work is conducted in a safe and responsible manner in compliance with

standards and applicable legislation.

h. There is a timely, effective reporting, investigation and review of all incidents.

i. Ongoing performance monitoring of the contractor by the Gabriel Industries Inc.

Representative includes health and safety performance review, evaluation and

corrective actions.

j. Inspections and audits will be conducted on a scheduled basis throughout the

term of the contract.

• At the close of each contract, health and safety performance will be reviewed and

documented by the Gabriel Industries Inc.

• The Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative has the authority and obligation to close

down any work that is deemed unsafe to workers or property, or which represents a

significant risk to the environment.

• If applicable by contract, the Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative will be responsible to

produce the recommendations for safety performance penalties or bonuses with

sufficient back up information and financial approval.

WORKPLACE PARTY’S MANAGMENT

• Demonstrate their sustained commitment to this directive in a visible and vigorous

manner.

WORKPLACE PARTY’S REPRESENTATIVE

• Responsible for full site performance of the workplace party against full requirements of

contract.

• Interface with the Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative frequently and as required in

order to meet contract specifications.
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• Ensures workplace party’s workers are adequately trained and training is properly

documented.

• Ensures all workplace party’s workers work within the boundaries of the contract.

• Understand the full requirements of the contract.

• Maintains all documentation required.

• Immediately notify the Grbriel Industries Inc. Representative of any site regulatory

inspection and provide copies of the health and/or safety inspection reports within 5

days of receipt if Gabriel Industries is the prime.

• Ensure appropriate equipment, materials, protective devices and personal protective

equipment necessary for protection of workers are provided and properly used and

maintained.

• Provide required safety statistical information as required.

GENERAL (ALL CONTRACTS)

• A review of the health and safety performance of a workplace parties must occur before

the workplace is employed.

• When the workplace party does not have an established written health and safety

management system, Gabriel Industries Inc. health and safety management system

takes precedent.

• All workplace parties will report to the designated Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative

who is familiar with the details of the workplace party’s scope of work and the health

and safety requirements associated with this work.  The Gabriel Industries Inc.

Representative is responsible and accountable for the oversight of all aspects of the

contract.

• Pre-qualifying a contractor prior to the bidding and/or award of a contract or the start

of a job will result in a higher level of health and safety performance.  The following

classification system is suggested:

a. A= fully qualified contractors who have already been trained

b. B= partially qualified contractors who need re-training

c. C=provisional contractors who must be allowed access to the site to perform

unique or specialized tasks but who requires 100% escort and/or supervision

• The requirements for a contractor health and safety management system are

determined through a risk analysis that will measure the job requirements against

contractor capabilities.

• Contractor performance must be evaluated on a regular and ongoing basis throughout

the duration of the contract.

• It is the contractor’s responsibility to fully understand the healthy and safety

requirements of any job and to have the necessary programs in place, operational and

communicated to workers.

• Health and safety must be considered to be aspects of quality management and have

similar weighting as scheduling and costs.

• It is the responsibility of the Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative to monitor and

evaluate the performance of the contractor.

• The contractor will be required to familiarize itself, its workers and subcontractors with

the particulars of the project, including equipment required and hazards identified.
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• The contract will include an indemnification provision to manage Gabriel Industries

Inc.’s financial exposure.

• The contract will specify a system of monitoring or general oversight by Gabriel

Industries Inc..

• A contractor who is unable to demonstrate a record of acceptable and continuously

improving health and safety performance will not be awarded a contract without the

approval of the appropriate member of Gabriel Industries Inc.’s senior management.

• Contractor health and safety responsibilities will be clearly communicated in the scope

of the work document.

CONTRACTOR PRE-QUALIFICATION

1. Pre-qualification of a contractor must be performed by Gabriel Industries Inc. to

formally evaluate all contractors prior to signing a contract.  Qualifications should be

reviewed annually for changes.

2. Contractor evaluations considers their technical, commercial and health and safety

competence which should include:

a. A good record of health and safety performance that demonstrates continuous

improvement over the past three (3) years

b. Active program for the management, to Gabriel Industries Inc.’s standard, of

subcontractors which the contractor may employ

c. Demonstration of a health and safety management plan

d. Well-controlled worker’s compensation costs (if available)

e. Compliance with legislation

f. Demonstration of the contractor’s senior management commitment to their

health and safety management system, incident reporting and risk management

3. Gabriel Industries Inc. check sheets for contractors must be completed by the Gabriel

Industries Inc. Representative to identify the potential hazards and risks that may be

introduced to contractors and/or to Gabriel Industries Inc..  Once the potential risks are

identified, the Contractor Representative and Gabriel Industries Inc.’s Representative

will agree to the level of risk assessment and documentation required from the

contractor.

4. The contractor will be notified of required documents prior to submitting a bid. Gabriel

Industries Inc. document checklist must be completed by the Gabriel Industries Inc.

Representative and Contractor Representative during review of the contractors’

qualifications before the contract is signed.

5. The contract will specify that the contractor’s health and safety management system

will be required to meet or exceed the requirements of Gabriel Industries Inc.’s health

and safety management system and that Gabriel Industries Inc. has the right to deem

any part or parts of the contractor’s program to be insufficient and require the

implementation of an improved aspect of that program.

6. After review of documents, Gabriel Industries Inc. must provide feedback to the

contractor on areas that need improvement.  If the contract is awarded with conditions

for improvement, a schedule must be established before the contract is signed.

7. The contractor will be reviewed through Gabriel Industries Inc.’s own records of post

contract evaluation.
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8. Contracts awarded for emergency work may result in performing a less stringent pre-

qualification step. Gabriel Industries Inc.’s General Manager (s) or other delegate must

approve emergency work prior to starting work and develop management plans to

ensure work performance is to Gabriel Industries Inc.’s standards.  Pre-qualifications can

be used to maintain a list of contractors who meet standards for emergency calls.

9. In cases where contractors may not be able to meet Gabriel Industries Inc.’s health and

safety criteria, such as because they are small or may be the only contractor available

within reason, it is possible to offer conditional acceptance.  Conditional acceptance

shall have a specific time period and additional requirements or controls appropriate to

the level of risk in the work to be performed.

10. Contractors who use subcontractors must establish a pre-qualification process for all

subcontractors sufficient to meet Gabriel Industries Inc.’s standards.  For significant

contracts, Managers should visit the contractor’s facilities to observe how the business

is being operated and to question senior management on their role and attitude to

safety.

PROCEDURES

The category of contractor (i.e. low, moderate or high exposure) and level of contractor (i.e.

employer, supplier, contractor or prime) are to be taken into consideration for the

following:

1. Certificate of Recognition.  The contractor will be required to hold a current

Certificate of Recognition which must be maintained throughout the life of the

contract.  A Small Employer’s Certificate of Recognition will be considered

acceptable.

2. Contractor safety record.  The contractor must provide details of their safety record

as well as the safety record for all subcontractors.  This will include a complete

history of any and all safety incidents.  This will be required during the bidding

phase.

3. Worker’s Compensation.  The contractor will be required to provide a clearance

letter from Worker’s Compensation.  The contractor’s Worker’s Compensation

account must be in good standing for the duration of the contract.

4. References.  The contractor will be required to provide references.

5. Documented safety requirements.  The written contract must include the

requirement for adherence to applicable site and regulatory safety standards.  It will

also specify the obligation of the contractor to make its manuals containing

standards and procedures in connection with occupational health and safety

legislation, policy, standard codes and regulations available to Gabriel Industries Inc.

on it request.

6. Alberta OHS legislation.  The contractor will be required to ensure all applicable

OHS legislation is readily available to all of its personnel and that the personnel will

comply with that legislation and Gabriel Industries Inc. policies and that its workers

are aware of and will abide by all contractual obligations.

7. Prime contractor.  Contractors will be assigned as the prime contractor if applicable

to contract.

8. Emergency procedures.  Contractors and subcontractors must be trained in site

emergency procedures during orientation.  In addition, contractors and
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subcontractors will have written emergency procedures specific to the site given to

each worker.  Procedures will include, as a minimum, the location and use of

emergency equipment, of existing procedures for first aid and ambulance and the

use of personal protective equipment.  Contractors are expected to participate in

Gabriel Industries Inc. drills.

9. Feedback.  The Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative must provide regular feedback

on health and safety performance to the contractor.  Deficiencies must be resolved

quickly.

10. Fitness for work.  Contractors must ensure that there is a fitness for work drug and

alcohol testing policy and program that complies with all applicable legislation,

Gabriel Industries Inc. policy and industry standards.

11. Health and safety plan.  The site-specific health and safety management plan

submitted will contain the following elements as a minimum and will be included

with its bid documents:

a. Understanding of and commitment to meeting or exceeding Gabriel

Industries Inc.’s standards

b. A risk assessment of the work to be undertaken in the contract planning and

subsequent phases

c. Roles and responsibilities of contractor’s personnel

d. Compliance with applicable laws

e. Incident prevention program

f. Incident reporting system

g. Specific health and safety goals or key performance indicators

h. Health and safety performance reporting procedures

i. A plan for communicating all requirements to all sub contractors

j. Worker training plan

12. Pre-bid information. The Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative must ensure that

contractors have appropriate health and safety requirement information prior to

bidding on the work so that the contractor clearly understands requirements and

associated costs.  These may include, among others:

a. Personal protective equipment requirements

b. Substance abuse screening

c. Vehicle safety requirements

d. General health and safety rules

e. Work permit system

f. Health and safety performance reporting requirements

13. Traffic Accommodation Strategy.  The Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative must

ensure a Traffic Accommodation Strategy is completed and approved by the Gabriel

Industries Inc. Representative for any contractor work on Gabriel Industries Inc.’s

roads.

14. Carrier Profiles.  The Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative will ensure current

Carrier Profiles (current is within 30 days of bid acceptance) are supplied to the

Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative for contractors involving commercial vehicles.

15. Pre-work safety orientation.  All personnel working for contractors will be required

to complete an appropriate safety orientation and safety meeting prior to starting

work. Gabriel Industries Inc. Representative is responsible for providing a site
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specific orientation and safety meeting and the contractor is responsible for

providing all other training that may be required.  For long term or ongoing

contracts, a refresher for all contracted workers will be provided by the contractor

at least annually.

16. General and site specific orientations.  The contractor is required to participate in

any general and site specific orientations offered at the work site, to carefully

examine the work site and surrounding areas and all aspects of the services to be

provided under the contract, and flowing from that, to make all investigations

necessary to fully understand any hazards which might be encountered in

performing the contract, and to ensure all identified hazards are properly addressed

prior to commencing performance under the contract.

17. General safety meetings.  The contract will require contractor’s supervisors to

attend any supervisory personnel safety meetings as may be scheduled by Gabriel

Industries Inc..  The contractor will be required to have representative at all

scheduled safety meetings and inform its workers of all current safety procedures

on the relevant site and to ensure that before any of its personnel begin work on

any particular project, its workers have been advised as to safety rules and

procedures.

18. Contractor safety meetings.  The contractor will be required to hold regular safety

meetings with its workers.

19. Housekeeping.  The contractor is required at all times to use good and orderly

housekeeping methods, including in particular addressing slipping and tripping

hazards and proper storage of materials and access.

20. Property security.   Contractors and subcontractors are responsible for their own

security while performing work on site.  All site security procedures must be

followed.

21. Reporting incidents.  Contractor must report all incidents, injuries and property

damage arising from the performance of the contract to the Gabriel Industries Inc.

Representative and appropriate regulatory agencies.  The contractor is required to

immediately report any communication of any sort form any government or

regulatory body, including an inspection, a violation, a notification or any other form

of contact. Gabriel Industries Inc. reporting guidelines must be given to contractors

prior to commencing work.  Contractors will investigate and report incidents using

Gabriel Industries Inc. and regulatory guidelines. Gabriel Industries Inc. may elect to

participate in any contractor investigation at Gabriel Industries Inc.’s discretion.

22. Incident investigation.  In the event of an injury or incident, the contractor is

required to conduct an incident investigation under the terms of the legislation, and

require the contractor to comply with obligations of the legislation in terms of

reporting to the regulatory authorities.  The contract will contain a ‘cooperation

clause’ whereby the contractor is obliged to (and obliged to secure the cooperation

of any subcontractors to) fully comply with all requests for information from the

Gabriel Industries Inc. including accessing witnesses for interviews.

23. Safety reporting.  The contractor will be required by the contract to provide daily,

weekly or monthly, as may be appropriate, safety reporting to Gabriel Industries

Inc..
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24. Inspections.  The contractor will be required to develop, implement and maintain a

regular system of inspection to detect and correct hazards, safety violations and

unsafe work practices.

25. Risk Assessment.  Processes must be in place to regularly assess health and safety

risks.  The processes must include a field level or personal risk assessment tool and a

formal risk assessment process where appropriate.

26. Shift schedules.  Copies of shift schedules will be provided by the contractor prior to

the start of work.  Fatigue management principles must be applied to minimize risks

due to inattention and fatigue.  A contractor will not be allowed to work schedules

that Gabriel Industries Inc. has deemed fatigue inducing.

27. Standard Work Procedures.  Copies of all appropriate site work procedures and

standards will be given to contractors prior to the start of work.  The contractor

must provide Gabriel Industries Inc. at minimum; copies of lock out-tag out,

confined space and scaffolding procedures and standards where appropriate.

Contractors must provide documented safe work procedures for all work unusual to

the site (i.e.  roofing, shop door installation, hazardous material transportation, etc.)

failure to adhere to standards and safe work procedures can result in termination of

the contract. {AMHSA COR audit, Element 1.18}The following topics must be

considered at a minimum:

a. Permits such as hot work, confined spaces

b. Isolation including electrical, hydraulic, compressed air, etc.

c. Lock out and tag out

d. Chemical handling

e. Manual handling

f. Housekeeping

g. Personal protective equipment

h. Hand tools

i. Cranes and rigging

j. Scaffolding and elevated work platforms

k. Working at heights

l. Equipment guarding

m. Excavation and trenching

n. Ventilation and gases

o. Barricading

p. Waste and spill cleanup and disposal

q. Emergency procedures

28. Supervision.  The Company Representative must arrange for monitoring of

contractor work processes and procedures to ensure compliance with standards.

Special emphasis must be given to equipment and tool maintenance, housekeeping

and adherence to work procedures.  Larger contracts may require full time health

and safety oversight by the Company personnel in addition to contractor safety

management staff.  Every contractor must designate a person on site to provide the

health and safety direction for the contractor.  On large contracts and projects with

more than 50 workers, or for a complex project, the contractor must designate a full

time health and safety representative.
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29. Subcontractor(s).  The contractor will ensure that any and all of its sub contactors

comply with appropriate occupational health and safety legislation, Gabriel

Industries Inc. policies and industry standards and abide by all of the above

provisions.

30. Unsafe practices or conditions.  The contractor is required to take immediate action

to correct unsafe practices or conditions when reported or observed.

31. Training documents.  All training documents must be presented to the workforce in

their regional or native language.  Any person directly supervising work must

provide fluent translation in the regional language of all verbal and written health

and safety instructions.

Contract Requirements

1. In no event will a contractor commence work without a written contract or notice to

proceed which includes a health and safety plan and procedures to perform work in

compliance with Gabriel Industries Inc. and regulatory agency requirements.

2. Gabriel Industries Inc. retains the right to inspect all documentation, to inspect the

worksite, to audit health and safety program documents and field activities, and to

review training and safety manuals and policies.  The contract will explicitly state

that such inspection and auditing does not relieve the contractor of its obligations

under either the contract or legislation.

3. The contract must make clear that the contractor, not the site representative,

retains the authority to hire, fire, discipline, supervise, control, and direct the work

of contractor workers, as well as the modify the terms and conditions of their

employment.

4. Gabriel Industries Inc. retains the right to revoke site access for contractor workers

who violate any health and safety standard and/or procedure.

5. The contract will specify Gabriel Industries Inc.’s obligation to take reasonable

precautions, as prescribed by the contractor, for the safety of the contractor’s and

Gabriel Industries Inc.’s personnel and equipment.

AUDITS

Active contract

1. Audits for health and safety performance will be conducted on a scheduled basis to

ensure Gabriel Industries Inc.’s standards are met.  Audits will be conducted by the

contractor with Gabriel Industries Inc.’s participation.  Audit documentation will

include performance improvement action plans.

2. The contract will specify the right of Gabriel Industries Inc. to audit such the

contractor’s program and policies from time to time in its sole discretion.

Post Contract

1. After the completion of each contract, Gabriel Industries Inc. will audit the

contractor’s performance which will be maintained on file for review in connection

with any future contract proposals from that contractor.

RECORD RETENTION

Record retention is per Gabriel Industries Inc. record management system requirements.

EVALUATION
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An annual documented review of the contractor management program; it will be the

responsibility of management and the health and safety representative.
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PURPOSE

Gabriel Industries Inc., as an occupier of premises, owes a duty to every visitor on occupier’s

premises to take such care as in all the circumstances of the case is reasonable to see that the

visitor will be reasonably safe in using the premises for the purposes for which the visitor is

invited or permitted by the occupier to be there or is permitted by law to be there. [AB

Occupier’s Liability Act May 1, 2004 Section 5]

CONTENT

The contents of the visitor management program is specific to ensuring visitors are made aware

of health and safety hazards and applicable emergency response plan; it addresses the common

duty of care in relation to the conduct of third parties on the premises.

DEFINITION

Visitor means:

• An entrant as of right;

• A person who is lawfully present on premises by virtue of an express or implied term of

a contract;

• Any other person whose presence on premises is lawful; or

• A person whose presence on premises becomes unlawful after the person’s entry on

those premises and who is taking reasonable steps to leave those premises. [AB

Occupier’s Liability Act May 1 2004, Section 1(e)]

HAZARD

Visitors can present a potential risk to Gabriel Industries Inc. and managing that risk is an

important component of health and safety.

MONITORING

An effective visitor management system monitors:

• Confirming the individual’s identification;

• Who they came to see;

• When they are on site;

• What areas of a facility they are authorized to enter; and

• Compiling other relevant information about them that could impact the specifics of their

visit or the organization as a whole.

LOCATION OF VISITOR SIGN IN BOOK

Visitor sign in books are located at the front desk of the office/warehouse.
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RESPONSIBLITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Ensure a copy of this program, either paper or downloaded electronic, is readily available

for reference by workers at the worksite affected by the program;

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun; and

• Ensure workers are trained on the visitor management program.

WORKERS

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training

PROCEDURE

• Visitors who must log in at front reception; and

• Gabriel Industries Inc. worker is to ensure visitor is aware of the emergency response

plan and applicable hazards for the worksite visit.

RECORD RETENTION

When the visitor sign in sheet is full, the sheet will be scanned and uploaded into sitedocs.

Records are to be kept for two (2) years from the date of the last entry.  Records are to be

maintained in accordance to Gabriel Industries Inc. record management system.

TRAINING

Training will be provided to affected workers and will consist of the following:

• Visitor program and its requirements.

EVALUATION

The visitor program will be evaluated by management and the health and safety representative

annually.  The evaluation will consist of the following:

• Visitor sign in log reflects the needs of the organization; and

• Workers are trained on visitor program.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that evaluation has been uploaded onto

sitedocs.
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COACHING AND COUNSELING ACTION FORM

Worker: Position:

Supervisor: Department:

Type of Action:
Verbal Written Written Warning Suspension Dismissal

Date:______________________________

Description of incident:

Corrective action or assistance required:

Next Action Step If Problem Continues:

I acknowledge receipt of this action and that its contents have been discussed with me.  I

understand that my signature does not necessarily indicate agreement.

Worker Signature: Employee Print:

Managers Signature: Human Resources:



STRICTEST CONFIDENCE

Dear

DISMISSAL

Further to the disciplinary meeting held on (date) at which the following was considered

(details).

I am writing to confirm the decision to dismiss you from your post of (post title) with

effect from (date of the meeting).

You are entitled to (number) weeks notice.  This will be paid at full pay together with

payment for any annual leave to which you are entitled.

Yours sincerely

President



STRICTEST CONFIDENCE

Dear

VERBAL WARNING

Further to the disciplinary meeting held on (date), I am writing to confirm the issue of a

verbal warning.

The warning was issued (date), following (describe the incident)

This warning will remain active for a period of 6 months from the date of the meeting.

Should you be found to repeat the type of behaviour leading to this incident during this 6

month period, you are warned that further disciplinary action, including dismissal, could

be taken, for recurring problems.  Should there be no repeated or similar actions within

the next 6 months, the warning will be made void.

Yours sincerely

President



STRICTEST CONFIDENCE

Dear

FIRST WRITTEN WARNING

Further to the disciplinary meeting held on (date), I am writing to confirm the issue of a

written warning.  The warning was issued (date), following (describe the incident).

This warning will remain active for a period of 12 months from the date of the meeting.

Should you be found to repeat the type of behaviour leading to this incident during this

12 month period, you are warned that further disciplinary action, including dismissal,

could be taken, for recurring problems.  Should there be no repeated or similar actions

within the next 12 months, the warning will be made void and removed from the

personnel file.

Yours sincerely

President
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NON-COMPLIANCE ENFORCMENT POLICY

PURPOSE

The aim of Gabriel Industries Inc. non-compliance enforcement policy is to help and encourage

workers to improve, achieve and maintain standards of conduct attendance and job

performance.  It also enables management to deal effectively with those workers who do not

comply with Gabriel Industries Inc. standards of conduct attendance and performance in the

workplace.  Equally, the policy and procedures are designed in a manner which is non-

discriminatory and which is fair, consistent and effective.  It must also be applied in a timely

manner and without undue delay.

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Ensuring workers are made aware of the non-compliance enforcement policy;

• Workers are informed and understand of the standards of conduct and work

performance expected of him/her.

WORKERS

• Abide by the standards of conduct and work performance outlined by management.

CONFIDENTIALITY

Matters relating to or arising under this policy and procedures must be treated as confidential at

all times.  Failure to do so may itself constitute grounds for initiating action.

KEY PRINCIPLES

1. At each state of the procedure, the worker will be informed in writing of:

a. The nature of the complaint or allegation against him/her; and

b. The state at which the matter is being considered.

2. Unless the reasons are exceptional, the arranged meeting must take place within ten

(10) working days.  However, where a worker fails to attend such meetings more than

once without compelling reasons, the meeting may be held in the worker’s absence.

Where this measure is invoked, the worker will be informed of this in writing.

3. The nature of the action will be determined according to the nature and seriousness of

the alleged misconduct and a dispassionate assessment of the facts based on the

balance of probabilities.  Where misconduct is established and the sanction is a warning

may result in further and potentially more serious action which may ultimately result in

dismissal.

4. This policy and attached procedures will not apply to any worker who is in their period

of probation.

5. This policy and procedure will be reviewed periodically giving due consideration to any

legislative changes.

President – Robert McKercher
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PROCEDURES

INFORMAL PROCEDURE

This procedure should be used where the lapse in performance or safety conduct can

reasonably be side to be minor or an isolated instance.  Coaching and mentoring may be action

taken in this circumstance.

FORMAL PROCEDURE

The formal procedure will be applied where a worker does not respond appropriately or

adequately to informal action or management considers that the breach of conduct is believed

to have occurred is too serious to be dealt with informally.  In using the formal procedure and

determining whether the worker has committed ‘misconduct’ or ‘gross misconduct’ the burden

of proof on a dispassionate and objective assessment of the facts is the balance of probability.

THE DISCIPLINARY MEETING

Before the meeting the worker will be advised of the purpose of the meeting and details of the

complaint or allegation being considered; covering all issues to be discussed.

The worker will be advised of the outcome of the disciplinary meeting within two (2) working

days unless a longer period is specified and can be justified.  If disciplinary action is taken, the

worker will be informed of the required improvements which are necessary and if applicable

details of timescales for achievement, the duration of the warning and the consequence of a

failure to improve performance as required.  The letter must include the date of the disciplinary

meeting, the reason for issuing the warning as well as details of any sanctions which may be

imposed.  It should also be noted whether the worker invoked their right to be accompanied.

WARNING AND PENALITIES

The outcome of the disciplinary meeting will generally fall into one of the following categories:

• Verbal warning

• Written warning

• Suspension

• Termination

1. Verbal Warning: A worker will be given a verbal warning when a problem is identified that

justifies a verbal warning or the worker engages in unacceptable behavior during. Verbal

warnings are documented and placed in the worker’s personnel file and will remain in effect

three (3) months.

2. Written Warning: A written warning is more serious than a verbal warning. A written warning

will be given when a worker engages in conduct that justifies a written warning or the worker

engages in unacceptable behavior during the period that a verbal warning is in effect. Written

warnings are maintained in a worker’s personnel file and remains in effect for three (3) months.

3. Suspension: A suspension without pay is more serious than a written warning. A worker will

be suspended when he or she engages in conduct that justifies a suspension or the worker

engages in unacceptable behavior during the period that a written warning is in effect. An

worker's suspension will be documented and, regardless of the length of the suspension issued,

will remain in effect for three (3) months.

4. Termination: A worker will be terminated when he or she engages in conduct that justifies

termination or does not correct the matter that resulted in less sever discipline.
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EXPIRY OF WARNINGS

A record of any disciplinary sanction will be placed on the worker’s personnel file.  A sanction

will be considered to be spent and the record removed from the file provided that the

employee’s conduct has been considered to be satisfactory throughout the period following the

imposition of the sanction.

AUTHORITY TO DISMISS

The decision to dismiss a worker may only be taken by a person designated by management to

have such authority or the instruction of a person so designated.
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This information is being collected for the purposes of the OHS program at Gabriel Industries in accordance with the Alberta OHS

Act, Regulation & Code. The personal information that you provide is subject to the provisions of the PIPPA. Questions about the

collection and disclosure of this information can be directed to Robert McKercher, President of Gabriel Industries.

Date & Time of Measurement:

Worker or Occupation Evaluated:

Name of Equipment or Area Being Assessed:

For Equipment:  Make/Model/Serial Number

Estimated average percentage worker spends on activity

Work Location Evaluated:

Name of Assessor(s):

Noise Exposure Assessment

At least one of the following method(s) will be used to assess employee exposure to noise (check all that applies):

1.

Company self-assessment using a Sound Level Meter (make/model/serial #):

.

2. Equipment manufacturer’s noise specifications. (Copies of all such data will be included in records for kept

this Hearing Conservation Program.)

3. Data from similar equipment.

4.

3rd Party Assessment using:

Worker informed of purpose of noise assessment?: Yes No

Initial on-site calibration conducted: Yes No

Reading: dB within the immediate equipment/area. Number of times tested:

If applicable, reading: dB within 20’ of the immediate equipment/area.

If applicable, reading: dB within 40’ of the immediate equipment/area.

Various testing (i.e. door open, roading, blading etc)

Type Results

Post on-site calibration conducted: Yes No Accuracy of test:

Other Comments (i.e. product, characteristics & machinery operating parameters when measurements taken

Is Hearing Protection Required under the OH&S Code? Yes (if yes, specify below) No

Does this equipment/area need to be tested again? Yes (if yes, specify below) No

Signatures:

Measurements have been conducted in accordance with CSA Z107.56.

Noise Exposure Assessor:
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PURPOSE

This program ensures hearing conservation and noise control efforts in areas where worker

exposure to noise equals or exceeds levels set forth in the Alberta Occupational Health and

Safety Code Part 16.

DEFINITIONS

Abnormal shift means a audiogram that indicates:

a. The threshold in either ear is more than 25 dB at 500, 1000 or 2000 Hz,

b. The threshold in either ear is more than 60 dB at 3000, 4000 or 6000 Hz, or

c. There is one-sided hearing loss with the difference in hearing threshold level between

the better and the poorer ear exceeding the average of 30 dB at 3000, 4000 and 6000

Hz.

Abnormal shift means a threshold shift, in either ear, of 15 dB at two consecutive test

frequencies from 1000 Hz up to and including 6000 Hz when compared to the baseline test.

Audiometer means a device meeting the specifications for an audiometer described in ANSI

Standard S3.6-2004, Specifications for Audiometers.

Audiometric technician means a person who has passed an audiometric technician coursed

approved by the Director of Medical Services, or has been approved by the Director of Medical

Services as having the equivalent of an approved audiometric technician course and who, in

either case, has passed a requalification examination when requested to do so by the Director of

Medical Services.

3 decibel exchange rate means that when the sound energy doubles, the decibel levels increase

by three.

dBA means a measure of sound level in decibels using a reference sound pressure of 20

micropascals when measured on the A-weighting network of a sound level meter.

Excess noise means noise that exceeds limits in Section 218 of Alberta Occupational Health and

Safety Code

Lex means the level of a worker’s total exposure to noise in dBA, averaged over the entire

workday and adjusted to an equivalent 8 hour exposure measured in accordance Section 216 of

the Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Code.

Noise means sound energy at a work site.

NOTIFIABLE DISEASE

Noise induced hearing loss is a notifiable disease.

COMPONENTS OF PROGRAM

Gabriel Industries Inc. noise management program is divided into two (2) components:

1. Noise exposure assessment and

2. Audiometric testing
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RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• A copy of this program, either paper or downloaded electronic is readily available for

reference by workers at the worksite affected by the program;

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun;

• Have a duty to reduce noise exposure which involves ensuring that all reasonably

practicable measures are used to reduce the noise to which workers are exposed in

areas of the work site where workers may be present;

• Must ensure that the following are designed and constructed in such a way that the

continuous noise levels generated are not more than 85 DBA or are as low as reasonably

practicable:

o A new work site;

o Significant physical altercations, renovations or repairs to an existing work site

or work area;

o A work process introduced to the work site or work area;

o Significant equipment introduced to the work site or work area;

• Must ensure that a worker’s exposure to noise does not exceed

o Schedule 3, Table 1 (listed in Alberta OHS Code), and

o 85 DBA Lex;

• Must ensure a prime contractor on a work site is made aware of any existing or

potential noise hazards that may affect that employer’s workers;

• The selection of hearing protection meets the standards of hearing protection selection

as outlined in this program;

• Must provide workers with training in the selection, use and maintenance of hearing

protection equipment required to be used at a work site in accordance with the

manufacturer’s specifications;

• Must ensure that affected workers wear the required hearing protection equipment;

• Must provide audiometric testing for a worker exposed to excess noise in accordance to

the frequency of audiometric testing listed below;

• Posting warning signage, where noise levels exceed 85 dB (a);

• The results of the noise exposure measurements are recorded;

• Arrange audiometric testing for noise exposed workers;

• To arrange financial payment for a worker’s audiometric testing;

• Must ensure that the audiometric tests are administered by an audiometric technician;

• Maintain records of audiometric testing;

• Must provide hearing protection to workers exposed to noise;

• Must provide worker time during normal work hours to participate in audiometric

testing; and

• Conduct an annual evaluation of the noise management program.
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WORKERS

• Must cooperate with in implementing the policies and procedures, if the worker is

subject to noise management;

• Must wear and use the hearing protection equipment provided to the worker in

accordance with the training provided;

• Notify management of any of the following conditions:

o New equipment or work processes that generate noise are introduced to the

work site;

o Noise levels change due to equipment deterioration;

o Significant physical alterations, renovations or repairs to an existing work site or

work area;

o Work practices or work procedures change; or

o Workers complain of ringing in the ears, temporary changes in hearing or

increased levels of noise in their work area;

• Must participate in the training provided; and

• Must apply the training.

NOISE EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT

If workers are, or may be, exposed to noise at a work site in excess of 85 dBA Lex, and the noise

exposure limits in Schedule 3, Table 1 (listed in this program), a noise assessment must be

conducted.  The noise assessment will consist of the following:

• Assessing the worksite and identifying existing and potential hazards;

• Preparing a report of the results of the assessment and the methods used to control or

eliminate the noise; and

• Ensuring that the date on which the assessment is prepared or revised is recorded on it.

FREQUENCY OF NOISE ASSESSMENTS

Noise exposure assessments are to be conducted when:

• New equipment or work processes that generate noise are introduced to the work site;

• Noise levels change due to equipment deterioration;

• Significant physical alterations, renovations or repairs to an existing work site or work

area;

• Work practices or work procedures change;

• Length of time a worker is exposed to noise; or

• At reasonably practicable intervals to prevent the development of unsafe and unhealthy

working conditions.

POSTING SUITABLE WARNING SIGNAGE

Suitable warning signage will be posted at permanent work sites where the noise exposure

exceeds 85dB.

METHODS OF NOISE CONTROL

Noise must be controlled through the use of engineering controls first, then administrative

controls if engineering controls are not effective.  Only if engineering or administrative controls

do not or are impracticable to eliminate or reduce a hazard sufficiently is an employer permitted

to use appropriate personal protective equipment.

A combination of the three may be used, when reasonably practicable.
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NOISE EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT RECORDS

A copy of the results of the noise exposure assessment is available on request to an affected

worker or an Alberta Occupational Health and Safety officer.

SELECTION OF HEARING PROTECTION

Hearing protection must adequately attenuate noise levels when the worker is wearing them.

The following points is to be considered when deciding whether a hearing protection is suitable:

• Is of the appropriate class and grade as described in  Schedule 3, Table 2 listed in Alberta

OHS Code, and

• Hearing protection must meet the requirements of CSA Standard Z94.2-02 Hearing

Protection Devices – Performance, Selection, Care and Use.

• It should be determined whether the individual needs to communicate verbally during

the course of their work, and if so, a hearing protector should be provided that does not

over-attenuate the speech frequencies where possible.

• The length of time and how comfortable the hearing protection should be taken into

consideration.

• Compatibility with other PPE that is worn by an individual worker.

AVAILABILITY OF HEARING PROTECTION

Management is responsible to ensure hearing protection is available to workers.

FREQUENCY OF AUDIOMETRIC TESTING

The frequency of audiometric testing will be:

• An initial baseline test as soon as is practicable, but not later than six months after the

worker is employed or within six months after a worker is exposed to excess noise

because of a change in the worker’s duties or process conditions,

• Not more than 12 months after the initial baseline test, and

• At least every second year after the test listed above.

Taken from AB OHS Code

• Record the results of audiometric tests; and

• Provide a copy of the test results to the worker.

• Requirements listed under AB OHS Code Part 16 Section 223 (3,4)

SCHEDULING OF AUDIOMETRIC TESTS

Management, with assistance from the health and safety representative will schedule

audiometric testing.

CONFIDENTIALITY

A person must not release records of audiometric tests conducted on a worker or medical

history received from a worker as required to any person without the worker’s written

permission.

All collection, use and disclosure of personal information will be carried out in accordance with

the Alberta PIPPA legislation and Gabriel Industries Inc. record management program.
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RECORD RETENTION

• The record of audiometric testing is to be retained for a period of not less than 10 years.

• The record of the noise assessment is retained for as long as Gabriel Industries Inc.

operates in Alberta.

TRAINING

Training will consist of the following:

1. The noise management program which includes:

a. Purpose;

b. Roles and responsibilities;

c. Process/Procedures.

2. Basic of noise induced hearing loss which includes:

a. Instructions about noise hazards,

b. How it can affect their health,

c. How to protect themselves,

d. Their responsibilities pertaining to hearing protection.

3. The use, maintenance, limitations and storage of hearing protection which includes:

a. How to fit and use hearing protectors correctly;

b. Why hearing protection must be worn correctly and throughout their working

shift (if applicable);

c. Why hearing protection should not be taken off in designated ‘ hearing

protection zones’;

d. Why the hearing protection has been selected;

e. The manufacturer’s instructions on the use and maintenance of the hearing

protector;

f. When not in use, where and how to store hearing protection.

EVALUATION

The noise management program is be evaluated annually by management and health and safety

representative, it will include as a minimum:

1. Effectiveness of the education and training;

2. The need for further noise assessment;

3. Adequacy of noise control measures; and

4. Analysis and statistical review of audiometric testing.

Evaluations will be communicated to workers via email that have been posted on site docs.
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PURPOSE

Gabriel Industries is committed to minimizing the impact of its waste on the environment.  This

commitment requires the participation od all workers, including other party workers.

DEFINITIONS

Waste: Waste management is the activities or actions required to manage waste from its

inception to its final disposal.  This includes the collection, transport, treatment and disposal of

waste, together with monitoring and regulation of the waste management system.

RESPONSIBILITIES

MANAGEMENT

• Ensure that all workers who are affected by this program are familiar with it before the

work is begun;

• Whenever possible, consider alternatives of disposing waste in landfills;

WORKERS

• Must dispose of waste in accordance to management’s direction.

WASTE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

• All pails, drums and containers are to be properly labeled as to their contents.  This also

applies to pails returning from work sites and pails used to store waste.

• All containers stored outside must have a lid or be properly sealed.

• Do not mix hazardous waste with no-hazardous waste.

• Units or equipment that require maintenance or repair shall be flushed in hazardous

residues at approved flushing facilities prior to entering a maintenance facility for repair.

• It is prohibited to drain or flush equipment containing hazardous liquids on the ground.

If the equipment cannot be flushed, contain residual liquids in pails when disconnecting

the lines.

• Shop yard to be kept free of chemical, oil, hydraulic fluid and obsolete batteries.

• Do not dump waste chemicals or fluids on the ground.  Use approved disposal or

flushing facilities.
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PURPOSE

Gabriel Industries is committed to providing a physically and psychologically health and safe

workplace.  The management of Gabriel Industries recognizes that workers and the company

have a shared responsibility to promote the principles of mutual respect, confidentiality and

cooperation, as outlined in this policy.  Any act that can cause harm to worker psychological

health is unacceptable and will not be tolerated.

This policy outlines our commitment to protecting the psychological health and safety or our

workers.  The purpose of this policy is to ensure that individuals are aware that any harm to

psychological health and safety is considered a serious offence and therefore will be addressed

accordingly. Those subjected to psychological harm will be assisted in the pursuit of their

complaint and provided with appropriate support.

DEFINITIONS

Psychological Health: A state of well-being in which the individual realizes his or her own

abilities, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is

able to contribute to his or her community.

DEFINITIONS

MANAGEMENT

• Fostering an organizational culture that promotes psychological health and safety

• Ensuring compliance with relevant occupational health and safety laws

• Ensuring that workers are trained in recognizing and responding to situations involving

psychological harm

• Ensuring that every reported incident of psychological harm is investigated, in an

objective and timely manner, and potential areas of improvement are identified

• Ensuring that the worker is advised to consult a health professional if the worker reports

psychological injuries or adverse symptoms from psychological harm

• Maintaining the confidentiality of the individuals concerned, except where disclosure is

necessary for the purposes of investigating the complaint or taking disciplinary

measures in relation to the alleged complaint if discipline is being imposed

• Providing appropriate support for affected workers.

WORKERS

• Workers are required to be familiar with and follow the procedures that are in place to

protect their psychological health

• All workers are to participate in the instruction on psychological hazards

• Workers have the responsibility to treat each other with respect workers are required

to immediately report all violations of this policy to their supervisor

• Workers are responsible to co-operate in the investigation of complaints. Anyone who

investigates or gives evidence in a complaint investigation shall keep details confidential

• Workers are also responsible for participating in work site hazard assessments and

implementing controls and procedures to eliminate or control the associated hazards.
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MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

No action shall be taken against an individual for making a complaint unless the complaint is

made maliciously or without reasonable and probable grounds.

Reasonable actions by management to help manage, guide or direct workers.  Appropriate

worker performance reviews, counselling or discipline by management is not harassment.
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PURPOSE

Gabriel Industries is committed to the health and safety of its workers and the public at large.

Safety is of paramount importance given the safety-sensitive nature of our operations which can

include elements of significant risk.  In order to safeguard our workers, our customers and the

general public, Gabriel Industries must ensure that its workforce is always fit for duty.

Gabriel Industries recognizes and accepts the responsibility to provide its workers with a safe,

healthy and productive work environment.  Workers have the complementary responsibility to

report to work capable of performing their tasks productively and safely.

All workers of Gabriel Industries are expected to come to work fit for duty and maintain that

status throughout their shift.  In addition, workers are expected to carry out assigned duties

safely and free from the influence or after effects of any substance, be it prescription or non-

prescription, legal or illegal.

The use of alcohol or drugs (including improper use of prescription medication, cannabis or

other intoxicants) can have serious adverse effects on the safety of the workplace, workers and

clients.  Attending work while impaired in any way (i.e. under the influence of alcohol or

impaired from prescription or non-prescription drugs) is prohibited.

Any deviation from the policy may result in disciplinary action that may include termination for

just cause.  All workers will be provided with a copy of this policy and will be required to read

and acknowledge it as notification that any resulting dismissal will be considered as ‘dismissal

for just cause’ and not subject to notice or pay in lieu of notice.

Further, workers who are concerned that a fellow worker may be unfit for work are required to

report their concerns to management.  In addition, workers are expected to immediately

contact management or site supervisor if working at a prime contractor’s site, if there is any

immediate real or perceived risk to the safety of operations.

DEFINITIONS

Alcohol: means the intoxicating agent in beverage alcohol, ethyl alcohol, or other low molecular

weight alcohols including methyl and isopropyl.

Drugs:  includes any drug, substance, chemical or agent the use of which impairs, or has the

ability to impair, the ability to perform work safely, including those which require a personal

prescription from a licensed treating physician or any non-prescription over the counter drugs.

Worker:  is defined as including full time, part time, causal, seasonal, contracted or otherwise).

“under the influence” and “impairment” by drugs or alcohol for the purpose of this policy.

Unable to perform in a productive manner: is defined as being in a physical or mental

condition that creates a risk to the safety and well-being of the individual, other workers, or the

property of Gabriel Industries or any member of the public; or displaying signs or symptoms of

being under the influence of a substance including, but not limited to, the smell of alcohol or

cannabis, slurred speech, delayed reaction time, red eyes, dilated pupils or atypical behavior.
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Safety Sensitive Position: is defined as a position within the company which has a direct impact

on the safety of operations.  For the purposes of this policy, the following positions within

Gabriel Industries have been designated as Safety Sensitive Positions:

• President and General Manager

• Vice President and Operational Manager

• Fire Alarm Service Coordinator

• Service Coordinator/Safety Representative

• Projects Coordinator

• Programmer

• Apprentice

SCOPE

This policy applies to Gabriel Industries workers and workers contracted to Gabriel Industries.

FIT FOR DUTY

In order to minimize the risk of impaired performance due to substance use, the following drug

and alcohol work rules apply.  Violations of these drug and alcohol work rules is grounds for

disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment for cause.

1. Workers must report and remain fit for duty for scheduled work and be able to perform

assigned duties safely and acceptably without any limitations due to the use or after-

effects of alcohol or drugs, or any other substance.

2. No workers shall use, posses, consume or be under the influence of, or be impaired by

drugs or alcohol during their shift, (including meal periods, scheduled breaks).  Only two

exceptions are permitted:

a. The use of prescription medications (for which the individual has a valid

prescription) and over the counter drugs (such as Tylenol, ASA, Ibuprofen) is

permitted at work only if it does not impair the worker’s ability to perform

his/her work effectively and safely.  The use of any prescription or over the

counter drugs must be taken in accordance with any prescriptions, drug labels

or as otherwise directed by a pharmacist or physician.

b. Alcohol may be consumed during a shift if a worker’s duties involve attendance

at a company sponsored social event to which workers are invited.  At such

events alcohol may be served or available.  While attending such events,

workers are expected to limit their consumption of alcohol to reasonable levels

and to behave in a responsible manner.  Once a worker consumes alcohol at

such a social event, he/she is no longer considered fit for any other work-related

duties until such time as he/she is no longer under the influence of alcohol.

3. Specific restrictions apply to cannabis consumption as follows:

a. No consumption 8 hours before a shift.

b. No consumption 24 hours before operating a motor vehicle for work purposes.
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4. Gabriel Industries reserves the right to temporarily remove, reassign or suspend (with

pay) a worker pending a determination of the worker’s fitness for work, assessment of a

substance abuse issue, or completion of an investigation into a possible violation of this

policy.

SELF-DECLARATION, ACCOMMODATION AND REHABILITATION

Any worker suffering from a drug or alcohol problem is strongly encouraged to disclose the

illness or addiction to Gabriel Industries’ management before drug or alcohol problems lead to

performance problems or a violation of this policy.  Additionally, workers are encouraged to

report in confidence to Gabriel Industries’ management any use of ill impairment-causing drugs

(prescription or otherwise) which may affect their work performance or the safe execution of

their duties.

Gabriel Industries recognizes its responsibility to assist and accommodate

i. Workers suffering from an illness or addiction due to alcohol or drugs; or

ii. Workers who may require to use the impairment causing drugs, to the extent

reasonably possible without suffering undue hardships.

A worker who voluntarily seeks assistance for dug or alcohol problems will not jeopardize

his/her employment in so doing, nor will he/she subject to disciplinary action so long as the

employee continues to co-operate and seek appropriate treatment for his/her disclosed

problem and is able to treat and control the problem to facilitate a return to work within a

reasonably foreseeable future.  Notwithstanding the above, a worker’s request for assistance

will not be a defense to the imposition of disciplinary action where a violation of this or other

policies has occurred (e.g. a worker who is deemed to have contravened a company policy and

who subsequently requests assistance with a drug or alcohol problem may still be subject to

disciplinary action).

Gabriel Industries will take the utmost precautions to protect workers confidentiality given the

sensitive nature of the issue.  If a worker neglects or refuses to disclose such a condition to

Gabriel Industries, then as the employer, Gabriel Industries will be forced to deal with breaches

of this policy based on the understanding that the worker is not suffering from an addiction or

illness and strict disciplinary action will be taken up to and including termination of employment

for just cause.

Workers suffering from alcohol or drug problems who fail to co-operate with assistance or

treatment programs or engage in repeated infractions of this policy will be subject to the normal

disciplinary process, including but not limited to termination for just cause.

DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING

Workers must be aware that post incident/or reasonable grounds testing may be conducted by

law enforcement or to other government agencies where permissible by law.

I have read and understand Gabriel Industries Drug and Alcohol Policy

Print Name Signature

Date:
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COMPANY STANDARDS

Rules, whether corporately derived as directives or government legislated as regulations, are in place for

the health and safety of workers.  They are meant to control actions and conduct within the workplace.

Rules must be fair, enforceable and carry consequences.

UNACCEPTABLE CONDUCT:

The following actions are prohibited at all times, in transit to and on all company project sites. Failure to

comply with these rules is grounds for dismissal:

Consuming or being in possession of alcohol or illegal drugs on company premises, in company vehicles,

or on any company job site, is prohibited.

Arriving for work or remaining at work when the ability to perform job duties is impaired.

Possession of a weapon, defined as any device capable of causing harm.

Violent, threatening, abusive or irresponsible behavior such as fighting, rough play, practical jokes or

interference with other employees.

Theft, vandalism or abuse/misuse of company property.

Damaging, disabling or interfering with security, safety, firefighting and first aid equipment.

MANDATORY ACTION:

The following are required on company construction and project sites to maintain favorable employment

status:

An approved hard hat, safety boots, gloves, full length pants, minimum 4” sleeve shirt and safety

glasses on all project sites as per site requirements.

Report to a supervisor all unsafe acts, conditions and close calls.

Seek out a supervisor and report all injury and damage accidents immediately.

Perform all work using safe work practices and job procedures in accordance to Gabriel’s company

policy.

Maintain good housekeeping in the work area and use only those tools that are in good repair, properly

removing damaged equipment from service.

First aid treatment is to be obtained promptly for any injury.
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President – Robert Mckercher

Operate all vehicles and mobile equipment in accordance with project site rules and highway

regulations.

Only those tools that are in good repair, with all guards and safety devices in place, shall be used.

Operate all vehicles and mobile equipment in accordance with site rules and highway regulatory

requirements.

Clothing shall be appropriate to duties being performed.  Long pants, a shirt with minimum 4” sleeves

and sturdy steel toe work boots are the minimum requirements.

Smoking is permitted only in designated areas.

Hand tools shall not be used for any purpose other than that intended.  All damaged or worn parts shall

be promptly repaired or replaced.

Power tools shall be operated only by authorized personnel, with guards furnished by the manufacturer

"in place."

All electrical hand tools shall be grounded or double-insulated.

Welding and burning operations shall be carried out only by authorized personnel with appropriate

individual protective equipment.

General safety rules do not take precedence over applicable current government

legislation, with which all employees should be familiar.
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PURPOSE

The purpose of the program administration element is to summarize the following:

• Alberta OHS legislation accessibility;

• Requirements of Certificate of Recognition program;

• Communication

• Accountability

RESPONSIBILITES

MANAGEMENT (with respect to Alberta OHS legislation at worksite)

• Must ensure that a worker performs of duties imposed on a worker by Alberta

Occupational Health and Safety Regulation or Code;

• Will, upon request by an Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Officer, identify to the

officer the workers employed by Gabriel Industries Inc. and those contracted at the work

site;

• To ensure a copy of the current Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Legislation is

accessible to the worker;

• Notify workers of Occupational health and safety legislation changes;

• Purchase Alberta Occupational health and Safety legislation for new work sites or if

changes to the Act, Regulation or Code;

• Post a copy of the following on the safety bulletin board in the office/warehouse:

o An order made under the Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Act that is

relevant to the work site;

o A health and safety noticed prepared by or for a Director concerning conditions or

procedures at the work site;

• Must post a copy of an order and noticed on the safety bulletin board in the

office/warehouse as soon as it is received;

• Respond to the order in a timely manner;

• Must keep an order under the Act posted until the conditions specified in the order are

met. If the work site is mobile and posting is impracticable, must ensure that the

information in the order or the notice is brought to the attention of all workers at the work

site;

• Must ensure that a copy or a record of an acceptance that applies at a work site is:

o Posted at the work site,

o If applicable, secured to or kept with the equipment to which the acceptance

applies, or

• Otherwise communicated to the workers who may be affected by the acceptance;

• Evaluate the health and safety elements based on set criterion established by management

and the health and safety representative
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MANAGEMENT (With respect to Certificate of Recognition)

• To attend interview;

• To attend pre and post audit meetings;

• To provide resources for the certificate of recognition audit;

• To develop an action plan based on audit results;

• To arrange external and internal audit; and

• Notify all workers of audit results, audit conclusions and any corrective action plans.

MANAGEMENT (With respect to statistics and trends)

• With assistance of the Health and Safety Representative, analyze statistics based on

perimeters outlined in various health and safety elements to identify trends or areas of

concerns and success.

• Develop an action plan to address trends (where deemed necessary) or areas of concerns.

WORKERS (with respect to legislation accessibility)

• To comply with legislation applicable to his/her job task or position;

• Notify management of any issued administrative penalty(s);

• Every person at a work site will, on request by an officer, provide proof of identity

satisfactory to the officer; and

• To know the location the nearest copy of the Alberta Occupational Health and Safety

legislation.

WORKERS (with respect to Certificate of Recognition)

• To participate in COR audit processes.

HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

• To participate in the analysis of the health and safety statistics and assist in the creation of

action plan based on findings of the statistics.

DUTIES OF WORKER

• A worker who is not competent to perform work that may endanger the worker or others

must not perform the work except under the direct supervision of a worker who is

competent to perform the work

• A worker must immediately report to his/her supervisor and/or manager equipment that

o Is in a condition that will compromise the health and safety of workers using or

transporting it,

o Will not perform the function for which it is intended or was designed,

o Is not strong enough for its purpose, or

o Has an obvious effect

• A worker who believes that an unsafe or harmful work site condition or act exists or has

occurred will immediately report it to his/her supervisor and or manager; and

• The duty must be treated as applying to circumstances and things that are within the

worker’s area of occupational responsibility and the worker must perform the duty.

PURCHASING/UPDATING ALBERTA OHS LEGISLATION PROCEDURE

Management will purchase legislation from Alberta Queen’s Printer;

1. Upon receiving legislation, place new legislation or updated in binders in the front office.
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PROCESS FOR NOTIFICATION OF ALBERTA OCCUPATIONA L HEALTH AND SAFETY LEGISLATION

CHANGES

1. Upon notification of changes or updates to legislation, management with consultation

of the health and safety representative will make the necessary changes to elements

procedures or process to ensure legislative compliance;

2. Management, in conjunction with the health and safety representative, will notify all

workers via email and/or printed copies.

HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY

The health and safety policy with be reviewed annually be management and the health and safety

representative to ensure it is meeting the demands of Gabriel Industries Inc.

ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

1. Established standard of performances

The established standard of performances will be the adherence to the following:

a. Safety Policy;

b. Written health and safety procedures and processes;

c. Alberta Occupational Health and Safety legislation or other applicable legislation; and

d. Job descriptions.

2. Health and safety resources

The following resources will be taken into consideration for a process or procedure:

a. Human i.e. workers.

b. Capital i.e. equipment, machinery, tools.

c. Time.

d. Financial.

e. Information.

3. Monitoring and assessment of individual performance

The following will be used as a method of monitoring of individual performance

a. Inspections.

b. Randomly observed and record behaviors in the workplace.

The following will be used a method of assessment of individual performance

a. Performance appraisal.

b. Positive/negative feedback.

c. Participation in training.

4. Consequences

A person will be held accountable for a responsibility only if that person has control of the

resources or the ability to fulfill that responsibility.

The criteria for appropriate consequences:

• They are justified.

• They correspond to the degree of positive or negative results of the behavior.

• They are applied consistently throughout the entire organization.

Consequences may be any of the following:

• Discipline in accordance Gabriel Industries Inc. non-compliance enforcement policy; or

• As determined by management.

COMMUNCIATION

The methods of communication will include:

• Electronically:  text or emails
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• Verbally:  one on one or meetings.

CERTIFICATE OF RECOGNITION (COR) AUDIT RESULTS

The results of the COR audit will be discussed with workers at the monthly meeting following the

audit.  An action plan will be presented to the workers at the time of the meeting in which workers

will be able to provide input into the plan.

PROCESS FOR IMPLEMENTING COR ACTION PLAN

1. A written action plan will be developed with the assistance of workers.

2. Responsibilities will be assigned to persons.

3. The Health and Safety Representative and President will discuss status of the action plan

during each monthly meeting.

4. Health and Safety Representative will update action plan accordingly.

5. Once action plan is completed, Health and Safety Representative will upload record into

the site docs.

STATISTICS AND TRENDS

TRAINING

Workers will be trained on the following:

• Location of legislation;

• Relevance of legislation to job position and/or task; and

• Three rights.
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Tasks - Apprentice

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date: 10-25-2018 Reviewed date:

APPRENTICE

The following are tasks assigned to the position of apprentice:

• Service calls 4%

• Construction work 90%

• Substation work 1%

• Office work – computer usage 2%

• Driving 3%



Tasks – Fire Alarm Service Coordinator

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date:
10-25-2018

Reviewed date:

FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

The following are tasks assigned to the position of fire alarm service coordinator

• Service calls 30%

• Life safety prevention inspections 50%

• Office work – computer usage 10%

• Construction work 5%

• Substation work 2%

• Driving 3%



Tasks – President and General Manager

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date:
10-25-2018

Reviewed date:

PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

The following are tasks assigned to the position of president and general manager

• Service calls 5%

• Office work – computer usage 90%

• Sales 3%

• Driving 1%

• Construction 1%



Tasks – Programmer

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date:
10-25-2018

Reviewed date:

PROGRAMMER

The following are tasks assigned to the position of programmer

• Office work – computer usage 40%

• Sales 30%

• Driving 5%

• Service calls 10%

• Construction works 10%

• Substation works 5%



Tasks – Project Coordinator

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date:
10-25-2018

Reviewed date:

PROJECT COORDINATOR

The following are tasks assigned to the position of Project Coordinator

• Office work – computer usage 5%

• Service calls 30%

• Construction work 60%

• Substation work 2%

• Driving 3%



Tasks – Service Coordinator and Safety Representative

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date:
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Reviewed date:

SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

The following are tasks assigned to the position of Service Coordinator and Safety

Representative:

• Office work – computer usage 5%

• Service calls 40%

• Construction work 40%

• Substation work 2%

• Driving 10%

• Liaison between employer and workers 3%



Tasks – Vice President and Operational Manager
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VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

The following are tasks assigned to the position of Vice President and Operational Manager:

• Office work – computer usage 80%

• Service calls 10%

• Construction work 3%

• Sales 5%

• Banking 1%

• Driving 1%



Tasks - Apprentice

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date: 10-25-2018 Reviewed date:

APPRENTICE

The following are tasks assigned to the position of apprentice:

• Service calls 4%

• Construction work 90%

• Substation work 1%

• Office work – computer usage 2%

• Driving 3%



Tasks – Fire Alarm Service Coordinator

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date:
10-25-2018

Reviewed date:

FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

The following are tasks assigned to the position of fire alarm service coordinator

• Service calls 30%

• Life safety prevention inspections 50%

• Office work – computer usage 10%

• Construction work 5%

• Substation work 2%

• Driving 3%



Tasks – President and General Manager

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date:
10-25-2018

Reviewed date:

PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

The following are tasks assigned to the position of president and general manager

• Service calls 5%

• Office work – computer usage 90%

• Sales 3%

• Driving 1%

• Construction 1%



Tasks – Programmer

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date:
10-25-2018

Reviewed date:

PROGRAMMER

The following are tasks assigned to the position of programmer

• Office work – computer usage 40%

• Sales 30%

• Driving 5%

• Service calls 10%

• Construction works 10%

• Substation works 5%



Tasks – Project Coordinator

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date:
10-25-2018

Reviewed date:

PROJECT COORDINATOR

The following are tasks assigned to the position of Project Coordinator

• Office work – computer usage 5%

• Service calls 30%

• Construction work 60%

• Substation work 2%

• Driving 3%



Tasks – Service Coordinator and Safety Representative

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date:
10-25-2018

Reviewed date:

SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

The following are tasks assigned to the position of Service Coordinator and Safety

Representative:

• Office work – computer usage 5%

• Service calls 40%

• Construction work 40%

• Substation work 2%

• Driving 10%

• Liaison between employer and workers 3%



Tasks – Vice President and Operational Manager

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised:

Created date:
10-25-2018

Reviewed date:

VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

The following are tasks assigned to the position of Vice President and Operational Manager:

• Office work – computer usage 80%

• Service calls 10%

• Construction work 3%

• Sales 5%

• Banking 1%

• Driving 1%



JOB POSITION: APPRENTICE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by:

Manager: Bob McKercher
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY:  APPRENTICE
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Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:
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Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE: sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:
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Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:
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Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

H 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY:  APPRENTICE
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(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment

Construction work – refer to construction work hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY:  APPRENTICE
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Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION:  FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by: Murray Buchan

Manager:
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR
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compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE:  sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment

Construction work – refer to construction work hazard assessment

Life safety prevention inspections – refer to life safety prevention inspections hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION:  PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by: Bob McKercher

Manager:
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE:  sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

H 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by: Bob McKercher

Manager:
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE:  sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Travelling back to Alberta

for meetings

Emergencies at

airports and on

airplanes (terrorism,

fires)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Security at airport

Admin:  Emergency evacuation plans

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment

Construction work – refer to construction work hazard assessment

Substation work – refer to substation work hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by: Bob McKercher

Manager:
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE:  sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

H 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment

Construction work – refer to construction work hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by: Murray Buchan

Manager:
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE:  sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

H 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment

Construction work – refer to construction work hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by: Murray Buchan

Manager:
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

(includes banking)

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date: 10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date: 10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE:  sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date: 10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date: 10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

H 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date: 10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date: 10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION: APPRENTICE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by:

Manager: Bob McKercher
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY:  APPRENTICE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY:  APPRENTICE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE: sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY:  APPRENTICE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY:  APPRENTICE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

H 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY:  APPRENTICE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment

Construction work – refer to construction work hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY:  APPRENTICE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION:  FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by: Murray Buchan

Manager:
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE:  sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment

Construction work – refer to construction work hazard assessment

Life safety prevention inspections – refer to life safety prevention inspections hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: FIRE ALARM SERVICE COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION:  PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by: Bob McKercher

Manager:
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE:  sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

H 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by: Bob McKercher

Manager:
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE:  sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Travelling back to Alberta

for meetings

Emergencies at

airports and on

airplanes (terrorism,

fires)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Security at airport

Admin:  Emergency evacuation plans

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment

Construction work – refer to construction work hazard assessment

Substation work – refer to substation work hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROGRAMER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by: Bob McKercher

Manager:
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE:  sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

H 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment

Construction work – refer to construction work hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: PROJECTS COORDINATOR

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by: Murray Buchan

Manager:
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE:  sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

H 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment

Construction work – refer to construction work hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: SERVICE COORDINATOR AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion



JOB POSITION: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date:  10.23.2018 Reviewed date: 12.12.2018

Workers have the duty to stop work and contact a manager in the event that an unexpected hazard is identified, or that controls for an identified hazard

are deemed inadequate

Completed by: Murray Buchan

Manager:
HSR: Kyle Johnson Worker:

Signature:

Manager:
HSR:

Worker:

Task Hazard
H (health)

S  (safety)

Risk Rating

Controls in Place
Severity Likelihood

Total

Rating

Walking to, around and

from worksite
Slip/trip/fall S 2 2 4

Eng: Non congested work area, adequate lighting

Admin:  Housekeeping practices,

PPE:  Steel toed boots

Contact with persons

(includes banking)

Workplace violence

(stranger violence i.e.

robbery, bomb

threats etc.);

client/customer; co-

worker; violence

related to domestic

violence

S 2 2 4

Eng: No recessed entries at office/warehouse facility;

punch code access to entry at office/warehouse;

warehouse area open visible access to worker

Admin: Violence policy and procedures; Violence

prevention training; SWP - working alone procedures;

call display on telephones; information security –

computer firewalls

PPE:

Harassment and

bullying
S 2 2 4

Eng:

Admin: Harassment policy and procedures; harassment

training

PPE:

Working with chemicals Chemical exposure

S 2 3 6 Eng: Ventilation

Admin: WHMIS training; field level hazard assessments;

SDS

PPE: Appropriate PPE for chemical based on SDS i.e.

masks, gloves, protective clothing when required

Working in awkward

positions, static position;

Ergonomic issues –

biomechanical

(biomechanical =

awkward or sustained

postures, excessive

forces, repetition,

and/or

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Carts, dollies, ladders

Admin:  Ergonomic training; physical demands analysis

for job positions, rest breaks, variety in job tasks, limited

time performing job task; adjustments of workstation;

SWP – lifting and carrying manual; SWP – office

ergonomics;



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date: 10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

compression/impact

forces) associated with

computer use or

workstation design,

biomechanical

associated with

material handling of

equipment, furniture

and supplies including

lifting, carrying,

pushing, pulling etc

PPE:

Working with tools,

machinery, equipment,

supplies

Cuts/lacerations

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Admin:  Electronic filing system, SWP – filing and

storage, SWP – multipurpose printer

PPE:  Gloves

Pinch/crush S 2 2 4 Eng:  Adequate working room

Working in

office/warehouse

Fire – internal S 2 2 4 Eng:  Sprinkler system, fire extinguishers, fire retardant

insulation in various locations of facility; emergency lighting;

equipment grounded as per manufacturer’s specifications to

reduce static electricity accumulation

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

PPE:

Working at other facilities Fire – external S 2 2 4 Eng: Fire extinguishers

Admin:  Emergency response training; fire extinguisher

training; SWP – use of portable fire extinguisher; hot work

permit training

Working on computer/

office work

Eye strain S 2 2 4 Eng:  Size and quality of screens, office lighting allows for

adjustments

Admin:  SWP – office ergonomics

PPE:

Working shift

work/extended hours

Fatigue

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Fatigue management

PPE

Stress

H & S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Work/life balance

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date: 10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Driving (vehicle) Vehicle not suited for

task

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicle chosen for task

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE:

Driving (road condition) Weather conditions

(i.e. fog, snow, ice,

heavy rain, sun in

eyes)

S 2 2 4 Eng;  Visors

Admin:  Journey management program; rest breaks

PPE:  sunglasses (optional)

Driving (road conditions) High traffic volume on

the route i.e.

potential for

aggravation

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; flexibility when

leaving for job task

PPE:

Driving (road conditions) Road maintenance

and construction

activity while on road

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Knowledge of road construction and maintenance

prior to beginning of travel

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker doesn’t have

the required licensing

for the class of

vehicle

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Verification of current driver license; journey

management program

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too tired to

travel

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Rest breaks, adequate time between shifts

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too sick to

drive

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Another worker driving vehicle; call for assistance

PPE:

Driving (driver) Worker is too

stressed or distracted

to focus on driving i.e.

from having to make

up time, passenger in

vehicle etc.)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Journey management program; hands free (blue

tooth)

PPE:

Driving on a variety of road

surfaces throughout the

year

Mechanical

breakdown

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Chocks for tires, four way flashers

Admin:  Preventative maintenance program

PPE: If exiting vehicle on public or private roads – reflective

vests

Driving in traffic Traffic collisions (i.e.

wildlife, other

vehicles)

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Seat belts, air bags

Admin:  Safety awareness

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date: 10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Working at other sites or in

office/warehouse

Working alone S 2 2 4 Eng: Cell phones

Admin:  SWP – working alone, working alone training

PPE:

Working at other sites Animal attacks S 2 2 4 Eng: some sites fenced

Admin:  field level hazard assessment

PPE:

Working at other sties or in

office/warehouse

Natural disasters –

tornadoes,

earthquakes, floods

S 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Emergency response procedures; emergency

response training

PPE:

Working in hot weather Heat rash, sunburn,

heat cramps, heat

exhaustion, heat

stroke

H 2 2 4 Eng: Vehicles have air conditioning

Admin:  Job task variety; SWP – weather conditions; first aid

training

PPE:  Hats, sunscreen

Working in cold weather Hypothermia; frost

bite

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Vehicles have heaters

Admin:  Job task variety; periodic breaks from cold elements

(warning up in vehicle/building); SWP – weather conditions

PPE:  Coats, snowsuits, boots, toques, gloves, mitts

Working around noise Noise exposure -

hearing loss or

impairment

H 2 2 4 Eng: Mufflers, cabs, windows

Eng:  Noise assessments, noise exposure program;

audiometric testing; limited exposure

PPE:  Hearing protection

Working out of town

(staying at hotels/motels)

Emergencies such as

fire

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Fire management system at facility (i.e. fire alarm,

sprinklers, smoke detectors in room)

Admin: Emergency evacuation procedure posted in room

and hallways

PPE:

Handshaking Contracting a

pathogen through

repeated hand

shaking (pathogen -

staphylococcus

aureus)

H 2 2 4 Eng:

Admin:  Hand washing, hand sanitizers, safety awareness

PPE:

Fueling vehicle – exposure

to unleaded gasoline

Inhalation – acute –

no known significant

effects or critical

hazards

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date: 10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

Ingestion – acute –

harmful if swallowed,

low oral toxicity,

vomiting may present

an aspiration hazard

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optional)

Skin – acute –

irritating to skin

S 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE: Gloves (optiona)

Eyes – acute –

irritating to eyes

S 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Chronic effects -

Contains material

that can cause target

organ damage.

Prolonged or

repeated skin contact

may cause dermatitis,

drying and defatting

due to the solvent

properties

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation

Admin:  WHMIS training; SDS; eye wash station; signage

posted at gas station

PPE:

Carcinogenicity -

Contains material

which can cause

cancer.  Risk of cancer

depends on duration

and level of exposure

H 2 2 4 Eng:  Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)

Target organs -

Contains material

which causes damage

to the following

organs:  blood, upper

respiratory tract, skin,

bone marrow, central

nervous system

H 2 2 4 Eng: Ventilation, secured storage container, stored in dry

area

Admin:   WHMIS training, SDS accessible

PPE:  Gloves (optional)



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date: 10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

(CNS), eye, lens or

cornea

Due to the flexibility in job variety in this position, the following hazard assessments would be applicable and understood by the worker before work is undertaken

Use of multipurpose printer – refer to multipurpose hazard assessment

Service calls – refer to service calls hazard assessment



JOB TASK/ACTIVITY: VICE PRESIDENT AND OPERATIONAL MANAGER

GABRIEL INDUSTRIES INC. Revised date:

Created date: 10.23.2018 Reviewed date:

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL CONTROL(S) REQUIRED

HAZARD (deficiency) Types of Control(s) Required Worker Assigned Action Target Date
Date of

Completion
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February 28, 2017 April 6, 2017 Internal

Gabriel Industries Inc

10741 181 St NW Edmonton AB T5S1N3

7807027558 8667832386 brittroskey@hotmail.ca

Brittany Roskey 2

5791397 42124           Electric Wiring

Brittany Roskey

Gabriel Industries Inc

10741 181 St NW

Edmonton AB T5S1N3 brittroskey@hotmail.ca

11782175

7807027558

8667832386



Site Location(s) # Site Personnel # Interviewed

Visited Managers Workers Managers Workers

Main Office/Shop: 10741 181 NW Y 1 0 1 0

1. 51032 RR 21 Y 0 1 0 1

Total:   1 1 1 1

Total Sites Visited: 2 Total Personnel: 2 Total Interviewed: 2



Company Name:

Pre-Audit Meeting

Auditor Name : Date/Time:

Name of Key Contact:

In Attendance:

Date of Audit: Location of Audit:

Anticipated date of audit close out meeting:

Location of documentation:

Active worksites to be included in audit:

Number of Managers/Supervisors to be Interviewed:

Number of Workers to be Interviewed:

2. Proposed audit schedule

4. Code of Ethics

5. Close-out meeting

3. Confidentiality of information 6. Any questions or concerns

1. Purpose and scope of audit

Agenda

Number of Part Time Workers to be Interviewed:

Number of Shift Workers to be Interviewed:

Notes:
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Gabriel Industries Inc

Brittany Roskey February 28, 2017

Brittany Roskey

Murray, James, Brittany

February 28, 2017 10741 181 St NW

April 10, 2017

In office/shop

Main office/shop 10741 181 St. and 51032 RR 21
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Health and Safety Manual Verification

Does the company's health and safety program contain the following? Yes/No

1. Company Health and Safety Policy

2. Workplace Hazard Assessment and Control

3. Safe Work Practices

4. Safe Job Procedures

5. Company Rules

6. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Policy*

7. Preventative Maintenance

8. Training and Communication*

9. Inspections*

10. Investigation and Reporting

11. Emergency Preparedness

12. Records and Statistics

13. Legislation

14. Appendix 1 -OPTIONAL ONLY-Company Specific- Substance Abuse

If any of the above elements are missing from the health and safety manual, both parties (organization/company and
auditor) may want to consider postponing the audit at this stage until corrective action can be completed.

Some of the above program elements may exist in another form within the health and safety manual. Some companies
may combine all the above policies into one corporate policy statement, which is an acceptable industry practice. The
auditor must take this into consideration when reviewing the health and safety program.
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Company Health and Safety Policy

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

1.        Does the employer have a written health and safety policy that:

1.1
Is signed and dated by the current president, CEO, or local senior

management?
3 ✓ 3

Yes the health and safety policy is signed and dated by Bob Mckercher.

1.2 Includes management's commitment to provide a safe and healthy

work environment?
3 ✓ 3

Yes there is a written health and safety policy and the management have committed to a safe and healthy work environment. It can be

verified that the senior management is involved by their commitment to the safety meetings shown in the meeting minutes. For example on

Feb 20 there was a meeting held that the employees spoke about ladder safety and working at heights. All employees and management

signed and were in attendance.

1.3 Is reviewed annually by management? 2 ✓ 2

Yes there is a review sheet that is signed and dated once yearly showing the review of the health and safety policy. The review date is

2016-03-20.

1.4 Is prominently posted or made available to the worker? 4 ✓ OR ✓ 4

The health and safety policy is available to employees by a physical print out stored in work trucks, at the shop, office, and on the cloud

which is accessible on mobile devices

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

Employees are aware of policy and its content



1.5 Addresses accountability and responsibility for health and safety for

all workplace parties?

a) Senior Managers/Managers 1 ✓ 1

b) Supervisors 1 ✓ 1

c) Workers 1 ✓ 1

1.6 Is understood by employees? 6 ✓ 6

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

All employees state that they understand the health and safety policy

1.7 Does the employer provide the necessary resources to support the

employers' health and safety management system?
4 ✓ 4

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

Employees state that the employers' support the policy

Total points possible/awarded 25 25



Workplace Hazard Assessment and Control

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

2.1 Have formal written hazard assessments been created?

a) Pre-Job/Project Start-up/Work Types 4 ✓ 4

b) Jobs/Task/Position 4 ✓ 4

Written formal hazard assessments have been created and can be found filed, easily asscessible to employees. The hazard assessments

have been completed for all of the job tasks. an example of a job review in the hazard assessments is testing all wire before preforming work

on the.

2.2 Are the hazards identified?

a) Pre-Job/Project Start-up/Work Environment 4 ✓ 4

b) Jobs/Task/Position 4 ✓ 4

The hazards are identified on the document. An example of a hazard being identified is the risk of working on a live wire. All wires must be

checked before work is done. Test with a meter.

2.3 Are the identified hazards prioritized? 8 ✓ 8

The hazards are prioritized on the document. The risk is either low, medium, or high. For example, the stairs leading into a building are low,

but if their is an object that could be a tripping hazard on the stairs the hazard now becomes high.

2.4 Is there a list of identified critical tasks? 8 ✓ 8

Yes there is a list of identified critical tasks related to the hazards that go with electrical work. An example is working at heights. The risk is

working at heights and all employees must have their fall arrest course completed.



2.5 a) Does the employer use a site specific ongoing hazard assessment

process?
8 ✓ 8

 b) Are employees aware of ongoing use of hazard assessment? 8 ✓ 8

The company uses a hazard assessment that is repeated throughout a job that assess' on going hazards that come about throughout a job.

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

Employees are aware of ongoing hazard assessments

2.6 Are appropriate employees involved in the on-going hazard

assessment process?
3 ✓ 3

All employees complete the FLHA's daily and when jobs/sites change. This is part of the time sheets the employees are required to fill out.

Documents show who is present and involved at the job.

2.7 Are controls developed for these identified hazards? 3 ✓ 3

Controls were being listed on documents in use for the past 12 months. Ex lockout, voltage test

2.8 Are controls implemented in a timely manner? 2 ✓ 2

Observed employees wearing appropriate PPE as well as lock out on site

2.9 Are appropriate employees involved/informed of the control

strategies?
4 ✓ 4

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

All employees state they at involved.



2.10 Does the company have a process for evaluating and/or monitoring

sub-contractors?
N/A N/A 0

This company does not have any subcontractors.

2.11 Does management support the ongoing application of the hazard

assessment process?
4 ✓ 4

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

Management strongly supports the ongoing application of hazard assessment

Total points possible/awarded 64 64



Safe Work Practices

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

3.        Safe Work Practices

3.1 Have all of the required SWPs been written?

a) Review the documented safe work practices and confirm that the

required processes have been written?

2 ✓ 2

 
b) Based on your observations of the current work activities have all

of the required Safe Work Practices been written?
3 ✓ 3

Practices applicable to work are contained in safety manual. An example of a Safe Work Practice that the company has is when a tool is not

fit for service or work anymore it is 'tagged' our of service with a tag that documents it should not be used anymore and should be serviced or

discarded.

Yes all current work activities have been written in Safe Work Practices

3.2 Are they understood by workers? 4 ✓ 4

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

All safe work practices are understood by workers

3.3 Are they readily available/accessible to workers? 2 ✓ OR ✓ 2

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

In manuals at the office and on the cloud

Employees are aware of where to find manuals



3.4 Are the SWPs being followed by workers? 2 ✓ 2

Observed that all employees were following Safe Work Practices such as ladder use, elevated work etc

3.5 Have both management/supervisors and workers participated in the

development and/or review of safe work practices?
3 ✓ OR ✓ 3

Documented in safety meeting minutes it can be seen that the management and supervisors and all employees have signed and been

involved in the safety meetings where they review and develop safe work practices.

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

Total points possible/awarded 16 16



Safe Job Procedures

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

4.        Safe Job Procedures

4.1 a)	Have all of the required safe job procedures been written?
2 ✓ 2

 
b) Based on your observations of the current work activities have all

of the required Safe Job Procedures?
3 ✓ 3

Safe job procedures have all been written. An example is how to lift properly. There is a step by step description of how someone should

properly lift a box or an object.All the safe job procedures have been written. I witness this when two employees needed to move a spool of

wire.

4.2 Are they understood by workers? 4 ✓ 4

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

4.3 Are these procedures readily available/accessible to workers? 2 ✓ OR ✓ 2

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

In office/shop and on the cloud

4.4 Are safe job procedures followed by workers? 2 ✓ 2

Lock out tags and PPE being used



4.5 Have both management/supervisors and workers participated in the

development/review of these procedures?
3 ✓ OR ✓ 3

Reviewed and documented in weekly safety meetings. This can be confirmed by the signatures of supervisors and management and workers

on all of the safety minutes.

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

Total points possible/awarded 16 16



Company Rules

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

5.        Company Rules

5.1 Are the rules prominently posted or provided to each worker? 2 ✓ OR ✓ 2

Posted on wall when first entering shop AND office

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

5.2 Do workers understand company and site specific rules? 4 ✓ 4

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

5.3 Does the program include progressive disciplinary actions by

supervisors/management?
2 ✓ 2

Coaching and counselling action forms can be found in employee files, and the three strike policy is in effect and can be found in the safety

manual

5.4 Are all rules applied/enforced consistently with all employees? 2 ✓ 2

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of

Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

Total points possible/awarded 10 10



Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

6.        Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

6.1 a) Are workers made aware and trained in the requirements for PPE? 2 ✓ 2

 b) Are workers aware of their PPE requirements? 2 ✓ 2

PPE policy signed at orientation and the employees receive ongoing training as needed. This can be verified by the employees safety

certificates from courses such as fall arrest, confined space etc.

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

6.2 Do all employees have access to basic and/or specialized PPE? 4 ✓ AND ✓ 4

Safety shelf in office/shop is always stocked with PPE

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

6.3 Is the correct PPE used by all employees when required? 4 ✓ 4

Employees wearing PPE. This is visible by the hardhats, work gloves, and steel toe boots that are all being worn at all times.

6.4 Are there written procedures for the proper fitting, care and use of

specialized PPE?
2 ✓ 2

The specialized PPE used by employees such as fall protection, procedure in manual



6.5 Is there a system in place to verify that basic/specialized PPE is

being inspected and maintained?
2 ✓ 2

Yes there is a system in place to verify basic and specialized PPE. All equipment must be inspected before . It can be seen that there is

signed documents that the hard hats are inspected before going to work.

Total points possible/awarded 16 16



Preventative Maintenance

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

7. Does the preventative maintenance program of facilities, tools,

equipment and vehicles include:

7.1 An inventory of items to be maintained? 2 ✓ 2

Vehicles have inventory list of facilities, tools and equipment. There is an inventory list for the work vehicles for all of the above. An example

is a pair of needle nose plyers.

7.2 A maintenance schedule and records with a description of corrective

actions taken?
3 ✓ 3

Maintenance schedule for vehicles is in place. Each day the employees perform a vehicle check and for example a tire had a nail in it and it

was noted on sheet, pulled from service for the day and taken for repair.

7.3 Is there a system to effectively remove defective tools, equipment or

vehicles from service?
2 ✓ 2

Document tag out system is in place, in manual and posted on wall in office/shop

7.4 Is this system followed? 2 ✓ OR ✓ 2

Danger tape is used to pull defective tools from service, this was seen at site as the ladder pulled from service was missing the rubber grip

off one leg.

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

Total points possible/awarded 9 9



Training and Communication

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

8.        Training and Communication

8.1 Does the employer have a formal orientation program that includes:

a) Emergency Response Procedures/Alarm systems 1 ✓ 1

b) Reporting procedures (hazards/incidents etc.) 1 ✓ 1

c) Safe Work Practices/Safe Work Procedures 1 ✓ 1

d) General Rules 1 ✓ 1

e) Personal Protective Equipment 1 ✓ 1

f) Is signed off by both the employee and company representative? 1 ✓ 1

all above is being completed. For example workers must wear hard hats at work.

8.2 a) Does documentation confirm that mandatory orientations were

completed for management, supervisors, new/reassigned/returning

workers, visitors and contractors before starting work?

2 ✗ 0

 b) Has this process been followed? 2 ✓ 2

Not all visitors are being orientated when coming to the shop

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%



8.3 Are mandatory certification requirements verified before workers are

hired?
2 ✓ 2

Journeyman tickets, apprenticeship papers and drivers licenses are verified

8.4 Is recertification and/or refresher training tracked and renewed as

required?
4 ✓ 4

All certificates are tracked and company requires certificates are renewed before expiry, for example confined spaces was just completed by

one of the employees

8.5 Does job specific training include job specific hazards and the

appropriate controls?
2 ✓ 2

Apprenticeship documents confirm on the job training that addresses hazards/controls in addition to training done at meetings

8.6 a) Have supervisors received training in workplace inspections and

health and safety responsibilities?
3 ✓ 3

 
b) Can management/supervisors confirm that training has been

completed?
3 ✓ 3

One manager has training LSE. This is 50% as their are 2 managers

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

8.7 Are ongoing meetings held regularly and documented as per policy? 3 ✓ 3

Pre job meetings are not being held as per policy

8.8 Does two-way communication exist during these meetings? 6 ✓ 6

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of

Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%



8.9 a) Does senior management attend/participate in health and  safety

meetings?
1 ✓ 1

 
b) Are workers aware of senior management participation in safety

meetings?
1 ✓ 1

Management attending all safety meetings

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

Total points possible/awarded 35 33



Inspections

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

9.        Inspections

9.1 Is there a written policy or procedure for inspections? 2 ✓ 2

Policy in safety meeting. An inspection that is done regularly is ensuring that the fire extinguishers are charged. This is checked monthly and

Murray is responsible for this. It can be noted by his signature on the extinguisher tag.

9.2 Is there a form or checklist used for inspections? 2 ✓ 2

Format is in place. It can be found in the safety binder where it is reviewed by Bob.There is an inspection checklist in place for all company

specific activities. For example there is a vehicle checklist in place done everyday before leaving the shop with a company vehicle.

9.3 Does the program identify a measurable frequency for the completion

of inspections. Verify that it is being met.
4 ✗ 0

Office and shop inspections are monthly. Site and vehicle inspections do not follow what is stated in the manual

9.4 Are Management/Supervisors performing inspections as per policy? 2 ✗ 0

Management is still not completing inspections as frequently stated in the manual. Inspections done at initial time of site arrival are

sometimes not completed.

9.5 Is there a system in place whereby employees can report unsafe or

unhealthy conditions and practices?
6 ✓ 6

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%



9.6 a) Does documentation confirm that identified deficiencies are

corrected in a timely manner?
3 ✓ 3

 
b) Do observations confirm that identified deficiencies have been

corrected?
2 ✓ 2

Document shows issues are addressed as identified on recent inspection documents

House keeping and PPE use at site. Ladders pulled from service

9.7 Does senior management participate/review the inspection process? 2 ✓ 2

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

9.8 Are inspection reports posted and/or communicated to appropriate

employees?
6 ✓ OR ✓ 6

Inspections posted in office/shop

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of

Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

Total points possible/awarded 29 23



Investigations and Reporting

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

10.        Investigations and Reporting

10.1 Is there a written investigation policy and reporting procedure? 2 ✓ 2

Policy and procedure investigation policy is in place and can be found in the safety manual. Murray is responsible for performing

investigations and for example an incident where an employee cut his hand with a piece of wire. No medical was needed (determined by the

employee) but a supervisor signed off and informed employee they must be wearing gloves for work

10.2 Is the policy being followed? Are standardized forms completed as

required?
4 ✓ 4

Forms of incidents and near miss are in place and being used

10.3 Do employees know the reporting process? 6 ✓ 6

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of

Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

10.4 Have supervisors been trained in investigation and reporting

procedures?
4 ✓ 4

Documentation supports LSE training for one of the supervisors.

10.5 Are appropriate employees involved in investigations? 2 ✓ 2

Follow up discussions for the incident and all elements of investigation are held in safety meetings. All levels of employees are at the safety

meetings, therefore they are all involved. A specific example was the discussion of why it is important to plan your path before carrying

anything to ensure their are no trip hazards.



10.6 a) Are no-loss incidents (close calls) being reported? 3 ✓ 3

 b) Do workers understand when to report no-loss incidents? 3 ✓ 3

Near misses are being reported and can be verified through the documents

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

10.7 Is there a system to identify direct and indirect causes as a result of

an investigation?
4 ✓ 4

Form acknowledges direct and indirect causes

10.8 a) Have corrective actions been identified as a result of the

investigation?
3 ✓ 3

 
b) Do observations confirm that these corrective actions have been

implemented?
3 ✓ 3

 c) Have corrective actions been communicated to workers? 3 ✓ 3

Corrective actions were identified on incident reports

Observations confirm that corrective actions were implemented by ladder being tagged and pulled from service

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

10.9 Are investigation reports reviewed by senior management? 2 ✓ 2

Yes the investigation reports are being reviewed and signed by a senior manager

Total points possible/awarded 39 39



Emergency Preparedness

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

11.        Emergency Preparedness

11.1 Does the emergency preparedness plan identify/include:

a) Potential emergencies and procedures for dealing with them. 2 ✓ 2

b) The location of and operational procedures for emergency equipment

and the location of emergency facilities
2 ✓ 2

c) Emergency Response training requirements and Fire Protection

requirements
2 ✓ 2

d) Alarm and Emergency Communication requirements/First Aid

Services
2 ✓ 2

e) Procedure and Designated workers for Rescue and Evacuation 2 ✓ 2

Company has developed sufficient documents for potential emergencies to documents A-E. An example is the review of where first aid kits

are in the shop. This can be noted in the safety minutes that is signed by all employees that were in attendance.

11.2 Is the emergency response plan appropriate for the work sites and

activities observed?
5 ✓ 5

Plans at locations audited were appropriate and clients had plans in place that met needs of company. The employees are aware of the

muster points at all job sites and this can be confirmed by the site assessment.

11.3 Have employees received training in emergency procedures, roles

and responsibilities?
6 ✓ 6

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%



11.4 Has the emergency response plan been tested for deficiencies and

corrective action taken?
3 ✓ 3

Drills have taken place and can be verified with documentation

11.5 Are the correct class and size of extinguishers available, marked and

visible?
4 ✓ 4

Fire extinguishers adequately placed and labeled. The fire extinguishers are Class A 40

11.6 Are extinguishers regularly inspected and maintained? 2 ✓ OR ✓ 2

Documents in place. Visible extinguishers, inspected and charged. The extinguishers are inspected monthly and this can be verified by

Murrays signature on the tag. The extinguishers are inspected yearly and can be confirmed by the completed document in the safety binder.

11.7 Is an appropriate emergency communication system available? 4 ✓ AND ✓ 4

On site phones and cell phone emergencies

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

11.8 Are there adequate first aid supplies and facilities? 4 ✓ 4

Proper first aid kits made available and can be found in all vehicles and two at the shop. They are fully stoked and are standard first aid kits.

There is also an eyewash station located in the shop. The first aid kits can be found in the main shop and in the safety room of the office.

11.9 Are the required number of qualified first aid employees on site? 4 ✓ 4

Stickers on hard hats, make sure personnel are easily located



Total points possible/awarded 42 42



Records and Statistics

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

12.        Records and Statistics

12.1 Is there a process to organize and manage program documentation? 1 ✓ 1

File systems and binders are being used to manage safety documents

12.2 Are adequate health and safety activity summaries developed and

maintained?
2 ✓ 2

Summaries are completed quarterly and can be verified by a signature by bob Mckercher. found in safety binder. For example, on the most

recent safety summary done at the last quarter, they reviewed the policies for inspections and how important it is to inspect all tools before

use. They spoke about what could happen if using a defective tool and the importance of tagging out tools that were not to be used.

12.3 Does the company compare health and safety performance year to

year and are needs or trends identified?
2 ✓ 2

Management signs off on quarterly summaries and company tracks trends on ISNetworld and PICS

12.4 Was an action plan developed to address the recommendations from

the previous audit?
2 ✓ 2

Action plan developed following last audit. All safety policies and procedures are reviewed on a rotation so each safety meeting they are

talking about a different safety topic.

12.5 Was an action plan communicated to employees? 2 ✓ 2

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%



12.6 Was the action plan implemented? 2 ✓ 2

Action plan was implemented. All safety policies and procedures are reviewed on a rotation so each safety meeting they are talking about a

different safety topic

Total points possible/awarded 11 11



Legislation

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

13.        Legislation

13.1 Does your health and safety policy(s) reference applicable

government legislation?
3 ✓ 3

Program/policy content references legislation. For example it references the employee standards for being able to refuse unsafe work

13.2 Are copies of relevant legislation posted and/or available at each

workplace?
4 ✓ OR ✓ 4

Legislation book is kept at office as well as job boxes at work sites

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

13.3 Are employees aware of their rights and responsibilities and how to

exercise them?
5 ✓ 5

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of

Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

Total points possible/awarded 12 12



Substance Abuse Program

Health and Safety Program Verification Score
Technique Employed

D O I

Points

 Awarded

A1.        Substance Abuse Program

A1.1 Is there a written alcohol and drug policy? 4 ✓ 4

There is a written section regarding alcohol and drug policy and it states that the workers will need to go for a drug tests yearly.

A1.2 Is the policy posted or made available to workers? 3 ✓ OR ✓ 3

Policy is available to workers in the shop/office, at all work sites and on the cloud

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%

A1.3 Does the policy allow for assessment and address return to work

guidelines?
6 ✓ AND ✓ 6

The policy discusses the companies work return policy but could be more clear regarding the time frame of returning to work.

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, 

Positive Percentage of Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

A1.4 Are the supervisors trained in respect to the policy? 4 ✓ 4

Supervisors are trained and aware of the policy. They are trained during orientation



A1.5 Are employees aware of what circumstances may result in the

requirement for a test?
4 ✓ 4

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of

Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

A1.6 Are the consequences of non-compliance to the policy clearly

understood by all workers?
6 ✓ 6

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of

Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

A1.7 Are the employees aware of how they can access independent

support services if required?
3 ✓ 3

Overall Positive Percentage of Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of Worker Interviews: 100%, Positive Percentage of

Manager/Supervisor Interviews: 100%

Total points possible/awarded 30 30
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Possible 

Score 
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Standard 

Section 
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1 Company Health and Safety Policy     

2 Workplace Hazard Assessment and Control     

3 Safe Work Practices     

4 Safe Job Procedures     

5 Company Rules     

6 Personal Protective Equipment     

7 Preventative Maintenance     

8 Training and Communication     

9 Inspections     

10 Investigations and Reporting     

11 Emergency Preparedness     

12 Records and Statistics     

13 Legislation     

 TOTAL     
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Minimum Standard = 80% Overall Score and 50% or greater in each element. 

__________ X 100 = ____%    Standard Achieved:  YES ______  NO _____                              Goal for Next Audit: _________% 
 

 

 
 

 
 

I, (Company Representative) (Print)                                                (Sign)                                                     , by way of  

 

 

 
 

affixing my signature (this date)                                , acknowledge that the evaluation of the effectiveness of the Company 

Health and Safety Program has been completed and that the auditor has reviewed the audit results with me. 
 
 

I, (Auditor Signature)                           , by way of affixing my signature (this date)                      

due solemnly confirm that I have completed the evaluation of the Company’s Health & Safety Management program and that I have 

conveyed the results to the above named Company Representative. 
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1

1

I would like to thank the management Murray Buchan and employee for their assistance. The

assistance allowed me to pin point areas that were doing well and a few areas that needed

some work.

One recommendation I could make would be that safety meetings are made very productive

and it is always recorded what is being discussed. This way future employees may have

answers that can be found and further discussed.

I would also like to recommend that aside from legislation that is being kept on the cloud for

access, that their be physical hard copies found at all sites. This way, they are always

accessible to workers.

One other recommendation I would make is that employees are sure of all policies and what is

unacceptable. For example the back to work policy for drug and alcohol. Just be sure that

everything is made very clear to employees. 

Thank you again to all of the staff at Gabriel Industries. With the suggestions I have stated I do

believe that the audit is coming close to 100%! I recommend that you develop an action plan to

reach this goal.



Audit Submission Checklist

✓ ❑ Ensure that all active work sites have been listed, whether they were visited as part of the audit or not.

✓ ❑ One-word comments do not convey adequate information. Ensure that comments provide insight into the points
awarded.

✓ ❑ Auditor Executive Summary must include comments on strengths and list a minimum of three recommendations for
improvement. The correct criterion for completing the executive summary is outlined in the audit document.

✓ ❑ Ensure that both the senior company designate and auditor have signed off on the audit document (see below).

✓ ❑ Ensure that a representative number of work sites were visited. In most cases, this will entail at least 1/3 of the active
sites in addition to the office/shop.

✓ ❑ The employer is responsible for ensuring the completed audit document (electronic/paper copy) is submitted within 45
calendar days of the last day of on-side activities of the audit.

This form must be submitted along with your completed audit for review.
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Audit Report

Certifying Partner: Alberta Municipal Health and Safety Association

1-800-267-9764 / 780-417-3900

Organization: Gabriel Industries Inc.

Address: 10741-181 Street  Edmonton

Alberta  T5S 1N4

Org Contact: Kyle Johnson

Phone: 780.702.7558

Email: kyle@garbrielindustries.ca

Total Employees: 8

Total Interviewed: 8

Total Sites: 1

Sites Visited: 1

WCB Account: 5791397

Industry Code: 42124

Audit Type: COR Certification

Lead Auditor: Jewel Day-Hampton

Start Date: 09/08/2018

End Date: 09/08/2018

Submitted: 13/08/2018

Element 1: 94 / 95 (99%)

Element 2: 115 / 175 (66%)

Element 3: 124 / 150 (83%)

Element 4: 53 / 70 (76%)

Element 5: 103 / 120 (86%)

Element 6: 46 / 60 (77%)

Element 7: 105 / 105 (100%)

Element 8: 39 / 75 (52%)

Total: 679 / 850 (80%)

Pass - Audit meets scoring requirements.

Introduction Comments:

None entered.

Contact Information:

Lead Auditor: Jewel Day-Hampton  18-41

Company/Org: Day-Hampton Safety Consulting Inc.

Address: #1 27005 TWP RD 511  Spruce Grove

Alberta  T7Y 1G8

Phone: 780.686.2173

Email: dayhamptonsafety@gmail.com

Yes, I have read, understood, and agree to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

Yes, I have participated in all aspects of the audit.
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Team Auditor 2:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.

Team Auditor 3:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.

Team Auditor 4:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.

Team Auditor 5:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.

Team Auditor 6:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.

Team Auditor 7:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.

Team Auditor 8:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.
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Team Auditor 9:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.

Team Auditor 10:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.

Team Auditor 11:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.

Team Auditor 12:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.

Team Auditor 13:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.

Team Auditor 14:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.

Team Auditor 15:   

Company/Org:

Address:   

  

Email:

No, I have not read, understood, or agreed to abide by the Code of Ethics and Disclaimer Statement.

No, I have not participated in all aspects of the audit.
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Element 1: Management Leadership and Organizational Commitment 94 / 95 (99%)

1

1

1.01 Is there a written Health and Safety Policy signed by the current senior manager? 5 / 5

Notes Yes, includes declaration of commitment (i.e. committed to providing activer leadership and complet 

support in order to develop and maintain our safety program); general health and safety 

responsiblities of management [managers & supervisors] (i.e. provide adequate resources and safe 

equipment and tools); workers [includes contractors] (i.e. responsible and accountable for safety 

themselves and others]; expectation to follow applicable legislation (i.e. reference to Part 2 of the AB 

OHS Code] and own health and safety standard.   Signed by President on August 10, 2011.

Key Strength The creation of the policy is a demonstration to workers of company's commitment to health and 

safety.

1.02 Is the Health and Safety policy readily available to employees? 5 / 5

Notes The Health and safety policy is available online(internet on sitedoc.com) which is located as an app 

on all workers cell phones  and public folder (called drop box) on main frame computer.

Key Strength The accessibility of the health and safety policy is visual reminder to workers of the commitment 

towards health and safety.

1.03 Is the health and safety policy communicated to employees and contractors? 10 / 10

Notes 1.03 A&B - 2/2 (100%) interviewed confirmed the health and safety policy is communicated to 

employees  and contractors at time of orientation and sections of the policy during safety meetings.

1.04 Are employees aware of the health and safety policy's content? 4 / 5

Notes 7/8 (88%) of interviewees listed examples of the content as being:  a commitment to health and 

safety; responsibilities for job positions; duty to report unsafe conditions; reporting incident process; 

and everyone goes home safe.

Suggestion It is recommended a written process be developed to refresh workers  with the content of the health 

and safety policy; by doing so, it will reconfirm the organization's commitment to health and safety .

1.05 Have specific health and safety responsibilities been written for all levels? 5 / 5

Notes 4/4 (100%).  Documentation is located in the safety manual.  Examples of positions and 

responsibilities are as follows: President (examples are :  develop, implement and maintain a health 

and safety management system, and provide a safe workplace for all workers, contactors and 

visitors); Managers (i.e. enforce safety rules and promote health and safety awareness); Workers (i.e. 

read, understand and comply with Gabriel's health and safety rules and report all incidents to their 

supervisors); and Contractor (i.e. participate in Garbriel's orientation program and follow instructions 

provided by site supervisors).

1.06 Do employees understand their workplace health and safety responsibilities? 10 / 10

Notes For 1.06A - 8/8 (100%) interviewees identified responsibilities which included:  follow safety rules; 

workers qualified; incident reporting; and completing hazard assessments.  For 1.06B - 8/8(100%) 

interviewees identified legislated responsibilities which included:  work refusal; reporting unsafe 

conditions; wearing personal protective equipment; attend training; and everyone looks out for 

everyone's safety at a worksite.

1.07 Do managers and supervisors understand their responsibility for the health and safety of the 

workers under their supervision?

5 / 5

Notes 1/1 (100%) confirmed their responsibilities which included:  talking about safety; mentoring; and 

requirement for completing hazard assessments.

1.08 Are employees evaluated on their individual health and safety performance? 10 / 10

Notes 8/8 (100%) interviewees confirmed an evaluation process which is their recognition program.  The 

recognition program compares monthly an employee's completed field level hazard assessments 

(FLHAs) to his time sheets as an percentage evaluation method .  Whoever had the highest 

percentage, is acknowledged for his success.

Management commitment and leadership is the essential foundation for a successful health and safety program.  Management and 

employees working cooperatively together is required for a health and safety program to succeed.
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1.09 Does the senior management communicate to employees, at least annually, the organization’s 
commitment to health and safety?

5 / 5

Notes 8/8 (100%) stated the method of communication of commitment was either daily or at least monthly 

through safety meetings or verbally (one on one).

1.10 Does senior management demonstrate commitment to occupational health and safety? 10 / 10

Notes 8/8  (100%) interviewees stated commitment came through the following ways:  walk the talk; 

recognition program; paying for training; and user friendly computer software for documentation 

and record control.

1.11 Is current health and safety legislation readily available at all work sites? 5 / 5

Notes 1/1 (100%).  Observation confirmed legislation is available electronically through drop box (public 

drive) which is accessible to all workers.

1.12 Does management participate in meetings where health and safety is discussed? 10 / 10

Notes Yes, 11/11 (100%) of monthly meeting minutes reviewed confirmed management's participation.

1.13 Does the employer provide resources needed to implement and improve health and safety in the 

workplace?

10 / 10

Notes 8/8 (100%) interviewees stated two main resources - financial resources (paid training and supplied 

personal protective equipment) and time resources (time to attend training and meetings).

Element 1 Concluding Comments

Commitment to health and safety is evident at Gabriel Industries.  Employees are confident in 

management's commitment to health and safety by their actions of complying with and promotion of 

the health and safety policy.  Health and safety is communicated to workers and supported in the 

overall business operation plan.  Employees are aware of their health and safety roles, 

responsibilities and accountability for themselves and to others at their worksite. 
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Element 2: Hazard Identification and Assessment 115 / 175 (66%)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2.01 Have jobs been inventoried for the purpose of formal hazard assessments? 10 / 10

Notes 7/7 (100%) of job position inventoried.  Positions included:  President and General Manager; Vice 

President and Operational Manager; Fire alarm service coordinator; Service Coordinator  and Safety 

Representative; Project Coordinator; Programmer;  and Apprentice.

2.02 Has the employer compiled a list of tasks associated with each job? 20 / 20

Notes 19/19 (100%) of tasks have been compiled.  Examples include:  power hand tools; working on live 

electrical equipment; confined space; noise exposure; ladder use; and elevated work platform.

2.03 Are health and safety hazards identified for the tasks associated with each job? 24 / 40

Notes 2.03A -11/19 (58%) of documentation contained identified health hazards.  Examples included:  

hearing loss from noise exposure, and finger numbness due to vibration   2.03B - 11/19 (58%) of 

documentation contained identified safety hazards.  Examples included: walking - slip/trips, working 

from height - falls, working in confined space - engulfment and/or entrapment.

Suggestion It is recommended hazards be reassessed to ensure all real or potential health and safety hazards are 

identified.  By doing so, adequate hazard controls can be implemented to reduce likelihood of 

incidents.

2.04 Have the identified health and safety hazards been evaluated according to risk? 0 / 10

Notes No documentation was found to confirm health and safety hazards have been evaluated according to 

risk.

Suggestion It is recommended that a risk matrix be created and each hazard be risk assessed.  By evaluating the 

risk of the hazard, prioritization of hazard control can be confirmed.

2.05 Is senior management knowledgeable about the high hazard tasks related to their operations? 5 / 5

Notes 2/2 (100%) interviewees confirmed knowledge of high hazards which included:  electrocution when 

working with live wires; falls from heights; and atmospheric gases in confined spaces.

2.06 Are managers and supervisors involved in the formal hazard assessment process? 0 / 10

Notes 2.06A - 0/1 (0%) and 2.06 0/0 (0%) of interviewees were involved in the  formal hazard assessment 

process.

Suggestion It is recommended that a written process be created to ensure management's involved in the formal 

hazard assessment process.  The development of this process will provide an opportunity for 

management’s input into the formal hazard assessment process.
2.07 Are workers involved in the development, and/or review of the formal hazard assessment process? 0 / 10

Notes 0/6 (0%) interviewees confirmed worker involvement.

Suggestion It is recommended that a process be developed so workers can be involved in the development or 

review of formal hazard assessments.  Worker involvement in this process will enhance team effort 

towards health and safety and promote the identification of applicable health and safety hazards and 

controls.

2.08 Are key employees involved in the formal hazard assessment process trained? 10 / 10

Notes Documentation supported key employee were trained on the formal hazard assessment process.  

Documentation was verified through reviewing a safety meeting minutes as the training came in the 

form of a presentation at the meeting.

2.09 Is there a written policy and/or process to review formal hazard assessments? 0 / 5

A formal hazard assessment takes a close look at the overall operations of an organization to identify hazards, measure risk (to help prioritize 

hazards), and develop, implement and monitor related controls. Worker jobs or types of work are broken down into separate tasks. Formal 

hazard assessments are detailed, can involve many people, and will require time to complete.

A site-specific hazard assessment (also called field-level) is performed before work starts at a site and at a site where condit ions change or 

when non-routine work is added. This flags hazards identified at the location (e.g., overhead powerlines, poor lighting, wet sur faces, extreme 

temperatures, the presence of wildlife), or introduced by a change at the work site (e.g., scaffolding, unfamiliar chemicals, introduction of new 

equipment). Any hazards identified are to be eliminated or controlled right away, before work begins or continues.
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Notes No written policy was located to confirm a review process/procedure for formal hazard assessments.

Suggestion It is recommended a written policy be developed which includes a development and a review 

process for formal hazard assessments.  As the workplace is constantly changing, these processes will 

assist in confirming existing hazards are still present and any new potential hazards are identified and 

appropriate controls measures can either be confirmed or put in place.

2.10 Are formal hazard assessments reviewed? 1 / 10

Notes 1/8 (13%) of interviewees review the formal hazard assessment.  The formal hazard assessment 

review involves comparing hazards to tasks.  Examples include confined space and driving.

Suggestion It is recommended that all affected workers be involved in the formal hazard assessment review 

process, this involvement will enhance identification of associated hazards to applicable tasks.

2.11 Does the employer have a process for conducting site-specific hazard assessments when a new 

activity has been temporarily introduced or work is conducted at a temp/mobile site (whether 

owned by the employer or not)?

10 / 10

Notes Located in safety manual, a process has been confirmed, which contains the two requirements of this 

question.

2.12 Have site-specific hazard assessments been conducted before work begins/repeated if changes are 

introduced?

10 / 10

Notes 752/752 (100%) of documentation reviewed confirmed site specific hazard assessments (FLHA's)have 

been conducted.

Key Strength Site specific hazard assessments (FLHA) identify hazards at an applicable worksite.  The 

comprehensiveness of completed FLHA's confirm workers are aware of the hazards and controls used 

at the worksite. 

2.13 Have controls been identified for site specific hazard assessments? 5 / 5

Notes 752/752 (100%) of documentation review confirm identified controls which included: engineering 

such as barricades around fall hazard in floor; administrative such as air monitoring; and personal 

protective equipment such as steel toed boots and hard hat.

2.14 Do site-specific hazard assessments involve affected employees at the worksite? 10 / 10

Notes 7/7 (100%) of interviewees confirm the process which involves going to site, with the use of the 

sitedoc's app on phone assess hazard and document on FLHA along with hazard controls.  The FLHA' s 

are electronically signed by affected workers.

2.15 Is there a system in place for workers to report newly identified hazards? 10 / 10

Notes 6/6 (100%) interviewees confirmed a system of reporting unsafe or unhealthy condition which is 

informing a site foreman or superintendent (when at a prime contractor worksite) or informing 

management.

Element 2 Concluding Comments

Tasks associated with inventoried jobs, that identified health and safety hazards, has been 

developed.  Senior management is knowledgeable of high hazard tasks associated with the 

operation.  Interviewees stated the introduction of completing site specific hazard assessments 

(FLHA's) electronically increased workers' participation in completing the forms when required.  

Workers are aware of their responsibility to report unsafe or unhealthy conditions.
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Element 3: Hazard Control 124 / 150 (83%)

1

1

1

1

1

3.01 Have controls been identified for the hazards listed in the formal hazard assessments? 4 / 20

Notes Documentation supports 6/19 (32%) controls have been identified for the hazards.  Examples include 

hazard and control are as follows:  HAZARD - electrocution CONTROL - Lock out, insulated screw 

drivers, safety glasses, and insulate hard hat; HAZARD - elevated work platform collapsing CONTROL - 

pre inspection, OHSA ladder training, and spotter; HAZARD – elevated work platform inadequate for 
the job CONTROL- using correct lift for job; HAZARD ladder breaking CONTROL pre inspection of 

ladder and OHSA ladder training, HAZARD – noise exposure CONTROL - barrier from noise, shift 
scheduling, ear plugs.

Suggestion It is recommended the control methods for each identified hazard be reviewed to ensure all three 

methods of hazard control are considered for the hazard.  By doing so, it will assist in identifying 

controls in place and any controls that need to be implemented to ensure worker safety.

3.02 Have the identified engineering controls been implemented? 20 / 20

Notes 2/2 (100%) of engineering controls were confirmed during observation:  insulated screw driver and 

lock out system.

3.03 Have the identified administrative controls been implemented? 20 / 20

Notes 2/2  (100%) of administrative control were observed:  OHSA ladder training and ladder pre use 

inspection.

3.04 Have the identified personal protective equipment (PPE) controls been implemented? 20 / 20

Notes 3/3 (100%) of personal protective equipment was observed:  insulated hard hat, earplugs and safety 

glasses.

3.05 Are changes to hazard controls communicated to affected employees? 10 / 10

Notes 8/8  (100%) interviewees confirmed communication method was at safety meetings or one on one, 

when required.

Key Strength Communication is one of the key components of a proactive health and safety program and 

interviewees confirmed that communication of changes for hazard control is occurring.

3.06 Are employees using the established hazard controls? 30 / 30

Notes 3.06A - 8/8 (100%) of interviewees stated they use established controls.  Examples included:  ladder 

use (using training of 3-point contact and ladder placement); putting up lights (locking out power 

source); and working on elevated platform (use of hard hat).  3.06B - observation confirmed one 1/1 

(100%) worker were using established control of an ergonomic chair at office.

3.07 Do supervisors enforce the use of hazard controls? 10 / 10

Notes 8/8 (100%) of interviewees confirm enforcement which involves observation at site visits and non-

compliance is addressed if necessary.

3.08 Is there a process in place for preventative maintenance of equipment, vehicles, facilities, and 

tools? 

0 / 5

Notes No documented process is in place for preventative maintenance.

Suggestion It is recommended a written preventative maintenance process be developed as a preventative 

maintenance process will not only potentially prolong the life the item but decrease the likelihood of 

workers being injured due to malfunctioning equipment.

3.09 Is the preventative maintenance process in use? 0 / 5

Notes As documentation is present to confirm a written preventative maintenance process, no 

documentation is present to confirm preventative maintenance is being completed.

If an identified hazard cannot be eliminated, controls are implemented to reduce the risk of the hazard.  Implementation of hazard controls will 

result in the reduction of workplace incidents.  Three methods of control are: Engineering (i.e., elimination, substitution, guards, ventilation, 

sound barriers); Administrative (i.e., safe work practices, job procedures, job rotation, and training); Personal Protective Equipment (i.e., eye 

protection, hearing protection, gloves, and fire retardant coveralls).
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Suggestion It is recommended the once a preventative maintenance process has been developed, a 

documentation process be developed as a verification method of compliance of the process.  By 

documenting the completed preventative maintenance, it will allow workers to know what has been 

completed and what is still outstanding.

3.10 Is there a system that ensures defective equipment, vehicles, facilities, and tools are taken out of 

service? 

10 / 10

Notes 6/6 (100%) interviewees stated the system as being:  once item has been identified as defective, 

either repair it (if can), tag/lock out if repair can not be immediate or dispose of it immediately.  

Key Strength Interviews confirmed workers knowledge of the importance of not using defective equipment as 

using defective equipment may lead to an incident.

Element 3 Concluding Comments

The three levels of hierarchy of hazard control (engineering, administrative, and personal protective 

equipment) are present as hazard controls at Gabriel Industries.  Workers are confident that hazard 

controls are communicated and workers use the established controls.  Employees know the process 

for ensuring defective items are taken out of operation.
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Element 4: Ongoing Inspections 53 / 70 (76%)

1

1

1

4.01 Is there an inspection policy and/or process that states the frequency of formal workplace 

inspections by level?

15 / 15

Notes Located on the sitedocs.com site, the frequency of inspection is listed as the following:  monthly for 

office and warehouse, and monthly for ladders.  4.01 C - Workers are to participate in ladder 

inspections.  4.01A,B &C -Managers /supervisors and workers participate in the office and 

warehouse.

Key Strength The development of an inspection frequency based on timelines and participation aids in the 

monitoring of hazards present, control methods and the effectiveness of the controls.

4.02 Are checklists or forms used for formal inspections? 5 / 5

Notes An electronic inspection form for both the ladder and office/warehouse inspection. 

Key Strength The electronic formal inspection forms are customized to the operation of Gabriel Industries.  This 

customization allows employees to ensure hazard and hazard controls appropriate to their work is 

being inspected.  

4.03 Have individuals conducting formal inspections received training? 5 / 10

Notes ½ (50%) of documentation review of training records confirm the following:  ladder inspections were 

part of the OHSA ladder training course.  No inspection training documents were found for the 

completing a facility inspection (office/warehouse (shop) inspection).

Suggestion It is recommended that key staff be trained on facility inspections as the purpose of an inspection is 

to identify hazards and confirm control methods are working appropriately.

4.04 Are formal inspections carried out in accordance with the policy and/or process by level? 3 / 15

Notes 4.04A&B - 2/11 (18%) of office/warehouse(shop) inspection were completed as per inspection 

frequency.  4.04C - 4/22 (18%) of monthly ladder inspection and monthly office/warehouse (shop) 

were completed as required as per the outlined inspection frequency.

Suggestion It is recommended inspections be completed as per frequency as inspections are a form of 

monitoring  hazards and confirming hazard controls are working.

4.05 Is there a system to correct deficiencies identified through formal inspections? 5 / 5

Notes Yes.  Located on the inspection form is the following system:  a requirement to take a picture of the 

deficiency, the recommended action, the target date, who has been assigned the corrective action 

and implementation date.

4.06 Have deficiencies identified through formal inspections been corrected? 20 / 20

Notes For office/warehouse inspection.  On the April 12, 2018 inspection the following deficiencies were 

noted:  fire extinguisher expired; eye wash station expired; and housekeeping in main warehouse 

(shop) area.  Observation confirmed the fire extinguisher recertified; eye wash station solution 

changed; and shop area had been cleaned up.  For monthly ladder inspection, no deficiencies were 

noted.

Key Strength Inspections records noted corrected deficiencies in inspections.  The correction of inspection 

deficiencies reinforces the concept of senior management's commitment to health and safety by 

allocating resources (financial and time) to the deficiencies.  

Element 4 Concluding Comments

Gabriel Industries has an inspection system which identifies deficiencies and a process to ensure 

deficiencies are corrected.   There is a process for management and workers to be involved.  

Regular inspections identify hazards not previously identified in Element 2, monitor the effectiveness of the controls implemented in Element 

3, and provide an on-going method to improve the health and safety program.
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Element 5: Qualifications, Orientation, and Training 103 / 120 (86%)

1

1

1

5.01 Is there a system to ensure employees are qualified for the position for which they are being 

considered? 

15 / 15

Notes 5.01A - Documentation (located in safety manual) states the following are qualification requirements:  

CSTS; OHSA fall protection; OHSA aerial lift, electrical apprenticeship certificate, and a valid driver's 

license.  5.01B - 1/1(100%) interviewees confirmed that qualifications listed 5.01A are required as 

part of the hiring process.  

Key Strength A qualification process has been developed which includes not only internal standards but as well as 

qualifications for the electrical apprenticeship program (certification).  The qualification process is 

the first step in deeming an employee competent.

5.02 Does the orientation process cover critical H&S topics prior to starting regular duties? 5 / 5

Notes Review of documented orientation process supports that the process includes the following: the 3 

health and safety rights; emergency response procedures; drug and alcohol policy; hazard reporting; 

incident reporting; requirements of inspections; roles and responsibilities; and management's 

expectation of workers in relation to health and safety.  

5.03 Do supervisors ensure orientations were conducted prior to employees starting regular duties? 10 / 10

Notes 5/5 (100%) of interviewees who supervise workers confirmed that orientations are completed on first 

day by confirming with management that the orientation has been completed prior to worker 

starting regular duties.  Three (3) workers did not supervise other workers hence no responses were 

recorded as the question is not applicable.

5.04 Are health and safety orientations provided to visitors and contractors? 0 / 10

Notes 5.04 A & B - no documentation was present to confirm that orientations take place for either visitors 

or contractors.

Suggestion It is recommended a written process be developed for orientations to be completed for both visitors 

and contractors at the office/warehouse.  By doing so, it will ensure both parties are aware of any 

possible hazards at the site and the controls in place to reduce the likelihood of a person being 

injured at the site.

5.05 Does the employer communicate with contractors regarding health and safety while on site, 

changes to the site? 

10 / 10

Notes 5.05 A - 1/1 (100%) of interviewees confirm the process of communication for health and safety while 

on site is to conduct a safety talk prior to the work commencing.  5.05 B - 1/1 (100%) of interviewees 

is taking a break to discuss a change at the site which may affect their health and safety as the 

communication process.

5.06 Are supervisors provided with training to support them in their role? 10 / 10

Notes 5.06A - 2/2 (100%) of management had documented training specific to their role. Examples included 

ACSA safety management principles and ACSA roles of supervisor.  5.06B – 5/5 (100%) interviewees 
confirm their training in the form of supervisory capacity.  Examples included:  leadership in safety, 

health and safety auditor training, and ACSA safety management principles. Three (3) workers did not 

supervise other workers hence no responses were recorded as the question is not applicable.

5.07 Do employees receive job-specific training when they are a new employee, assigned new tasks, or 

when an operational change affects their work? 

25 / 30

Notes 5.07A – Documentation supported 4/8 (50%) of employees training was completed.  Examples 
included confined space entry, fall protection and Husky on site orientation.  5.07B - 8/8 (100%) of 

interviewees confirmed training; examples included:  safe work procedures, hydrogen sulfide gas, 

and elevation work platform.

Suggestion It is recommended that a  written process for filing of certificates in the records management 

systembe developed  would enhance the confirmation of training received by workers.

5.08 Is there a process to assess competency of new and re-assigned workers? 15 / 15

Qualifications, orientations, and training are essential to ensure employees perform their job tasks in a safe and healthy manner. An employer 

is responsible to ensure the employee is physically and mentally capable of the task assignment.
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Notes 1/1 (100%) of interviewees confirmed the process of assessing competency which is a buddy system - 

having an apprentice work alongside a journeyman until journeyman feels confident with the 

competency level of apprentice.

Key Strength Apprentices are' buddied up' with an electrical journeyman.  This buddy system will assist in the 

assessment of competency as experience is added into the equation along with qualifications and 

training.

5.09 Are competency assessments conducted? 5 / 5

Notes Documentation supports a competency assessments checklist (located on sitedocs site), provided as 

part of the electrical apprenticeship program, are being conducted.  

5.10 Is required refresher training provided? 8 / 10

Notes Refresher training requirement is for first aid to be completed every 3 years (5/5 -100% of eligible 

points).  5/8 (63% of eligible points) of employees’ first aid was completed within the specified 
timelines.  82% of documentation review (averaging the 63% and 100%)

Suggestion It is recommended the written process for refresher training be reassessed to provide guidelines or 

triggers to complete refresher training prior to certificate expiration.  By doing so, it will assist 

employee’s in completing trainign prior to expiration.

Element 5 Concluding Comments

Qualifications are required as part of the onboarding process.  Health and safety orientations are 

completed for new workers on the first day of work and competency of training is verified.  
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Element 6: Emergency Response 46 / 60 (77%)

1

1

1

6.01 Have written emergency response plans been developed for potential emergencies? 6 / 10

Notes 7/11 (64%) of documentation located in safety manual confirm the following written emergency 

response plans:  falls; confined space; explosions; spills; major structural failure; cold weather; and 

medical emergencies.  Missing was tornadoes, floods, fire and violence.

Suggestion It is recommended emergency response plans be developed for all identified emergencies.  The 

creation of emergency response plans will assist affected workers in understanding their roles and 

responsibilities in an emergency as well as the procedure for the rescue or evacuation.

6.02 Do written emergency response plans include requirements? 0 / 10

Notes 0/7 (0%) of written emergency response plans contained the necessary requirements.  Falls, confined 

space, and spills included appropriate response.  Explosion and major structural failures included a 

communication system.  Cold weather emergency included emergency response numbers while 

medical emergencies included the monitoring the effectiveness of the plan.  

Suggestion It is recommended emergency response plans be reviewed to ensure the necessary requirements are 

present.  These necessary requirements assist in ensuring emergencies are dealt in an effective and 

efficient manner.

6.03 Have employees received emergency response training appropriate to their individual 

responsibility?

15 / 15

Notes 8/8 (100%) of interviewees confirmed their training.  Examples included confined space, fall 

protection, first aid, and hydrogen sulfide (considered spills).

Key Strength Employees are trained in emergency response procedures; this training will allow an employee to 

understand the employee’s roles and responsibilities and procedures prior to an actual emergency.

6.04 Are emergency response drills conducted? 10 / 10

Notes One evacuation drill is required annually for the office/warehouse.  It was completed on August 9, 

2018.

6.05 Have deficiencies in the emergency response plan identified through a drill been corrected? N/A

Notes No deficiencies were noted on the drill.

6.06 Have deficiencies in the emergency response plan identified through an emergency response been 

corrected?

N/A

Notes As no deficiencies were noted, no corrective action is required.

6.07 Do the numbers of employees trained in first aid meet legislated requirements? 5 / 5

Notes Documentation of training records confirm 8/8 (100%) of employees contained the necessary one (1) 

day emergency first aid training.  

6.08 Do first aid supplies and facilities meet legislated requirements? 10 / 10

Notes A level 2 first aid kit is the legislated requirement for the office/warehouse (located on first floor) and 

vehicle (behind seat).  The first aid kit in office contained the necessary required inventory.  

Verification of vehicle was not possible as vehicle was in being serviced at a third-party site.  An eye 

wash station is located on second floor near kitchen area.

Element 6 Concluding Comments

Gabriel Industries have completed an emergency response for an evacuation of its office/warehouse.

An emergency response plan helps ensure appropriate and efficient actions will take place in the event of an emergency or disaster.
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Element 7: Incident Investigation 105 / 105 (100%)

1

1

7.01 Is there a policy and/or process that requires the reporting of occupational incidents, illness, and 

near misses?

5 / 5

Notes Yes, documentation is located in safety manual.  The policy lists the requirement to report all 

accident/incidents (i.e. AB OHS reportable such as fatality or serious injury etc.), harassment and 

violence, work refusals, and near misses.  It lists internal reporting procedure (i.e. to management) 

and external (i.e. within 24 hours by management to WCB).  

Key Strength The incident policy lists the requirement to report various types of incidents.  By developing incident 

reporting procedures, employees are aware of their roles,responsibilities and procedures.

7.02 Can employees explain the reporting procedures for work-related incidents, illness, and near 

misses?

10 / 10

Notes 8/8 (100%) of interviewees explained injury incidents:  provide help to the injured person, notify 

superintendent or foreman (if at another site) and management, and conduct incident investigation.  

For near misses, and property damage: notify management and conduct investigation.  For 

harassment and violence - notify management immediately and management will investigate.

Key Strength Employees are aware of the need to report not only at their worksite (office and warehouse) but as 

well as at prime contractor’s worksite (to superintendent or foreman).  The development of a 
reporting process will assist in the handling of the incident in an effective and efficient manner. 

7.03 Do employees report workplace incidents/illnesses? 5 / 5

Notes Yes. Documentation supports eight (8) incident reports were completed.

7.04 Do employees report workplace near misses? 5 / 5

Notes Yes.  Documentation supports that 6/6 (100%) of near misses were reported.  Examples included:  

almost falling from bottom rung of step ladder; almost falling from tripping on scaffolding; tape 

measure fall on ground; arc flash while working on live wire; almost falling from slipping on ice;  and 

almost falling from slipping on wet ground.

Key Strength Near misses provide an opportunity to improve a health and safety program as an employee has not 

been injured or property damage has not occurred. Gabriel Industries commitment for the 

promotion of near miss reporting increases the opportunity to improve its health and safety 

program.

7.05 Is there a procedure for investigating occupational incidents, illnesses, and near misses? 5 / 5

Notes #REF!

7.06 Have the persons conducting investigations been trained in investigation techniques? 10 / 10

Notes Documentation supports that 8/8 (100%) of person conducting investigation have received training.  

Training was provided in the form of a group exercise at a safety meeting.

7.07 Do managers participate in investigations? 15 / 15

Notes 1/1 (100%) of interviewees confirm management participate in investigations.  Participation is 

indirect, by providing suggestions for direct and root causes, when requested by workers,  as workers 

are responsible in their system to arrive at incident causes.  

7.08 Do investigations focus on identifying root causes and recommending corrective action? 20 / 20

Notes 7.08A - 8/8 (100%) of reviewed incident investigation forms indentified roots causes. Some examples 

included:  improper tool used causing a leak in pipe when worker tripped an hit forehead on pipe; 

and proper gloves used for tightening bolts with sharp edges.  7.08B -8/8 (100%) of the 

recommended corrective action was for system changes.  Of the two examples listed above, system 

changewas in tool requirement and personal protective equipment.

7.09 Are corrective actions identified in investigation reports implemented to prevent reoccurrence? 15 / 15

Investigations determine the cause(s) of an incident, and the corrective action(s) required to prevent a recurrence.
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Notes 7.09A - 2/2 (100%) of - documentation confirmed corrective action was implemented - updating of 

both applicable safe work procedures.  7.09B - Observations confirm 2/2 (100%) of corrective action 

was implemented - a new tool was purchased as well as leather gloves. 

7.10 Do managers/supervisors ensure investigations are completed in a timely manner to prevent 

reoccurrence?

5 / 5

Notes 8/8 (100%) of documented incidents are completed in timely fashion (within internal standard of 24 

hours). As incident investigation are filled electronically, time and date are automatically attached to 

incident report, management is able to confirm when incident reports are investigated.

7.11 Are completed investigation reports/results communicated to employees? 10 / 10

Notes 8/8 (100%) of interviewees confirm investigation reports are communicated to employees during 

monthly safety meeting.  

Element 7 Concluding Comments

An incident reporting and investigation policy with procedures, which employees are aware of, has 

been developed.  Gabriel Industries near miss reporting record demonstrates employee’s 
involvement in creating a safe workplace.  The implementation of corrective action as a result of 

identified basic and root causes, of an incident investigation, are communicated to its employees.
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Element 8: Program Administration 39 / 75 (52%)

1

1

8.01 Is there a system to confirm Management communicates health and safety issues to employees 

and employees can provide feedback on health and safety issues? 

20 / 20

Notes 8.01A - 8/8 (100%) of interviewees confirm the communication methods as either at monthly safety 

meeting or verbally when required.  8.01B - 8/8 (100%) of interviewees confirm feedback methods 

are at monthly safety meeting or directly to appropriate worker or manager.

Key Strength Feedback on health and safety concerns provides a loop in the communication of health and safety 

at a worksite.  Interviews confirm that employees have the ability to express safety concerns.

8.02 Are health and safety records/statistics analyzed to identify trends on at least an annual basis? 0 / 10

Notes No documentation was present to confirm health and safety records/statistics were analyzed to 

identify trends.

Suggestion It is recommended a written process be developed to identify which records or statistics will be 

analyzed to identify trends.  The analyzation of trends provides quantifiable data to implement 

necessary hazard control methods which assist in developing a proactive health and safety program.

8.03 Is the health and safety system evaluated at least annually? 5 / 5

Notes An internal certificate of recognition audit was conducted February 28, 2017.  

8.04 Is senior management held accountable for the implementation of the health and safety system? 5 / 5

Notes 2/2 (100%) of interviewees stated accountability came in the form of providing necessary monies for 

health and safety in budget i.e. purchasing protective equipment or training; ensuring action plans 

are implement and peer pressure.

8.05 Are results from the health and safety system evaluations communicated to employees? 9 / 10

Notes 7/8 (88%) of interviewees confirm evaluations are communicated through monthly safety meetings.

Suggestion It is recommended a written process be developed so employees are communicated with the results 

of an audit or evaluation.  The communication of the results allows employees to understand what is 

working and areas for improvement of the health and safety program.

8.06 Was a plan developed to address identified health and safety system deficiencies from the 

previous evaluation?

0 / 10

Notes No documentation was present to confirm a plan was developed for identified health and safety 

issues.

Suggestion It is recommended that a written process be developed for when the program is evaluated or 

audited, an action plan is generated in response to the findings.  This will assist in creating a proactive 

program by developing corrective and deliverable measures for identified gaps.

8.07 Has the plan been implemented? 0 / 15

Notes As no action plan was created, no items could be implemented.

Suggestion The implementation of an action plan will demonstrate senior management's commitment to health 

and safety by reducing identified gaps in elements of the program.  It is recommended a written 

process be developed on how the plan will be implemented.

Element 8 Concluding Comments

A communication and feed back loop exists which was confirmed by employees interviewees. An 

evaluation of the program is through the certificate of recognition program.

Concluding Comments

Program administration provides an evaluation of the overall effectiveness of the health and safety management system.
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Gabriel Industries commitment to its health and safety program is evident in the confidence 

employees' expressed during the the audit.  The theme of 'team work' was evident during the audit 

as employees's expressed the words 'we' and 'us' when discussing health and safety.  The 

development and implementation of an action plan for any areas for improvement noted in the 

audit, will further enhance the health and safety program.
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Introduction None entered.

Element 1 94 / 95 (99%)

1.01 Strength The creation of the policy is a demonstration to workers of company's commitment to health 

and safety.

1.02 Strength The accessibility of the health and safety policy is visual reminder to workers of the commitment 

towards health and safety.

1.04 Suggestion It is recommended a written process be developed to refresh workers  with the content of the 

health and safety policy; by doing so, it will reconfirm the organization's commitment to health 

and safety .

Comments Commitment to health and safety is evident at Gabriel Industries.  Employees are confident in 

management's commitment to health and safety by their actions of complying with and 

promotion of the health and safety policy.  Health and safety is communicated to workers and 

supported in the overall business operation plan.  Employees are aware of their health and 

safety roles, responsibilities and accountability for themselves and to others at their worksite. 

Element 2 115 / 175 (66%)

2.03 Suggestion It is recommended hazards be reassessed to ensure all real or potential health and safety 

hazards are identified.  By doing so, adequate hazard controls can be implemented to reduce 

likelihood of incidents.

2.04 Suggestion It is recommended that a risk matrix be created and each hazard be risk assessed.  By evaluating 

the risk of the hazard, prioritization of hazard control can be confirmed.

2.06 Suggestion It is recommended that a written process be created to ensure management's involved in the 

formal hazard assessment process.  The development of this process will provide an opportunity 

for management’s input into the formal hazard assessment process.

2.07 Suggestion It is recommended that a process be developed so workers can be involved in the development 

or review of formal hazard assessments.  Worker involvement in this process will enhance team 

effort towards health and safety and promote the identification of applicable health and safety 

hazards and controls.

2.09 Suggestion It is recommended a written policy be developed which includes a development and a review 

process for formal hazard assessments.  As the workplace is constantly changing, these 

processes will assist in confirming existing hazards are still present and any new potential 

hazards are identified and appropriate controls measures can either be confirmed or put in 

place.

2.10 Suggestion It is recommended that all affected workers be involved in the formal hazard assessment review 

process, this involvement will enhance identification of associated hazards to applicable tasks.

2.12 Strength Site specific hazard assessments (FLHA) identify hazards at an applicable worksite.  The 

comprehensiveness of completed FLHA's confirm workers are aware of the hazards and controls 

used at the worksite. 

Comments Tasks associated with inventoried jobs, that identified health and safety hazards, has been 

developed.  Senior management is knowledgeable of high hazard tasks associated with the 

operation.  Interviewees stated the introduction of completing site specific hazard assessments 

(FLHA's) electronically increased workers' participation in completing the forms when required.  

Workers are aware of their responsibility to report unsafe or unhealthy conditions.

Element 3 124 / 150 (83%)

3.01 Suggestion It is recommended the control methods for each identified hazard be reviewed to ensure all 

three methods of hazard control are considered for the hazard.  By doing so, it will assist in 

identifying controls in place and any controls that need to be implemented to ensure worker 

safety.

3.05 Strength Communication is one of the key components of a proactive health and safety program and 

interviewees confirmed that communication of changes for hazard control is occurring.

3.08 Suggestion It is recommended a written preventative maintenance process be developed as a preventative 

maintenance process will not only potentially prolong the life the item but decrease the 

likelihood of workers being injured due to malfunctioning equipment.
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3.09 Suggestion It is recommended the once a preventative maintenance process has been developed, a 

documentation process be developed as a verification method of compliance of the process.  By 

documenting the completed preventative maintenance, it will allow workers to know what has 

been completed and what is still outstanding.

3.10 Strength Interviews confirmed workers knowledge of the importance of not using defective equipment as 

using defective equipment may lead to an incident.

Comments The three levels of hierarchy of hazard control (engineering, administrative, and personal 

protective equipment) are present as hazard controls at Gabriel Industries.  Workers are 

confident that hazard controls are communicated and workers use the established controls.  

Employees know the process for ensuring defective items are taken out of operation.

Element 4 53 / 70 (76%)

4.01 Strength The development of an inspection frequency based on timelines and participation aids in the 

monitoring of hazards present, control methods and the effectiveness of the controls.

4.02 Strength The electronic formal inspection forms are customized to the operation of Gabriel Industries.  

This customization allows employees to ensure hazard and hazard controls appropriate to their 

work is being inspected.  

4.03 Suggestion It is recommended that key staff be trained on facility inspections as the purpose of an 

inspection is to identify hazards and confirm control methods are working appropriately.

4.04 Suggestion It is recommended inspections be completed as per frequency as inspections are a form of 

monitoring  hazards and confirming hazard controls are working.

4.06 Strength Inspections records noted corrected deficiencies in inspections.  The correction of inspection 

deficiencies reinforces the concept of senior management's commitment to health and safety by 

allocating resources (financial and time) to the deficiencies.  

Comments Gabriel Industries has an inspection system which identifies deficiencies and a process to ensure 

deficiencies are corrected.   There is a process for management and workers to be involved.  

Element 5 103 / 120 (86%)

5.01 Strength A qualification process has been developed which includes not only internal standards but as 

well as qualifications for the electrical apprenticeship program (certification).  The qualification 

process is the first step in deeming an employee competent.

5.04 Suggestion It is recommended a written process be developed for orientations to be completed for both 

visitors and contractors at the office/warehouse.  By doing so, it will ensure both parties are 

aware of any possible hazards at the site and the controls in place to reduce the likelihood of a 

person being injured at the site.

5.07 Suggestion It is recommended that a  written process for filing of certificates in the records management 

systembe developed  would enhance the confirmation of training received by workers.

5.08 Strength Apprentices are' buddied up' with an electrical journeyman.  This buddy system will assist in the 

assessment of competency as experience is added into the equation along with qualifications 

and training.

5.10 Suggestion It is recommended the written process for refresher training be reassessed to provide guidelines 

or triggers to complete refresher training prior to certificate expiration.  By doing so, it will assist 

employee’s in completing trainign prior to expiration.

Comments Qualifications are required as part of the onboarding process.  Health and safety orientations are 

completed for new workers on the first day of work and competency of training is verified.  

Element 6 46 / 60 (77%)

6.01 Suggestion It is recommended emergency response plans be developed for all identified emergencies.  The 

creation of emergency response plans will assist affected workers in understanding their roles 

and responsibilities in an emergency as well as the procedure for the rescue or evacuation.

6.02 Suggestion It is recommended emergency response plans be reviewed to ensure the necessary 

requirements are present.  These necessary requirements assist in ensuring emergencies are 

dealt in an effective and efficient manner.
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6.03 Strength Employees are trained in emergency response procedures; this training will allow an employee 

to understand the employee’s roles and responsibilities and procedures prior to an actual 
emergency.

Comments Gabriel Industries have completed an emergency response for an evacuation of its 

office/warehouse.

Element 7 105 / 105 (100%)

7.01 Strength The incident policy lists the requirement to report various types of incidents.  By developing 

incident reporting procedures, employees are aware of their roles,responsibilities and 

procedures.

7.02 Strength Employees are aware of the need to report not only at their worksite (office and warehouse) but 

as well as at prime contractor’s worksite (to superintendent or foreman).  The development of a 
reporting process will assist in the handling of the incident in an effective and efficient manner. 

7.04 Strength Near misses provide an opportunity to improve a health and safety program as an employee has 

not been injured or property damage has not occurred. Gabriel Industries commitment for the 

promotion of near miss reporting increases the opportunity to improve its health and safety 

program.

7.06 Suggestion

Comments An incident reporting and investigation policy with procedures, which employees are aware of, 

has been developed.  Gabriel Industries near miss reporting record demonstrates employee’s 
involvement in creating a safe workplace.  The implementation of corrective action as a result of 

identified basic and root causes, of an incident investigation, are communicated to its 

employees.

Element 8 39 / 75 (52%)

8.01 Strength Feedback on health and safety concerns provides a loop in the communication of health and 

safety at a worksite.  Interviews confirm that employees have the ability to express safety 

concerns.

8.02 Suggestion It is recommended a written process be developed to identify which records or statistics will be 

analyzed to identify trends.  The analyzation of trends provides quantifiable data to implement 

necessary hazard control methods which assist in developing a proactive health and safety 

program.

8.05 Suggestion It is recommended a written process be developed so employees are communicated with the 

results of an audit or evaluation.  The communication of the results allows employees to 

understand what is working and areas for improvement of the health and safety program.

8.06 Suggestion It is recommended that a written process be developed for when the program is evaluated or 

audited, an action plan is generated in response to the findings.  This will assist in creating a 

proactive program by developing corrective and deliverable measures for identified gaps.

8.07 Suggestion The implementation of an action plan will demonstrate senior management's commitment to 

health and safety by reducing identified gaps in elements of the program.  It is recommended a 

written process be developed on how the plan will be implemented.

Comments A communication and feed back loop exists which was confirmed by employees interviewees. An 

evaluation of the program is through the certificate of recognition program.

Conclusion Gabriel Industries commitment to its health and safety program is evident in the confidence 

employees' expressed during the the audit.  The theme of 'team work' was evident during the 

audit as employees's expressed the words 'we' and 'us' when discussing health and safety.  The 

development and implementation of an action plan for any areas for improvement noted in the 

audit, will further enhance the health and safety program.
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Item Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

HS policy

HS policy signed annually x

Hazard assessment and control

formal hazard assessment review x

hazard element review x

Safe work practice  (SWP)

SWP reviewed every 3 years x

SWP element reviewed x

Training

training element reviewed x

Orientation

orientation element reviewed x

Personal protective equipment

Respirator code of practice x

PPE element reviewed x

Inspections

Office/warehouse inspection x

inspection element reviewed x

Preventative maintenance (PM)

first aid kit

eye wash station

fire extinguishers x

PM element reviewed x

Journey Management (JM)

JM element reviewed

Meetings

staff meetings/HSR meetings x x x x x x x

meeting element reviewed x

Incident reporting & investigation

IRI element reviewed x

Injury reporting & return to work

element reviewed x

Emergency Response plan (ERP)

ERP element reviewed x

Fire drill x

robbery - table top drill x

bomb threat - table top drill x

hostage - table top drill x

active shooter - table top drill x

entering a facility - table top drill x

h2s contact - table top drill x

Confined space - table top drill x

Fall protection - table top drill x

tornadoes - table top drill x

windstorms - table top drill x

explosions - table top drill x

escape of gas - table top drill x

earthquake - table top drill x

electrical storms/blackout x

Exposure plans

Exposure plan element reviewed x



crystalline silica code of practice review x

First aid

first aid element reviewed x

Ergonomic

ergonomic element reviewed x

Harassment & Bullying

harassment element reviewed x

Violence

violence element reviewed x

Contract

contract element reviewed x

each contract is to be reviewed upon completion or annually if it is reoccuring

Visitor

visitor element reviewed x

visitor form completed wheneer a visitor comes to the office/warehouse or at a site in which Gabriel Industries is the prime contractor

Training

training element reviewed x

Training requirements outlined on needs assessment

Noise management (NM)

NM element reviewed x

hearing tests - once and dependent upon results - either annually or every 2 years.

Program administration

COR audit x

statistical anlysis - trends/gaps x



Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

x

x

x x x x x
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